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FOREWORD
This volume is one of a series of handbooks prepared by Foreign
Area Studies (FAS) of The American University, designed to be.
useful to military and other personnel who need a convenient
compilation of basic facts about the social, economic, political and
military institutions and practices of various countries. The emphasis is on objective description of the nation's present society
and the kinds of possible or probable changes that might be expected in the future. The handbook seeks to present as fuli and as
balanced ur integrated exposition as limitations on space and
research time permit. It was compiled from information available
in openly published material. Extensive 'bibliographies are provided to permit recourse to other published sources for more detailed information. There has been no attempt to express any
specific point of view or to make policy recommendations. The
contents of the handbook represent the work of the authors and
FAS and do not represent the official view of the United Stat,
Government.
An efort has been made to make the handbook as' comprehensive as possible. It can be expected, however, that the material,
interpretatiuns and conclusions are subject to modification in the
light of new information and developments. Such corrections,
additions and suggestions for factual, interpretive or other change
as readers may have will be welcomed for use in future revisions.
Comments may be addressed to The Director
Foreign Area Studies
The American University
5010 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washingion, D.C.
20016
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PREFACE

During the past three decades Guatemala has had only three
Presidents who toK. office through constitutional procedure, Even
two of these, Colonels Jacobo Arbenz and Manuel Ydigoras, were
elected only after the fn1ion or interest group supporting them
first achieved power by other means in order to oversee the election of their candidate. Only Julio Cesar Mendez Montenegro,
who became President in 1966 was able to take over power from
an opposition president without resorting to an intervening coup
d'etat. In addition, small but active terrorist groups have been
pr-sent since 1960, and the recourse to violence has been frequent.
The most spectacular recent example of terrorism was with the
assassination in August 1968 of United States Ambassador John
Gordon Mein.
The history of Guatemala extends into the pre-Columbian past
when it was the center of the Mayan empire. The Spanish conquest occ2urred over 400 years ago, yet Indian and Hispanic elements have been only partially reconciled. The result is a divided
society composed of Indians and ladinos, the latter including
Europeans, mestizos, and some Indians who no longer espouse an
Indian style of life. The population is largely rural and agricultural and is characterized by extremes of poverty and wealth. In
recent years the social frarnework has been in flux, as more and
more Indians are leaving their traditional communities and moving into ladino society. In addition, the political and economic
hegemony of the upper classes has diminished since 1944, ,r.d
-he middle class is assuming more power and weallth.
This book is an attempt to provide, in compact, convenient,
balanced, and objective form, an integrated exposition and analysis of the dominant social, politicai, and economic aspects of
Guatemalarn society. It is a book of and about the people as individuals and a• members of the society, and how they live. It is
designed ý.o give readers an understanding of the dynamics of the
co(I-ponient ele,,neath of Guatemalan society and an insight into
the feeling3 aii, ideas, the goals, and the hopes and fears of the
people.
V

Although many excellent works concerning the country exist,
both in English and Spanish, most of these ar3 either specific and
detailed Atudies of one particular aspect of the society, or they
describe the situation in broad, genera' terms. The Area Handbook
for Guatemala is not intended to replace any of these approaches,
but to supplement the available material with a unified and fairly
complete account w!ithin one volume. Interpretations and judgments are held to a minimum since the major portion of the
research is based on documented sources rather than field study.
Grateful acknowledgement is due many people who have given
their time and knowledge in aiding various chapters of this study.
In particular, the authors wish to thank Dr. Harold E. Davis for
his extensive knowledge and friendly criticism which proved
invaluable in the historical sections. However, responsibility for
all facts and interpretations found in the study must rest with
the authors.
English usage in this handbook follows A Dictionary of Modern
English Usage, H. W. Fowler (Second Edition, Revised by Sir
Ernest Gowers), and Webster's Third New InternationalDictionary (unabridged). Spanish usage is based on Appleton's New
Cuyas Dictionary (Fifth Edition). Place names follow the rulings
of the United States Board on Geographic Names, United States
Department of the Interior. For the Indian languages, both the
Mayan derivatives and the Carib dialect, the authors depended on
Guatemalan sources. Spanish words are held to a minimum, are
defined at first appearance, and if used frequently, are recorded
in the Glossary.

COUNTRY SUMMARY
1. COUNTRY: Republic of Guatemala (1839 to the present);
United Provinces of Central America (1821-1839); Kingdom of
Guatemala (1660-1821) ; part of New Spain (1524-15iO).
2. GOVERNMENT: Guatemala is a republic, governed in 1968
under the Constitution of 1965. Julio Cesar Mendez Montenegro
was elected President in 1966 along with a unicameral congress
of 55 deput'es.
3. POPULATION: In 1964 population was 4,284,473, according to
projections should have reached about 4,750,000 by late 1968. In
1964 43.3 percenL was classified as Lidian, the remainder ladino.
Immigration insignificant. Rate of increase appcoximately 3.1 percent per year.
4. SIZE: 42,000 square miles in area.
5. TOPOGRAPHY: Two major mountain ranges which trend
east-west, the Sierra de los Cuchumatanes and the Sierra Madre.
Narrow coastal plain on the Pacific coast. Three river valleys
extend inland from the Caribbean coast. Northern third of country quasi-rainforest.
6, LANGUAGES: Official language, Spanish. 17 major Indian
lar.guages spoken, including Quich6, Cakchiquel, Mare, Kelchi.
Few foreign language speakers.
7. RELIGION: Mre than 95 percent Roman Catholic, but with
considerable nptive syncretism.
8. EDUCATION: Literacy rate is between 30 perc,,,"t ind 40 percent for country as a whole, but close to 65 percent for urban
areas. Average education is second grade of primary school. Virtually all good schools are located in e capital. In 1965 there were
over 5,000 primary schools, and 348 secondary schools There are
six institutions of higher learning with a total enrollment of about
10,000.
9. HEALTH: Leading causes of death are gastroenteritis, pneumonia, influenza, measles, whooping cough, anemia, dysentery,
tuberculosis, bronchitis, cancer, in that order. Pubiic health services good in the capital. but virtually nonexistent in rural area3.
10. CLIMATE: Varies with altitude, being hot in the lowlands
and cool in the highlands. Most of the country experiences a
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distinct dry season which lasts about six months, except the
Department of El Petdn and the area along the Caribbean coast
which are humid che entire year.
11. JUSTICE: Independent judiciary headed by Chief 6 ustice of
Supreme Court. Judiciary composed of Supreme Court, several
subordinate courts, and five special courts.
12. ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS: Civil. Departments (22)
and townships (325). Military. Seven military zones and a military commander of each of 22 departments who assumes the
functions of the civil governor during a state of siege (modified
martial law).
13. ECONOMY: Export agriculture is basis of economy but industry is rapidly increa.- ing in importance.
14. INDUSTRY: Principal industries are food processing, shoes,
textiles, beverages, and household goods. Production increasing
at 10 percent per year since 1961. Most industrialized country in
Central America.
15. LABOR: Labor force in 1966 estimated at 1,403,000, aged
7 years and older. 65 percent are engaged in agriculture; 11 percent
industry and service; 6 percent commerce. The balance in either
unknown or divided into minor activities such as mining, construction, or trans;portation.
16. EXPORTS: Coffee replaced cochineal, a ro-d rlyestuff, as the
chief export in 1870 and has retained the position since then.
90 percent of all exports arc agricultural, the main ones being
coffee, cotton, sugar, bananas and beef. Essential oils, timber,
chicle, and shrimp are high on the list.
17. IMPORTS: One-third of imports are consumption goods
(food, medicine, clothing, domestic appliances, and automobiles).
One-third intermediary goods and raw materials. There is an
unfavorable balance of trade with imports exceeding exports.
18. FINANCE: Currency. In 1925 the quetzal replaced the peso.
The value of the quetzal wai set at QI equals $I and has remained
one of the most stable currencies in 4he world. Ranks. The Bank
of Guatemala is the onl, bank of issue. The movement of foreign
exchange and t>, convertibility of the que...al i maintained by
the Monetary Stabilization Fund (Fon!-!- de Estabilizmci6n Monetaria).
19. COMMUNICATIONS: Rodio. Bradicasts in Spanish. The
most rifective way of transmitting iJforrniation. It, 1967 there
were over 90 radio 3tations. 2.3 of them short wavi, 1-. 1964 th, re
was ofte radio receiver fcr tevery 20 persons Most stations are
pr ixately awned -,,nd eomniercialty operated. Telpivsio?.ý, There are
five stations in G',uatonials (?ity" two are owned by the Gover:i,-,n,-rd bro:. 1i•st etAiiiational programs, the other three are
viii

commercial. In 1967 there were 61,000 receiving sets. Motion
Pictures Second only to radio in numbers of people reached. Most
llrms are foreign and shown for entertainment. Newspapers. In
1964 there were six major daily newspapers. Circulation was 2.3
copies for each 1011 people.
20. RAILROADS: Guatemalan Division of the International Railways of Central America operates 510 miles of track in Guatemala.
United Fruit Company has 130 miles of plantation track.
21. ROADS: 1967 total length of highways 7,800 mile6, 1,300
being paved and the balance all-weather. Continual road bui' 1ing
program since 1950. Three main highways: the Inter-American
Highway, the Inter-Ocean Highway, and the ]Pacific Coast Highway.
22. WATER TRANSPORTATION: Polochic River-Lake IzabalDulce River-Amatique Bay system is the only navigable inland
waterway where ccmmercial traffic exists on a relatively large
scale.
23. PORTS AND PORT FACILITIES: San Josd (Escuintla), the
most important Pacific port, has poor facilities. The major port
is Puerto Barrios on the Caribbean. Most of the export produce
is shipped here because of easy access to the east coast of the
United States. Other ports are Matias de Gdlvez and Livingston
V11, the Caribbean and Champerico and Oc6s on the Paciac.
24. AIRFIELDS: Aurora Airport in the City of Guatemala considered the best in Central America and can accommodate jet
aircraft, There are 46 lesser airfields in the country, half of which
cannot be nse -1uringthe rainy season.
25. PRINCIPAL AIRLINES: Domestic air transportation is a
monopoly of AVIATECA. a Government-owned airline. AVIATECA also provides international service to the United States,
El Salvador, and Mexico. Six other airlines also provide international service. Among them are Pan American World Airways,
Taca J nternational Airlines, Transp,,'tes Aereos Nacionales
(TAN), and Servicios Aereos Hondurefios (SAHSA).
26. INTERNATIONAL AGREEMNFNTS AND TREATIES:
Over 300 international agreements in elect, one-third being int.CAwerican regional pacts. Over 80 are oilatr•d ag.eements wi0h
31 eorýtries. There are more in force with the U
St
with any other country.
2-. AID PROGRAMS: United States has been major source of
foreign aid since 1941, over half in the form of grants. Aid is also
received from the World Bank. the International Monetary Fund,
the Inter-American Development Bank, the Central Arnericn
Bank for Eeoncmir Integration, and the U-nited Nations.
ix

28. INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS AND MEMBERSHIP:
Member United Nations, Organization of American States, InterAmerican Defense Board, Council for Central American Defense,
Central American Common Market, International Monetary Fund,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, InterAmerican Development Bank, General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE SOCIETY
The most populous of the Central American republics, Guatemala has always contained at least a third of the population of the
entire region. A tropical country with a land area of 42,000 square
miles and an estimated population, in 1968, of 4.75 million, it
shares borders with Mexico, Honduras, El Salvador, and British
Honduras (which Guatemala claims as its own territory under
the name of Belize). Although it has seaports on both the Pacific
Oce'in and the Caribbean, its population is concentrated in the
cool highlands of the interior.
its extreme diveralty of climate and landforms is matched by
great cultural, linguistic, and economic differences within its population. More than half the people are of pure Maya Indian descent,
and the majority of them continue to live in remote mountain

villages, persisting in a way of life that ha3 changed little over
the centuries. In contrast, Guatemala City (population 600,000),
the country's capital and only sizabl metropolis, is the largest
and most modern of all the cities of Central America.
Largely rural and agricultural, the country has recently experi-

enced art upsurge in both industrialization and migration to urban
area3. Guatemala is endowed with considerable economic potential,
but was. at the end of 1968, hampered by social and political problems (see Political Dynamics and Values, ch. 6; Social Structure;
ch. 5).
Over 400 years of shared history have not sufficed to create a
unified society, and the population is still cvmposed of two bread
divisions. The half of the population not classified as Indian is
usually characterized as being ladiro. In its broadest sense this
term means simply a person who is not a member of an Indian
community and does not wear Indian d: es or follow Indian customs. When used in this manner, the term includes virtually all
Spanish-speaking Guatemalans, whether they be of white, Negro,
Asian, or Indian ancestry. Upper class Guatemalans who reside
in the capital, however, characterize themselves as white or European and use the term ladino in a racial sense to designate a person
of mixed Indian-white ancestry.
The Indians are traditionally a passive and politically inert

group who wish only to follow their age-old customs with a minimum of interfereice. Since 1945 the pressures of an increasing
population and the disrupting influences of modern life have
forced more and more Indians out of their traditional communities
into ladino society, swelling the ranks of the lower class. Coupled
with the increasingly sophisticated and politically conscious middle
class, this group has become a vocal exponent of land reform and
social and economic change. Membes of the small elite of the
capital still dominate the economy Qnd possess much of the wealth,
but their political and economic domination has been moderated
over the last 20 years, so that by 1968 the combined wealth of the
middle class exceeded that of the traditional elite.
In the past, the political process has been characterized by the
violent overthrow of regimes in power. Elections generally se-'ved
to legitimize the rul of a, party or faction once At had ,,ehieved
power by other means. The election of 1966 was one of the leW
instances in Guatemalan history when an opposition candidate,
Julio C~sar Mendez Montenegro, attained the Presidency by relying solely on the electoral process.
The political system hvs been in ferment since 1945 when a
social reform Government was elected under the auspices of the
Army. The last traditional caudillo, Jorge Ubico, was replaced by
a modern intellectual who advocated land reform, labor organization, and a more widely bamcd political representation. During
the next 9 years the Government was infiltrated by Communists,
anti the whole structure was overturned in 1954 by an anti-Communist force that invaded the country -from Honduras.
Since that time several different governments have attempted
to bring abuut more limited reforms, but have not sought or
obtained the support of the mass of people. A small but active
Communist guerrilla terrorist movement that -started in 1960 has
coIL•inued to harass the reformist Government of Julio CUsar
Mendez Montenegro, which in more recent years has also had to
contend with right-wing terrorism. President Mendez has managed to limit Communist guerrilla activity and the right of terruLIsts, but the level of political violence remains high. The most
recent spectacular example of Communist tei,'orism occurred in
August 1968 with the assassination of the Urited States Ambassador John Gordon Mein (see Public O5rder and Safety, ch. 10).
Before 1945 active participation ¼.l national politics was largely
limited to a small cosmopolitan elite -i the capital, upper levels of
the military, and minor portions o1 the irban middle class. Insofar vs the remainder of the population was actively involved, it
tended to be concerned with strictly local issues. Ever since the
Presidency of Juan Jos6 Ar~valo (1945-51), there has been a
2

gradual expansion of political participation; nevertheless, due
mainly ';;o the large proportion of 1ridians, the country continues
to have the lowest percentage of voters among the Central American republics. By the end of 1968 an estimated one-fi'th of the
population was politically active, and approximately 10 percent
of the total had participated in the last presidential election (see
Political Dynamics and Values, ch. 6).
From the viewpoint of the average Guatemalan, the principal
responsibilities of the Government include ensuring domestic
tranquillity; protection from violence and crime, and work for all
who seek it. These expectations are coupled with a traditional distrust of all government and, especially among the Indians, a disinclination to becomt involved in politics.
Export agriculture is the basis of the economy, but the country
is less dependent upon agricultural production than previously.
Diversification has occurred in both agriculture and industry.
Coffee still dominates the plantation economy, but cotton, sugar,
beef, and bananas are also produced and exported in large quantitias. For the past 15 years more than half of all agricultural
production has been exported. The industrial base of the country
has also grown, especially since the advent of the Central American Common Market in 1960, and literally hundreds of manufactured products are now produced which formerly had to be
imported. The principal industries are food processing, shoes, textiles, beverages, and household goods. Production has been increasing at Z rate of 10 percent a year since 1961, and Guatemala is by
now perhaps the most industrialized country in Central America.
Two-thirds of the population, nevertheless, continues to be occupied in ag,'icultural acdivities (see Agriculture, Industry, Labor,
ch. 9).
Domestic food production is a chronic problem for the country.
Although the diverse climatic regionj permit the cultivation of
any crop grown in the Western Hemisphere, in practice very few
crops are cultivated in significant quantity. Corn, beans, rice, and
wheat are the food staples, -nd in many years their production
fails to meet requirements, therefore necessitating great quantities
of food imports, which in some years amount to Q20,000,000 (Q1
equals US$1). Most of the domestic food crops are raised by
Indians -vho work small, generally inefficient plots of land, varying
from 2 to 10 acres in size. MIuch unused fertile Government-owned
land exist! in unpopulated areas, but little has been done to open
these areas to settlement. Similarly, there are also provisions in
law for redistribution of privately owned land, but litt1 e emphasis
has been placed on this approach to the problem in reccnt years.
Two percent of the farms still occupy 72 percent of the farmland.
3

Banking and commerce are relatively well developed, and the
country's road network is steadily improving. The currency is one
of the world's most stable, and there has been very little inflation
since the end of World War II. The growth rate of the gross
national product (GNP) is higher than that of the population.
The average annual per capita income ior the country as a whole
is well over Q300, whereas that of the urban population is about
Q2,220, one of the highest in the world. A major economic problem
continues to be an excessive dependence upon the export of coffee,
the price of which has fluctuated- greatly in the past; between
1956 and 1963, for example, the production of coffee increased by
30 percent, whereas the total income from it actually decreased by
more than 10 percent (see Economic and Financial Systems,
Foreign Economic RclationF, ch. 8).
Spanish is the cfficial language, but it is a foreign tongue to
the 7ndia.is. Far from being homogeneous, the Indians comprise
moze than 300 distinct ithnic groups, speaking a variation of one
of at least 17 distinct Maya languages. They share in a rural way
of life, which is characterized by subF.stence agriculture, based on
simple hand tools, and which provides for little beyond the most
lasic physical necessities.
Aithough participating only marginally in the nation's culture,
the Indians nevertheless are indispensable to its economy. Not
c.1,y the major portion of the food consumed, but also a large
part of the cash crops raised for, export are produced by Indian
labor (see Ethnic Groups and Languages, ch. 4).
Each Indian community specializes in a certain commodity
consisting of an agricultural product or a handiciaft. Nearly every
family in ýhe village makes or grows the item, and internal specialization is usually nonexistent. Consequently, trade among
townships is a necessity, and each community holds at least one
weekly market, A particular market may be well known for a
certain commodity, and often an Indian travels many miles to
acquire the specialty of a region. Barter is not prevalent. Indians
work within a money economy, selling their products in order to
buy other necessities (see Domestic 'I:ade, ch. 8).
Aside from this economic specialty, an Indian cultivates a small
piece of land, growing mainly corn, beails, and ,,,-qh.
He feels
1
secure only vwhen he owns and works some land. This occupation
not only provides the major portion of his livelihood, but also
defines his id2itity as well. For him, working the ]and forms the
link between his material and spiritual worlds (see Social Values,
ch. 5).
Religious beliefs also vary from one township to another, but
most indians practice a syncretic faith composed of Roman Cathol4

icism and the ancient Mayan religion. The two systems of belief
have been so closely interwoven that Indians do not recognize the
distinction between them. They believe in the existence of God
and his son Christ, but consider both the Christian saints and the
old Mayan gods as lesser deities who act as intermediaries between
Christ and men. As a rule, the Mayan gods are dominant in agricultural rituals, but the Christian saints are most prevalent in
community ceremonies.
Religion permeates every aspect of Indian life from agricultural
practices to personal ethics. The rituals which accompany the
cultivation process are considered just as vital as the simple
mechanics of planting and harvesting. In his own life, an Indian
attempts to accommodate to the universal laws which he believes
God has designed. These attempts are reflected in community tradition, and an individual is expected to preserve this timeless
pattern, conforming to the social and religious practices of his
township. The continuation of the group is for him more important
than the survival of the individual. The most important institutions in Indian communities are the religious brotherhoods in
which every Indian man is exprcted to serve in some capacity
(see Religion, ch., 5).
Indian social life exhibits community variations, but in most
communities the nuclear family, composed of husband, wife, and
unmarried children, is the basic unit. It performs a variety of
roles and is of primary importance in the economic, religious, and
social spheres of the community. An individual cannot assume
adult status in the township until he is married and head of an
independent family group. In a few communities the extended
familly, comnposed of more than one nuclear unit, is favored, sometimes by tradition and sometimes by necessity. As a rule, however,
the single family unit remains the ideal.
In the last decade there has been an increase in movement away
from traditional Indian communities into ladino society. The pressures of an increasing population have forced many off the land
and into the ranks of the mobile agricultural worker3, breaking
family and community ties and disrupting traditions. Service in
the Army and migration to the urban areas have supplemented
this process, ai.d a large incre-.se in the number of transitional
Indians is the result. This group lives on tho boundary between
the two cultures, but is not truly at home in either. Their children,
however, are moxing into ladino society. (hanging the shape of
that culture (see Social Structure. ch. 5).
The ladino society resembles the dominant culture in many other
Latin American courtries. The Hispanic heritage visibly influences
aspects of the social, political, and religiou3 life of the nation, but
5
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has been modified by the New World environment and by Indian
culture. These elements are reflected in the population, with the
Europeanized section constituting the elite and the Indian element
characterizing the lower class of society. Most laamnos, however,
seek to emulate the upper class and consider elitist behavior the
ideal, even when it is economically impossible to imitate. Thus,
most share a similar cultural orientation (see Social Values, ch.
5).
The society, highly stratified, is composed of a small elite group,
a growing middle class, and a large lower class. With the upsurge
in urbanization, the numerical strength of the middle class has
increased and its economic power has been growing. It has modifted both the political and economic hegemony of the upper class.
Urban laborers, itinerant and resident agricultural workers, and
subsistence farmers constitute the lower li-vel and have lately
become more pol,'tically active. They are essentially a restless
group, seeking a permanent place in the social structure (see
Political Dynamics and Values, ch. 03).
In the ladino society as a whole, the assertive and aggressive
man is admired, and from his viewpoint the group ,ýxists to exalt
the individual. A concept of responsibility toward the group is not
well developed. The one tie which an individual accepts willingly is
the bond of kinship. The family is important in all classes of ladin,
society and is the source of prestige and the means of social grading. Family reputation, plus the amount and source of wealth,
determines the social position of an individual.
The family is the principal center of loyalty and identification
for most Guatemalans, A person's sense of worth and identity are
closely tied to pooper fulfillment of his role within the famr;y. To
live up to what is expected of him, a father, for example, must be
energetic and reliable, as well as alternately severe and good
natured. Included among his principal duties are providing for the
physical needs of a!l those dependent on him and giving his chi!dren a good education. He is also responsible for the moral conduct
of the entire family and is expected to ensure tranquillity within
it (see Family, ch. 5).
Fear of unemployment and poverty are among the principal
anxieties. The vreatest aspirations for urban Guatemalans are to
have one's children study for a profession, to own one's home, and
to have more money. Advice given to youth most often includes
developing :.- love for work, living without vices, finding a good
spouse, saving money, respecting superiors, having " 'eligious
faith, avoiding politics, and taking care of one's health. For most
Guý.temalaris, the greatest satisfactions are derived from the
simplest things: wock, the climate, the countryside, and walks.
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For most ladinos, religion is compartmentalized and does not
directly influence many other aspects of their lives. The men
eepouse the doctrines of the Roman Catholic faith, but seldom
attend services. The women, however, are usually ardent supporters of the Church anc participate in many religious activities.
Religion does not, however, permeate their daily lives as it does
in Indio n communities. Within the lower class, superstitious beiiefs
are prevalent, and attempts to manipulate the supernatural
through astrology or mediums are common. Their general orientation, however, ia still predominantly seculair, in contrast to that
of the Indians. Nevertheless, more than common tradition, language, origin, or style of life, the Roman Cathoiic religion is the
single force which unifies tne greatest number of Guatemalans.
Whereas no more than approximately one-half of the population
speaks Spanish in the home, at least 95 percent characterize themselves as Roman Catholics (see Religion, ch. 5).
The great historical personages have been heroes to only a
min.,rity of the population. Pedro de Alvarado, the Spanish conqueror who subdued the various Guatemalan Indian nations early
in the 16th century, is glorified by some. His chief rival was the
Maya-Quiche chieftain Tecdn Umfrn, whom Alvarado defeated and
killed in battle in 1524, but his name means little or nothing to
the majority of the Indians.
Virtually al! of the outstanding political personages before 1945
were highly partisan champions or enemies of the Roman Catholic
Church. The battle between the Liberalt and the Cons'± vatives for
over a century concerned chiefly the question of what role the
Church should play in society.
Between the arrival of the Spanish armed force of Pedro de
Al~varado iii 1524 and the Guatemalan declaration of independence
in 1821, the Church was by far the dominant institution in society.
It controlled all education, defined morals and values, acquire',
great wealth, and strun:•ly supported the Spanish Crown.
Before independence was achieved, the Liberal Party championed the confiscation of Church lands, the secularization of education-, and the expulsion of religious orders from the country.
These goals were first achieved. at least in part, when the Liberal
•'r n-! f .•3i.neral Francisco Morazan captured the Guatemalan capital in 1829. By 1837 a Conservative reaction had swept
the country and ar, armed forre led by Rafael Carrera, an illiterate
Indian, removed ;he Liberais from power and reestablished the
privileged positioli of the Church.
Another Liberal rebellion occurred 34 years later, this time led
by Justo Rufino Barrios. Although championing Liberal ideals,
Rufino Barrioi rult.Jd in the same autocratic manner of his prede7

cessors, differing qignificartly only on the issue of the role of the
Chu'rch. Beginning in 1871, he closed all Catholic schools, including the university, and replaced them by institutions under his
cc(lAtrol. He also expelled the Jesuit order, the archbishop, and all
bishops. He prohibited the wearing of religious garb and banned
religieis processions. Many of these measures--for example, the
prohibition against s-aixnaries-continued in effect for more than
80 years.
After the death , f Rufino Barrios in 1885 and until 1944, all of
his successors paid homage to his ideals, but none were strong
enough, in practice, to rule without at least a tacit accommodation
with the Church. As fewer measures against the Church we e
enforced sznd persons who identified with it no longer Ielt per.,
secuted, the role of the Church in society ceased to be a major
issue. Since 1945 questions of social and economic reforms and a
more just distribution of wealth have come to the fore. The major
issues dividing the various poiitical parties und factions in the
1950's and 1960's have concerned the degree and pace of acceptable
reform and the means to achieve it. The desire of those who consider themselves the heirs of the revolution of 1944 to step up the
lagging pace of social and economic reform is frustrated by the
opposition of the oligarchy and by others who wish to maintain
the status quo. The resulting enmities, especially among the more
extreme members of each group, account for a good deal of the
political violence that has plagued Guatemala for years (see Historical Setting, ch. 2).
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORICAL SETTING
The history of Guatemala is reflected in the composition of its
population. To this day more than half the people still Jive within
the Indian culture, and the physical characteristics of the large
majority reflect their Indian heritage. The Spaniards who arrived
in the 16th century dominated the country for over 300 years and
established many of the political and social institutions which have
remained until the present. The Spaniards and the Indians did
not remain in separate worlds, yet neither did they fuse. Their
imperfect blending comprises the history of modern Guatemala.
Guatemala has often been the hub of Central American history,
and major historical events were focused within its territory. At
one time or another the term Guatern1a included all of the Central
American isthmus. The area that is now Guatemala and Yucatan
was for centuries the center of the Mayan Empire. Colonial Guatemala was the capital of the Spanish Government for all of Central
America and, after independence in 1821; the most powerful state
in a short-lived federation. During the 19th century it set the
-rends in Central American Governments, often intervening
politically in neighboring countries. It was the strongest proponent of reunification.
Gua, inalan history through the 19th and into the 20th century
was dominated by four major strougnien. Ruling with a mixture
of paternalism and despotism, these men were supported largely
by the landowners, the Army, and the Church. A constitutional
structure existed but, in practice, the :-uler defined the law in his
own terms. In 1944, however, a rebellion ousted the last of these
four dictators and ushered in a new social and economic order
which the new Presi•Awt openly labeled "socialism."
This 1944 revolution was the product of the structural chnages
that were gradually taking place in Guatemalan society, but it
also served to acceleiate them. Originally designed as a means of
,4ocial aaid economic reform, the movement was infiltrated by
Con!.nunists who gained firm control of the uniong., stu•dent groups.
'ind ;)arts of the Government by 1954. After the anti-Communist
i.ction of that year overthrew• t1- Go-.e:rnment anI dro,.e the
Communists into hiding, :he new government of the Liberation,
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as it was called, was strcngly conservative. The pre-1944 baiatice
was not restored, however, and the ideal, as well ai many of %he
actual laws of the reformist period, was retained.
The deep cleavages between the heirs of the revolutionary
decade, 1944-54, and those who opposed them under the banner of
"The National Liberation" have created a basically unstable situation. The years between 1954 and 1966 were marked, for example,
by the assassination of one pre.-ident, Castillo Armas; the forcible
overthrow of another, Ydigoras Fuentes; and a period of military
rule under Colonel Peralta. The latter cleared the way for the
constitutional election in 1966 of President Mendez Montenegro,
who has succeeded in establishing a dialogue between the opposing
camps and in reducing to some extent the political polarization of
his country.
PRE-COLUMBIAN ERA
The roots of the country's history are found in the preconquest
world. More than half the 1968 population is directly descended
from Indian tribes. The ruirs of ancient cities are found in every
part of Guatemala. and aspects of preconquest c:Ilture continue to
tnfluen . : and regulate Indian life and to have some bearing on the
political, social, and religious structure of present-day Guatemala.
Pre-Mayan and Mayan Civilization
Archaeological evidence reveals that the earliest tribes were
nomadic hunters who wandered throughout Central America.
Many of these later settled in the Guatemalan ';ighlands, building
sedentary agrictutural communities based jli the cultivation of
corn.
Betwec., 2,000 and 1.500 -B.C., simrilar farming communities
begat to appear in the El Pett~n rain fl-rest area in northern
Guatemala, and eventually created a :crn economy which made
"the prosperity and grovwth of the Mayan Empire poss3ible. Most
authorities believe that these prehistoric farmers were immigrants
from the highlands where traces of pre-Mayan cultures have been
found. Others maintain, hc;wever, that they were late arrivals from
Asia and brought many of their cultural patterns with them.
Whatever their origin, by 400 B.C. those people were building
the foundations of Mayan civilization, one cf th3 :nost acdvanced
An the Nc7w World. They had devised thu rud~ments of their
calendars had begun the study of mathematics and astronomy,
and had invented elementary h-eroglyphics. Succeeding generations saw the florescence of this cultuare and its spread throughout
Central Anmerica. The Ma-.yan Empire eventually covered 125,000
square miles and stretched from Yucatin to Honduras. It included

all of Guatemala, with the heart of the empire located at Lake
Pet~n Itzi.
Attempts to decipher the Mayan chronology traditionally depended on translations of the calendric symbols found in the Mayan
ruins and on clues provided by Bishop Diego de Landa of YucatAn
in the 16th century. The various readings of the symbols, hcwever,
lo not coincide, In the 1930's the Spinde-.a and Makemson system,

which placed the beginnings of the Mayan classic or golden age at
A.D. 68, was the most popular. E.ince the 1940's a system called
the Goodman-Martinez-Thompson calendar, which moves the date
250 years ahead to A.D. 317, has been dominant. A more recent
method of establishing the chronology uses radioactive carbon
tests which confirm the ages of wood found in Mayan aritifacts.
These tests, which have not been universally accepted, would
strongly favor the Spinden and Makemson calendar.
Whatever the accepted date of the classic period, the next 600
years witn~essed the brilliant evolution of this pre-Columbian culture, especially in the areas of mathematics, astronomy, writing,
architecture, and art. Nevertheless, Mayan hieroglyphics stopped
short of a phonetic alphabet and ha.ve been only partially translated. Mayan history, consequently, is deciphered primarily from
art, architecture, and the dated obelisks which were erected in the
major cities at intervals of 10 years.
Since the mathematical system was based on the number 20, the
calendric computations divided the year into 18 months of 20 days
each, with an extra month of 5 holy days. This same chronology
is used in the highlands today and, as in the past, religious ceremonies tied to calendar observations are considered vital to the
agricultural process. This veneration of numbers and yearly
cycles, also found in the modern Guatemalan Indians, partly
accounts for the supremacy of the Mayan priests who calculated
and forecast the important dates.
The social life of the Mayas could best be described as a highly
stratified theocracy. At the lowest level were the farmers who lived
on their small plots surrounding _)e city, supported the priestly
class, and supplied the labor for the temples and obelisks. At the
next level were the priests, also accomplished mathematicians and
astronomers, who conducted the religious rituals. These seasonal
rites were tied to calendric counts and governed most social, economic, and poitlical aspects of Mayan life. Information concerning
the governmental structure is scarce and theories vary. If a hereditary nobility existed, it did not wield great power, and it appears
more proba'ie that the priests handled all political responsibilities.
Mayan cities were probably both religious centers and markets,
which were busy on certain days and deserted on others. It is
ll

unlikely that even the priests lived within the city proper. The
cities did contain, however, the tiered pyramids with temples
located at the top and the dated obelisks which commemorated
10-year periads.
Ir. a sense, the term Mayan Empire i3 a misnomer because there
was no eenti al authority, and each city was a separate and autonomous state. These states were in rivalry with one another, but
there was little warfare, and the Mayarn culture remained remarkably homogeneous. Their language and religious practices were
uniform throughout the Empire. The ruins in Tikal, Piedras
Negras, Cophn, and others all reveal a contiguous culture Vith a
few regional variations.
About 500 years after the beginning of the golden age, a general
decay began within the cities, and in a century the El Petdn rain
forest area was abandoned. This desertion has been attributed to
the slash-and-burn farming techniques which eventually turned
the forests into savannas. There is a possibility that the soil was
exhausted through intensive use and the crop yield was no longer
sufficient to support the cities. Other theories contend that disease,
a revolt against the priests, or raids by less civilized groups from
the north caused the disappearance of the El Pet~n civilization. To
a considerable extent, the lowlands of Yucatan, the El Petdn and
the Guatemalan highlands retrned to their pre-Mayan patterns,
and the forests swallowed the ruins.
Post-Mayan Civilization
The Yucatan cities which were built during the period of classic
high r-ulture were outposts of the Mayan civilizations and became
the centers of a new florescence during the second millennium A.D.
This renaissance, however, was not pure Mayan but contained
many elements of central Mexican culture. It is generally believed
that an invasion from the north reý.ived the waning YucatAn civilization and established new cities around the cenotes (natural
wells).
Chichdn Itzh, MayapAn, and Uxmal, all ruled by families from
the central valley of Mexico, became the main centers of this new
empire. Mexican.gods were imported, such as Kukulchn or Quetzalc6atl-a feathered serpent requiring human sacrifice on a large
scal---and architecture and art assumed many Mexican characteristics. In time the Mexican elite lost most of their original
heritage and were assimilated into the Mayan culture. This acculturation was not complete, however, and as the civilizatic became
more secular, it also became more militaristic. Civil war erupted

in 1200 A.D. and was won by the MayapAn dynasty. The ItzA
family, formerly the rulers of Chichen ItzA, retreated to El Petdn,
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and for over 200 years YucatAn was ruled by a centralized authority. In 1435 this central control was broken and, when the Spanish
arrived, the cities were again fighting among themselves.
The history of YucatAn is paralleled somewhat in the highlands
of Guatemala. Here too a group of Mexican invaders called Quiche
conquered the local Mayan tribes and established their hegemony
over surrounding areas. They eventually split into three nations,
and the strongest, the Maya-Quichd, settled on the northwest
shores of Lake Atitlin. The Cakchiquel took the northeast shore,
and the Tzutuhil moved to the south. All three groups imposed the
worship of Kukulc~n and imported other Mexican traditions. They
were, however, eventually assimilated and became more Mayan
than Mexican,
The higiIlands had long been the destination of immigrating
tribes, and the Quiches were 'only one of three great migrations.
The Mane nation, which preceded the Quiche, migrated to an area
of the Guatemalan highlands known today as Huehuetenango. The
third nation, the Rabinal, settled in the present-day Departments
of Alta and Baja Verapaz. These latter were fierce and invincible
fighters who were never defeated by the Spanish armies, but
were finalAly brought under Hispanic rule by Dominican priests.
Eventually, the Quiches became the ruling nation and held
sway over most of the highlands. During the 15th century, however, when the Mayapfn dynasty fell in YucatAn, the Quiche empire also collapsed. When the Spaniards arrived, internecine warfare characterized the area. Not even the threat of total defeat
and subjugation by the Spaniards could end the tribal quarrels
and create a united Indian army.
Preconquest Guatemala reveals a blending of several Indian cultures and groups dominated by a large Mayan strain. The Hispanic
invasion destroyed many elements in this blend, especially the
political and social structures. In other aspects, however, the conquest is only one event in a long and continuous history (see Ethnic
Groups and Languages, ch. 4).
CONQUEST AND COLONIZATION
Subjugation of the Highlands
The Spanish conquest which began in the Caribbean area moved
rapidly to the Guatemalan highlands. Only 32 years after Columbus
landed in Santo Domingo, Pedro de Alvarado, the conqueror of
much of Central America, crossed the Suchiate River into Guatemala. At this time the Guatemalan Indians were concentrated in
the highlands, and the El Pet~n rain forest had long been deserted,
except around Lake Petdn Itza. These Indians first experienced
the consequences of the Hispanic invasion when smallpox and other
1i

European diseases swept down from the north, decimating the
highland tribes. Pedro de Alvarado, however, brought the first
Spanish army to the area.
Alvarado, a loyal and ruthless lieutenant under Cort~s, was sent.
in 1523 1o subdue the Maya-Quich6, the Cakchiquels, and the
Tzutuhil tribes. His army consisted of 120 horsemen, 300 Spanish
infanh y, 4 small cannons, 40 reserve horses, and 300 Mexican
allies. The Mexicans were responsible for renaming Mayan sites
and, as a result, many cities and departments in Guatemala today
bear Nahuatl titles.
The highland tribes might have defeated Alvarado's small force
if they had joined together. They were, however, unable to forget
their intertribal quarrels and many, such as the Cakchiquels, allied
with the Spaniards to defeat their Indian enemies. The Spaniards
eventually repaid this favor by turning against the Cakchiquels.
The first opposing native forces which the Spaniards met were
the Quiche and the Soconusco of southern Mexico. The Spanish
easily defeated these tribes and continued into the highlands. The
Q,.ches, however, persisted and, early in 1524, met the invaders
outside the city of Quezaltenango. Their chief, Teciin Umrin,
engaged Alvarado in personal combat and was killed. This ended
not only the Indians' attack but the last army of the Quiche as
well.
The remaining Quiche kings attempted to defeat Alvarado
through trickery and invited him to their fortress.' They planned to
trap the Spaniards, burn the town, and kill them during the ensuing confusion. Alvarado, however, suspected the ruse and captured
the kings instead, burning them alive for their treachery. Except
for sporadic guerrilla attacks, this ended Quiche resistance.
During their war with the Quiches, the Spanish had been aided
by the Cakchiquels, who also helped them to defeat other highland
tribes. When the main Indian nations had been subdued. Alvarado
began to demand tribute, both slaves and gold, from his former
allies. The Cakehiquel leaders were killed by Aivarado as a lesson
to their people, and thousands ';ere literally worked to death
attempting to fill the Spanoiýqdota of gold. This situation was
duplicated in every part of the'•uatemalan highlands, setting the
pattern for 300 years of subj ugathan and exploitation.
The scattered remains of the various Indian tribes finally joined
together against the Spanish, but their effort came too late. Their
armies were destroyed, their rulers were dead, and the Spanish
were in control. Pockets of resistance existed, but these did not
prevent the beginning of colonization.
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The Cok nMal Political Strueture
Alvarado established the first capital of Central America in
Guatemala in the old Cakehiquel fortress. It was called Santiago
de los Caballeros, in honor of St. James, the patron saint of the
conquerors. In less than a year, however, this site was abandoned,
and the capital was moved to a valley between the volcanoes Agua
and Fuego. This new community remained the center of Government until 1541 when it was destroyed by a flood. The capitai was
then reestablished in the valley of Panchoy and again called
Santiago de los Caballeros. Today it is known as Antigua.
Alvarado was appointed adelantado (governor) of the Kingdom
of Guatemala, but he laeked the capacity for administration. The
dangers and rewards of exploration and combat were more to his
liking, and he left the area on various expeditions. In 1541 he was
killed during a search for the legendary Seven Cities of Cibola in
northern Mexico,
The colonial era was virtually a static period in Guatemalan
history. There were few outstanding events and little social or
technological progress. Yet the Hispanic social, political, and
religious institutions assumed their basic form during these 300
years.
In 1542 King Philip of Spain promulgated laws which organized
the political structure of the colonies. Three audiencias (the supreme judicial bodies in the New Wcrld) were established, aad one
was brought to th, Central American area in 1544. The capital of
this court was moved to Guatemala in 1549.
Spain separated Central America from the viceroyalty oit New
Spain or Mexico in 1560, and a captain-general, the Crown's direct
representative carrying the second highest rank of the colonies,
was appointed for the area. The new captaincy-general was called
the Kingdom of Guatemala and included the six provinces of
Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and
Chiapas. it was theoretically subordinate to New Spain but, as its
name implied, functioned as an autonomous state because of the
lack of transportation and communication between Mexico and
Guatemala.
Within Central America itself there was no strong central
authority and, by necessity, each of the provinces had to govern
its own affairs. Thus each State developed independently and
evolved its own separate identity. The provinces had no history
o f functioning unity, even during the colonial era.
Although they controlled their own affairs, the provinces still
looked tc Cuatemala as the center of power in the captaincygeneral. It was the largest and most populous state, and set the
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trends for thu area in most matters, from politics to fashions.
Because of the captain-general's lower rank within colonial atructure, however, he was closely checked upon by other Spanish
authorities. Thus, the audiencia exercised more power here than in
either of th.e viceroyalties of Peru or Mexico.
Aside fiom this stricter control, the governmental structure in
Guatemala was similar to that folind in all of 3panish America.
The highest officials, such as members of the audiencia and the captain-gereral, were appointed by the king and were always peninsuklre8 (persons born in Spain). The criollos (Spaniards who were
born in the colonies) wert alowed to hold only minor posts and
occupied secondary positions in the social structure as well.
The remaining positions, local and national, which were not
directly appointed, were sold by the Crown. This practice concentrated both power and wealth in a few hands. it ah3o encouraged
graft and corruption in public office, since the appointed official
usually sought a return on what he thought of as his investment.
The provincial political structure included turec levels of authority. At the lowest level the regidores (councilmen) who made
local decisions were found in the Spanish towns. At the next level
were the officers who ruled over the districts or larger towns. In
the Spanish districts they were known as alcaldes mayores and,
in the predominantly Indian areas, they were known as corregidores. There were also gobiernos (governors), who had been
appointed before the audiencia existed.
In an effort to eliminate abuses and to bring the colonies under
more direct control, the political structure was altered. In 1786
King Charles issued new laws reorganizing the colonial government by replacing the governors, corregidores and the alcaldes
mayores with local administrators called intendentes. They were
paid a better salary and were therefore less involved in petty
corruption.
Guatemala remained isolated for much of its colonial era, both
from neighboring provinces and foreign countries. Not only were
communications and transportation extremely poor, but Spanish
policy discouraged strong ties between the colonies. Nor did the
area maintain contact with Europe through immigrants, for very
few Spaniards were attracted to Gusiemala. The early colonists
were not looking for rich farming and grazing lands, but for gold
and silver, and Guatemala had very little mineral wealth. Foreigners might have filled the gap, but the Crown passed restric'tive laws againet foreign immigration. A minority of wealthy
Spaniards in the colonies sent for wives from Spain, although
most married Indian women or mestizas (persons of Indian-white
origin-see Glossary).
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Besides discouraging foreign settlement, the Spanish Government also legally forbade any trade with other countries. Originally this law included Lommerce with neighboring provinces and
made Spain the only market for exports. This restriction on intercolonial trade was eliminated in 1774. Laws against foreign trade,
however, were never enforced, and in some areas the quantity of
smuggled goods became greiter than that of legal trade.
The major sources of contact with foreigners were the pirates
who ravaged the coastal cities. Guatemala, as a center of judicial,
military, and governmental power, was obligated to provide protection against these raids. Poor communications, however, usually
prevented knowledge of an attack from reaching the capital in
time for effective action. Furthermore, the people within Guatemala made determined efforts t•o prevent the military force from
leaving the capital unprotected. This contributed to deepened
provincial separation in Central America.
The Indians played a very small role in the political process. In
the early years of the colony, groups of Indians had been awarded
to conquistadores in grants called encomienda8. Under these grants
the Spaniards, or encomenderos, rromised to convert the natives in
exchange for labor or monetary tribute. This system was greatly
abused and was officially abolished in 1542. In practice, however, it
continued throughout the colonial era, a:id became the model for
forced labor system3 imposed on the Indians by succeeding governments.
The encomiendas were officially replaced by a labor system called
repartimiento which alloted a number of Indians to specific tasks,
usually public works. Laws against malpractices existed but were
seldom enforced, and the system became, in practice, slave labor.
Women and children were not exempt from the forced-labor systems, and the Guatemalans were notorious for their exploitation
of these two groups.
Thoýe Indians who were not part of an encomienda grant were
forced to move into towns around 1550. Both the Church and the
Government preferred to have the Indian population under stricter
control in these centralized locations. Some of these towns have
since remained predominantly Indian even in the 20th century.
Social and Religious Structure
The social classes in colonial Guatemala were rigidly stratified
and clearly defined. The penin8ulares occupied the highest level
and controlled the most important positions in the Government.
Wealthy criollos came next and were followed by craftsmen and
artisans sent from Europe. At a much lower level were the populations of mixed ancestry and the Negro freedmen. The Indians
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and the Negro slaves occupied the lowest position in the class
structure (see Ethnic Groups and Languages, ch. 4).
The two upper classes lived !n relative comfort and luxury. Most
owned country estates as well as large homes within the provincial
capitals. These two groups, however, became increasingly hostile
to one another because the criollos resented the higher status and
the power of the peninsulares. This antagonisr_ and the criollos'
desire to replace the peninsulares eventually gave strong impetus
to the independence movement.
The reople of mixed racial origin usually lived in the urban
areas and becar-e merchants, craftsmen, or servants. It was during
this time that the term ladino (see Glossary) first came into general use. It was originally applied to the urban artisans but, as
more and more mestizo. moved into this class, ladino became
synonymous with mestizo. In the 20th century the term has been
broadened by some to include all those who do not follow Indian
customs.
During the latter part of the colonial era, the social structure
became more flexible. Indians who moved to the urban areas, wore
Western clothes, and spoke Spanish, became members of the
mestizo class. A few mestizos acquired wealth and prestige and
joined the criollc class. Social mobility existed to a certain extent
in practice, but the rigid definitions oi social classes remained.
The Roman Catholic clergy was one of the most powerful groups
in the colonial structure and was at least as important as the
secular officialdom. The first priests arrived with the conquerors
and began the task of converting the Indians. Many became the
Indians' protectors against the brutality and avarice of the encomenderos and continually fought for fair treatment of the native
population.
"*rtolom6de las Casas, a Dominican priest, became the symbol
of these missionari
W
14 first brought the plight of the Indian to
the attention of Europe and the Spanish king through a book
called A Very Brief Accouvt of the Destruction of the Indies. This
book and the influence which the priest had with King Philip were
the reasons behind the New Laws of 1542 which abolished the
encomiendas and made the Indians vassals of the Crown. These
laws, however, had little practical effect, and the cc.unists continued their exploitive practices.
Shortly after the conquest, Las Casas arrived in the Kingdom
of Guatemala as Bishop of Chiapas, and in 1537 reached an understanding with the Government officials. They promised to keep
military force out of the territory of the Rabinal, the only major
Indian nation which the Spaniards had not yet defeated: In return,
Las Casas promised to convert the Indians to Christianity a .d to a
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peaceful way of life. Five years later, this conversion was saccomplished, and the Crown changed the name of the area to Verapaz,
or "the true peace."
Father Francisco Marroquin arrived in 1534 and became the
first bishop of the Kingdom of Guatemala. He divided the area
among the three dominant orders, the Franciscans, the Dominicans, and the Mercedarians, granting each group one or more of
the six provinces. These groups were later joined by the Jesuits
who became the largest and wealthiest order in the New World.
The orders became masters of huge tracts of land and large numbers of Indians, and their missions have often been described as
autonomous kingdoms. The orders were self-sufficient and became
increasingly wealthy, since they were exempt from taxes and
received large incomes from their agricultural and industrial
projects.
The clergy did not, however, confine its efforts to the Indians.
Catholic churches were built in every Spanish town, where they
were usually the largest and most beautiful buildings. The orders
were in charge of education and established and operated the
only schools in Guatemala. The first university, named the University of San Carlos, was founded in Antigua in 1676. The teachers were Dominicans, Jesuits, and Franciscans. In addition, the
clergy built hospitals and supported the arts, such as painting,
architecture, and literature.
As the Church became wealthier and more entrenched in the
social and political framework of the colony, it also became more
conservative. The ardent missionaries of the conquest were replaced for the most part by men who favored the status quo and
a minimum of social upheaval The Indians were still protected,
but the Church began to agree with the colonists and considered
forced labor necessary for the preservation of the colony.
Most of the native population was nominally converted to
Catholicism, but their religion contained a strong indigenous
flavor. The Mayan calendar was kept, and ancient religious agricultural festivals were still observed. In effect, the Indians practiced a highly syncretic faith (see Religion, ch. 5).
Antigua, the capital of Guatemala until 1773, was the center of
Church power. Native and Spanish stonemasons, silversmiths, and
sculptors built magnificent churches. Paintings set with gold and
silver told the stories of various saints, and opulent monasteries
and convents were built. Antigua became a eymbol of ecclesiastical
wealth, prestige, and power.
In 1773, however, severe earth tremors shook the city and in
July an earthquake partially destroyed the churches and palaces.
The Governor and the anticlerical party announced the political
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evacuation of the city. The priests strongly protested this muve,
and only an edict from the King finally ended the feud and established the new capital at its present site. There has been some
conjecture that the quake was simply used as an excuse to limit,
clerical power. Both the destruction of Antigua and the expulsion
of the Jesuits 6 years earlier seriously weakened the Church.
Economic Aspects
From Spain's viewpoint, the colonies were a business venture
and were expected to support the mother country. As a consequence, the colonial economic system was tightly controlled. Central America was no exception, although it was not one of the
Crown's favored possessions. The area had little gold and silver,
the colonial definition of wealth, and this was depleted in a short
while. In lieu of minerals, the colonists sought crops which could
be profitably traded.
Farming and grazing became large enterprises, and the Spanish
were soon growing cacao, indigo, cotton, and tobacco. The first
two, both indigenous products, became Guatmala's largest exports, especially to surrounding colonies when the ban against
intercolony trade was lifted. Guatemala also exported balsam,
sarsaparilla, quinine, gums, and resins. Some products were
brought from Spain, both for profit and to remind the colonists of
home. The mother country, however, was watchful of its own
economy and wanl.,d no competition from Spanish America. Laws
prohibited the cultivation of mulberry trees, flax, and the production of wine within the colonies.
The forbidding of trade between the colonies and foreign countries simply increased the level of illegal trade with the Dutch,
English, and French. This commerce monopoly, moreover, also
encouraged piracy, and for decades the coastal cities were continually attacked by Dutch, English, and French pirates.
On the whole, the colonial economy was static. The Indians
retained their traditional patterns of agriculture, and corn was
still the largest crop grown in Guatemala. Even the Spaniards and
Negroes accepted this food staple as they did the kidney bean,
another indigenous contribution. Native fruits and vegetables
were supplemented by imported varieties.
The greatest change in the economy was the introduction of
domesticated animals. Thp rre-Columbian India"A

raised for toc•d

no animal larger than a turkey, and employed no beasts of bueden.
The Spanish brought the horse and also imported and bred mules,
cattle, and pigs (see Agriculture, ch. 9).
On the whole, the colonial economy was a systq.m of extremes.
At the top were the few wealthy families who tra~ed in cacao and
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indigo or bred cattle. At the bottom were the Indian or mestizo
farmers who worked small corn plots and lived :n a subs,.stence
level. In between were the artisans and merchants who were
closer economically to the Indian than to the wealthy (see Economic and Financial Systems, ch. 8).
Cultural Aspects
The cultural ch&nges which occurred in colonial Guatemala
were mainly the rt, ?acement of Indian with Spanish arts. The
Mayan ball game disappeared, and the bullfight became popular.
Indian plays and dances were largely forgotten, and Hispanic
themes, such as the conquest of the Moors, were enacted. In
Guatemala the struggle between the Quiche and Alvarado became
a favorite theme for dramatic performance, but it was acted in
the traditional Spanish style. Indian architecture was neglected,
but the Spanish churches and palaces in Guatemala were some of
the most elegant and ornate in the Central American area.
Nevertheless, indigenous culture did not disappear. The Indians
retained their language, much of their religion, many of their
dances, and a great deal of their oral traditions. They accepted
parts of the Sl)anish culture, but their om was not forgotten. In
places, the Itispanic innovations were simply a faqade for the
indigenous customs. The colonial Spanish culture did not consciously incorporate any of the classic Mayan patterns and was
only peripherally influenced by the 16th century Indian culture.
Spaniards retained Europe as their model in art and intellectual
thought.
Spanish paintings and sculptures were, for the most part, confined to religious subjects. Both Indian and Europemn artisans
were employed to decorate the religious and governmental buildings, but the style was European with few New World innovations.
Since most of Guatemala's major buildings were found in Antigua,
some of the best colonial art was destroyed in the earthquake.
Historical chronicles written by the conquerors and by Franciscan and Dominican priests constituted the earliest literature of the
era. The best known of these is the story of the conquest of Mexico and Honduras by Bernal Diaz. The most distinctive literary
achievements, however, were written in the 16th century by
Guatemalan Indians who were taught to write by the priests.
The Popol Vulh is a Quiche document giving a vivid picture of the
preconquest world. The Annals of the Cakchiquels records the
events of the conquest and its immediate aftermath. The education
of the Indians, however, gradually ceased and literary works were
found only in the elite class.
The Church controlled the elucationai system in Guatemala and
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established various schools, both for the clergy and the laymen,
throughout the province. During the colonial period the University
of San Carlos, founded in 1676, was Guatemala's only institutioi
of higher learning. The intellectual life of the colony was not
however, completely dominated by the Church and, in the lSth
century, intellectual currents opposed to Church doctrine were
especially strong. The French Revolution and its resulting philosophies and ideals had a powerful impact, especiaily in the capital,
and laid part of the groundwork for the independence movement.
INDEPENDENCE AND DICTATORS (1820-1944)
During the last decades of the 18th century, the political pace
in Guatemala quickened and a new regional. awareness evolved.
The partial destruction of Antigua in 1,773 disrupted trade and
commerce and ruined many of the wealthy merchants. The more
secular atmosphere in the relocated capital allowed the rise of
new social and economic groups who were the precursors of
Guatemala's political parties.
Juan Fermin Aycinena was one of the first men to takL advantage of the economic opportunities and by doing so became vc
wealthy. He purchased the title of Marquis and was the o.
crioUo holder of a noble title in the entire Central American area.
With his wealth and claim to nubility, he and his relatives became
the aristocracy of Guatemalan society and the head of a powerful
economic and political faction known as "the family."
Though the Fermin Aycinena clan eventually lost its dorainant
position in Guatemalan society, it was representative of te. conservativk landowning oligarchy which would eventually form one
of the most powerful classes in the nation. The elitist idea.]s of the
family and of its peers became the major tenets of the Conservative Party in the 19th century.
The economic ,klite of the Central American area was not, however, a unified group, but was split by the rivalry between the
capital and the provinces and between merchants and planters.
The interests of part of the elite were represented in the consulado
(merchants' guild), which was located in the capital. The planters
in the provinces formed an indigo growers' society to combat the
power of the merchants.
As indigo trade declined, the Split between the considado and
the growers' society worsened. The official a-cononic policy, since
the merchants had trade contracts in Spain, usually worked to
the disadvantage of the growers. Resentment between the two
groups increased, and the economic wedge between the capital
and the provinces -'.as a significant clement in the eventual failure
of the Central American Union in the 19th century.
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In addition to this rivalry, other situations were laying the
foundations for independence. The first session of the Economic
Society of Friends of the Country met in 1796 and discussed
means by which the provinces could realize their full potential.
This group disbanded 3 years later, but it left functioning the
first newspaper, the Guatemala Gazette, which published debates
and editorials on colonial matters.
Although conditions within the colony played a role in its preparation for independence, the first impetus came from Europe.
In 1808 Napoleon invaded Spain and deposed Ferdinand VII. The
royal court was held in exile, but a cortes (parliament) was established in Cidiz for all Spaniards, criollos or peninsuares, who were
loyal to the Bourbon King.
This corteq, liberal in orientation, offered fuller representation
to the colonies and a free'- economic policy. Most Guo'cemalans
supported these plans and sent. the colony's representative to
Ch.&iz in 1810. The Fermin Aycinenh family was particularly
vociferous in its support of freer trade, which would weaken the
monopoly of the penin8ular merchants in Guatemala.
This backing of the liberal cortes did not necessarily imply a
desire for independence or decreased loyalty to the King. There
wis little, if any Guatemalan support for the insurrection in
Mexico ied by Miguel Hidalgo in 1810. In the years immediately
following, however, sympathy for the independence movement
increased in direct proportion to the suppression of proponents
of more liberal policies by the captain-geiieral and the returned
King. Nonetheless, it is doubtful that Guatemala would have
broken with Spain if Mexico had niot taken the lead.
in 1811 a new captain-general, Jose de Bustamente, arrived and
soon revealed his strong suppor; of the Bourbon monarchy. During
the next 7 years he repressed three rebellions on the isthmus and
refused to honor concessions won by the cartes. In 1814, when
Ferdinand VII returned to the throne, the liberal Constitution of
18T12 was abrogatel, and supporters of the cortes, including the
Fermin Aycinenas, experienced political persecution.
By 1818 liberal policies were again in the ascendai:cy. A new
captain-general '.as appointed, and in 1820 the Constitotion of
1812 was restored. Freer trade policies were authorized and political discussions were prevalent. The elections, permitted by the
Constitution, brought two political parties to the forefront.
The first, called Cacos, was a combination of certain members
of the economic elite and liberal professional men. This alliance,
originally founded on a shared hatred of Bustamente. began to
advance the cau:se of an open economic system. Oppo,,'ng the
Cacos were the Bacos, or merchairts and their allies. The Cacos
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won control of the provincial deputation, and the Bacos won the
seats in the municipal government of the capital city.
The differences between and within the two became more acute
wNhen Mexico declared its independence from Spain. Many Guatemalan criollos decided that their interests lay with a break from
Spain, and the loyalists, to prevent a civil war, conceded. The
captain-general declared provisional independence on September
14, 1821, made himself head of the new Government, ard called
for a regional congress. In short, the political structure remained
intact but the power of the ruling criollos was increased. This
group was now faced with the decision of complete independence
or union with Mexico.
Augustln Iturbide, the military leader of the revolutionaries in
Mexico, issued the Plan of Iguala, which called for unification of
the colonies from California to Panama under th, rule of a European king. Many isthmian provinces, which later became the
Centr~l American Republics, sought this connection in an effort to
prevent Guatemalan domination. Within Guatemala itself, certain
groups were also in faver of union with Mexico. The position of
these groups was reinforced when Iturbide sent an army headed by
General Vincente Filisola to the Central American area. He attempted to bring all the provinces under Mexican domination and
in 1823 was in the process of subduing 11l Salvador when word
came of Iturbide's fall. The annexatiop had lasted only 18 months,
during which a regional government was never convened.
The final result of the episode was the loss of the province of
Chiapas which elected to join Mexico. Guatemala, however, refused to acknowledge the loss, -nd the issue remained a problem
for many years.
The Central American Nation
Filisola remained in Central America long enough t'o call a Congress which adopted a Federal Constitution in 1824. The United
Provinces of Central America (Provincias Unidas del Centro de
America) became the official title of the new nation, although in
practice the Provinces were anything but unified. Within this
federation were the Provinces of Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica. Additional turmoil and instability existed within the provinces themselves, and each was torn
by factional strife between the two prevailing political parties.
Political divisions had begun with the old economic rivalries of
the 18th century. but new philosophice had appeared, interests had
changed, and the new political sitvatio,-i had altered alliances. By
1824 the Liberal Party was anticlerica;, federalist, and states'
rightist. Generally considered centralists, the members of the
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Coiservative Party sought to preserve the status of the Church
and the privileges of the elite. The Fermin Aycinena family had
lost much of its power and had become a part of the Conservative
Party during the Mexican intervention.
The first President of the weak federation of Central America
was Jos6 Arce. Each province also had its own president who
exercised considerable power. The influence and role of the Federation President depended upon the support of these provincial
leaders. Arce attempted to win the Conservative Party following
and, in doing so, alienated the Liberals. As a consequence, " ,ntral
America became a battleground between the Conservatives and
Liberals who attempted to depose Arce. Led by General Francisco
Morazin, Liberal forces succeeded in capturing the Guatemalan
capital in 1829. A year later Moraz~n was elected President of
the Federation.
The next 9 years were characterized by anticlerical actions,
liberal ,)cial politics, and civil insurrections. Morazan attempted
to hold the union together, but divisive forces were too strong.
At on,3 time, dissatisfaction with the Liberal Government was so
intense in the highlands of the country that they seceded from the
rest of Guatemala. The Departments of Quezaltenango, Solo!if,
Huehuetenango, and San Marcos formed the independent state
of Los Altos.
Morazan was reelected in 1834, but 3 years later was faced with
a full-scale Conservative rebellion in Guatemala. The campesinos
(peasant farmers-see Glossary) joined a revolt led by Rafael
Carrera, an illiterate Indian. The turmoil spread to all the provinces, and once more civil war erupted. MorazA.n rallied his Liberal
forces, but Carrera won in Guatemala. Mariano Gilvez, the Liberal
President of Guatemala, was overthrown and, by 1839, the Conservative Party was in control of the Government.
The Union still existed on paper, but it had lost all authority
and power. Its dissolution was gradual, as first one and then
another state declared its independence. Guatemala withdrew on
April 16, 1839, and Morazin, the leading proponent of the Central
American Union, was executed in 1842. The ideal of unity has
survived, however, and is resurrected at intervais.
Conaervative Ev a

In i139 Rafael Carrera assumed control of Guatemala and maintained it, either directly or through puppets, for the next 26 years.
He headed a Conservative Government which strongly suppressed
the Liberals. In 1840 he subjugated the State of 7,os Altos and
officially became President of the entire nation in 1844. Carrera
became the first of Guatemala's dictators to rule as a caudillo
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(see Glossary). In Latin America this term is applied to those
leaders who rule through the magnetism of their personality.
They seldom rely on constitutional methods.
During Carrera's era the landowners and wealthy merchants
were labeled the aristocracy and, along with the Church, were
firmly installed in power. The Indians, who virtually worshipped
Carrera and were his primary supporters, received little benefit
from his rule. Except for military and road scrvice, the demand
for Indian labor had decreased. The native populations retreated
into highland villages, building and synthesizing their institutions,
goals, and values. Contacts between the Indians and ladino8 were
at a minimum, and the cultural breach between the two widened.
Carrera's rule was characterized by harshness and cruelty, but
he strongly upheld the legal system. In 1851 a conservative Constitution was prom-Algated which created a Congress controlled
by the landowners and the Church. The primary duty of the Congress was the election of the President who legally exercised absolute power. When, in 1854, Carrera was chosen President for life,
even this duty of the legislature was discontinued.
During the 26-year rule, Carrera made very little social or
economic progress. His time was devotad to maintaining domestic
tranquillity and protecting the privileges of the conservative
class, both in Guatemala and in neighboring countries. Carrera
supported a rebellion in El Salvador against the Liberal Party
President, Gerado Barrios, and installed his own Conservative
candidate in the office. He invaded Nicaragua in a joint Central
American effort to oust William Walker, the North American
adventurer who then controlled the Nicaraguan Government. In
all, Carrera placed his own men in the presidency of El Salvador,
Nicaragua, and Honduras, creating a conservative empire in Central America.
Carrera set the trend of autocratic government which characterized both Guatemala and her neighbors for the nmxt 100
years. Although liberal governments would again assume control,
the pattern of autocratic rule had been established anQ evcn liberal
Presidents continued the tradition.
One important aspect of Carrera's foreign policy which has had
repercussions in the 20th century was a treaty signed in i859
with Great Britain, defining the borders between Belize (British
Honduras), an area between the Caribbean coast and El Pet~n,
and Guatemala. In colonial times Spain had granted Great Britain
the right to cut dye woods in the area now called Belize, but the
land itself was never ceded to th%English (see Foreign Relations,

ch. 6).
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Liberal Party Dominance
Carrera died in 1865, but his government continued in the hands
of Picente Cerna, his personally chosen successor. Cerna, however,
lacked Carrera's power and personal magnetism and, at the beginning of his second term in 1869, a Liberal rebellion erupted led by
Miguel Garcia Granados and Justo Rufino Barrios. The Liberals
captured the city of Guatemala in 1871, and Garcia was declared
provisional President. A moderate Liberal, he served only 2 years
and was replaced by Rufino Barrios who ruled until 1885.
While Barrios professed Liberal ideals he ruled in the same
autocratic style as Carrera. Although he took office in 1873, the
country had no constitution until 6 years later. The new document
was a model of Liberal doctrine and lasted for 66 years with minor
amendments. It called for separation of Church and State, a 6-year
term for the President, a unicameral legislature, and a bill of
rights protecting the individual citizens. Nothing Except the position of the Cat!hiic Church, however, changed substantially (see
Political and Government Systems, ch. 6).
,The rise of coffee plantations had increased the need for Indian
labor, and in 1877 debt peonage was legalized. This system allowed
the landowners to demand the repayment of loans with certain
amounts of work. Since wages were extremely low, the Indians
were always in debt and sometimes were obligated for years of
labor. Their chi-dren n-hri
their debts. Labor shortage continued, however, and in 1878 a vagrancy law was passed which
required the unempl-yed to work 40 days on Government projects.
These laws destroyed the isolation which the Indians had created
over the past 20 years.
Barrios did support schools within the Indian villages and, in
fact, was an enthusiastic proponent of a better educational program for all of Guatemala. Ile disbanded the Church schoohl and
replaced them with public schools under his direction. A university, a normal, and a military school were established as well as
elementary and vocational schools throughout the country. He
attempted to found free public schools which wculd require compulsory attendance, but the budget for this enterprise was less
than one-quarter of that of the War Department.
Barrios' anticlerical laws were harsh and extensive. He expelled
the Jesuits in 1871 and the bishops and the archbishops soon after.
His campaign against the Church increased in scope and intensity,
and in 1875 clerics were forbidden to teach. The Government next
confiscated all properties of the Church, destroying much of its
political and economic power. Churchmen were prohibited from
wearing clerical garb, public religious processions were banned,
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and civil marriage was declared obligatory. The institutionalized
political power and prestige of the Church was weakened, but its
influence among the Indians and the poor in general increased in
proportion to the severity of the Government measures against it.
The economic policies instituted by Barrios made perhaps lL".
greatest permanent mark on the nation. He literally brought the
industrial revolution to many parts of GuF'.emala and introduced
railroads, river steamers, electric lights, streetcars, and other
manifestations cf modern technology. He accomplished this by
granting concessions to foreigners, especially Americans, for mining, building railroads, establishing plantations, building ports,
and installing telephone and telegraph systems. Because of his
support and persistence, a railroad was constructed to connect the
Pacific coast and the capital, and one to the Caribbean was partially completed.
The agricultural system was also advanced as Barrios sought
to expand the country's economic base. He encouraged the planting cf coffee and offered free trees to those who could not afford
to buy them. In addition, Government officials were ordered to
plant the crop in all suitable areas. Free land was offered to those
who promised to plant rubber, sarsapacilla, and cacao, or to raise
cattle. He was also influential in encouraging the banana industry
on the north coast.
Barrios had little faith in the Indians' potential. He saw the
salvation of the country in immigration and encourc -ed large
col nialization projects. The Germans took advantage of these and
established the coffee plantations, which became the basis of the
Guatemalan economy in the 20th century.
In short, Barrios was a progressive dictator, harsh and despotic
but an energetic leader. Little social progress took place during his
era, but the economic gains were extensive, even though he was
diverted by the old Liberal dream of a unified Central America
and spent much of his energy and the nation's resources striving
to achieve it.
Like Carrera, he frequently intervened in the Governments of
neighboring countries. The Liberal Presidents of Honduras and
El Salvador remained in power partly because of his support.
Nicaragua felt his influence, as did Costa Rica. Only Honduras,
however, fully supported his plan to recreate the Central American Union.
On February 28, 1885, Barrios issued a decree which placed
Guatemala at the head of the proposed Union and made him
Supreme Chief of the Armies. Confident of support from the
people of all of Central America he set forth with the Guatemalan
Army on March 23 to impose unity upon the region. El Salvador,
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though sympathetic to the ideal, did not approve of the creation
of the Union by force and joined with Costa Rica and Nicaragua
against him. The first battle took place at Chalchuapa, El Salvador,
and Barrios was killed. Without his leadership, the Guatemalan
Army was easily defeated, and the Union was stillborn.
The end of the Barrios regime also ended the normal form of
party politics; the traditional Liberal and Conservative divisions
lost all meaning. The labels remained, but the parties became
vehicles for personalities rather than ideals. The landowners, the
Army, and the Church hierarchy all joined to support men who
would impose order and preserve the status quo. Lip service was
paid to the Liberal Constitution promulgated under Barrios, but
the men who followed him were Liberals in name only.
Two Presidents held office for 6 years after the death of Barrios.
In 1892 Jose Reina Barrios, nephew of the former president,
became head of the Government. After he was assassinated in
1898, his successor was Manuel Estrada Cabrera, who ruled until
1920.
Estrada Cabrera was thought to be a moderate and a Liberal,
but the elections which extended his term were recognized as
facades for his personal rule. The Constitution imposed by Barrios
in 1879 was ignored, and the President's word was law.
The lot of the Indian was particularly oppressive during these
two decades. Schoolteachers received no salary and forced their
students to work for them. Debt bondage was extensive and enforced by public officials. The labor laws promulgated under Rufino
Barrios had been modified, but the forced-labor system was essentially the same.
Every male between the ages of 20 and 60 was considered a
soldier. The standing Army contained 15,000 to 16,000 men, and
over 60,000 could be equipped ani ready for battle in a short time.
This gave Guatemala, relative to its population, an extraordinarily
large Army.
Estrada Cabrera continued to encourage foreign investors. Near
the turn of the century, Minor Keith, vice president of the United
Fruit Company, arrived in the country. The company had already
purchased Guatemalan land, but needed railroads to transport the
future banana crop. Keith contracted to finish the line between
the capital and Puerto Barrios on the Atlantic coast, and did so in
1904. In 19:12 he took ,ver the remaining railroads in Guatemala
and founded a corporation independent of the United Fruit Company called the International Railways of Central America. Tne
system was extended over the years into neighboring countries
and, by 1930, included abouL 887 miles of useable track.
Estrada Cabrera gradually lost the support of the landlords.
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On March 11, 1920, one of the members of an opposition group,
the Central American TUnionist Movement, was shot and killed in

the National Congress. This caused a widespread outcry against
Estrada Cabrera. He signed an armistice with the Unionist leader,
allowing the return of all exiles, thereby strengthening the position of his enemies. On April 12 he was declared insane, and a
broadly based revolt forcibly removed him from office.
•T.e Unionist Party's candidate won the election that followed.
Less than a year later, however, he was driven out by a revolt and
was replaced by General Jos6 Maria Orellana. He and his successor, Lizaro Chac6n, gave the country 9 years of relatively progressive leadership, though in the same tradition as their predecessors.
Orellana stabilized the currency and established the first central
bank. He embarked upon an extensive program of educational
improvement. New schools were founded, teachers' salaries were
raised, and libraries were opened. Orellana also persuaded the
United Fruit Company to take its complaints to the Guatemalan
courts.
During his term the first labor organizations appeared. Influenced by the Mexican example, Central American laborers
established Lhe Confederation of Central American Workers in
1922 with local chapters in each of the countries. By 1927 this
organization had moved far to the left. The Guatemalan chapter,
known as the Regional Federation rof Workers, withdrew and
more conservative workers joined the official labor organization.
It was banned, however, after 1931.
Orellana died in 1926, and Chac6n, who became President,
continued his predecessor's programs and added several liberal
Amendments to the Constitution. He signed a 25-year contract
exempting the United Fruit Company from all Government duties
and taxes.
LAzaro Chac6n resigned because of illness and was followed by
three Presidents in the space of 3 months. The second incumbent
was deposed by a coup d'6tat and two Army officers held power in
quick succession. Elections were held again on January 2, 1931,
and General Jorge Ubico became President.
The Last Caudillo

The Ubico regime, which lasted for 13 years, personified the
caudillo trAdition while it set the stage for th,,e-social and political
upheaval that followed. His economic policies were autocratic but
progressive. His social policies, however, were conservative and
his regime supported thc privileg(-s of the landowners, Nevertheless, for the first time, some concessions were awarded to the
Indians.
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When Ubico entered office the treasury was empty, but ha
reformed the national economic system and created a surplus. He
paid most of the country's debts and ran the Government on a
cash basis. The yearly surplus built new roads, buslines, sewers,
and the like. He kept a close watch on his subordinates, and hig
Law of Probity subjected the income of public officials to periodic
audit. At the same time, however, he became the largest landowner.
The depression of the 1930's created a severe economic crisis in
the country. Ubico minimized its effects by signing a reciprocal
trade agreement with the United States, which increased coffee
exports, and by increasing cotton exports to Italy. In order to
supplement revenue, he maintained friendly relations with foreign busine.3 ses. The Germans, who dominated the coffee industry,
in practice received legal immunity. He exempted the United Fruit
Company from import duties on its business materials and from
real estate taxes.
In 1936 the United Fruit Company became a large stockholder
in the International Railways of Central America. It bccame a
preferred customer and was given preferential rates. Public rates
were lower than in neighboring countries.
During World War II Ubico supported the United States,
granted sites for United States Army bases, and had his Government buy United States war bonds. He maintained close surveillance over the German community and, in 1943, permitted its
removal to an Army base in Texas. All of the German coffee lands
were expropriated.
Ubico's efficient economic policies continued throughout the war,
and he was able to prevent inflation. On the other hand, political
organizations were prohibited. Censorship was extensive and
strictly enforced. Any form of labor organization was made illegal.
Ubico liked to pose as friend and protector of the Indians. He
even encouraged them to call him tata, or father. He canceled the
debts of the Indians and abolished the system of debt peonage; he
listened to their complaints in the National Palace, and enforced
justice for them in the national courts. But they were commanded
to give 2 weeks free labor annually on highways and were subject
to a Vagrancy Law decreeing that every Indian must work a
minimum of 150 days a year. The amount of worktime required
was scaled down in accordance with the amL unt of land that the
Indian worked for himself.
In practice, the remaining time had to be spent cn the coffee or
banana piantations. Wages were legally maintained at a very low
level, and the hacoidados (landowners) exercised absolute soy31

ereignty over their plantations. They were given the authority to
punish those who committed crimes on their land.
Ubico's legislature had little power to do anything but approve
his decisions, end his single political party won all the elections.
He extended his first term, which ended in 1935, for 8 years by a
plebiscite, and obtained another 8 years in 1941 by congressional
approval.
Toward the end of World War II, however, his power began to
weaken. Democratic ideals were influential among student groups
and professionals. The improved position of labor groups in neighboring countries had awakened the dormant Guatemalan labor
parties. Young Army officers were also dissatisfied and restless.
A student demonstration in June 1944 was joined by a group of
Army officers, and the movement brought about a general strike
throughout the country. Ubico attempted to control the opposition
with force but, having lost the support of the Army, he delegated
the power of the presidential position to a military junta led by
Juan Frederico Ponce.
Ponce, however, ruled in the same manner as Ubico. His refusal
to hold elections precipitated a revolution on October 20, 1944,
led by students and Army officers headed by Colonel Francisco J.
Arana, Major Jacobo Arbenz, and Jorge Toriello, a civilian.
STRUGGLE FOR DEMOCRACY (1944-1963)
When the coup succeeded, the three rmen established a triumvirate and began a reorganization of the Government. Thq scret
police were disbanded and Ubico and his supporters, which included Army generals, were exiled. New deputies to the National
Assembly and to the constitutional assembly were elected. Pr, 3idential elections were announced, campaigns were organized, and
Juan Jose Ardvalo, a reformist candidate, was elected by 85 percent of the vote in a free election. A new Constitition was drawn
up and went into effect on March 13, 1945. Two days later Ardvalo
was inaugurated.
A New Spirit
The new Constitution appeared to be a complete break with the
past and contained 34 articles of individual rights and 33 specific
social guarantees. The Government was given the power of expropriation ap'licable both to foreign businesses and to large estates.
The Army was deciared apolitical, and the university became
autonomous. Censorship of the press was forbidden. Voting was
secret and obligatory for all literate males and optional for illiterate ones. Political parties once more were 'llowed to organize and
campaign.
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As a professor who had been in exile in Argentina during the
last years of the Ubico regime, Ar~valo had no political record
except his opposition to Ubico. He campaigned for a coalition of
groups called the United Front of Arevalist Parties (Frente Unido
de Partidos Arevalistas--FUPA). He advocated a doctrine which
he called "Spiritual Socialism" which was a vague philosophy
recognizing the necessity of material possessions but stressing the
dignity of the -'dividual over materialism.
The 1944 revolution also set in motion party politics, and the
next 10 years saw the creation of many political factions. The
coalit..n for Ar~valo dissolved soon after the election and split
into two major groups. The moderate reformers were led by the
Popular Liberation Front (Frente Popular Libertador--FPL),
composed of students and nonmanual wnrkers. The more radical
element.s were led by the Party of Revolutionary Action (Partido
Aci6n Revolucionaria-PAR) and the Party of National Renovation (Partido de Renovaci6n Nacional-PRN).
What began as a social and economic reformist movement soon
became infiltrated by Communist Party members and sympathizers. The first years of the Ar6valo term saw the implementation
of many of the promised reforms. A labor code was cre'..ed which
gave the unions the right to bargain with management. An agency
called the Institute fir the Development of Production (Instituto
de Fomento de la Producci6n-INFOP) was established in 1948
to dcve'.op, with Government aid, the nation's industries. The
labor unions were burgeoning, and educational reforms were
extensive, but Ar6valo did not attempt to break up the large estates
and redistribute land to the Indians.
He did move against the United Fruit Company, however, and
supported strikes in 1946, ordering the cornpany to negotiate at
Bananera. The company closed its plantation at Tiquisate. Criticism of the action of the Guatemalan Government was voiced in
the Uni:ed States. Increased anti-American propaganda further
weakened the company's position in Guatemala.
Criticism of Ar~valo increased. The revolutionary parties
thought he was moving too slowly, and the landowners resented
his reformist policies. The President was often forced to rely on
the old triumvirate which still ':ontrolled the Army and finances.
The -trongest member of thiq group was Francisco Javier Arana,
Chief of the Armed Forces and a presidential candidate in the
1950 eleotions. Arana was supported by the Party of Anti-Communist 'Unification (Partido Uriificaci6n Anticomunista-PUA)
(see Political Dynamics and Values, ch. 6).
Before the elections, Arana was assassinatcd, and there were
indications that Jacobo Arbenz was involved in the plot. Arevalo
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refused to investigate the murder. With Arana eliminated, Arbenz
was the strongest contender for the presidency and had the aupport of the unions and the Communists.
By this time Ar~valo's reformist movement had lost most oi
impetus; he was occupied with simply remaining in office. The
Law of Public Order, which authorized suppression of political
dissension, was frequently unvoked, but discontent was rampant.
During these years, the Communists had been laying the foundation of their power. They first appeared in public life in 1944
when the labor union, the Guatemalan Confederation of Workers
((onfederaci6n Guatemahteca de Trabajadores--CGT) was
formed. Comprised of both manual and white-collar workers with
Marxist leanings, the union lacked any experienced leaders. This
vacuum was quickly filled by Communists from abroad who had
obtained organizational experience in other countries.
Their domination of the union was used as a springboard to
other organizations, and Communists soon began to infiltrate
student groups, the ieaching professions, and the Government. A
training school called Escuela Claridad (Clarity Szhool) was
established in 1945, but this was soon closed by the Government.
It was replaced by clandestine study groups which produced a
cadre of Guatemalan youths who would fill leadership positions in
the Communist movement. Two years later the Vanguardia Democrotica (Democratic Vanguard) was founded as a faction of the
PAR. in 1949 it was rechriste-ued the Communist Party of Guatemala. Jos9 Manuel Fortuny, a Guatemalan, was elected SecretaryGeneral and becmne the formal leader of the Communist forces.
The CTG had remained under Communist control but, in protest,
certain groups such as the railroad workers had left the organization and formed their own labor union. In time this too was
infiltrated by Communists and in 1947 the two groups rejoined.
By 1950 all the major unions were completely dominated by
Communists.
At the time of the 1950 elections the Communists had acquired
a great deal of power. Ar6valo never permitted the Party, however, w,)acquire legal standing, and its position in the political
structure was not yet secure. Consequently, the outcome of the
electionIs was of utmost importance to it.
Communist Infiltration
Jacobo Arbenz, although not a member, was the choic• of the
Communist Party and was also the candidate of the PAR. He won
65 percent of the popular vote and became President in 1951.
During his term. the Ccmmunist Party consulidated its power
and began to assume control of many areaq of the Government.
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Arbenz also continued the social revolution and in 1952 instigated the passage of an agrarian reform law which gave the
Government the right to expropriate uncultivated estates ant'
redistribute them to landless workers. The land was not giver. outright, but was leased to peasants for their litetimre. This created
distrust among the indians since the land could theoretically be
tuken at the Government's discretion.
The plantations of the United Fruit Company were expropriated
under this law, and the company was offered only nominal compensation. The United States Government conducted diplomatic
negotiations with Geatemala over this incident, but its notes
were met with abusive accusations. In the next 2 years, Arbenz,
with Communist support, moved against every other Unit,,d States
business in Guatemala.
The International Railways felt governmental pressure ml 1951
when Arbenz began building a highway parallel to the tracks. In
1953 he naticnalhzed the company. A y-ar later the Government
diverted the river wh- . supplied the Empresa Elctrica de Guatemala and eL t its generating power by haif. New businesses, such
as the pletroleum interests, that wished to invest in Guatemala
were hampered by so many restrictions that they withdrew.
In 1953 the Communist Party had functioning cells at ever)
level of Government. IL had become a legally recognized party in
195, and, as the Guatemalan Labor Party (Partido Guatemaltece
de Trabajo-PGT), entered the 1953 congressional elections. The
PGT won only four seats, but its influence was much greater than
its electoral support.
In 1953 the Guatemalan Congress formally honored Josreph
Stalin after the announcement of his death Three anti-Communist
jurists on the Supreme Court .wredis:nisied. Communist propaganda 'n the rural area3 e:ncouraged the peitsants to seize the
large estates by force. Between February 1953 and April 1954
ovnŽr 30 plantatiolui were taken nver by arrred laborers. In 1954
Guatemalan agents instigated a strike against the United Fruit
Company in H3nduras, This neighboring Government iramediately
cnarged Communist infiltration,
Anti-American feeling increased in direct proporti,-n to Communist influence. During the Korean conflic. the Guatemalan
Congress sent letters of sclidarity to the North Korean Government. At the 10th inter-Americai. Conterence in Caracas, the
speeches bý the Guatemi&,; n delegate were in their entirety aacks
on the foreign policy of the United States. Guatem.tala w's the
only p"atir, to vote against the proposal condemning the advance
of international communiim into the Western Hemisphere.
The Arbenz regime and the Communist Party planned to rein-
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force their domestic position by disbanding the Army and cre.ting
a peasant militia. In May 1954 over 4 million pounds of Czechoslovakian weapons were unloaded at Puerto Barrios and sent to
the capital. The Army immediately demanded that Arbenz disassociate his Government from the PGT, but he refused.
In June 1954 Castillo Armas led an armed force of no more than
300 men into Guatemalan territory. Arbenz ordered military
commanders to arm the peasants but they flatly refused. Nor did
the Army attempt to crush the invading force. A few days later
Arbenz and a number of top Communists fled the country. The
Government had been toppled with a minimum of force and,
almost by default, fell into the hands of Castillo Armas. Former
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, however, has written that
United States support was given to Castillo Armas in the interests
of hemispheric security.
•... 1,t seemed to me that to refuse to cooperate in providing indirect
support to a strictly anti-Communist faction in this struggle would be
contrary to the letter and spirit of the Caracas resolution. I had faith
in the strength of the inter-American resolve therein set forth.

Presidents and Juntas

Castillo Armas headed a junta until he was confirmed in the
presidency by plebiscite. IHe ruled until July 1957 when he was
assassinated by one of his palace guards. During his term illiterates were disenfranchised, thus canceling the voting rights of the
Indians, who made up more than half the population.
Expropriated lands were returned to former owners. The
Constitution of 1945 was abolished and replaced by a new one in
1956. All political parties left ef center were disbanded, and only
those approved by the Government could function. The National
Democratic Movement (Movimiento Democritico NacionalMDN) became the official party and later created the Guatemalan
Christian Democratic Party (Democracia Cristiana Guatemalteca-•ECG). The DCG was originally founded by a group of
wealthy, conservative Catholics, but during thi- 1960's it became
a reformist party.
But many measures passed under Ardvalo were retainer.. The
new Constitution had r. social orientation and included guarantees
of many individual freedoms. Labor unions, free of Communists,
were allowed to orgenize and function. Some Government land
was distributed to thf. Indians on a permanent basis rather than
with a lifetime iease. Though the strongest friend of the Catholic
Church since Carerra, he did not forbid the free exercise of other
religions. After Castillo's assassiration, Vice President Luis
Arturo Gonzalez took office and announced elections for October.
The elections centered around twc major candidates. Miguel
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Ortiz Passarelli was the candidate of the MDN and supported by
all the official machinery. Miguel Ydigoras Fuentes, a conservative
former general who had served under Ubico and had been the
major opponent to Arbenz, led a right-wing coalition. A candidate
was also put forward by the Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolunario--PR), a moderately left-wing organization, but the party
failed to get Government approval and thereby legal recognition.
The election was held, but both Ydigoras and the Revolutiollary
Party protested that it was fraudulent and threatened a revolt.
Rioting began and the Army assumed control of the Government.
The second Vice President was declared head of State and new
elections were scheduled for January 1958; the left-wing party
was then allowed to run its candidate, Mario M~ndez Montenegro.
In the new elections Ydigoras won a plurality but lacked a
majority of the votes. Thus, the election was thrown to the legislature which, though dominated by the MDN, chose Ydigoras
President. It was the first time in Guatemalan history that an
opposition candidate won by election.
The next 5 years were characterized by economic difficulties.
Coffee prices fell to a disastrous low, accompanied by significant
unemployment. Ydigoras instituted an income tax law and an
austerity program in an effort to create economic stability. Instead
his laws alienated both left- and right-wing supporters. He broke
relations with the Government of Fidel Castro and allowed the
training of Cuban exiles in Guatemala.
Frequent rebellions in the rural areas and c'ttinual threats of
coups caused Ydigoras to invoke a state of siege and put into
effect a limited censorship. At the same time, however, he allowed
the formation of party groups, including many left-wing organizations, and gave more freedom to the labor unions.
Ydigoras lost the support of the Army during 1963. The final
blow was the announcement by Ar~valo of his candidacy for
President in the next election. Ydigoras forbade this but did not
prevent Ar~valo's return to the capita). The resulting demonstrations led the military to overthrow Ydigoras. In March 1963
Colonel Peralta Azurdia, the Minister of Defense, took over the
Government (see Political Dynamics and Values, ch. 6).
The Peralta regime stayed in power until 1966 and was a conservative military Government. The Government sponsored a new
Constitution in 1965, still more conservative than previous ones,
but nevertheless containing effect've social welfare clauses. The
1966 election was won by Julio Cesar Mendez Montenegro of the
Revolutionary Party. Jlio CUsar was a last minute replacement
for Mario MWndez Montenegro, his brother, who had allegedly
committed suicide shortly before the election, although the Revolutionary Party maintains that he was assassinated.
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CHAPTER 3
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT, SETTLEMENT PATTERNS,
LIVING CONDITIONS
The area of Guatemala, excluding the claimed territory of
Belize, is approximately 42,000 square miles, slightly larger than
the state of Tennessee. It is bordered on the north and west by
Mexico, on the south by the Pacific Ocean, on the southeast by
El Salvador, and on the east by Honduras and the Gulf of Honduras. British Honduras, to the northeast, is claimed as Guatemalan territory under the name Belize (see fig. 1).
The country has great variety in climatr and landforms. The
climate ranges from hot and humid in parts of the lowlands to
very cold in the highlands, where frosts are common in some
months and where snow falls occasionally. The climatic variation
makes possible the cultivation of any crop grown in the Western
Hemisphere. The altitude varies from sea level to over 13,000
feet in the volcanic highlands.
Much of the country is comprised of highlands, and this is where
the great majority of people continue to live, as they did when
the Spanish arrived. The mountain systems are more related to
those of the West Indies than to those of North and South America,
trending west-east rather than north-south. They are generally
highest in the west-central Departments and gradually slope
eastward to the coast and to the lower mountains along the border
with El Salvador and Honduras and northeastward to the lowlands of El Fet~n. The slopes to the Pacific incline from the volcanic axis, the backbone of the country, and are more abrupt.
Although both Indians and ladinos (see Glossary) inhabit the
highlands, they live apart from one another both physically and
culturally. Most Indians live and practice subsistence agric.lture
in the cold western highla:.ds where they speak indigenous languages, wear distinctive costumes, and practice traditional religiou3 and social customs. They have been greatly influenced by
Spanish ways, but have -idopted or accommodated such imports to
fit their own patterns of living and beliefs. Their standards of living verge on the level of subsistence. Their life expectancy is
shorter and their irfant death rate higher than those of ladinos.
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Ladino8 live in the wurmer, lower eastern highlands, in the
large towns throughcut the country and, to a lesser extent, in the
hot lowlands. Many of them, too, practice subsistence agriculture
and have low standards of living. Nevertheless, they are generally
more receptive to change than are the Indians and provide the
country's leadership on both the national and local levels.
The lowlands, for the most part, are situated in El Pet~n, on
the Pacific coast, and in the river valleys which extend inland
from the east coast (see fig. 2). They are sparsely populated, with
concentrations only in areas where modern plantations have been
established. The Pacific lowland and piedmont regions are being
developed industrially because of the relatively gentle terrain and
the hydroelectric potential of the rivers flowing from the high-

lands, and agriculturally because of the rich volcanic and alluvial
soil which has not been eroded.
The Government has encouraged colonization of the unused
lowlands. Nevertheless, these regions still repel permanent settlers
because of the unpleasant climate, the Indians' reluctance to leave
their ancestral lands in the highlands, and the presence of many
diseases endemic to the lowlands.
The diseases which cause the most deaths and take the highest
toii in general well-being can be attributed, for the most part, to
poor nutrition and to the unsanitary environment which prevails.
Folk medical practices are widespread, in part because modern
medical facilities are concentrated in urban areas and are thus
unavailable to most of the population. Nevertheless, the crude
death rate has decreased continually, largely because of effective
disease control and eradication programs.
Government efforti to !mprove the overall living standards,
including housing programs, improvement of health facilities,
and the expansion of social security coverage, have been concentrated in the larger towns and cities; however, limited measures to
include the rural areas, where about 65 percent of the people live,
under such programs have been undertaken, and are being
expanded.
PHYSiCAL ENVIRONMENT

The country lies entirely within the tropics, but plant and
animal !ife is varied because of the existence ol both temperate
and tropical climates. The climnate and associated vegetation
depend to a great degree upon altitude and upon proximity to one
or the other of the coasts. The difference between the average
temperatures of the coldest and warmest months in any given
place is usually not more than 15° F., though the diurnal range
may be far greater. The tierra caliente (hot country) extends from
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F. Frosts are common in the tierra1,-ia between December and
February.
The prevailing winds are the rain-bearing northeast trades
which blow inland from the Caribbean. As a consequence, the
northe~rn lowlands of El Peten; parts of the highlands in the
Departments of Alta Verapaz, Baja Verapaz, and Izabal; and the
Caribbean coastal area have humid conditions the entire year, with
less rain from November through April (see fig. 3). The rek.t of
the country has a diatinct dry season during theae moriths, with
the exception of a strip of the upp-r piedmont on the Pacific slope
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between 3,000 and 5,000 feet above sea level; there the rainfall
conditions are similar to those riong the Caribbean coast. The dry
season from November through April is called verano (summer),
and the wet season invierno (winter).
Drainage to the Caribbean predominates, although there are
many short and unnavigable rivers which flow to the Pacific from
the southern highlands.
Pacific Coastal Lands
The Pacific coast is straight and open, with no natural harbors
and relatively shallow offshore waters. Long stretches of black
sand line the coast.
Wet lagoons filled with mangrove lie inland from the sandy
shore. The Chiquimulilla Canal, which runs 70 miles from the
port of San Jos6 to the Salvadorean border, is part of this coastal
lagoon, but has been dredged to allow river traffic.
The coastal plain is predominantly savanna, interspersed with
semideciduous forests which line the streams originatirg in_ thle
highlands. Most of the savanna is given over to cattle ranching,
but there are independentl, owned banana holdings along the
Nahualate River and in the Retalhuleu area. The relatively short
rainy season of 4 or 5 months necessitates irrigation.
Farther inland, tropical semideciduous forest covers the foothills and lower slopes of the highlands. Diversified agriculture is
practiced between 300 and 2,000 feet above sea level. The soils
are well drained and very fertile, being composed of volcanic ash
and alluvium. Temperatures are typical of ,he tierra caliente. The
slopes in this area are gentle and not too steep for the extensive
use of agricultural machinery.
Monsoonal winds which blow from the Pacific bring rain to
this area but are ofter destructive to crops, and the pronounced
dry season necessitates irrigation. In Tiquisate, Escuintla, the
average rainfall from May through October is about 83 inches,
whereas from November through April it is about 8 inches (see
Agriculture, ch. 9).
Farther inland the plain begins a somewhat steeper, more dissected ascent to the highlands through the upper pi 'dmont, 2,000
to 5,000 feet above sea level. Tropical broadleaf forests once
covered these tipper slopes. Rainfall is heavy, the heaviest being
in the western section, and averages over 100 inches annually. The
dry season is short and temperature, are somewhat lower than in
the coastal plain and lower piedmont regions. Most of the nation's
high-quality coffee is grown in this area where the volcanic soil,
heavy rainfall, and abundance of shade trees, under which the
coffee shrub is grown, provide nearly ideal conditions.
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The Highlands
The highlands above 5,000 feet are covered by the remnants of a
once extensive pine and oak forest which was cleared for the
highland subsistence agriculture now prevailing. The forest cover
disappears above 10,000 feet, and high-altitude bunch grass, called
pdramo, predominates.
Sierra Madre

In a system of mountains and high plateaus extending from
Mexico to El Salvador and Honduras, more than 30 volcanoes,
some still active, dot the southern escarpment of the Sierra Madre.
The two highest are the Tajumulco (13,809 feet above sea level)
and the Tacand (13,300 feet) volcanoes. The second capital city,
now called Ciudad Vieja, is located between two others, Fuego
(12,579 feet) and Agua (12,307 feet) (see Historical Setting,

ch. 2).
Earth4uakes, related both to volcanism and to the deeply seated
fault zones which lie off the southern coast, are frequent and
sometimes destructive in this area. In 1773 earthquakes destroyed
the old capital of Antigua. The present capital, Guatemala City, is
just under 5000 feet above sea level, and iq i•oated in the Valle de
la Ermita (Valley of the Hermit) ; but it has not proved to be safe
from severe quakes. In early 1918 a series of earthquakes did great
damage to the city. Buildings constructed since have enough
flexibility to resist all but the most severe quakes. Much of Quezaltenango, which is almost 8,000 feet above sea level, and is the
nation's second largest city, was destroyed by an earthquake in
1902.
The lava plateaus and ash-filled basins, frequently as high as
8,000 feet above sea level in the western section of the Sierra
Madre, aie often separated by deep ravines difficult to cross even
on foot. Rivers falling abruptly from the mountains have cut these
canyons out of the sofl volcanic soil. Pockets of dense population
ire often isolated from one another by these ravines. Guatemala
City is located in a highland valley farther east, where the monthly
averages range from 61' F. in December to 67' F. in April.
Average rainfall is between 40 and 60 inches annually, with a
distinct 6-month dry season.
Eighteen principal, though relatively short, rivers flow from
the mountains to the Pacific Ocean. They are navigable only for
short distances in small boats, but they have great potential for
the production of hydroelectric power and, in fact, serve to supply
the major portion of electric power available in the country. The
Sainalh River is the source of power for the hydroelectric plant
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at Santa Maria, Quezaltenango, and the Michatoya River serves
the hydroelectric plant at Palln, Eszuintla.
There are two important lakes of volcanic origin in the Sierra
Madre highlands. Lake Atitlftn in the Department of SololA is
said to be one of the most beautiful lakes in the world. The volcanoes Atitl~n, San Pedro, and Tolimgn line its shores, as do
numerous Indian villages. The inhabitants of these villages use
the lake for fishing and transport between villages. The lake,
over 1,000 feet deep in places, receives a number of rivers, but
its drainage is underground. Lake Amatit!dn, just south of Guatemala City, is smaller and less spectacular. Steam ris-i from this
warm-water lake, and medicinal sulfur springs are found along
the banks. The nearby volcano Pacaya, which erupted in 1964,
produces these effects. The lake has its outlet in the Michatoya
River.
The Sierra de Chilacuis branches due east from the Sierra Madre
in the southern part of the Department of El Quiche. East-northeast of these mountains lie the Sierra de las Minas and the Montafias del Mico. These two chains serve as a natural barrier to
communication between the Motagua River valley and the Verapaz
Departments. The Sierra de las Minas has deposits of lead and
silver, but they have not becn extensively mir.ed.
Sier ra de les Ct'chuynatanes

The other mountain thain enters Guatemala from Mexico in the
Department of Huehuetenango. This is the Sierra de los Cuchumatanes, a great limestone massif. Tne height of the Cuchumatanes plateau ranges between 9,000 and 11,000 feet. Rainfall is
relatively low and the limestone soils relatively infertile. Sub.
sistence agriculture of potato growing and sheep grazing are
practiced on the slopes and plateaus which are above the upper
limits for growing corn. Antimony, zinc, sulfide, copper, lead, and
silver are sporadically mined, but the rugged terrain makes it
difficult to transport heavy machinery to the area.
The mountains sIuke away in northern and western Huehuetenango to Mexico. The topography is very rough, restricting the
area available to agriculture, although there are some flood terraces which catch the alluvial soil and provide small fertile patches
for corn and even some sugar, bananas, and other crops.
To the east, but separated from the Cuhumatanes by the valley
of the Salinas River, lies the Sierra de Charmi. Some coffee is
grown in the Cobdn district of Alta Verapaz on the slopes of the
Sierra, but the area is relatively isolated from major transportation routes, and good soils occur only i,, small wet hollows and
valleys, although rainfall is heavier than in the Cuchumatanes.
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Still farther east and extending nearly to Livingston on the Bay of
Arnatique lies the Sierra de Santa Cruz, just north of the Polochic
River-Lake Izabal lowland.
Caribbean Coamt and River Valleys
The coast along the Gulf of Honduras is flat and open to Caribbean storms. The Bay of Amatique, however, which is 10 miles
wide and 25 miles long, is sheltered, and the country's major port,
Puerto Barrios, is located on its shores, along with the ports of
Matias de Gfilvez and Livingston.
The climate of the coastal area, including the valleys which
extend inland, is humid-tropical; thera is no distinct dry season.
At Puerto Barrios the monthly averages range from about 730 F.
in December to about 8S" F. in May. In February, the month of
lowest average rainfall, the city receives about 3 inches. Tropical
rainferest of broadleaf evergreen trees covers much of the area
except where modern plantations have been established. Such
plantations are found primarily in the Motagua River valley.
Three valley corridors extend inland from the Carribbean coast.
They serve to link various parts of the interior, particularly the
highlands, with the Caribbean coast, but they are separated from
one another by mountain ranges.
The Motagua River rises near Chichicastenango in the Department of El Quich6 and flows for about 250 miles until it empties
into the Gulf of Honduras. On the last few miles of its course it
serves as the boundary between Guatemala and Honduras. It is
navigable for the last 120 miles of its length. It receives a numb r
of rivers, one being the Hondo River which serves to supply the
city of Zacapa with electricity. The Motagua River valley approaches Guatemala City from the Caribbean coast but branches
west in the Department of El Progreso. A main road and railroad
parallel the river to this point and continue on to the capital
through a gentle highland pass, the Valle de las Vacas. This
corridor has served to link the coast with the central highland
area around the capital since the first days of the coloniai period
(see Historical Setting, ch. 2).
Bananas and abaca are g-own in the lower valley, but otherwise
the region is essentially undeveloped, with shifting, subsistence
agriculture prevailing throughout.
In the middle Motagua River va!iey, in the Departments of
Zacapa and El Progreso, lies a semiarid savanna region, created
by rain shadow conditions. Average annual rainfall is about 20
inches, sufficient for a short grass coier and. therefore, good for
grazing. The ipoer valley is a high intermoat basin, with soils
composed of fertile volcanic alluvium. Temperatures are hot and
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rainfall moderate, but there is a distinct dry season in this part of
the valley.
The swampy Polochic River-Lake Izabal lowland lies north of
the Sierra de las Minas and the Montafias del Mico and is separated from the Motagua River valley by them. Small coffee fincas
(farms) overlook the river and lake. This ; the only commercial
agriculture practiced in the area. The Polochic River rises in Alta
Verapaz and flows west, emptying into Lake Izabal, the largest
lake in the coultry. Theposits of nickel have been found near the
lake and a 40-year concession was granted to a subsidiary of the
InLernational Nickel Company in 1965. The lake empties into the
Dulce River, which in tnrn empties into the Bay of Amatique at
the port of Livingston. The lake, which is 27 miles long and 12
miles wide, and the Dulce River are navigable throughout their
entire lengths. This is the main corridor linking the Caribbean
coast with the Verapaz Departments.
In colonial times the lake served as a shelter from pirates who
roamed the Caribbean. Ports and warehouses were situated on the
lake which was protected by the San Felipe Fort, at the junction
of the lake with the Dulce River. In modern times the export produce of the Verapaz Departments has been carried by rail, truck,
and ship along this corridor to the Amatique Bay ports.
The Sarstdnr River rises in Aita Verapaz and flows cast, emptying into the Bay of Amatique. It serves, in the latter part of its
course, as the boundary between British Honduras (Belize) and
Guatemala and links El Peten with the coast. The terrain and
climate surrounding it are much like those of El Petdn and the
northern parts o, the Departments of El Quicbh and Alta Verapaz.
El Petin
The vast area of El Pe:tn, comprising about one-third of the
national territory, extends as a distinct appeadage into the Yucatiin Peainsula. It is a rolling limeotone plateau. between 500 and
700 f'eet above sea level, covered with dense tropical rainforest,
occasionally interspersed with wide savannas. The soils are relatively pocr for agricalture. The ainual rainfal! is heavy, averag:ng 80 inches in the north and 150 incbes in the south.
Because of the porosity of the soil. much of the drainage is
underground, though there ae many lake basins which overflow
and flood the land when the rains are particularly heavy. Most of
the rivers flow either through Mexico, emptying into tAe Gulf
of Mexico, or through British Hlondura.s, emptying into the Gulf
of Honduras.
The Salinas River rises in Huehuetenango and flows north to
contribute to th Usum,,ncinta River, which empties into the Gulf
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of Mexico.o The, twc rivptrs forri 'part d the 'border between Mexico
and El Pet~in. The Pasi6n, River, which rises in northern Alta
Verajpaz and flows north and west in El Pet&a serves as a link
between Coba'n, the capital Of Alta Verapaz, and E. }1eten. It also
contributes to the Udsumacinta, ats do'es the-San Pedre River, which
rises north of Flores, capital of El Pet~n. The `Belize' River and the
Azul River, both ri-se In El Pet6n iid-'mpty into the, Car~hb- %n.
f'lores is located 6n an isa d in, Lake Peti~u Itzf.,.which is 15 inikes
long, 2 miles wide,.aiid abovt 165 otdeux1n...
TI e has ýIo visiible
outlet because its drainagei_Unvergpoonu
Forest. reserves are the majuxr resourc.- tlie-a-rea'. Tiere ar-_
of mahogany, trepia cedar
ýt n hc
treeg.- The' -last jyield the- clhicle latex whjaci is sdi cein
gu.
t ssad ha.the ~hceos (chicle gptherees), _have --dis-_
qo vered m
iost ofthe knownMayan- cities in the area -becýauae the-chicozapote tree tends to gzro w ,e~e thre hdas enpei~
of the land.
Isolation hinders development of the area, It is sparsely popuWatd and served by few good irýads. The only r~ivers large enough
for.rafting flow into either Mlexico or. British Honduras, and most
of V~ie chicle latex gathered must be transporte~d by plane to Puert&
Barrios. Oil ha been found-in the area, but -notin snfficient quantity for-efficient exploitation.

-extensivesad

Farnia and. nsora

Most of the fauna is typi.al of -that classified. as neotropical, -but
afew'North American animals, such ais :the white-tailed deer,
have migrated -into the area. The. rainfortests and drier tropimc1.
and insects. The beautiful quetzal is the national bird, chosen as- a
symbol. of Guatemalan independence because, purportedly, it -Callnot live in captivity. Parrots anid their relatives, which cat c~ulti-.
vated grains,- have been a nuisarce to tropical:-, -mers and have
been greatly depleted, but are still numerous. Mosquitoes inf~est
the lowlands and continue to-spread malaria on the plan tltions,
iLut measures are being undertaken to control thiem. A variety of
monkeys and reptiles, including several kinds of poisGnouc snakes,
inhabit the rainforests, and crocodiles and iguanas abound int the
swampy estuaries and lagoons. Aquatic birds, such as ducks and
herons, also inhabit the coastal lagoons. Wild pigs, armadillos,
jaguars, bears, and tapirs are found in various parts of the
eCauntry.Besides the forest reserves that cover moro than half the
country, many kinds of flowers and hardy grasses blanket the
lowlands and highlands alike. The monja blartea, (white nun)
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orchid, which grows wi!d only in Alta VerapAz, is the n1tvonaJ
flower, and the Ceiba tree, considered sacred in parti of the
country, is the national tree.
Tran3portation
Three :Aajor transportaticn routes traverse the country, piroviding c'irtain regions with avenues for communication (see fig.
1). Frequent bus service and t..uck a.nd rail transport along these
routes render much of the highland and Pacific coastal regions
accessible (see Domestic Trade, ch. 8). Certain other regions are
left ielatively isolated by a lack of such routes, particularly the
I orthern parts of Huehuetenango, El Quiche, and Alta Verapaz,
md all of El Peten. Aid Department capitals are connected by
roads of varying quality with Guatemala City. Nevertheless, much
of the produce for domestic trade is car;iec to market on the backs
of men and mules-over dirt trails and footpaths.
The Pacific Coast Highway, extending .'r•.•n Mexico to F1 Salvador along the piedmont of the volcanic axis, is paved th:oughoat
its entire length. It connects the more important coffee market
towns of Coatepeque, Quezaltenango; Retalhuleu, Ret-lhuleu;
Mazatenango, Suchitepdquez; and Escuintla, Escuintla.
The Inter-American Highway roughly parallels the Pacific
Coast Highway from border to border, but it is situated farther
inland along the volcanic axis. This highway: connects with, or
runs close to the country's msior population centers. Spur roads
lead to nearby Department capit"ls.
The Inter-Ocean Highway onnects Puerto Barrios with Guatemala City via the Motagua River valley. It continues on through
the Department capital of Escuintla, where it crosses the Pacific
Coast Highway, to the port of San Jose.
The major railroad, which provides primarily freight services,
closely parallels the Inter-Ocean Highway from Puerto Barrios
to E&uintla where it turns west and continues on to Mexico,
closely paralleling the Pacific Coast Highway and passing through
the same coffee mark-at towns. One of its spurs turns south at the
Department capital of Zacapa and runs all the way to San Salvador, capital- of El Salvador, providing that country with its major
Caribbean outlet. Other spurs run south to the*banana-producing
area around Tiquisatc, Department of Escuintla, and to the Pacific
ports of San Jos6, E3cuintla; Champerico, Retalhuleu; and Ocs,
San Marcos.
The most important Pacific port, San Jos6, has meager facilities.
A single pier extends into the ocean. Ships must lie at anci..or
some dik.`anee from the shore and ea-go must be loaded onto
lighters and transferred to these ships because the water is too
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shallow for oceangoing vessels to approach the •ier. Facilities at
Cc6s are even less adequate, and those at Champerico are beirkg
improved (fiee Dcnestic Trade, ch. 8);
Puerto Barrios, un the sheltered and relatively deep Bay of
Amatique on the Caribbean side, is the country's major port,
although its importance may some day be eclipsed by the nearby.
Govrnmnt-owned port of Matias de Gilvez. Livingston, to the
northwes%, is the least irportant of the Caribbean port3. Although
most export produce is grown on land clcse to the Pacific Ocean,
the major portion is shipped to Puerto Barrios because of its
superior harbor and port facilities and Ats proximity to the primary market, the east coast of the United States.
The only major inland water route is the Lake Izabal-Dulce
River complex, which empties into the Bay of Amatique. Both are
naviivable throughout their entire lengths, and the complex, pri-.
mn.rily a commercial route, serves to connect the Cobirn area of
Aita Verapaz with the Caribbean ports. Other lakes and rivers are
useful for only local transport and communication purposes becanse the lakes are relatively srqall with no navigable river outlet,3
and the rivers are too shallow for major commerce, although some
in El Peten are used for floating logs to ocaan ports.
Aurora Airport in Guatemala City can receive jet aircraft and
is very modern. Airports with either dirt or all-weather runways
are found in most of the Department capitals, in the agricultural
areas of the Pacific coast, and scattered over El Petin. Cottongrowers have built many small strips in Escuintla and Reaalhuieu
Departments to serve the small planes which spray crops. Because
of the poor overland routes to El Petdn, most of the chicle gathered
in the region must be flown to Puerto Barrios, and most settlements have at least small landing strips.
Boundaries and Pclitical Subdivisions
International Boundaries

When Spain controlled all of Centrai America from the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec in Mexico to Costa Rica, the area wa• administered
by the Captaincy-General of Guatemala Administrative responsibility was, in turn, given to proviPces within the CaptaincyGeneral. After first taining independence from Spain avid, subsequently, from Mcxico, these provinces, with the •cpji
of
Chiapas which joined Mexico, confederated into a uithic ,!.,
the Provincias Unidas del Centro de America (United Provinces
of Central America) ; but the boundaries between tifem were
arbitra.:y and not clearly demarcated. As a result disputes arose
(see Historical Setting, ch. 2).
A treaty committing the boundary dispute between Guatemala

and Hondura.s to arbitration was signed in Wi ehington on July
16, 1930, and in 1983 a tribunal reported its ol inion, which was
accepted by both parties. The present boundary is 159 miles long
(see Foreign Relations, ch. 6).
The boundary dispute be,;ween Guatemala. and Mexico was
resolved when the two countries signed a boundary treaty in
Mexico City on September 27, 1882, which was somewhat modified
in 1895. The boundary is 579 miles long and follows two straight
lines, three parallels, one meridian, and the median lines of the
rivers Suchiate, Salinas, and Usumacinta.
The boundary dispute between Guatemala and El Salvador was
considered by a frontier commission whose recommendations were
ratified in a boundary treaty signed in Guatemala City on April
9, 1•038. The boundary is 90 miles long.
The territory of Belize (British Honduras) was still a matter
of disp•ite in mid-1968. In 1963, when Great Britain promised to
gra
future independence to the colony,. Guatemala broke off
d(plomatic relations with that nation, and they have not been
rerinmed. A boundary treaty between Guotemala and Great Britain
had been signed on April 30, 1859.
Political Subdivisions

The Republic is comprised of 22 major political subdivisions
called Departments. Ttiese range in size from. Sacatepequez, 180
square miles in area to El Pet~n, 13,843 square miles, which
covers roughly one-third of the nation's territory (see table 1 and
fig. 1). Each Department is governed from the Department capital,
which is aiso the capital of a municipio, a division similar to a
township in the United States. Departments are administrative
arms of the central Government. Each Department's governor is
appointed by the President; he may not have been a resident of
the Department which he is appointed to go;ern (see Political and
Government Systems, ch. 6).
No Department is so delineated that it contains a single language group witFin its borders, although language considerations
do play a role in Departmental configurations. A number of Department.3 have a generally uniform topogranhy. Among them are
El Pet~n in the north and Tctonicapfn, SololA, Chimaltenango,
Sacatep6quez, and Guatemala in the Sierra Madre highlands. Most
of the others, particularly those which touch on the Pacific Ocean,
exhibit a variety of terrain features.
Each Department is divided into a number of municipos, ranging in size from about 30 to 1,000 square miles. At the time of the
1964 census there were 325 municipios in the country. Since 1944
mniicipio offices have been elective. The cabecera (capital) of a
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municipio is called either a pueblo (village) or a villa (large village), or a ciudad (city) if it is also a Department capital. The
munieipio is made up of a number of aldeas (hamlets) and caserios (small rural communities, often only collections of scattered
dwellixkgs) which are admiiSstrative subdivisions and are governed by the alcalde (mayor) of the municipio. Many caserios,
however, "re under the iurisdiction of an aldea in which they are
situated. The cabecere of the municipio is divided into cantones
(w ards).
SETTLEMENT PATTEINS
According to the 1964 census, 66.4 percent of the population
lived in areas classified as rural. Urban areas were defined as
ciudades, villas, or pueblos which had a population of 1.500 or more
and had piped water or, not having this, had a population of 2,000
or more.
In general, Indians live in dispersed settlements in the western
highlands, and the Verapaz Departrments, and in the tierra fria;
however, some have migrated permtnently from the highlands to
the plantations near the Pacific coast, to the lowlands of the southern El Peten, and to Guatemala City (see Population, ch. 4). Most
ladinos are found in nucleated settlements in the lower eastern
highlands in the tierra templada, although some live in the more
urbanized ar as of the western highlands where they pursue
professional and commercial vocations. The lowlands, except
around the banana plantations, aro sparsely populated, but predominantly Zadino. Even in Departments which are populated by
approximately equa&numbers of Indians and ladinos, their respective communities are distinct from one another.
Between A. D. 630 and 960 the Mayas abandoned their great
ceremonial centers in El Petdn and moved farther north into the
Yucatan Peninsula and south into the Guatemalan highlands. The
present-day city of Quezaltenango, second largest in the Republic,
was the focus ol their settlement, al";hough they were spread
throughout the southern and western highlands (see Historical
Setting, ch. 2).
The first Spanish settlers moved ii to the low dry areas in the
present-day Department of Zacapa and into the higher basins of
Jutiapa and Chiquimula where there was abundant grass cover
for cattle grazing. Most of the non-Mayas soon disappeared, but
pockets of Mayan descendants still remain in these eastern highlands. During colonial times Spaniards also settled in administrative towns along trade routes between Mexico and Central America
and between the area around the colonial capitals and the Bay of
Atnatique. These settlemnents uecame the larger towns and cities
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of today and are predominantly populated by ladinos (gee Ethnic
Groups and Languages, ch. 4).
rho layouts of towns are similar throughout the country and
bear a ,-rong Spanish imrrint. The church faces an open square,
where a pi/a (stone or cement trough), into which water flows
from a pipe or stream. is usually located. Government buildings,
private Ahops, and perhaps a few residential homes also face the
square, and a market is found somewhere nearby.
The Indian pattern of rural settlement is different in general
from that of the ladino for both cultural and geographical reasons.
in ihe southwest highlands and the mountains of Alta Verapaz,
smnall distinct communities, usually contained within a single
munioicipio, are isolated from one another by deep canyons or other
rugged terrain. Parts of the predominantly Indian highlands have
very nigh rural population densities of over 300 persons per square
mile. 71,e cabacera of the municivio, which serves as the administrative center and the ma, ket, may remain almost empty except
on market or festival days when the piople who live on farmsteads
scattered throughout the municipio gather to sell their wares and
produce or to celebrate. These are sometimes called "vacant towns"
or "concourse centers." Arclhaeological studies suggest that preconquest Mayan cities were primarily ceremonial centers where
people gathered only for special occasions.
In other areas the people may live -n the towns aie go out each
day to work the surrounding fields. This pattern, ÷--dical of the
Indian settlements around Lake Atitlin, developed after the
Spanish conquest, under the direction of priests who found nucleated towns more convenient for their missioiary and labor-organizing purposes. The ladinos of the eastern tierra templada generally
live in such compact towns in mountain foothills and near lakes.
In predominantly Indian Departments, ladinos live mostly in the
cities and larger administrative towns. In mixed Indian and ladino
villages, ladinos are more likely to live in the neighborhood of the
plaza, whereas the Indians tend to live on the xillage out.okirts.
P&tterns of settlem'nt in other areas vary. In El Peten people
are clustered around permanent wa'er sources as they were during
the times of the ancient Maya because, although rainfall is heavy,
it ii absorbed rapidly by the porous soil. The Black Caribs, mixed
descendants of the Carib, Indians and Negro slaves who had
escaped fror' British Honduras, live in and around Livingston and
on the Dulce River. They are proud of their heritage and tend to
form distinct communities.
Each of the larger towns or cities has its own distinctive character, though similar on a grander scale to the smaller settlement.i.
Ch~chicastenango, Department of El Quiche. is renowned for it5
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dominant Indian e-haracter, although the buildings and layout of
the town are Spanish colonial. The Indiana who live in the hills
outside town comie in for the Thurdav and Sunday market to
practice their costum~re., (custorrary religious rituals) on the
steps of the church of Santo Tomis.
The Colonial capital of Antigua, Department of Sacatep,6quez,
maintains its colonial flavor. Its growth anti 4evelorpnent were
stunted to an extent when it was partially eestroyed iv 1773. Many
of the building., have been restored, though man~y lie in ruins,
grown over with vines and wild flowers. Newer buildings have
been constructed in colonial style, which is well suited to the climate. These buildings dominate the appearance and charsecter of
the town.
Quezaltenango, the, second largest industrial and commercial
city, has a mixed Spanish and Indian heritage. It was built on the
site of the Indian city r'f Xelaju'. It wvas an admini3trative town in
colonial times, and a iadino outpost in the midst of an Indian area.
Although most buildings were built in a modern style at'ter the.
earthquakes of 1902, cobblestone streets and shaded plazas M~aintain some of its Spanish flavor, and a highland market contributes
its Indian aspect.
Guatemala City, almost completely rebuilt since the earthquakes
of 1917-18, is distinctively modern, although some of the new
buildings were built in the old colonial style. New suburban communities lie south of the city.
Escuintla, capital of Escuintla Department, is a fa&st-growing
ptogressiv% town with little tradition. An industrifI parR was
being develop-d chere in the mid-1960's -in an area which had
formerly been4 Dopular bathing resort.
LIVING CONDITIONS
Housing and Sanitation
Great differences in housing construction Pxist among different
segments of the population -and different geographical areas,
In the cabncera of an uaticipio the sto.rdiest, best-built -houses
usually belong to Iadbiaa.and are located ardiund or near- the plaza.
The walls are usually made of adobe .(sun-dried muA bricks), -and
the roofs ef tile or metal. Hard-packed bare dirt floors are, usual~
although some -floors may tw, made of Clay b~ricka- or- wood. La~i~o
housee are more likely to be partitioned into two or, more rooms.
Large,. barred windows, which can be 0l&sM with W'ooden ~huttera,
allow vertiWation. Laditto houae"t may have tietory-M'ade furnitur
and. tableware. ini R-dition to the nerv&'iary pAt~ery UM tes~
such -ms the indispensable airtate (stone for'grindiihg corniý krnJ
griddle c-n which fort illas arebakd
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C(oking i ofte.i done in a separate hut, Indian hu style ~Znd
poorly venti' ?ted. The e~ove may be simply three stones, ir. the
middle of which a wcod fire is built. Meals may be taken in this
separate hut where the diners sit on low stools. Ladinos are., in
gineral, more materiaily prosperous than are Indiana and can
EJford more elaborate quartisrs. They choone to reside in the center
of town and have a higher standtvtd of liv;:.g thar. dr. the IndiarAs.
The Indians tend to liv,2, on the o~utskirts of town or in the rural
ax eas of the. rmuicipio.*They havez onn-room dwellings, usually
windowless tt the higher altitui-es. Animals may be quartered and
st'ruct"is Te wails of the
food stored in thesepo
dwellings hre usually of care stalks or pole*, set vertically and
lashed together, or they may be of hard-packed mutd. or adobe.
Almost all floora are simply 1vord. sacked dirt, and roofs are
thatched with locally -available mat6-rials, such as palm leaves or
grass. Very 1lIttle furniture is used, sometimes only packing crates
for chairs or tables, a chest for storing clothing, and perhaps a
platform bed for a mother who has recently given birth. For
cleanliness, they frequently us~e a sweat bath w! ich is made by
heating~ stones and pouring water over them.
There are variations on this general pattern in arias v'hich are
rnot typical of the nation as a whole. lit the lowlands some Indian
houses are built on stilts to avoid insects, snakes, and the effects
of floods during the rainy season. Seasonal workers on the coffee
finca,8 are usually housed in uipainted barracks which sometimes
are not -separated into rooms for family privacy. The chiclerus
of El, Pet6n usually build only, temporary shelters because their
way of life is migratory Modern surburban housing 'is found in
communities outside, Guatemala City, and apartment hrnises are
found in the city itself.
As, early as 1922, under Preaicdent Orellana, housing projects
okes
weebuilt and units were rented or sold&to lk'w-incon.
In I 9W, President Chac6ii establis'hed a work' rs' community OutWie Guatemala Cit-r. Lots were given free, but the workers had to
ndte-o~ttst; tion of the hourves, which had to
pay for the Tn r, s, itd
meet minirnux., standardiA. Under f'resqident A~rtvalo a 200-unit
ital. The unit.4 wv4*g
housing devtloptaent Wscs LW*~ ity ~h
_~i.Var 16~te~i ank' weer ed to low inco;n
4,ip.'.
with
ids 960'mid4ro\m-lest
Žin the mi:d-'1940
workers. R1PI
ho ing proainsm4.wtr r--scep out b~y tlw? !in;sr fC~nui
of SI.cial
i
-then
tI G"n nii ih ltiute
s4'-.uritj~ and th Ntom 4o rapCrd tWit.
0,*e.*.31,1
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percent as "rustic," arrA 9.8 pwrcent zs "improvised" or ,,quaicertype ho~using. Sturdy' o- 4 armane-at housing w*sfo-und more 'ften,
wid rustic legs Offten, in urban arc.s than in rural. The percentages
of squatter dwellaings were approximately the same for b,)th;
however, squatter-type ho:iswg presents a greater sanitaticn piob1cm in urban areas because there it is comp1licated by crowded
conditions.
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The Nautional Housinj3 Institute (NHI), established in 1806,

~~~~Water,Sanuittuion,

cent of rural housing w. a substandard. It recomvnended that
25,,100 new dwelling units be built each year to house 'ew families.
A5-year plan (1965-70), to be administered by the NHiI and the
National Agrarian Change Institute (NACI), envisaged the building of 11,911 units under s varie'ty of programs, in.lui, lon
self-help projects; direct construction by the institutes;. and units
to be constructed with Financial contributions frc,,rr the employer
of the applicant, the employee, and the institutes, In 1962 the
predecessor agency of the NHI received a loan of US$5-.3 r :Ilion
from the Inter-Ainel1 '-can Develo~pmeat BAnk to build 5,800 .-ses.
The project was to be completed by mid-1968.
According to the 1964 censu-s, 92 perc:ent of the rural dweltings
did 'not have access to piped wat:..1 Most ru al people obtain water
for cooking and washing either from ýt local well, or a nearb~y river,
take, or sprin~g, and these sources are ofteni contamin'attrl. The
sca, city of piped water precbdes such con ýenienceo' as flush toilets
and modern bathing and laundry facilities.
The Ministry of Public Health and Social Asisi~tance was undertaking limhited programs to supply rural areas with potable water
systems in 1967. BetWecn 1961 alid 1964 such kystems were constructed in areas con~taininii. t. totas' of 61,000 peepke The Civic
Action S-ervice of thýý Ar~ny has drilled wells anid 'nstA!!ed water
pumpsq in rural arras. Prie Munif-ipal Ikoveoprment institute Wa
granted lo~ii. tk, mufeinwpio.,t for the con;%truction of sewa ge systerns. B~y 0$67, 1g such zqstiems, b~neftiing 64,7% people-, h~ad been
c{'ngtrncte'd.
in 1964 oi-!A Vi prrveft af th urban uniti wer Mithout Acc~es
to pjj'"Al wzttýI' and Were nit strr~vJ by aniy 4co':gv ~sy-,to m. Nevert~hi rrOwdk1c4. u-bal ellVi 1-nomii t OIts 0~
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vironment1l sanitation projects.4A 10-year plan for 1964-74 foresees the construction of systems to serve 900,000 people, thereby
giving 73 percent of the projected urban population -accc:ss to
potable • at,.r.
Most rural families use kerosene or gasoline for lighting. The
zemainder use candles or lighted sticks of wood. In 1964 only 4
percent of the rural dwellings were provided with electricity,
compared with 56 percent of the urban. In 1964 a 10-year plan to
develop hydroelectric resources was initiated (sec Domestic Trade,
ch. 8).
Settle. enl Projects and Community Development

Se-;eral governments have tried to encourage the settlement of
unused lands, particularly along the Pacific coast, in the Motagua
River valley, and in El Petdn, in order to alleviate pressures on
the land in the Indian highlands, to divert the flow of population to
Guatemala City, and to make better use of underdeveloped lands.
For the most part, these efforts have not been successful as the
Indians are reluctant to leave their ancestral lands.
Nevertheless, in the mid-1960's there were 19 rural development zone3, most of them located on the Pacific slope, where landless families were being settled on farm units of about 50 acres
apiece. Since 1955 the United States Government has supplied
more than US$14 million to rural development projects in the
country.
The projects were being administered by the Guatemalan Rura)
Development Program, which was begun in 1955. By the mid1950's each of the two largest projects, Nueva Concepci6n and La
M&iquina, 3upported about 1,200 families on 85,000 acres of land.
The 17 others supported between 30 and 270 families apiece. Some
financial amsistance was provided for housebuilding.
Most cf the projects had community centers. Electricity, water,
and sewaige systems had 1eeii provided for these centers, but i'aany
were inoperable because funds for maintenance were not available.
Schools and medical clinics were also b',it in many centers. Although some of the clinics were served by mobile medical teims,
most had only a nurse who had neither the qualifications nor the
facilities to give more than minimal medical attention.
The Goverument also operated two uther kiuds of settlement
project.M. One e.4tablished individual subsistence farn: and the
other established communal farms similar Ito those wh'ch exist in
som•;e Ltidian communities. The Maryt, ioll Faithers aiso operated
a small, bui grrwi ng settlement pro,(,ct near the Mexican border
in the Depi,'ntent of El Quiche, under the oflicial -,ponsorshi-: of
the Instiute of Agrarian Reform (s•e Agriculture, ch. 9),
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Clothing
An individual can usually be identified as either Indian or ladino
by the clothing he wears. Nevertheless, some "transitional" Indians, particularly the men, wear ladino-type clothes (see Population, Including Ethnic Groups and Languages, ch. 4). Clothing
varies more with climatic conditions than does housing. Cotton is
worn in the lowlands and wool in the highlands; most rural people
go barefoot even at the highest altitudes.
Ladino farmers and laborers wear overalls or khaki pants and
T-shirts, which are usually machine made. Middle- and upper-class
ladinos wear white-collar clothing, including factory-made suits.
The women generally wear dresses or skirts and blouses.
Indian clothing is much more elaborate ip texture and embroidery, if not always in style. It is not subject to rapid stylistic
changes. Young women, however, do embellish traditional costumes with store-bought lace and ribbons and even, on occasion,
wear Western-type blouses. Some Indian costumes appear to have
survived from preconquest times, but most, particularly the men's,
show marked Spanish influence, appearing to be rough copies of
Spanish uniforms or other dress. For example, the short red coats
worn by some Ir -an men are similar to those worn by Spanish
colonial officials.
The Indian women v:ear huipiles, which are similar to blouses,
though they maybe vwry short or quite long, and one of two types
cf skirt. One type is the wraparound, requiring about 5 yards of
cloth, which is close-fitting and is usually worn ankle-length. The
other is the pleated skirt, requiring about 8 yards of cloth, which
is also usually worn ankle-length. Women -also wear the tzute,
a piece of decorated cloth, either as part of a headdress, as a shawl,
or as a sling in which a baby is carried. Some pregnant women
wear maternity belts for support. Occasionally the belts have talismar s sewn into them because of the belief that, if one pregnant
woman passes another, they will exchange babies. The talismans
are believed to prevent this. Coin and coral necklaces are much
prized by Indian women.
Men wear trousers of varying length- and shirts which are
similar to the women's hiapiles. They also may wear short coats
similar to European ones or the capi.raj, similar to a poncho. If it
is long it is tied with a sash. Men also wear the tzvtc, either as a
hat decoration or as a kerchief. Men's hats are made of straw,
palm leaves, or felt. Raincoats are made of palm leaves Žicwn
together.
Indians from the same Pmnhiripin usually wear the same style

of colored and emnbroidered clothing. When they are away from
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home they can be easily idczntified by their distinctive costumes.
For example, the mnen from Todos -Santos Cuchuniata'n, Huehuetenango, we~ar red and white striped trousers and blue woolen
cloaks. Women from San Juan Ixchoy,- Huehuetenango, wear long
white huiipiles over tight red skirts. Most Indiarns- wear these
costumes for everyday chores and festive activities alike, partly
because they are expensive and often an ind ividual cannot afford
more than one., Women will wear their blouses inside out when
working to protect the outside-'of the garment. Children wear
miniature replicas of their parents' costumes. In some areas
mothers add to the usual dress of the infants caps that cover heads
and eyes for protection from the "evil eyes" of strangers and for
keeping the children's ears from protruding.
Minor variation~s of costumes within a municipio are usually
indications of social or marital status. For example, in Chichicasten~a.go an unmarried young girl wears her skirt above the
knees; if she is young and married she wears it knee-length; and
if she is pa.%t childbearing age, she wears it midcalf-length. In
parts of Quezaltenango a particularly elaborate embroidered huipil
is deemed suitable only for socially prominent Indian women. A
less elaborate one is worn by those of lower status. Among m~en,
the amount of braid tacked onto coats is an indication of social or
marital status. In some villages, men of lower status are', by
custom, not permitted to wear coats.
Textiles for Jndian clothing are usu,-4ly p)ainstakinlgly handwoven, but nol, everyone is a weaver; consequently, most cloth is
purchased at the local market or from traveling merchants. Most
cloth is nearly ready to be worn as soon 4s it comes of." the loom.
A few stit-ches 'urn a piece of cloth into a hutipil, a skirt, or a pair
Of trousers.
Diet and Nutritinn

71er ave regional and social variation~s in dietary staples and
wvL, i of preparing iooci. Nevertheless, the great majority of people
,qab~izst on, :; ~ an pl supplied with, it diet of corn supp!emented
.chili peppers, iomatoes, onionls, it variety
by black tev~nq~, .q
of- fruits, and occasionally mecat, either beef, pork, oý- chicken,
Corn is eaten primarily in the forin of the tortilla. Kernals are
woiled in lime -";.ater and left to soak overnight until they become
soft and c~an be ground to it mietly paste on the mciftc. The paste
is miade into i thi-, flat ca~ke atid baked on Krgiddl½.
oi aitalc, a thin Corn
Corn may also be coiv.ut ieu in the 'or
,-rticJ, usnally drunk for breiak f:st oi -. repared with spicvs orI c(oco
ma .de
6itter for ct'rt-JIIoni:i occasions and~ festiv-ils Tamalc.:'
ug
thoe'n
if)
or
husks
a1nd
boilli
by writppingI cornmcel 1i) leav;i!s
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water. Meat is mixed with the cornmeal on special occasions.
Beans are usually made into thick soup or, especially among
ladinos, boiled, mashed, and then cooked in lard.
At the highest altitudes the potato supplants corn as the subsistence crop because corn will not grow above an altitude of
9,500 feet. The Black Caribs make their tortillas from cassava
after squeezing out the poisonous juices.
In general, ladinos and people in the cities consume more of
such foods as milk, meat, fruits, tubers, rice, wheat bread, and
fats than do Indians. Consumption of these items is greater among
wedl-to-do Indians than among the pooier segment of the population.
Before the Spanish came, a mild alcoholic beverage made from
corn paste and fruit juices was drunk. The Spanish introduced
hard liquors, particularly aguardiente (distilled sugarcane juice).
What had been a social and ceremonial pastime among Indians
became a major problem. The majority of infractions of the law
are committed by inebriated persons. Antialcoholism campaigns
have been undertaken, but have htd little effect.
The average daily calorie intake is approximately 2,000 calories,
of which cereal foods constitute three-quarters. Carbohydrates
provide perhaps 80 percent of all calories, and proteins about 10
percent. The number of calories and the amounts of vegetable
protein, calcium, iron, thiamin, and niacin have been adjudged
adequate, or. the whole.
The diet is markedly deficient, however, in vitamin A and riboflavin, both of which are essential for growth and resistance to
disease. Most riboflavin is lost in the preparation of tortillas.
Vitamin C is also deficient in the diet, partly because some is lost
in the cooking of fresh vegetables. Since the primary source of
protein is cereal foods, the diet is lacking in animal prot( is, which
provide amino acids essential for growth and health.
There is some evidence that the children's diet is less adequate
than that of adults and that the adults get more than their share
of the available food, although children consume proportionately
more of the e':pensive foods such as milk and eggs. This is partly
because Of prejudices which prohibit children from eatirg certain
foods, particularly meats which are not considered suitable. Consequeitly, in some areas children do not get enough of atny nutrient
or minera!, with the possible exception of iron.
In 1959 the Institute of Nutrition of Central America and
Panama (INCAP). located in Guateniz!a City, annoutwced the
Xve !,,pe.,,t and availability of a low-cost dietary supplement
called Infcaparina. lnrcaparina is made of cottonseed meal, corn,
sorghum, calcium carbonate, yeast, and
A, all of which
'it.,iin
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are locally available products which are ground to the consistency
of flour. If it is used in the preparation of atole, the mixture equpsd"
fresh milk in protein and vitamin A con-cent.
INCAP also advises on applied nutrition programs sponsored
by various Goveriiment agencies, carries out research on nutrition,
and provides training for the personnel of nutrition programs.
It cooperates with the Pan American Health Organization, the
Food and Agriculture Organization, and the United Nations Children's Fund in their nutrition programs.
Festivals and Markets
While most people use the Western calendar for daily and
business activities, two other calendars are significant in the lives
of particular Indian groups. One, used in parts of Huehuetenango,
is the old Maya "vague year" calendar of 365 days divided into
18 months of 20 days each. The extra five days, which come after
the end of one year and before the beginning of the next, are the
"evil days," or the days of the "five women." The most important
event in connection with this calendar, and perhaps the oldest
Indian rite still practiced, is the Year Bearer's ceremony on the
first day of the new year. This ceremony has been best preserved
in the municipio of Jacaltenango. The old calendar was constructed
so that the first day of the new year could fall on only four day
names. The deity of the first day of the new year is the Year
Bearer. Thus four deities take turns being the Year Bearer.
Prayer-makers begin their duties days "n advance in anticipation
of the ceremony. They burn incense, make offerings of red flowers,
and burn candles (see Religion, ch. 5).
The Tzolkin calendar, which has 260 days divided into thirteen
months of 20 days each, is important to the Indians of Momostenangc, Totonicap~in. Each day of the month has its own name.
In addition, each day is numbered from one to 13, so that each
month the same name day will have a different number frcm the
one that it has in any other month. The ancient Maya used the
sacred Tzolkin calendar simultaneously with the "vague year"
calendar. The most important celebration in connection with this
calendar is also the first day of the year. The occasion is called
the Ceremony of Eight Monkeys. Those who live in the village, and
those who were born there but live elsewhere, take part in the
ceremony, for it is considered very bad luck not to att'nd.
All towns throughout the countr) celebrate their saint's days,
a Spanish contribution, with a characteristic mn.Lure of solemnity
and ftstivity. The emphasis ,•.i somewhat different in Indian and
ladiit towns. Among iadi•os a novena may be held before the
feast day. On the day itself, Maiss is held, and images of the saint
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are carried through the town. Social dances, games, cockfights,
sports, and comic theatrical performances provide the festive
aspects of a ladino fiesta.
The saint's day in an Indian town is similar in many ways.
Masked dances, however, such as the Dance of the Moors and the
Chriztians and the Dance of the Conquest, play a prominent rcle
in the Indian to•,n. Sacred costumbres (customary religious
rituals), sacrifices, and prayers accompany these performances.
The flavor of the Indian fiesta is more rolgious than that of the
ladino.
The market is usually a relatively local affair, held once or twice
a week in the cabacera of a municipio. Traders are usually residents of the municipio, though there may be some itinerant peddlers who coine from farther away. The products sold at these
frequent markets are necessities such as fruits, vegetables, and
locally made textiles.
A fair, usually held in connection with soma other occasion such
as a fiesta, goes on for several days. It is a larger version of the
market and attracts people from many parts of the country. Sections of the marketplace are set aside for particular products.
Most Guatemalan manicipios are known for a particular craft or
product. The men from Chinautla, laden down with water jugs,
go to the pottery section where they rent space those from
Momostenango carry their woolen blankets to another sectiot'. In
recent years sections have been set aside for ine\-pensive factorymade items, such as combs, soap, and flashlights. Goods are
usually bought and sold for cash after much bargaining.
HFALTH
Traditional Medical Beliefs
Folk beliefs about medical cures are widespread in rural areas
and in parts of the city inhabited by recent rural immigrants.
These beliefs are based on prescientific theories concerning disease.
The fact that there are very few physicians or other medical
personnel in most of the outlying areas of the country prevents
the dispersal of information or. modern medical pracices. Furthermore, if a medicine does not render an immediate cure of
symptoms, it may be abandoned.
The urban dweller has access to a greater variety of both folk
and modern theories and cures and is likely to try them ill to find
which is the most suitable; however, he may consult it physician
only as a last resort when the di,'ease has progressed past the
point when it can be cured. Among an increasing number of people
there is a certain readiness to accept the prescriptions of it phy-
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sician, even thotvgh, on occasion, his cures have failed. Although
there are free public clinics in most cities, many prefer to pay the
private mediz-al practitioner because he ean give more personal
attention to the patient and may be more willing to prescribe a
medicinMe which the patient himself feels is suitable.
People seek out the attention of different types of medical practitioners for different diseases. Thus, tha treatment with traditional cures tends to be used for internal and minor complaints,
such .9s headaches, stomach trouble, worms, or rheumatism, and a
phys-%Vin',ý treatment is used for serious illnesses and visible injuries, oucni as pneumonia, sev'rre burns, and skin infections.
In rural areas, however, people are less willing to accept the
failure of a modern practitioner and may not seek his advice, or
the advice of other modern medical person~nel, after one disappointing encounter. On the other hand, the failure of a folk-heaIer donis
not discredit- hhi; rather, it is rationalized and his position is
supported 'jytradition.
There are specific differences between Indians, ladinos, and
Black Caribs in their folk approaches to medicine but, on the
whole, they are remarkably similar. During colonial times Europeani beliefs concerning the causes of disease Were similar to
present-day folk beliefs, and the present ladino heritage stems
from these. Nevertheless, the ladinos have remained more open to
change and tend to seek modern medical care more readily than do
either Indians or Black Car ibs. Witches and evil spirits are seen
as causes of disease less often among 1aditios than among Indians
or Black Caribs. L isease is more often attributed to causes cuch
as dirt, bad food, and germs~. Consequently, the ladinos rely more,
on medicine, both herbal and modern, and less upon ritual to
effect cures.
Folk theory holds that illness is the result of an interaction
between some outside agent and somne inward physiological- or
emotional state which make s an individual vulnerable to disease.
The outside Agent may- be something physical, such as coldI ternperatures, or something ;nagitad or suptrinatural, such as a witch
or e.spirit, The inward st-ate may he a condition o' hotness,
coldness, pregnancy, old age, ang-er, or fear. Some, foods, suuih as
chili or hot coffiee, are thought to create an inward condition of
"hotness-" and, if thisi is combined with cold outdoo r ternperaturesi,
a variety of disemw.sei may be the result. Influenza, nvilaria. st,-rncach
aches, and hlung troubie are amnong them. Otheir foods, suc'h as pork
iii soniQ apas ite cnside--red "cold." A proper balance between
"hot" and "cold"~ is consielere-d necessary to -z-o-o healh,~ and~
cures often consist of attempt~s to reviiin this balhiuce.
Mlagical or superrlitural agreflts are also considered to tie able

to cause disease if an indi'idual is susceptible. Some persons are
believed to hu'vo the "evil eye." "Evil winds" may produce aches
or other minor ills. Black magic, which may be performed directly
by an enemy or by someone hired by him, may result in serious
illness or death. Dead ancestors may cause minor illnesses if they
feel that family members have not been performing the proper
rituals (see Religion, eh. 5).
Most people have some knowledge of cures, but they generally
consult a native curandero (curer), such as a midwife, herbalist,
masseur, or shaman. These curandero8 have usually learned their
trade from a relative who is skilled in its practice. Treatment consists of the application or consumption of various herbs and sometimes medicines, or the performance of religious ritual.
Some native cures have positive medical or psychological effects,
but often these cures and living habits in general serve only to
complicate illnes.ses. For example, a child with measles may be
given a sweat bath to cleanse him of the disease. This it a particularly dangerous practice in the tierra fria where it may induce
complications such as pneumonia. A liquid diet is thought to be
appropriate for a chid wi'h diarrhea, but serves only to worsen it.
Because the cause of disease is so often attributed to the ill wil
of outside agents, certain precautions are taken to avoid incurring
this ill will. People wear talismans, avoid places which the sp.lrits
are thought to inhabit, diligently make offerings to their ancestors,
and try to avoid making enemies.
History of Health Services
Presidents Manuel Estrada Cabrera (1879-.920), Jos6 Maria
Orellana (1921-1926), and Llzv~ro Chac6n (1927-1930) took
beginning steps to improve the country's health conditions. OreIlana undertook sanitation p-ojects, improved hospit.ol
and insti'iuted regulations govern~ing pharmacists and the sale of
drugs. Chac'n ordered extensive studies of health conditions and
established health stations and clinics to treat malaria patients and
sick children and to adnirfit.•'; vaccinations against a variety of
diseases. He also instituted regulations in ai attempt to smfeguard
the health of farm employees and to govern the medical profession
(see Historical Setting, ch. 2).
Before the government of President Jorge Ubico (1931-1944),
health services were primarily iii the iands of the mis,,ions or
run by foreign enterprises. Such companies, in order tc attrat
workers to their plantations in the lowlands, had to reduce tihe
health threats of the area., particularIy malaria and generally 11nsalitary conditions. Between the two World Wars the Rrwkefel!er
A.

Foundation helped

auti,,

a campaign to ,ra(licate disease-bearing
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mosquitoes by draininv the stagnant pools where they breed. This
was effective against the aedes aegypti, which transmits yellow
fever, and no cases were reported in 1965; but the campaign was
not successful against the wider ranging anopheles, which carries
malaria. The elimination of malaria hsd to await the development
of residual insecticides around the time of World War II and,
subsequently, the development of a regional program necessary
for a campaign of this sort.
In 1932, under the administration of President Jorge Ubico, the
Health Code was promulgated. It outlined a public health pi'ogram
which went far in regulating health practices and prescribing
programs for the prevention of disease and the conservation ýf
healtb, though many of the programs were not carried ou:. The
most prominent threats to public health were attacked and the
national capital was the major recipient of services. City sewers
were constructed and plague was eraaicated under his government. Smallpox was eliminated as a result of an international
vaccination campaign.
President Juan Jose Ar~valo (1945-.1951) made public he.alth,
sanitation, and welfare the primary responsibili'ties of tht Governinent. These responsibilities were written into the Constitution of
1945, and the framework for a public health program Rnd social
security system was established. The Ministry of Publi.- Health
and Social Assistance was established in 1945. Until this time funds
allotted for public health were among the lowest in the budget.
Between 1944 and 1954 the annual budget for public health tripled.
Sanitation and vaccination campaigns were stepped up, and regulations regarding the sale of food were enforced more vigorously.
Programs for providing rural areas with potable water systems
were begun, and hospitals were built to serve outlying areas.
Drains were constructed in the cities. An antity!ihus campaign,
initiated by the Government, reduced the number of cases reported
from 2,834 in 1945 to 37 in 1951. The disease bad previously been
widespread in the highlands. An obstacle which impeded an even
greater step forward in the field of public health during the
Ardvalo and Jacobo Arbeniz (1951-1964) gov,rrtments was their
mistrust of international health organizations.
President Castillo Armas (19054- 1957) and those following him
continued many of the less controversial programs instigated
under Armvalo and Arbenz, including the he,.-Ith and social security
measures. In addition, they availed themselves of services p'o-

vided by intervational organizations. In fact. the World Health
Organization was eniiLted in 195-1 to undertake the organizatlon
of the entire public health service, btt expansion tinder thi.s program slowed down after 1956.

In 1965 the programs of the Ministry of Publin- Health and
Social Assistance and other Gover'n"meit agencies, in conj unction
with international organizations, covered the whole gamut of
health problems confronting the nation, although much remain ed
to be done in making these programs available to the whole of
the population. A Nation~al Health Planning Unit had been incorporated into the Ministry to help coordinate health programs with
overall developn'ent plans and to maintain liaison with the nther
Ministries.
LifeC.taaUfic

The. official population according to the 19&4 census was
4,284,473, and the estimated pouin, in 1967 was 4,717,000.
The crude death rate in 1940 was approximately 2.5 percent, cornpardi to 1A6 percent in 1951 and 1.68 percent in 1965. The pronounced reduction of deaths resulting from malaria accounted for
m~ore tha" one-half the decrease in mortality between 1950) and
1960
Despite this overall- decrease, in three years, 1942, 1952, and
1955, thi:ý general death rate increased signifi~cantly over the previous year. In 1942 the disturbances brought about by World
War H1, or example the rat ioning of medticines, resulted in the
increase. In 1952 the Agrarian Reform. Law precipitated people's
moving to parts of the country to 'Which they were not acejimated
and in which not even the rudimentar san~itary conditions to
which they were accustomed existed. In 1955 pronounced changes,
which came after the overthrow of Arbenz in 1954, took their toll,
(see Historical Setting, ch. 2; Population, ch. 4).
The infant mortality rate has decreased much less rapidly,
from 10.9 percent of all livo births in 1940, to 9.2 percent ii, 1951,
ana 9.46 percent in 1ýo5. Infant death rates vary signifi~cantly
between different geographical areas and between different cultural segments of the population.
The highest are found in the predemi'.-azitly Inditn'Departments
of
a~ooh
nd Tet-onicaptin and amon~g India na in general, and thelower ratesg are found in the eastern Departments.- which. are
either mixed Indian and Iadino, or predominantly ladino. There
also seems to bie a correlation betwc'en high infant deAth. rates'
and high D)epartment population giowkA, For example, the Department of Escuintla, though pred--Minantly Iadino, has a high
infant~ detth rate: it also experieniced the highest intercensal
popolatiorn growth rate. Thi~s, cotntined with the fact that the
D~epartment 1%located mcitly in the relatively unhenit-hy lowlands.1
may havo' put preztqure o~n alreiady iwlesguered health facilities.
There are ahlo seasonal fluctuations .n the infart death rates. the
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highest occurring during the latter part o* the dry season and the
first months of rain, because water Li --a;rce and must be obts~ined
from contaminated sources. Adults have built up some Immunity
to this contamination.
The maternal death rate has dtecreased the most consistently,
frovn 0.48 percent of all live births in 1940, to 0.85 pereent in
'1951, and 0.21 percent in 1963. This fij attributable, in part, to
the Labor Codle of 1947 and the Guatemalan Institute of S0,ocial
Security, both of which have provisionj for prenatal- and postnatal
cawe for mothers.
In 1960 the overall life expectancy Ptt birth -was 48-47 years,
compared to 39-41 in 195,1. There is evidence thatt the Indian's
life expectancy fi birth is about 10;- -ars less than the :agino'a.
In both sectors those who survive their first 4 years can expecc to
live to be 10 years older than they could at birth, indicating vqry
high death rates during the first 4 yours of life. Life expetancY
for women is slightly lower among both Indiana and Wainos than
it is for men.
Major Diseases and Their Control
A report published in 1965 by the national planning agencies
revealed that thi, most prevaleits diseases are caused. by the poor,
sanitary environment and are further complicated by the generally
poor nutritional initrke of much of the population, although there'
are increasing numb,,Žrs of cancer and heart disease vietims (see
table' 2).
Malaria, the leading cause of death in 1950, has been under

intensive attack since'then. The Pan American H-ealth Organization (PAflO) has prvviied technical, assistance, and 'the United
Nations ChlrnsFund (UNICEF~) and the United States harve
providet Ifiriancird assistance to the Department of Malaria Eradicaticn for it3i prugram.4. Th( spraying of 'Louses arid -breeding
places and the use of mondern drugs have
ý,o de&ath rate sharply.
Nevert~eless, the inci:denct' of nialaria i.s still high and bat~ins its to))
in productivity aind gener-d %ellA'being. In 1965, when 14,472 cases
were reported.. slightiy le~ss than half the 1xipulation lived in
nialarial areaiuý, whhc are found at lomvtr iltittidt%. i.1'4 zoite oriinally dccl~red maharia! had an.-)unied- vradivatitin r-f fhe dlsvas.*,
!,ut all malar at areas~ were in the advarwedi stzirel of theiv era6iCation programx..

N~seases such as dY.-wntvr3v and $rastrwvnteritL( arc di efctly e
lat~dto
za~:ta ., cond'ir.,in. In Itt~i envi ronmrznctal cmitat'o
progranis werv unde-rway ui, both rural aad orhan area,%.
oneascst
suswh ax pleunionia, nwasies-. vihooping: cnugi,, and
brum-hiti- nin~s:v blwvonie ftal when ccombi iwd with lxxr housing

Table 2. Leading Cauese of Death and Their Toll
Per 100,000 Population, Guatemala,196S
Toll per 1C0,000

couae

7

Senility, caume undefined or unknown. ------------------Gastroenterit~s .....
Illnesses pertaining to firt year of infancy

-

...

.

269.1
229.0
190.5

Pnewmonia---------------------144.7
Influenza

116.4

-- --- - --- --

Measles78.5
%Whpingcog

-.

..

.

..

..

.

..

40.1
30.9

Dysentery
Ttubrculosis
Bronchitis

Canter

.7.

.-

-.

-30.4

.27.2

Avtmioisadttwrmtabolic diseases
Heart diseases
*Poinicide

26.4

.14,4

Automo~bile accidents

11.3
10.4

.

Complications of pregnancy, parturition, and turerw

9.7

Malaria

3A

.

Source: Adapted from Organisati6n de los Elstsdo& Americanus, usiicai~ Panamericana, fimtituto Interameritcano de Estadlstica.:, Amiricca En
Cifras 1967: Situaciln. De-mogrdflca: Rsatdo Y MG cimieuto da La

conatruction which does not kee p cut draft .4,poor ventilaoor which
tras sokeand .irritates lungs, and certain- vitamin deficiencies
whih lwerresstnceto iqese.Th- IqtiuteofNutrition of
CenralAmerica and Panama (INCA),I with headquarters in
Tubcrculosis is especadIly prevalent in Guaternala CitY and in
the overcrowded areas of all the larger cities. A pilot program
was initiated in 1958 under the direction of the r)iVision of Tuber~
culosis, with teehni-cal assiitance from the World Health Organization (WLHO) and financiul skid fin UNICEF, to coordinate and
increase attAcks on the diw--a.se. 3CCG (JBaeilll.ý Cahn-effe-'Guirin)
vaccinations and X-rayst wvere ari&i have continued tn be admiroi&
-tered sand zeattment griver tc toe dlced. A number of tuberculosis sanitariums ha~ve Ibvii ttijtJ' ard beds qet aside in nationial
h~ospitals for chironic tubercui., - patien.Z.. Atkezition has been concu-vintla, Santacentrated inL the j'jPortnwn~t of ("JitaenPj~j4
Rosvi, Sauatep.qve, 7A~capa L bal.Qean
g.
dluh tenangi~ which contain most o0 -ýe natin:.-'

jar gut CIt ICM

Iti 1!9C-$thyV n'Ation wa-* ser%-- lý-Y- 37~general hotspitaLs with 8,'5
1*ds, aind fline '.ec~ialied hispytals with .68bedm', including

five tuberculosis sanitariums, one 'tvrosarium, and one mental
hospital. These hospitals were localtc.d eithker in Gu atemala City
or in other large cities. Hospitals .n the national capital alone
-asuahiy served over half of all hospitalized patients.
Rural areas are served by health centers or clinics, each often
staffed only by a nurse or midwife, and mobile units. These mobile
units, donated and, in part, staffed by the United States Agency
for International Development, have a varied rout .e. They give
medical treatment, inc!uding" vaci nations and inoculations, to
those in greatest need and often pVovide tzansportation to the
nearest hospital in case of emergency. They aid in nutrition education programs in the areas they cover and provide supplementary food for preschcal children, pregnant women, and nursing
mothers.
There were 1,066 physicians practicing in 1964, providing an
overall doctor-population ratio of one for every 4,038 inhabitants,
compared with one for every 6,400 in 1957. Most physicians
worked in the national capital where the doctor-population ratio
was cne per 1,065 inhabitants in 1960. In contrast, the Department
of El Qiihi had only one doctor for every 120,000 inhabitants. A
regulation instituted .,n 1962 to alleviate this imbalance requires
that all medical graduates werk in the rural areas for a period
of at least one year. In 1964 the coui-try was also served by 187
dentists and 159 pharmaceutists.
Medical Education
Founded in 1681, the Faculty of Medical Sciences at the University of San Carlos in Guatemala was the only medical school
in the•bountry in 1968. To be admitted, a candidate had to bold a
bachillerato, a certificate obtainud after having successf!lly completed 6 years of primary school and 5 yeae's of secondary school.
He also had to submit his grades for perusal and pass tw' examinations, one give" by the Admission Committee and the other by
the vocational guidance section of the S,,udents' Welfare Service
(see Education, ch. 7).
The 8-year course leading to t1 -e Licenitiate i-i Medical Sciences
was divided into premedical, preclinical, and clinical periods. The
premedical and preclinical courses, which took 3 years to complete,
were taught primarily by lectures. The clinical course, which took
an additional 5 years to complete, was divided between lectures,
laboratory and hospital work, and a iimmher ,, intern.,hip periods.
To obtain the Licentiate in _.Medical Sciences, which Also cornstituted a license te practice, the student had to pass final cxmrns and
present a the.sis.
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Welfare and Emergency Relief
Most people depend on their families to provide for them in
times of need. The Government, however, is gradually taking
over some of this responsibility (see Family, ch. 5).
Pas~ed in 1946, the Social Security Law established the Guatemalan Social Security Institute as an autonomous institution.
Although its goals are much broader, the Institute, in the mid1960.., primarily provided financial and medical assistance to its
few participants for on- and off-the-job accidents. It had ahgo set
ip small workshops where disabled workers could learn new
trades. Maternal and child care benefits were also available to
female employees and wives of employees, but only in the Departwent of Guatemala. In 1968, coverage was extended to include
those workers and their wives and children who wE. suffering
from minor illnesses. This coverage, however, was also available
only in the Department of Guatemala. Operations of the Institute
were financed by payroll deductions and contributions from employers and the Government. The system of payroll deductions is
most practicable for large Gevernment industrial and plantation
enterprises. Consequently, the social security system operates only
in Departments whe'e one or more of these are found. In 1965
about 346,000 people were covered undpr the system. Rural subsistence farmers are completely outlide the realm of the Institute.
The Labor Cod& -as promulgated in 1947 and subsequently
amended a izumber of times. In the mid-1960's the amended Code
ev-red and governed a wide range of working conditions, such
as hours, wages, contracts, and strikp" Labor, ch. 9).
Various Ministries have program.
p. otect underprivileged
minors. A compound on the outskirts of Guatemala City hours the
national orphanage and reformatory. The Ministry of Public
Health and Social Assistance has programs to place orphans and
to educate them. In addition, this Ministry administers an ,old
people's home in Antigua, providing housing, food, and medical
care to those without families or other means.
When Jtisaster strikes in the form of a volcanic eruption, earthquake, flood, or severe storm, the Pr,',sident of the Republic designates responsibility for assistance to appropriate Government
Ministries and private agencies. Immediate relief measures may
be undertaken by the Red Cross, the Department of Public Health
and social Assistance, the National Defense Ministry, and various
Roman Catholic relief agenci•,•. Longer range recovery measures
may be undertaken by the Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of
Agriculture, or others. PAr 1964, when the Pacaya volcano erupted
in the I),eartment of Escuintla, much of the coffee crop in the
vicinity was damaged. The Ministry of Agriculture took steps to
relieve the economic damage caused by the eruption.
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CHAPTER 4
POPULATION, INCLUDING ETHNIC GROUPS AND
LANGUAGES
The population of Guatemala is composed principally of two
major ethnic groups, officially designated as Indian and kadino
(culturally European or Europeanized-see Glossary). There is,
however, great cultural and linguistic diversity among the Indians.
The ladinos speak Spanish, the official language, but the Indians,
who constitute almost half the population, speak various Mayan
dialects originating from pre-Columbian tribal languages.
The people are predominantly rural and are concentrated in
the highlands, where the population density has greatly reduced
the available land. There are many regions which could support
an expanded population, but this would require an increased pace
in the official resettlement programs.
Guatemala is the most populous state in Central America and
has one of the highest growth rates in the world. The extremely
high birth and death rates produce a young population, over half
of which is under 18 years of age. This situation has cre~.-ld some
special educational, health, and economic problems. the age proportion is changing, however, and, with more effective medical
facilitie3, the death rate is being held constant, thereby increasing the life span.
In recent years the Indian population has been declining as a
result of large numbers leaving the Indian communities to join
ladino society. The distinction between the two is based on cultural and social lines rather than racial differences. Ethnic differentiations include language, surnames, type of housing, location,
literacy, and various social and religious customs. Ladinos generally carry European surnames, dress in the Western style, own
homes with more than one room, and usually live in urban or
semiurban environments. When they are found in In lii . townships, they live in the cabeccra (seat of local government) around
the rain plaza.
Social stratification among ladihios is based on lineage and
wealth. At the top are wealthy descendants of European colonists
who have little, if any, claim to Indian ancestry. At the other
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extreme are acculturated Indians, lower and middle class, who
have accepted the customs and material attributes of the West.
In Guatemala they are not considered Indians, regardless of their
racial heritage; they officially belong to ladino society, although
the definition of ladino changes from one area to another.
The Mayan culture was disrupted and partially destroyed during
the Spanish conquest. During the colonial and early republican
years the Indians lived apart from the Hispanic settlements. Tribes
disappeared and were replaced by municipio, or township, cultures, the smallest unit of local government, containing one or
more villages. The Indians rebuilt their society, integrating many
European elements, yet retaining most of their traditional customs. Each township evolved its own dialect, its particular clothing style, and its religious and social practices. In effect, each
became a separate a-,d distinct group.
A general Indian culture unites these communities. All Indians
practice a syncretic religion composed of pre-Columbian beliefs
and Catholicism, but gods and rituals differ from one town to
another. Each community produces its particular economic specialty and most Indians participate in the market system which
consists of extensive trade among the townships.
The only significant deviants from this general pattern are the
Black Caribs. A population of mixed Indian and Negro heritage,
they are late arrivals t3 Guatemala and were never part of the
Mayan tribal structure.
Since Spanish is the official language and is sy oken by the
ladinos, Indian men employ it for trade and in social relations with
the ladino group. Indian women seldom use Spanish, and it is not
spoken in the Indian home. Over 40 percent of the population
speaks a native language, and each township has its own dialect.
There are over 17 different Ind'an languages and hundreds of
township dialects.
Linguistic barriers hamper educational programs and inhibit a
feeling of national solidarity. Most Indians continue to regard
their township as the center of their world.
POPULATION

The 1964 census recorded 4,284,475 inhabitants, over a million
more than any of the country's Central American neighbors.
Between 1778, when the first census was taken, and 1950 the
population doubled every 37 years. Between 1950, when the census
recorded 2,790,868 inhabitants, and 1964 the population increased
by myore than 50 percent.
This rate of growth resulted almost entirely from natural

crease, rather than1 imrigr;ntion, which has been minimal since
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the Spanish conquest. During the period 1950-64 the population
expanded at an annual rate of 3.1 percent. If this growth rate
were maintained, the population would be approximately 7 million
by 1980.
The high birth rate is accompanied by a high mortality rate.
In 1964 the birth rate was 47.7 births per 1,000 inhabitants, and
the mortality rate was 16.6 per 1,000. Because of increased health
facilities, the mortality rate has been steadily declining; it has
decreased by 5.2 deaths per 1,000 since 1950. The infant mortality
rate fell from 106.8 to 92.4 per 1,000 between 1950 and 1964. If
this trend continues, the growth rate could rise even higher.
in 1966, however, the birth rate declined by 3 per 1,000 to
44.2 per 1,000, and the death rate remained the same. This reduced
the rate of growth to 2.8 percent. There is some debate concerning
the accuracy and completeness of thele figures (see Living Conditions, ch. 3).
The majority of the population is young: 56.6 percent is under
20 years of age, and 4.8 percent, over 60. The highest percentage
within an age group is between the ages of one and five, comprising
17.6 percent of the population. The median age is 17.8.
This age composition creates special health problems and requires medical and health facilities geared to a young population.
Ideally, it would demand an extensive educational program;
however, most children leave school at an early age to join the
work force. This increases the percentage of those who are economically active, although the majority are employed by their
families in household or farming tasks.
There are slightly more men than women in the overall population. Women predominate in the urban areas because the urban
environment offers better employment. Men are in the majority
in the rural areas, especially in the Escuintla, Retalhuleu, and
Santa Rosa Departments, the centers of commercial agriculture.
In 1964 the population density was 102 inhabitants per square
mile, a figure exceeded by only six countries in the Western Hemisphere; however, density varies widely from area to area. The
Department of Guatemala contains 991 inhabitants per square
mile while the Department of El Petdn, approximately 17 times as
large, has only two persons per square mile (see Settlement Patterns, ch. 3).
The majority of the people are rural, accounting for 65.9 percent of the population. Over a third of the rural population is
found in the Departments of San Marcos, Huehuetenango, El
Quich6, and Alta Verapaz. These four departments are located in
and around the central plateau which is the demographic center
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of the country and which contains a majority of the Indian inhabitants (see Living Conditions, ch. 3).
In the 1950 and 1964 censuses the population was divided into
two groups, Indian and non-Indian, or ladino. The official distinction is made on the basis of social status as defined by local standards. In 1950 the Indians were in the majority, with over 53 percent of the population. This figure has been steadily decreasing as
more and more Indians are acculturated into ladino society. In
1964 only 43.3 percent of the population was classified as indion.
The growth rate of the two groups is different. The Indian
population inc•'ea,-ed by only 1.4 percent between 1950 and 1964,
while zhe ladino rate of growth was 4.4 percent.
The Indian population has become more mobile since 1950. Although there has been a large migratory movement to El Peten
from the highlands, distribu Lion has changed only slightly. The
departments can be divided ifito three di-,tinct types, according to
the percentage of Indian inhabitants. Those with over 70 percent
are considered Indiar departments; tCose with less than 30 percent are considerAd ladino; and thoso with an In.ian population
of 30 to 70 percent are considered mixed. According to this scale,
eight of the 22 departments are ladino and five are LIdian. The
Indian areas form a block in the northwest region while the tadino
departments are found in central, southern, and eastern Cuatemala
(see Settlement Patterns, ch. 3).
Immigrants, who are mostly urban dwellers, account for a very
small portion of the population. According to the 1950 census,
1.1 percent came from neighboring countries and 12 percent, from
other parts of the Western Hemisphere. Only 5 percent had immigrated from Europe, predominantly Spain and Germany. Asians
constitute a very small percentagc; the Chinese, numbering approximately 600, form the majority.
The immigrants from surrounding countries simply cross the
border from one rural area to another; they usually settle in the
departments nearest their previous home. The border departments
each contain approximately 1,000 immigrants.
The small foreign colony has been active in ihe country's economic life. The Germans, until World War II, ard the British
played a vital role in coffee production, while companies from
the United States have been important in the railroad and banana
industries. Chinese merchants are influential in the eastern and
coasttl towns.
ETHNIC GROUPS
Groups other than ladinos and Indians either have been absorbed
into or form only a minute section of the pcpulation. The Nege'o
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element, as a distinct group, has largely disappeared but is found
with an Indian mixture among the Black Caribs.
The terms, ladino and Indian, do not take into account the
diversity which exists within each group. The ladino classification
is applied to those persons who adopted or inherited a European
or Western style of life, and to those who may have European ancestry. There are objections to applying this term to the upperclass descendants of Spanish and other European colonists. Some
authorities prefer to use ladino interchangeably with mestizo (a
mixture of Indian and European ancestry-see Glossary). It is
generally accepted that, although there are great differences between urban and rural as well as between rich and poor ladinos,
the group share a similar cultural orientation toward Western
values.
Someone who is accepted a, a ladino in a rural environment
may, nevertheless, be classified as an Indian in an urban milieu.
Ideally, an Indian with no European ancestry can assume the
habits and dress of the ladinos and become a member of that group.
In some regions, however, only his child,-en can successfully change
cultures. In still others, transitional or acculturaited Indians must
move from the area to change their Indian status.
Indians are relatively homogeneous in their "•hysicai characteristics, whereas ladinos are not. Many have Indian physical
traits, while others are predominantly or completely European. In
the 1950 and 1964 censuses anyone who was not culturally Indian,
ine!uding Europeans and Asiatics as well as pure Indians, was
classified as a ladino.
Indian Culture
Guatemalan Indians are originally descendants, of the highland
Mayas although they possess some Mexican tra.'ts. Historically,
their culture can be traced to the classic Mayan empire which
evolved in El Pet~n and surrounding areas. After the empire's
decay the highland tribes came under the sway of various Mexican
conquerors who were gradually assimilated. The tribes of the area
which is now Guatemala were not united before the Spanish conquest, and no homogeneous culture existed even within individual
tribes (see Historical Setting, ch. 2).
Present divisions among the Indians date from colonial times
when the authorities divided the native population into townships,
either arbitrarily or on the basis of existing delineations. Tribal
grou sings were replaced by approximately 315 townships. As a
consequence, the Indian ethnic group is composed of hundreds of
communities with cultural similarities; however, each Indian township is a distinct social and, often, linguistic entity. When the town77

ship is predominantly ladino, the aldea (village) becomes the focal
point of Indian society.
The inhabitants of the townships consider themselves a separate
people with distinct customs, economic specialties, patron saints,
and special festivals and market days. Because of endogamy, certain physical features tend to predominate in a particular community. Although the people may share a native dialect with a
neighboring township, there are mninor differences in pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammatical usage.
Inhabitants of townships which speak the same general language
can communicate with one another regardless of slight differences.
In fact, as contact between linguistic areas is extended and intensified, some uniformity may become apparent in religious beliefs,
costumes, and social practices. The Chorti language, for instance,
is spoken in the Department of Chiquimula in four townships, each
having distinct characteristics and communal loyalty. There are,
however, strong ties and cultural similarities among them, a
possible sign of incipient regional culture.
The township is the primary unit of cultural homogeneity except where migration and acculturation have altered the traditional pattern. The Indian's community is the center of his world
since he seldom recognizes it as an integral part of a larger national entity. For him it is a closely integrated society bound by
strong ties of religion and tradition which mitigate against social
change. These township groups fulfill an important functioia ir
the subculture within the dominant kldino society. Although most
Indicans would prefer to remain aloof from ladinio society, they
are forced to interact on social, economic, and political levels.
Technology

Indian technology has three levels. At the most primitive level
are the pre-Columbian tools and techniques important in agriculture, the production of textiles, and cooking. Only war implements
and stone tools have been completely lost from the original Mayan
technology. Corn (maize) is still the major crop and is occasionally
planted with a sharpened stick and a Mayan hoe. It is ground on a
metate (grinding stone) and baked on a griddle. Clothes are woven
on a backstrap loom with one end attached to a high support and
the other to the weaver. Several of these elements are part of the
ladino cultu re as well.
Most lading technology, however, is derived from 16th-century
preindustrial Spanish influence. The Indians have also accepted
some of the European methods. Wool technology, domesticating
animals, metal tools, and distilled liquor have all been incorporated
into Indian culture. Indians have no shoemakers, however; leather
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shoes are considered ladino. Wheat has not replaced corn, and pack
animals and cart are not used to any great extent.
Modern technology has influenced Indian communities only
peripherally. Indians are acquainted with btises and trains but
use them infrequently. Although few own radios, "nost have had
some experience with them. A small percentage of the wealthier
Indians have electric lighting. The manual sewing machine is well
known and is one of the few mechanical devices the Indians have
accepted. This acquaintance with modern technology has accelerated the process of acculturation in some areas, but it has not significantly altered the traditional pattern because those who accept
modernity tend to leave the Indian culture and become ladinos.
The Indian customs and philosophy have remained remarkably
-unchanged.
Costumes

The three technological levels are typical of all the Indian com..
munities, but their use is dependent upon the cultural values of
each group. For example, clothing is generally made on the backstrap loom, but both men's and women's clothing styles were
evolved in the colonial era. Each township has a different mode
of dress. In the Cubulco township of the Department of Baja
Verapaz the men wear dark blue wool coats, straw hats, rubber
sandals, white shirts, and pant3 with a fringed apron. In Chi 'hicastenango the men's costume is also made of wool and consists of a
pullover jacket and knee-breeches cut in a 17th-century style. Silk
embroidery, fringes, and a red sash briglh.ten the apparel. In
Panajachel men wear plaid wool kilts reminiscent of Mayan loincloths.
Men's clothing is usually very colorful, regardless of the township; embroidery and jasp6 cottons (spot-dyed yarns) are used
extensively. Since the current styles were copied from the clothing of Spanish colonists, most men have adopted trousers, shirts,
and hats. These basic arti~cles, however, have been redesigned in
an Indian manner, giving each costume an indigenous character.
There is a recent trend toward factory-made clothes, which may
replace these local costumes.
Like the men, the women of each township are krown for their
distinctive style and take particular pride in their community's
costume. Very few Indian women wear factory-made clothing.
In Cubulco the women wear brightly embroidered blouses and
ankle-length wraparound skirts. In the highlands the huipil (a
SIM.eveless blouse made L-om a rectangular piece of cloth) is more
common arid in the township Santiago Atithin, the women wear a
lightly bound skirt, a narrow haipil, and a sniall scarf over one
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shoulder; their hair is bound in a long ribbon. In Chichicastenango
the skirt is short and the huipil is very bulky. A shawl, glass beads,
and a two-braid coiffure complete this costume.
These clothes are no longer woven in all the townships. Most
Indians buy their clothing at local markets, adding the embellishments which make it peculiar to a community. Most weaving is
done in the Department of Quezaltenango.
Economy

Each township has an economic specialty consisting of particular
crops, handicrafts, trades, marketing, or labor. The choice of a
specialization is often determined by the variation in altitude,
natural resources, or the quantity and quality of land; however,
similar geographic components do not produLe the same economy,
and the specialty in many communities derives simply from tradition or inventiveness. An economic specialty is a basic part of
each community's individuality.
Townships within the same region do not necessarily specialize
in the same general occupation. All communities grow corn, but
some, such as Santiago Atitlin, and San Pedro, are corn exporters.
San Pablo, which is nearby, specializes in ropemaking and must
import most of its corn and other foodstuffs. Panajachel is known
for its onions, whereas the people of San Antonio, a neighboring
community, grow anise.
Handicrafts are also characteristic of particular townships. The
people of Totonicap4n make high-quality potfery, 11though their
neighbors in the township of Chichicastenango make none. Both
communities have large forest reserves, but the former produces
furniture, and the latter sells the wood as lumber. Chichicastenango
makes a specially designed blanket while the weavers of the townships of Momostenango and San Francisco make another type. All
grindir•, stones used in the country originate in the township of
NahualA.
A few communities specialize in trades, usually for service to
the ladino society. Because Indians build their own homes by means
of reciprocal labor, some persons in each township have a basic
know!c•,,e of carpentry, masonry, and adobe and tile making, The
Indians if Totonicap;in, however, specialize in t-,o'e skills for the
construction of ladbio homes. The Atitecos of Santiago Atitlhn are
skilled navigators and practice this specialty along the :ihore of
Lake Atithin.
Some of the communities, such as Chicinicastenango and Atitlin,
buy local products and transport them to other areas. Others, such
as Solahi and Sacapulas, distribute thir own goods.
Indians, in co~itrast to ladinos, place a high valuec on manual
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labor and prefer to work their own land. This is often supplemented by labor on the coastal plantations. The number of communities involved in this migratory labor specialization has been
steadily increasing since 1950, probably one reason for the growing numLer of acculturated Indians.
The system of economic specialties is characteristic of most
Indian townships. It is particularly well developed in the western
highlands, the area with the highest density of Indian population.
It also occurs in the Departments of Chiquimula, Guatemala, and
other eastern regions with large Indian groups.
Some communities specialize in one item while others produce
three or four. This depends on the available resources and the
inventiveness of the people. Whatever its specialtj, however, virtually everyone in the village grows or manufactures the item, and
internal specialization does not exist. Interdependence among the
townships produces a market economy and trade centers. Ladinos
purchase the specialties produced by the Indian townships but do
not otherwise participate in their system of -conomic specialization.
Each community has a special market day and participates in
the marketing routine of a particular region,. There is usnailly a
main market, supplemented by smaller markets, which serves as
the center for an area. The system was not consciously planned,
nor is it regulated. It is simply the traditional response to the
economic conditions of the Indian life.
Mat'kets are based on a money economy, and barter is rare.
Pricing is completely competitive, and value is determined by
supply and demand, not custom. In fact, the whole system is guided
by economic rationality rather than rigid tradition.
The market is also a social institution, and a day or more is
spent there each week. Only Indians sell hi the marketplaces, although both Indians and ladinos are customers. Sundays are the
favorite market days, especially in the smaller towns. If a township is large and is situated on a prominent trade route between
two ar,:ts of production, markets will probably b- open 2 or 3 days
a week, During a fiesta the local market is called a fair and stays
open for a week or more. Morc people participate, and blyers and
sellers come from all parts of the county.
In the neighborhood markets the sc'llers are mainly women, and
local men are !ýeidom seen. When a fanilly car ies its goods to a
distant nmirl-et- however, the men not only, carry the items but
,;ell thcm Ls well. The mcn also generally de&i in the heavier goods.
such as stones used for grindling corn, and in t he more impurtant

commodities, such i.; Jivestohwk.
The narkctplace is located in thr center of a tow-o, in the main
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plaza. Commodities are arranged by type and origin. Each market
is known for a particular conmmodity which is cheaper there than
in ainy other town. Thus, Tecpfin is the place to buy lime; Chichicastenango, to buy pitch pine; and Atitl~n, to buy bananas. Thtese
evaluations are taken into account when an Indian wishes to purchase large quantities of a product, and he will visit these markets
if necessary. On the~ other hand, a seller knows which, products
are scarce in a certAii, area and may bring his product to a more
profitable market.
Some township,4 dup~cate one another'.3 specialties, but the
value placed on their commodities may not b,) the qarne. For
instance, in Quezaltenstngo, the potatoes grown in Nahualk are
con.sidered better than those of Todos los Santos. In searching ft.r
a favoritc 4ype of prodve, the buyer will look for the distinctive
~~costume of a certain towt-ibhip; this serves as identification
th
These economic specialties, however, are only supplements to
the main Indiant occupation. The Indians have been part of a rural,
agricultural siociety since pre-Columbian days. The major Indian
occupation is still agriculture, and much of the social and religious
lif is an in~tegral part of the cultivhtion cycle. Land is ýhe Indian's
most prized possession, and no one feels secure unless he has a
small plot, or milpa, to work. The ownership of land and its use are
tied to the definition of manhood, and the ideal goal of any maie

iý4 to own a miipa and grow corn. Land is the symnbol of , espect.
Land is privately owned, since communal iands disappeared for
the most part in-the 19th century. So~me iorest areas are still owned
by communities in the Depaw-rtent of Huehuetenango and, in one
or two villages, s~uch as San Anitonio Huista, the traditioni of
communal landholding still persists. Nonaetheless, in the majjrity
of the towns- ps, land is owned by individuals.
Thie Iný,::niis deeply attai'hed to his land. He will se"f it only if
absolute'v necessary, and extra money is invariably s '~ on the
acquisition of new la-nd. In the cultivation and care of his property,
a man acquires a feeling for his re-latiorz to the universe. Without
land, he feeOls basically insecivre and r~ootess.
Many Wnrparticularly in the eas3tern re&pions, are also rural
A-gricultur4,,'!!t~. h their Atyle of life anid use of technlolory differ
from those ý,, the Indians. The Inditns are concentrated in the
central and western highlands where, because of greater density
and less available land, thF. farmi- are irnaller. Accordin~g to the
1950 census, the averag-; fai in %iit.
for an Indian wasý 7.6 4cres. as
i~ejcue
c~rnpared to 6('.7 acres for
linn.Telte
it
the large Plantatio~ns but, in greneral. even t'he xmiller Iadino farrms,
--re larger than the average Indian plot.

The Indian airers are located at higher altitudes and, as a reoutt,
a lesser variety of crops can be, grown. The siaple is corn, supplemented by beans and squash. Ali of these are often grown on the
same p.ot. Few Indians own ilvestock or any implemert's more
advanced than hand tools. Ladinos, unlike the Indians, rarely serve
Us seasonal labor for the coffee plantations. Ladino communities do
not produce the economic speciaities common to the highlands? nor
do they practice the complex of religious rites associated with
Indian agriculture. These have been an integral part of Indian
life since pre-Columbian times, and they are considered Just as
vital to the successful planting of the crops as the mechanics .f
cultivation.
Religious and Social Practices

Agricultural rituals are r-nly one part of the religious complex
which influences almost every aspect of Indian life. Officially, beth
the Indian population and the ladinos are considered Roman
Catholic, but ancient Mayan beliefs are retained in Indian culture
in syncretic form with Catholcism. In prac-tce, each township
pays homage to its own pantheon of gods, ranging from Catholic
saints with locally acquired attributes to the ancicnt nature spirits
and devils (see Religion, ch. 5).
Each community has a religious structure which incorporates
political and civil functions and influences both the economic and
social life of the town. The religious organization maintains the
traditions and customs binding the township together and sustains
the vital feelings of exclusiveness and mutuality.
The primary unit of this religious structurc is the cofradia, a
religious brotherhood and hierarchy of approximately 24 men. The
brothv1 -li-3,d hi custody of a particular saint and is in charge of
its fiesta and other religious ceieb, at-ýicnS. The number of these
groups within a town differs from one area to another, as do their
UUL,,,' rituals, ard composition. Smaller towns have only one;
larger ones have four or more principal brotherhoods.
In Chichicastenango there are four major positions within the
brotherhood, and the highest is an official called the alcalde
(mayor). In another community, Chinuautla, here are six positions at each level, and their leaCer is called the rnajordomo
(manager). Young, unmarried men of the village fill the lower
offices and gradually work their way up the hierarehy, 3erving
1-year terms in each position. To attain the higher offices, they
must be married, since this is, visible proof of their stability and
sense of responsibility.
Once a man has strved in each capacity in the brotherhood and
is, in addition, wealthy ,,ad respected, he becomes a principal
C3

(prominent leader) in many communities. At one time, before the
townships were declared a,.tonomous and politics was brought to a
local level, these older, respected offil:ials served as th,.. intermediaries between the ladino society and Government on the one hand
and the Indian community on the other.
The lower offices of the brotherhoods are principal'y civil. Those
who fill them are likely to be young men wh3 work as policemea,
messengers, street cleaner- and njaikr, cleaners, and minor assistants during official ceremonies. The higher posts carry more
authority and involve the care 'f the chorch and images of the
saints, the preparation of the fiestas, and the celebration of rituals.
Those who hold them also have considerable secular responsibility
and often make administrative and political decisions for the
community.
The hierarchal religious structure also stratifies society. Not
only do economic barriers prevent some people from serving, but
in a large community there are simply not enough positions for
every male. The pyramid structure of the brotherhood insures a
position for many men at the bottom but few at the top.
Some communities, such as San Luis Jilotepeque, separate the
political and religious- functions into separate brotherhoods. This
often occurs in a predominantly ladino town; as an Indian community becomes acculturated, it tends to separate the two duties.
In a few townships the women have parallel organizations in
which the office of the woman is determined by her husband's
corresponding position. In Chamelco and Nebaj women occupy the
highest offices ot the hierarchy and are equal with the men. In
other communities women serve only peripherally, if at all.
The higher officials are in charge of the saint's fiestas and must
pay for these annual celebrations. Candles, fireworks, and new
Clothes for the saint's image must be bought and a large quantity
of food and liquor provided. The cost is partially sustained by the
earnings from communal land, if any, and by donations from the
village families. The largest share of the cost, however, is provided by the sponsor of the celebration who serves as the annual
head of the saint's brotherhood.
The fiestas often cost over 80 quetzales (Q1 equals US$1), the
average annual income of an Indian. The sponsorship of these
celebrations is an effective leveling device within the Indian community and prevents the accumulation of excessive wealth. A
wealthy individual is socially obligated to hold many of these
religious offices, thereby channeling a large amount of his riches
into commuimity activities.
A poorer man can bypass the more expensive posts, but even he
is expected to serve the comnmunity in some capacity. In smaller
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towns the financial burden of the religious brotherhood can become
quite heavy since there are fcwer individuals to fill the positions.
Th3 social pressure is great, however, and most serve in some
capacity.
The festival of the patron saint is not the oidy fiesta held during
the year; some kind of celebration occurs in almost every month,
especially in the larger towns. Some of them are conducted by
religious groups to commemorate the lesser saints, and others are
related to the agricultural process. The highest concentration of
fiestas among the indigenous communities occurs in February,
July, August, and December.
There are usually secular and religious aspects to these celebrations. The religious side is primary in thc.e Indian townships
but secular activities dominate in the ladino areas. Even in the
Indian ceremonies, however, the secular has its place. Music, dancing, races, and fights are part of the fiestas.
Native dances are prominent during the fiesta and are a blend
of Mayan and European influences. Only a few of the original preColumbian dances and dramas remain. One of these tells the story
of a young Rabinal warrior who kills a Quich6 man in combat;
he i; captured and sacrificed to 12 priestly anthropomorphic eagles
and 12 jaguars. The Deer Dance of San Marcos and the Pole Dance
also have pre-Columbian origins but these exhibit many European
traits. Certain steps and musical rhythms and instruments have
been borrowed from Spanish sources.
Most of the fiesta dances and dramas have a religioas character.
These a- e called Loas and consist of European-influenced morality
plays, the reenactment of scriptures, and stories of the village
people themselves. The Dance of Saint George, the Conquest of
Jerusalem, and the Conquest of Antigua are all popular. Women
seldom participate in these dances, and men and women never
dance together. In a few communities the women have separate
dances which are performed on special occasions.
A distilled liquor, aguardiente,is necessary to any fiesta and is
used for both religious and social purposes. Most Indians get drunk
during the festivities and consider this a normal and desired effect
of the celebration. Fiesta is the only time that women are allowed
to be drunk in public. Social and mo-al principles are relaxed, and
the sexes intermingle freely. Emotional and violent oatbursts and
lights are common.
The fiestas and other social, economic, and religious customs form
a pattern which is different in each township, although they exist
within a common framework. They bind together both the community's and the individual's social and cultural roles and fulfill an
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important function in the subculture within the dominant ladino
society.
Acculturation and Government Policy
Since 1950 the Indian population has decreased by over 10 percent, implying that large numbers of Indiains have abandoned the
traditional Indian customs and joined the ladino society. This tendency has been evident since the Spanish conquest. The Indian
tribes in the eastern regions of Guatemala were never able to reconstruct their scCiety after the devastation of the conquest, and
became ladiuos almost by default. The western tribes retreated into
the highlands. isolating themselves both physically and culturally
from the Hispanic society concentrated at lower altitudes. Gradually, however, Westerni customs have been penetrating the Indian
communities, and marginal individuals, as well as whole com•,nunities, have adopted ladino ways.
Two of the most potent forces accelerating the process of acculturation have been the establishment of plantations and the influence of the Industrial Revolution. When President Rufino Barrios
established the debt peonage and the vagrancy laws in 1875, he
destroyed the isolation of the Indian communities and began the
tradition of migratory labor. To supplement their meager living,
and in comrpliance with national laws, Indian families temporarily
left their townships and worked on the large plantations, or fincas,
in the lowlands.
Plantation life weakened tle strong religious and family ties
which sustained the highland communities, and the permanent
residents on the plantations became partially acculturated to
European ways, or transitional Indians. Others who returned to
their highland townships continued living as Indians but brought
with them a wider know, ledge of the modern world.
The Industrial Revolution also influenced and disrupted the traditional Indian pattern. Factory-made clothes are cheap and comfortable and, in many areas, are replacing the more expensive,
although distinctive, Indian costumes. Some townships have been
unable to compete with the factories, and a few handicrafts have
almost disappeared; palm leaf raincoats, for instance, have been
replaced by cheap plastic tablecloths worn as ponchos.
Better means of transportation have reduced the distances between the ladino and hrdian townsh'ps, thus increasing the amount
of contact. Better communication, especially the widespread use of
transistor radios, brings the Indians a more complete knowledge
of the nation and the world. With increasing knowledge and interaction with the ladino society, more and more Indians are moving
away from the traditional customs.
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None of these necessarily alters the Indian culture irrevocably
and, in places, Indian communities merely incorporate these innovations into the traditional pattern. For example, they may use
buses, but their journeys usually consist of religious pilgrimages
to a favorite Indiar. shrine or trips to a larger Indian market.
The degree of acculturation which an Indian must undergo
before he is considered a ladino is dependent upon his location.
In the midwestern highlands an Indian, tneoretically, changes
ethnic groups if he acquires ladino ways; however, even the
maintenance of one or two Indian customs may undermine his
ladino status. In the Department of Chiquimula there is no ethnic
change unless an Indian moves to a town, acts like a ladino, and
conceals his indigenous past. If his ancestry becomes known, only
his children are considered fully ladino. In Agua Escondida an
Indian can pass as a ladino if he was raised as such.
Recently, the Government has been encouraging the integration
of the Indians into the national society, and has sponsored various
programs toward this end. The 1964 census cited the official
literacy programs and better communication and transportation
as some of the reasons for the decreased number of Indians.
The Government-sponsored literacy campaigns, one of the main
projects of which is handled by the Army, have evidently been
successful. A common language not only facilitates interaction
between the two ethnic groups but also opens new avenues to
Indians who have previously been excluded from many opportunities (see Education, ch. 7).
The Indians were largely ignored before 1944, but participation
and concern on the part of the Government have been evident
since that time. During the colonial era and the early republican
years the Indians remained in their townships, building and integrating their culture. The Liberal Party, in the 1870's, passed debt
peonage and vagrancy laws wliich required Indians to work for the
Government or landowners between 4 and 6 months of the year,
thus forcing them at least peripherally into ladino society. The
indians were, theoretically, freed upon the cancellation of their
debts by President Jorge '"ico (1931-44). Ubico, however, replaced the old labor laws with new ones forcing the Indians to
work for a certain period each year. In 1944 the official policy was
altered again, and the Government became actively involved in
the welfare of the Indian.
The townships were declared autonomous in 1945, and illiterates
were given the vote, thereby bringing politics to the local level.
In many places Indians were elected to positions of authority. In
the 1950's illiterates were disenfranchised, but ladinos, by this
time, were more responsive to Indian problems and needs. Since
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then the voting regulations have been liberalized again and, once
more, Indians are more actively participating in national politics.
This local involvement in politics is undermining the civil role
of the brotherhoods ar I the respected position of older men.
Youths are recruited by the political parties and are elected to
administrative posts. '.'hey bypass the traditional channels of
authority, and many no )on -er feel compelled to join the brotherhoods.
Black Caribs
Small numbers of Negroes were brought as siaves to Guatemala,
but they disappeared as a separate racial group toward the end of
the colonial era. The Black Carib Indians along the Atlantic coast
in Livingston, Izabal Department, are descendants of runaway
African slaves who intermarried with the Carib Indians of St.
Vincent Island in the Antilles.
This group arrived in Central America in 1797; the British had
deported them from the Antilles, because of the loyalty to the
French, to Goatan in the Gulf of Honduras. The majority crossed
over to the mainland, and their descendants are now found in the
coastal areas of Honduras, Guatemala, and Belize (British Honduras). They are predominantly Negroid, but much of their culture, including the language, is Antillean (Carib Indian). They live
in small villages along the coast and depend on agriculture and
wage labor for their livelihood. Rice, cassava, and plantain cultivation are supplemented by fishing. Since 1900 wage labor positions held by the men have been the major economic prop of the
ccm- nunities.

Since Livingston is an isolated town, many men leave home for
extended stays in places where work is available, generally in the
large cities of Guatemala, but some travel as far as New York
or New Orleans. They are usually gone for 2 or 3 years, returning
to their communities at intervals. Formerly, they remained tied,
both socially and emotionally, to their homes in Livingston, often
maintaining wives and families there.
Such labor migrations brought an awareness of the outside
world to the men and, consequently, to the community itself, as
evidenced by the popularity of such magazines as Tan and Ebony
and by the influence on dress styles of United States mail-order
catalogues. The Black Caribs value especially their knowledge of
and experience with Negro culture in the United States.
The primitive culture, which still exists, was originally based on
slash-and-burn agriculture, supplemented by fishing. Basketry
and wood handicraft are the principal skills. Certain dances and
musical rhythms can be traced to their African origins. Religion
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consists of ancient rites and black magic which propitiate native
spirits and the ghosts of ance3tors. Superstitions and ancient
customs are still in practice. Replacing some of these is the adoptioii, from ladino culture, of the use of almanacs and astrology
manuals for guidance in personal and economic matters.
Since the mid-1950's, however, many of the migrants are rejecting their traditional cultural patterns as well as their rural ties.
The number coming to the national capital has increased, and
most intend to stay permanently. Some of the men have married
ladino women, and many no longer speak their native language.
They have not rejected all of their cultural heritage but have
simply adapted to an urban environment.
Those remaining in Livingston retain portions of the cultural
tradition, and many migrants still regard Livingston as home;
however, the influence of other mores is steadily undermining the
older ways.
LANGUAGES
Spanish is the official language and is spoken by a majority of
the population. It is the language of Government, schools, newspapers, and radio. Most Indians know at least a few Spanish
words, and the social and economic relations between ladinos and
Indians are usually conducted in this language. Economic and
social transactions between Indians who speak different Mayan
languages are also conducted in Spanish. Only a small percentage
of the Indian population is bilingual, and most Indians speak one
of the approximately 18 native languages.
Spanish was brought by the Hispanic conquerors and perpetuated by their descendants and the colonists who followed them.
Since it was the language of the dominant group, a knowledge of
Spanish was necessary foi anyone who wished to participate in
Hispanic society. The 'mestizos and acculturated Indians accepted
and learned it, rejecting their own tongues.
Language has, consequently, been one of the key items in the
definition of ethnic g- oups. In 1950, 59.4 percent of the population
spoke Spanish in the home, 78 percent of whom were ladinos.
The remaining 22 percent were Indians who had not yet adopted
enough ladino traits to be classified as members of this group. The
rest of the population spoke Indian dialects.
Despite the acceptance of Spanish by some, the native languages
remain a vital and integral part of the Indian culture. This has
presented the Government with a distinct problem, for it is very
difficult to cr-ate a literate populace within the mainstream of
national life when no linguistic uniformity exists. Establishment
of an effective school system for the Indian population is almost
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impossible since few qualified teachers can speak the native
dialects. A national awareness is equally difficult to transmit. To
combat this problem, the Government has started literacy campaigns in Spanish in hopes of abolishing language barriers.
The Indian's attachment to their languages is very strong, however, and there is little indication that the native dialects -,to
becoming obsolete. Men may learn some Spanish for economic
purposes, but the women continue to speak the Indian larguagýs
in the home. Spanish is considered a secondary language. Many
express the belief that, someday, everyone will learn their dialect
becausc *tis the language of God.
Before the Spaniards arrived there were four distinct linguistic
families. The Aztec family, represented by the Pipil language, was
spoken near Salama, Baja Verapaz. The Mixe family, Pupuluca,
was found along the western border and ,s still spoken in Mexico.
Only the Maya and the Carib families now exist in Guatemala.
The languages of the existing Maya family were originally
spoken by the post-Mayan tribes which occupied the Guatemala
highlands before the Spanish conquest. Physical barriers prevented regular communication and transportation between the
different regions, and warfare further divided the tribes. As a
consequence, language differences were created and perpetuated.
Each language has a separate, although similar, alphabet and a
special rhythm varying with the rise and fall of tone. In all of
them the stress falls on the final syllable of each word.
There is some debate concerning the number of Mayan languages now spoken in the country. The 1950 cerisus listed approximately 15, whereas other sources have placed the number at 17.
These are located principally in the western and central highlands
with a few native languages found in Izabal Department and
southern El Petdn (see table 3). This corresponds to areas of the
highest concentration of Indian population.
The Quich6 language has changed very little since the Spanish
conquest, and the historical CQuichd document, the Ppapul Vuh,
written at that time, can stiji be understood by modern Indians.
The Kelchi, the Quich6, the Cakchiquel, and the Mam are the four
major Indian linguistic groups in Guatemala and, based )n the
1950 census, they account for the majority of native speakers.
The speakers of Keichi are found among the least acculturated
Indians in the country.
Carib is unique in that the men and women have a different
vocabulary and, at one time, spoke different languages. This is a
Carib Indian trait, a cousequene of the fact that, historically,
many of the women were Arawakiari (South American Indians)
slaves and did not know the ('arib language. Most of the dis-
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Table 3. Numerical and Departmental Distribution of
Indian Languages in Guatemala
Language

Speakers

Quiche ------------------

300,000

Cakchiquel ---------------

170,000

Main

170,000

Kelchi ----------------Kanjobal
Poconchi ----------------Ixil
Tzutuhil
Achi
Jacaltec
Uspantecs
Chorti
-------Chuj .
Aquacatecs
- ---......
Central Pocornans
Eastern Pocomans
Mopan Maya
Carib -

150,000
40,000
40,000
25,000
18,000
14,000
13,000
12,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
5,009
3,COO
1,000

Departments

El Quichi, Totonicapin,
Q :ezaltenango, Fctalhuleu
Guatemala, Chimalteiaango,
Sacatepdquez, Escuintla
San Marcos, Quezaltenango,
Huehuetenango
Alta Verapaz, El Petdn
Huehuetenango
Alta Verapaz
El Quich6
Sololi, Suchitepdquez
Baja Verapaz
Huehuetenango
El Quich6
Chiquimula
Hw~huetenango
Huehuetenango
Escuintla, Chimaltenango
Guatemala
El Petdn
Izabal

tinctions between the two have now disappeared and, although
se.arate vocabularies are maintained, the same grammatical structure is used. Each sex now understands the other's language.
Because they have been subject, at various times, to British,
French, and Spanish rule, their language incorporates many foreign words. The present number system, beginning with the word
for "4," is French, while the English and Spanish have provided

common household and economic terms., This process continues
today with the introduction of many technicAl terms, such as
radio.
Because of the small number of immigrants, few people speak a
forcign language. According to the 1950 census, foreign speakers
accounted for only about 0.2 percent of the population, or 4,128

persons. Over three-fourths of these spoke English and resided
mainly in Izabal Department.
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CHAPTER 5
SOCIAL STRUCTURE, FAMILY, RELIGION,
SOCIAL VALUES
Guatemalan society is actually two cultures in one, with very few
links between the Indian and ladino (see Glossary) segments.
Kinship patterns, status in society, religious beliefs, and social
values differ radically from one culture to the other. Even the
immediate 4'amily performs different roles in each. In Indian
communities family and kinship gcoupings are the basic unit in the
social, economic, religious, and educational structures. Among
ladino3 the role of the family varies with economic and social
status, but at all levels the family is the source of prestige and th2
means of social grading. In both cultures the kin group is extended
to include godparents, but in the Indian culture the ritual kin
perform a vital integrative function and are often more important
than blood kindred.
The ladino society is highly stratified. Status is determined by
family reputation and the source and amount of wealth. The urban
upper class, living in the capital, and the rural upper class form the
elite of the society. The life style of these two groups is admired and
envied by every other level of ladino society. Other classes attempt
to imitate their behavior pattern whenever possible, resulting in a
weak group-consciousness of common irterests among the lower
strata of ladinos. The middle class is very small, but is growing
both in size and influence. The largest segment of society, which
includes the Indians, is found at the lowest level and accounts for
about 70 percent of the population. This group is predominantly
rural, but has recently begun migrating to the cities in large
numbers.
The Indians regard themselves as different frum, but not inferior to, the ladinos. Within their communities there are no hereditary classes, and each man must earn his own prestige and honor
within the society. This is accomplished through service to the community, either as a member of a religious brotherhood or as a
shaman. Wealth is a source of status only if it is spent in ways
which are l)elieved to benefit the whole community.
The two; cultures difler most visibly ia religious beliefs, although
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the majority of both societies belong to the Roma,.n Catholic,
Church, whose members constitute approximately 95 percent of
the population. Ladino society is predominantly secular, although
the women are notc1 for their devotion to and support of the
Roman Catholic Church. The men, however, seldom attend sei vices
or receive the sacraments. They are vehement in their declarations
of loyalty, but usually consider religious practices and the strict
observance of moral precepts the responsibility of women. The
Indians do not compartmentalize their religion, and it influences
every aspect of their culture. Religious ceremonies, devotions, and
superstitious practices characterize the daily life of every traditional Indian. Indian belief, however, is permeated by the ancient
Mayan religion, elements of which are found in almost all aspects
of their professed Catholic faitl, Most of the old Mayan nature
gods are still worshiped, although occasio,,ally their attributes
have been transferred to Catholic saints. The result is a rich faith
with two sources of inspiration, ceremonies, rituals, and beliefs.
The Indians, however, consider the whole complex one integrated
religion and look upon themselves, as the only true Catholics.
The Catholic Church itself has experienced a variety of fortunes
in Guatemala. In the colonial era and early republican years, the
Church held a privileged position and amassed both power and
wealth. After 1870, however, liberal governments were dominant
and anticlerical laws were extensive, curtailing Church activities
and practically eliminating its wealth. Only since 1956 has this attitude changed, and the Gov-%',ment has begun to take a inore
favorable attitude toward the Catholic faith. As a result, in recent
years activities have been increased and expanded
The social values which are found in the Indyan and ladino
cultures have different origins. Ladiwt) values have evolved primarily from the Hispanic explerience in the New World, with
minor contributions from Indian culture. The major emphasis i".
on the inner worth of the individual, who is regarded as a ,unique
being. He usually occupies a place in a stratified hie.archy, but
this is not a substitute for the infinitc value of his soul, Within
this value system the individual is more import.,nt than the group,
which exists primarily to exalt tho individu:i. This is in direct
contrast to the Indian culture, where the community and its
traditions n're conshutre-. 'o be of primary importaice. rhus, the
maintenance of thin society becomres the central purpose of the
group, and the individual seeks to accornmodate his life an1d activiso. he fulfills his crti,ied
ties to this universal pattern, inl kolilg
role and achieves both ec(inemic ar%!ssiritual contei-tnient.
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FAMIGLY
Marriage

Marriage -is a valued institution in both the ladino and Indian
societies, but for different r.3asons. Among ladin~os a man. seeks a
wife, at le At partially, in order t'-) further enhance his status or
to create a social and economic bond between two families. In
the past marriages were often arranged by the family, but this
practice is disappearing. A ladino seldom marries a woman of
lower status and almost never marries across ethinic lines. Among
the lower-class urban and rural inhabitants, such marriages do
occur, but are still socially unacceptable. The most frequent, example is a union between a partially acculturated hii!Aan and a
lower-class ladino woman.
inIndian society the consideration of econom-a aiud -t-cial ties
between families is also present, but of more iini, irtance are
responsibility and duty.- To assurne an adult stAitus within the
community, a man or woman must be married. Only then can they
fully participate in the religious brotherhoads or the informal
social structure of the- village. In some townships Indians believre
th-at ma rriage isq included in the natural order of the universe and
is, therefore, ordained by G~od.
In many Indian communities parento choose the mates for their
children,; however, in certain places t~his practice either has been
abaiudoned or is a mnere formality and, increwaingly, individuals
are choosing their own part-ners. In doing so, however, -they observe certain rules. The pirospective tride and groom must have
diffeý.'ent surnarntes and must not be cou,,ir.- o' members of the
same imnmediate family (full, half, or stepbrother or sister). In
-ddition, an individual cannot marry a child ot any of his godparents, sinc1e their children are allso cork v'ered his sisters and
brothers. If possible he should choose a partner from his own
township. In short, an individual must marry outside the family
and within the vil~age and, if these rules are observed, any choice
is generally accepted.
In the courtsh-p qtage, the Wain& man takes the dominant and
aggressive -role. however, he must. abide by certain traditional
practices. Young women are always accompanied by art vlder person, sitwe uncha perioncd mirt~bip would be ruinovi to a girl'
reputation and would place he.- moral st'andards in tioubt.. This
woald, in tujrn, severe.ly limit her chances of making a good marn'agk. ats vilrginity is hi.ghl v*Iued. Consequently, young people
mlevd nost freequevntly lit la.r~ge sc -1:ia gatherings suc h ws weddings.
fic-.4s. and dance.K, Sa i;wli girle b-t wevii the ages of 17 and 25
are co

in 1)v on display at th,-(, public functionsg. dr-ssed in

their most elaborate finery. There is now more of a relaxed relationship between the sexes, although the traditional pattern remains the ideal for most groups.
Girls mairy at a much younger age in Indian communities.
courtship usually occurring between the ages of 10 and 18. As a
rule, adolescent boys and girls are sometimes segregated, and the
latter are usually chaperoned; however, courtship is conducted or.
a clandestine basi.-, a practice which receives the tacit approval
of parents. After observing the marriageable girls in his village
and making a choice, a boy approaches the girl on her way to
market or to the village well and indicates his intentions. If she
is agreeable, the two families begin the marriage negotiations,
which may last for several months. These involve ceremonial visits
and an exchange of gifts. In some townships in the northwest, a
sum of money is paid by the parents of the groom, usually between
2 tad 5 quetzales (1 quetzal equals US$1), and the groom works
For his prospective father-in-law for about 2 weeks, a symbolic
gesture of compensation. After the traditional prerequisites have
been satisfied, the wedding takes place.
There are three forms of marriage recognized in Guatemala,
includ;rig common-law union, civil ceremony, and church wedding.
Since 1956 the Government has allowed priests to conduct the civil
proceedings, thus combining the legal and religious elements.
Nevertheless, the expense of a Christian and civil ceremony,
including the traditional festivities, is among the factors which
have limited the number of these marriages. There is a large
percentage of common-law arrangements, requiring simple consent
on both sides or, among Indians, a short ceremony conducted by
a shaman (priest or medicine man). These unions account for
almost 60 percellt of marriJd couples.
In Indian society ,uch unions occur twice as frequently as do
more formal marriages. In ladino culture these unions are mrnwt
prevalent in the lower class, both rural and urban. Approximately
55 percent of the rural inhabitants living together as man and
wife are classii-d in the common-law category. The recent increase
of migration of indl•xns and rural iadinos to the cities and the
changed definition of urban have also increased the percentage
of common-law unions in urban areas. In 1950 they accounted for
50 percent of all urban voiiples, but by 1964 this t gure had risen
to approximately 70 perccnt (see Settlement Patterns, ch. 3).
Among the middle- and upl)er-class hidinos a religious and civil
wedding is a social necessity. in some Indian an,! lhdi, o villages,
such weddings are equally valued and, although a couple may
begin married life in a common- law union, they ev, utilaliy legitimize it in the eyes of ('hur-'h and State. Thi,: oC1urs m•ost fre-
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quently with ladino couples, causing the percentage of cormon-law
unions to drop sharply in older age groups. Aside from the problem
of expense, the Indian couple must wait for the infrequent visits
of a priest.
Divorce is legal, but seldom occurs; in 1964 there were only
517 cases. During this same year, the census recorded only 12,000
divorced individuals in the entire country. In ladino society divorce
is socially unacceptable, and unhappy marriages are seldom dissolved; however, a ladino man may engage in extramarital relations without social condemnation and, if financially able, may
maintain a second family. Because of the high value placed on
virility, he is generally proud of his illegitimate children and will
usually take an interest in their welfare, occasionally adopting
them.
Marriages among Indians are moderately stable, but when even
a legal marriage is ended there is seldom any official record. The
partners separate informally and never report the divorce or go
through the legal procedure. In the first years, common-law unions
are tenuous, and separations are frequent. There is only minor
social stigma attached to these separations, and the partners
usually remarry in a short while. An Indian however, avoids
marriage a second time within the Church. This is considered
improper, even if the first marriage was ended by the death of the
partner.
The statistics on single persons are misleading, as they include
many individuals who have previously participated in one or
more common-law unions and should therefore be classified as
divorced. Nonetheless, the figures do reveal that the percentage of
single individuals rose sharply between 1950 and 1964. In 1964
there were approximately 800,000 single adults, as compared with
600,000 legally married individuals. The increase has been most
significant among the urban ladivo men, but the percentage has
also increased among Indians and rural ladinos, who account for
40 percent of the rural population. This rise in the number of
single individuals reflects the disruption which is occurring in the
traditionai patterns as mlore and more Indians move into ladibo
society and as migration to the cities increases in both cultures.
The old rationales for mar'riage have diminished as sccial mobility
and the pressuires of modern society have increased.
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nuclear units, are not uncommon, and in some places it is considered the ideal pattern; however, on the whole, these extended
groups are disappearing.
Both ladinos and Indians place great value on their children,
and barrenness is a socially accepted reason for divorce. As a rule,
households are much larger in the rural areas, where children
above the age of 5 are economic assets, helping to support the
family. With the decreasing death rate, however, the size of both
urban and rur.ql families has expanded. On the whole, Indian
households are larger, and a family of 14, six sons and six daughters, is the ideal size in many townships.
In the ladino culture the nuclear family is most prevalent, but
the household often includes other persons. One or more relatives
may reside with the family. Favored servants sometimes occupy
a privileged position, almost achieving kin status. Orphaned children are frequently adopted and participate as integral members
of the household. Sometimes a child is taken into the home on a
semi-adopted basis and is granted many privileges of a full member, but is never recognized as such. These may include the Indian
godchildren of a ladino couple or an illegitimate child of the head
of the household.
In Indian communities the nuclear family is the primary unit in
economic, religious, and social activities. Often, however, a married son will rcmain with his father until he is financially able to
support his own family. In many cases this arrangement is highly
unstable and is the source of much tension between the two families; therefore, an independent household is highly desired. Only
after a man becomes the head of an autonomous family is he
accepted as an adult member of the community. Occasionally, a
father can persuade his son or daughter to stay in exchange for a
larger inheritance, but this situation usually creates resentment
on both sides.
In certain townships in Chiquimula Department, however, the
extended family is highly valued, and the group works together
as a social unit; however, the nuclear family retains economic
ind,.pendence, and priv'te property rights are respecci&d. As a rule,
the son joins his father's extended household ,nless his Nife's
family i,. wealthy and promises a larger
Ofte!, the
(ahcritanue.
extended family is reversed, and a household includes aged parent'4
who are supported and cared for by the son or da•,týhter.

The iue,.lear family must assume :' v:'ri.'ttv i"', ro'os and functions, ;incc there are very ffw intermiediate organizations. The
school svystem is largel. limited to urban ,tii0 ar'I., :nd makes
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little impact on the lower-class or rural inhabitants. Among Indians it is almost nonexistent. The Church, until recently, has been
unable to impart religious teaching or even preside over the existing structure in many areas. Social or labor organizations are rare
and do not play a large role in society. Even the religious brotherhoods found in Indian communities do not transfer loyalty from
the family, since the members participate as heads of households
rather than as individuals. Political parties only recently have
assumed a significant position in society and, as yet, have not
become a permanent or influential factor on the local level. As a
consequence, the family remains the most important unit in the
social structure
In the Indian communities the nuclear family plays the largest
role and is the only agent of socialization. Within its framework
childrer learn the values of society, religious doctrine and devotion, a&nd the skills of adults. There is very little conscious teaching,
but through p:rental guidance children are initiated into the adult
community. Farming household duties, handicrafts, and religious
practices are learned simply through observation and imitation.
Formal schooling is considered unnecessary, and schools are seldom attended even when they are available.
The Indian family is also the basic economic unit and is practically self-sufficient. Each member has a specified role, and even
young children are expected to perform certain tasks. Everyone
work3 toward the maintenance of the family unit, and any additional income is used to benefit the entire household. When an
unmarried child works, for instance, his income is always given to
the father who, as head of the household, uses it for the needs
of the family. A married son who moves in with his family works
on his father's milpa (small plot of tand-see Glossary) or turns
over his wages to the common household. As long as he is a resident member of the family, the child is expected to contribute
all his earnings in exchange for his share of the economic necessities.
In social activities ala individual 1 'articipates as a member of a
family; there is no place in the Indian culture for the single individual without family ties. The social organization simply does
not admit this possibility: Only married men and women are
consideret nembers of the adult uomnmunity and socialize c.,cluNively with one another. 'Religious and civic duties are discharged
in the name of the family, although often only the parents actually
participate in the ceremonies.
The family is i'.so the source and recipient of affeetion can(
loyalty. Only y-i ng children receive public diVs:plays of love, but
each rn•nbmvr ,lmonst,'ates, his dcv(.tior to the fami!y group by
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eagerly performing his designated role. Dissension does occur, of
course and, when tensions become too great, the dissatisfied individual leaves the family and sets up a new household ,'sewhere. On
the whole, however, Indian families become highly stable after
the arrival of children. Children generally retain their family
loyalty after marriage, and communication between the two units
is maintained.
Among the rural and lower-class urban ladinos, the family
performs similar functions with a few significant differences.
Some of the burden of socialization is absorbed by the school
system and the Church, but these institutions are not well developed in the rural areas, and only the wealthier can take full advantage of them even in the cities. The greatest difference between
the two cultures concerns the prestige and status of the individual.
In Indian society this is determined by moral character and the
services which an individual renders to the community. Among
ladinos, however, personal status is equated with family reputation. A son inherits the prestige and social position of his fother.
As a consequence, a ladino places great importance on lineage and
genealogy and will defend his family honor against any social
slight.
As an economic unit, the ladino family is not as centralized as
the Indian household. Children receive assistance and economic
necessities from their families but, as a rule, they are not expected
to contribute all their earnings to the household. In the rural areas
sons and daughters are leaving their families in increasing number's and migrating to the cities in search of better job opporturdities. In urban areas famili(. are becoming fragmented as
children, influenced by new idea., become more independent. As
a result, the whole system of status and prestige is being undermined, and the statas-giving functions of the family are becoming
anachronistic in an atmosphere of increasing social change and
mobility.
This problem of weakening family ties is aiso conlnlfo in the
Indian communities, and man~y marginal iMdividuals leave not only
thc township, but also the cu'lture. Even in those families which
.•ti i follow the ti aditional pattern, ther' are incr casill• (complicatitons. The eiecentawe of :> :".le
lIad has been steadily decrc!asi g
in the highiand (s, fI)rc ing Ill:1i1Y SoSils a.111d daughter-s to leaive the
communintilly and start a fdlltih" elsewhere. This tends to eliliii liate

famnilies anzid to weakeln the i filu atialis of the nuclear unit. N ',':iriv
e ailns mll ie stlal il t hal idoe.: the li•di ,.
theles.s, the ildiai fainiiy rin
The forllelr is all 04'1iUic wh(e*, ini \06i(lh each fliefilher pe'iforals
all ilitegxrated andii leeded fu(Ic tinm a
h.d
rivus. h
t!-St'facti, i'l
S, CIO Y.
l li the i()' lf t1()li acc-orded his co iti- i tioii. Ill

however, the family is held together more by tradition than by
economic need, and recently this tradition has been seriously
weakened by the pressures of modern life.
Upper- and middle-class ladino families are usually located in
the urban areas and can take advantage of the existing educational
and religious structures. Children usually attend high school, and
many go on to college, remaining within the family circle until
their late teens and beyond. As a rule, upper- and middle-class
women are firm supporters of the Church and see to it that their
children attend regularly, receiving formal religious instruction.
The father is the sole wage earner, and the mother runs the home.
Children remain in a fairly irresponsible and carefree position
until they leave the home to take jobs or to marry.
Roles

The husband is the head of the family and supplies the major
portion of the livelihood. In the ladino home he is also the center
of attention and authority, and wife and children concede to his
demands. He makes all major decisions for the family and represents the household in public life. Domestic matters are left to
his spouse, but he will usually discipline the children, to whom
he is the finai authority. A man conducts his own social and business life largely without consulting other members of the family
and generally keeps many private activities separate from family
matters. He may even have extramarital affairs without public
or private censure; the doUble standard in such matters is generally accepted by both sexes. A husband and father, however, is
expected to supply the economic necessities of the family and education for his chil,,'m if ,ossible. Ideally he should be honorable
and just. If thes
nditions are satisfied, it is generally believed
that wife and chil._ en owe him total loyalty and obedience.
In the upper and middle classes the center of a woman's existence is the home, and her social life is limited wc Church-sponsored
activities and visits with intimate friends. She only rarely participates iII the business or political spheres of her husband's life and
leaves the d(ecisions regarding these matters to him. She never
wol-ks outside the home if sh, can avoid it, fir this would be a
reflection on her huirsband's abilit," to support his faniily. She is in
au tolioliou:" com'nan(i of the household, superv ising the servants
ond rearirig the chilhren, with oniNy milni(" assistance from her
husband. U.it, Il 1h,' most religious niembcr of the fatcily, she is
resp)oisi e It:i 'oeir children'.; (Christian education. She generally
rics t,
tisIrec that tiley attetnd C'hurch regtalmly and have an
uhndersta dtiig of (atholic dwtHinc. lIvi, niate,'.jat role is much
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idealized, and she supposedly sacrifices everything for her children
-who,in turn, give her their complete love and loyalty.
This concept of wife and mother is weaker in poorer middle- and
lower-class homes, for there a wife plays a larger economic role
and often works outside the home. In a recent survey among lower
and middle class families, very few thought it unusual or undesirable for a woman to hold a factory job and contribute to the welfare
of the household. In this same survey the qualities most admired
in a mother, second to her kind and loving care, were her energy
and hard work. Many families still cling to the traditional Hispanic pattern with the wife confined to the domestic activities, but
the economic pressures of modern life, especially in middle and
lower class homes, are disrupting this custom. Nonetheless, a
woman still defers to her husband in all major decisions and
retains her central role in domestic mattars.
In the Indian home the man is also head of the household, but
his position is not as authoritarian fs it is in ladino homes; a
reciprocal arrangemert exists between husband and wife. He is
primarily responsible for the economic welfare of his family and
for training his sons to become responsible adults. The boy often
accompanies his father to the fields, and the father teaches him
the skills of farming and handicrafts. In addition, the father is
expected to provide a suitable inheritance for each of his sons
and to distribute to them the same amount of land, or more, that
his father gave to him. It is con3idered wrong for a father to sell
the son's inheritance or to alienate the land from the nuclear
family.
In the community the Indian man represents the household and,
in its name, participates in the religious brotherhoods of the village. Any contributions to the Church and to fiestas are made in
the name of the family, not of the individual. Only married men
can hold positions of importance in the community, as only they
are considered responsible and worthy of trust; they have proven
that they can accept the duties and burdens of married life and are
therefore no longer carefree youths.
The Indian woman occupies a more nearly equal position with
her husband, but is still considered under his autho'ity. She is in,

charge of the home and does all the cooking, sewing, and cleaning.
An indian woman does not have servants. Sometimes she produces
a handicaft to sell in the market, thus contributirng economically
to the household. She is responsible for the younger children and

for training her daughter in the ways of a woman. Formal religious aspects are generally left in her husband's care. but in some
townships she also participates in tY- reiigious brotherhoood3 and
holds an office connmiensuratý with her ni 4 Ibatnd's position. tier
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prayers are considered necessary for a good crop and for her
husband's good health. A wife is expected to have many children,
and barrenness is considered a curse of God or the result of
witchcraft. The ideal of motherhood is not as strong as in ladino
homes, since both husband and wife share the conomic and social
burdens of raising children.
Since the Indian wife contributes equally to the maintenance
and welfare of the family, both with her daily tasks and her
prayers, the wife is consulted in most matters. In the end, however,
it is the man who makes the decision, and the woman abides by it.
This arrangement is reflected in the ownership of property. If
a woman brings land or other possessions to the marriage, these
remain hers under the law, and her husband has no control over
them. Any property acquired after marriage, however, is officially
owned by the husband and is used for the benefit of the family.
Kinship

Among ladinos the kin group performs many of the same functions as the nuclear family. Primarily. it is the source of status and
prestige for the individual and the basis of social grading in the
community. Some of the upper-class families can trace their ancestry to the early Spanish settlers but, as a rule, lineage is known
only for three or four generations. This, however, is sufficient
among members of the lower and middle classes for evaluation
of status. Identification with the same kin group generally extends
to second and perhaps third cousins. More distant relatic nships
may be recognized, but are not considered important or influential
in regard to social rating. Because of this bond between individual
and kindred, inqflts to any member are taken persomaL!y Ly th
whole group. As a result, family feuds are common and often continue for several generations.
A certain duty is recognized toward one's relatives, and assistance will always be offered in times of need. In searching for
a job, a young man can expect favored treatment from the kin
group. In return, when an jidividual achieves financial or political
success, he includes his close relatives in his good fortune. In
short, alli trust and loyalty are centered within the kinship circle.
All members present a united front to soci.ty, arid di.ssension
within the group is kept to a minimum.
In Indian communities it is generally believed that all members
of the township are related to one another. The rationale for this
is f ound inI legend, and the practice of village enidog'any (marriage
within the village) has actually created this situation in a few
places. In a- small village called El (C'amaror In tilnh eastern part of
the country, the whole comnmunity belongs to one of three large
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extended familiei who, in turn, are bound by conjugal ties. This
belief is primarily a reinforcement or community loyalty and unity.
Kinship terminology among Indians vari-s with the regions but,
as a rule, names exist for only three generations, although older
ancestors may be remembered. Only one kinship system, the Jacalw-, has names for the brothers and sisters of grandparents. On
the horizontal level, most Indians recognize second and third
cousins, who are favored marriage partners in some areas but
excluded in most. Generally, descent is traced through the families
of both father and mother.
Indian kinship patterns are most influential in choosing a
spouse, and close relations are usually regarded as improper and
illegal partners; however, kinship outside the nuclear family or,
in rare cases, the extended family does not occupy the important
position that it holds in ladino culture. Members of the kin group
rarely maintain close social ties and see one another infrequently
at weddings, baptismal ceremonies, or fieotas. As a rule, the women
maintain closer kin relationships than )e men. An individual may
call upon members of the group in time of illness, but financial and
economic problems are usually handled outside the kir circle.
Grandparents offer moral guidance to their grandchildren, but
never punish or discipline them. This is the parents' sole responsibility, and they do not welcome infringement in this area from
any relativc

,.

In short, the kindred is recognized as a special

group, but no close bond is maintained unless an individual actively
seeks one. Intimate friendship between two relatives is based
more on mutual interests and compatible personalities than on
kinship.
Compadrazgo

The cornpadrazgyo (godparenthood) system is a form of ritual
kinship first brought to Latin America by the Spaniards. It is
still present in ladiuto culture and has been adopted by Indian
soc;ety, where it performs a vital integrative function. Two relationships are created by this system, one involving the child and
his god father ( padrbino) anid godmother ( nmdriu ) . and~ the othert
(onsi"IStIlng Of the g0dpa"en ts a1d the parents, who addlresoeachl
other a:; cmrpudtrc (cofather) anmd cmm ir' (tt'nmlthev r). The whole
(co)nIlcx is tforrmally b~egun at '.e 1il)ttisnal cere(nony, but ma\
be rei'tforced or actlially initiated at contirnliatioll. It rrmay also be'

initiated as part of an efrort to efecct at ctirk'
ill.
I ,1rcn ts c0hM) se a 1,'1p)le whori they (
11()er their ,hilt pr
off, or lurhY. who, ctra
he' ; ,,sit
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the baptismal ceremony, providing his clothes and then holding
a party in his honor. From that time on, a special relationship
exists between the two families, theoretically providing a second
set of parents for the child and a close set of friends for the
natural parents.
In ladino culture the position of godparent is primarily honorary, and many of the social and economic motives have been lost;
however, the system establishes a set of intimate friends who wil!
provide assistance or loyalty if needed and who often perform
the role of a surrogate family. In short, it is an extension of the
kinship circle and performs the same functions. Ladinos may act
as godparents to Indians, but never the reverse.
In the Indian culture ritual kinship performs a more vital and
influential role. The fornt which it takes varies from one township
to another, but it is almost always present. The most important
set of godparents are those who are chosen at the baptismal ceremony. The relationship which this establishes is characterized by
a set of patterned activities and reciprocal duties involving all
members.
In some townships the godparents are expected to provide moral
and religious guidance to their godchildren, initiating them into
many cultural activities. They are the only persons outside of the
nuclear family who are allowed to discipline or reward the children. They also assume the expenses of the borial, if the child
dies, ai-I will usually provide part of the cost of his wedding.
For his part the child is expected to demonstrate complete
obedience and respect for his godparents, bowing his head when
meeiing them. He generally takes them gifts at specified times
and goes to them for advice and guidance. He considers their
children his sisters and brothers, on the same level as his own
natural siblings. The bond between them is so strong that often
the child will request that his same godparents serve at his confirmation. marriage, and the birth of his first child.
Th" relationishiip bet weern the two sets of parents (,'ompadrc's)
is ,equally imnportant and irov i des a niean, of extendiing the kinship
-irc I.Ii mary t v'ushipsit it iS
1 re, infIt .ne tti.a than the kin relatioiships,i 11vt'I iig cxtewr .is , reciprocal ,IdItie•. P arents alw y s
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hats and bowing. The tone of the relationship is one of quiet
reserve, stressing the ouality of respect.
In choosing godparents, the father and mother generally ask
people outside the kinship circle Occasionally, however, the parents may choose relatives, and some believe that one will only
meet parents in the afterlife if they have served as godparents to
their grandchildren. Usually, the choice of godparents is made
among people with whom one has amicable but distant relations.
In many towns the closest friends are excluded, since ihe existing
intimate and informal bond would have to be replaced with a
relationship of respect.
Indians sometimes seek ladinos to act as godparents to their
children because this enables the Indian family to establish a
special bond with at least one ladino in the community. This means
that their child can expect smrall favors, and if the parents die
h3 will be cared for. More importantly, however, the family itself
now has acceso to a ladino household and will usually receive
financial assistance in case of need, protection from the law, or
even preferential treatment in the renting of land. Thus, a bridge
is formed between the two cultures and, even though the equality
between both sets of parents is missing, the ad 'antages are numerous enough to maintain the bond.
Childhood and Youth
In the ladino home, and particularly in middle- and upper-class
families, children are more carefree and irresponsible than in
Indian society. Ladino children are expected to attend school for
as long as possible and to engage in games and other social activities with their companions, Among lower-ckais rural and urban
ladinos, however, children are a necessary economic asset a..d are
taught farming and household tasks at an early age. Nevertheless,
the ideal of an irresponsible childhood remains, and '.,wer-ca'.tss
parents indulge this pattern for as long as they are Linancially
able to support a noaccntributing member.
Discipline for ladf'•) children is characterized by extremes of
permissiveness ano authoritarianism. The mother generally serves
as tho indulgent parent who iL expected to spoil Iher children,
ideal!y xwith the help of the maids and nurses. The father is the
centrad authority and disciplines the childr(,n. Severe discipline
suppo:wedly in,culcates thc right kind of behavior in the child, but
italso, at times, causes the child to demonstrate more loyalty to
the mother, while cxhibiting fear and even hostility toward his
father.
Boys are given much more freedom than girls, and among the
middle- and upper-class famiiies lheyv are usually supported
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through high school and sometimes college. In addition, they are
encournged to enjoy their leisure and participate in many social
activities. In lower-class families, however, the boy must often
work for his family or as a wage earner. In all social classes boys
usually marry later than girls, but are expected by their peers to
have had premarital affairs in order to prove their manhood.
Marriage is seldom undertaken unless the iky can support his
wife and is able to accept the responsibilities of adulthood.
Girls lose their freedom of activity au they grow older and
generally do not s.ttend school as long as boys. They are kept
close to the 'iome, learning the duties of a woman commensurate
with the'. status. At adolescence upper-class girls arr considered
marriageable and are continually on display at picnics, weddings,
fiestas, and religio,'x ceremonies, always hea,.ily chapercned.
Lower-class i. mil.es cannot supply the clothe! for these events
or the time away from hoLsehold duties.
In the last 10 or 15 years the social pattern of a girl's behavior
has been changing, and many are now attending more years of
school and taking jobs in the business world; however, a girl is
still watChed rtlore closely than her brother, and freedom is not
as complete. In lower-class families girls often work in factories
or as maids to help support the family, continuino their work
after marriage. Although acceptable and sometimes necessary,
education and a job for a girl are still considered deviations from
the ideal.
In Indian homes the smallest child is the center of attention,
and only he receives public displays of affection. He is usually
nursed for about 15 months, which may extend to 3 years if
another child is not born in the meantime. Walking and talking
are encouraged but nof forced; he is generally alowed to develop
at his own pace. Both mother and father play with the infant, and
the older children care for him. He is never left alone without
some supervision. Usually a boy is given more attention than a
girl, and his needs are satisfied first.
At appi'oximately 4 years of age this permis.'ive and lenient
pattern ends, and parents begin the process of -mviializalion. The
child no longer receives iinmediate i.ttention and is expected to
entertain himself or pl.y with his brothers and sisters. He is no

longer !:arried and is not comforted if he falls or hurts himself;
he is expected ti) deveiop endurance and emotiomal restraint. Obe(ience i:,- demanded. but requests to children are usually given in
t conn,'satT' ioal tone of voice. The authoritarianism of the Iadino
hou•k-.IoiU is rnissing. There are no ,organized games, and play
u:, tlly cosists of iniit;lt ig the activities Of ,dults. Most toys
art, .inliature , ersi•ni-s of hou.,ehold and field irnplemt'nt•:
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When a child is considered phyfsically able, at about 5 years
of age, he begins learningr the tasks of adulthood. A boy accompanies his father to the fields, bringing his small hoe and helping
protect the crops from birds and wild animals. A girl helps her
mother collect wood and carr'r water and watches her cook. Both
boys and gil closely observe their parents' activities, waiting for
the day whe.n they can participate fully. When a parent decides
that a child is capable, he assigns him a task with no formal
ino-truction. and -very little supervision. When the task is completed, the chiid is complimented and given assistance in the areas
where he had difficul'tiy. A girl ;s shown, for instance, how her
pottery can be made smoother. Her small pieces are then sold in
the market, and the proceeds go to her needs. As the child y-rows
older, he is gradually initiated into all the duti-eg of arn fdult, and
at 13 or 14 Ihe generally perferms these tasks with colifidence anu
tskill. At this age a girl is rea-dy for marriar.e, but a boy waits
until he has sufficient financial assets to support a family.
The process of ~'sr~,inand
imitation is followed in all childhood instruction, even religious practices. Very little *formal or
direct training Cxists; hence, I~nt':hr, children are. totally -rnfamiliar
with the methods of" teaching aDd discipline uzsod ivi. a. school,
which may result in adjustment problems. Boys are usually sent
to School for a couaple of years or at least unt.,i they learn the
fundamentals of reading and writing.,ora education is consi1dered unriecessa-ry for a girl, s;ince her sole aim in life is to.
marry and rais'- a family. Scme attend 'or 1 or 2 years, but the
e-xperience ;.- usually forgotten since the knowledge or reading
and wri-inV, is seldomr used.
An Indian gir!'s childhood aind adolescence ends before t'riat of
a boy. She generally marries at 13 or 14 years of ngo, when she
11as become it f-ood worker. Often, by the time sh- .*1-),, she has
,o or three childr-en. The boy cannot 1111ord at wife in 'iiis ea.'ly
tecýns, and i'is ltdoleý,ce~ce is oftcea spenlt i!) U,!Uuifinjg enoLI.h mone
to S11pl)OIt a IIouISehold of his own. Boys of 15 or 16 years of agie
sometimes hire oft as wage laborers or work on planititioný if
their father uIoes ncoL ha-ve enough land to give themn. In many
townwships the unmarried boys form grng- oi, socivl cji C in
which they spend their leisure time, ljearning fromi each other socia!

activities and the rules of courtship. These groups recoi e0 the
imp~licit approval of pac~,although they are' niot re('(.ýgnizedl
institutions. They p)erformi the rItve of !w~a~wa voutrif for inde-

pendeceC from his parents and for the lutics ot marritage,.
At this timie of a boy's I fe, serious difficult.ies way arilse with his
father. The

sot"

wants to assumc his st atu~s inl the community by

mar~rying and ox~ablishiw~ his owvn household. In order- to do this
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he needs financical security, which is usually myno-;ýyrous with land,
and in igTn!~'iall communities today thi.,; comm-odity is scarce.
In some families the son wiji demand -iiat the father distribute
his land in exchange for ca~re and assistance in his old age. The
older man, however, is generally not willing to surrender his
dominant role in exchange for support which he feels may be
g- -idgingly given.
SOCIALJ I-TUCTURE
Th,. country is essentially comp)osed of two societieg, thz! Indian
and the ladin.u, and, as a consequence, there are two definitions of
status. The ladi,,os believe that the Indians are a separate race.
The Indians also consider themselves a sep~arate people, differcnt
but not iaferior. They practil-e their customs because that is the
role that has Oesen assigned to them by God and, therefore, there
Ns no( qu.,stion of upper and lower positions, b~ut merely of (tifferceit
ones.i

Laidinoo

In ladino society there exist various social divisions which vary
with the locality. The comnp sition of the urban classes differs
from those of rural areas, and the rural c.lasses vary from one
village to another; however, regardless of the locale, status is
always evaluated on the basis of lineage arid wealth. Lineage
includes the antiquity and reputation of the family line. Wealth
involves the ;'mount and sourc~e of incomne and the occupation.
For those aspiring. to hig~h statux, the occupation must not be
ma'nual labor, buit should be professional. lucrative, free from routill,-, arli reqluire Somec educationzil beackground.. In addition. the
source and amount of incomne should' allow an indilvidual control
over his leisu re ti me. The fu rther an indiividuw A is from fulfilling
this style of life, the lower is his social position.
J.:i ,'

At the very top of the society, larg~ely concentr,. ted in Guatemala
rhis group
Ci ty, is a smnall and( exclusive group~ of wealthy farnkilie T
is c(olil ;r sed of l)Iinti uossnien ; c( r~tain pro fessionat S ; top ('overnmon'nt oiliciak misnd plan tation owners, wvho (le'rive most of their
weat~th tr(m oflie plantations as absentee. owlners. A1 few famnilies
canImrc thei r h~rtaeto the colonial (lays. wricreas,, others are
h( e lla i their Xiuropvý n or'ien tati on. Both
re Cnilt 1111ivriIi ianits Wl~
Sh"'e vaIlies -simli a r to ii iose fo unld ill othe i weaIt hyv ircles of
Lat in Arneri. a. altfioto~h their wealth i.s generally not comparable
t" the ii 1pp)r c*latsses of lai-ger
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less, their style of life is quite luxurious, and most own large homes
in the capital and mansions in the country, both staffed by servants.
Cars, expensive clothes, and an extensive social life are all
attributes of the elite class. The children are usually educated in
Europe or in the United States, and the families make frequent
trips abroad. Because of the extensive touring done by this group
and portions of the middle class, more money is spent by Guatemalans in other countries than is brought into the country by
foreign tourists.
These upper-class urbanites no longer wield the political power
they once did; their direct control of politics has been weakened
by the rise of the middle class and the workers. Nevertheless,
some have belongcd to recent Cabinets, and many exercise influence
as prominent lawyers. The group, as a whole, still exerts a great
deal of cconomic power and supplies the major portion of exports
for the cox,ntry. Even here, however, their monopoly is being
undermined, as new center3 of industry and speculative agriculture
are being created. These new groups may offer a balance to the
elite, but there are irdications they will merely be absorbed by
them.
In the rural areas the top level of society is general!y composed
of fairly well-to-do and literate people. As a rule, all own some
land which is worked by tenant farmers or hired labor, but many
earn their main income as shopkeepers or as professionals,
although most doctors and lawyers find it more profitable to live
in the cities. The attributes of this class vary with the region but,
generally, they are the social and political leaders of the community who set the styles in dress, recreation, and patterns of
behavior. Their political power has been weakened somewhat since
townships were given the right to elect a local government, but
they still exercise implicit control over the social, economic, and
religious affairs of the community.
In a survey made in S-- n Luis Jilotepeque, a township in the
DTpartrnent of Jalapa, a member of the local upper class owned
a large, well-built home, staffed with servants, at least one set
of evening clothes, a certain amount of land, and a highly ranked
family heritage. In addition, he had some formal education and
sent his children away to school. The upper-c!ass women were the
major supporters of the Church and formed an exclusive society
devoted to religious activities. The group, as a whole, identified
with the urban upper class, bht in reality its members had more
in common with the urban middle class than with this elite group
in the capital.
The upper class guards its status and privileges jealously and
does not admit new members to its ranks simply on the basis of
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newly acquired wealth. The aspiring family must have been established in a suitable occupation for at least a generation and should
have acquired some land before its members are invited to the elite
social functions and admitted to the privileged circle.
Middle Claos

The country has had a small middle class since the 19th century,
but only recently has it assumed any importance in the social
structure. It is primarily located in the urban areas and has
expanded with the increasing urban population. It is composed of
the older middle class, which drew its members from minor Government employees, artisans and foremen on the large plantations,
and from new groups composed of small businessmen, teachers,
skilled laborers, independent farmers, and segments of both the
local upper class and the cosmopolites. Landed wealth is not a
prerequisite for belonging to the group, although many members
do purchase some land as security. The major channels for eptering the middle class are through Government service, the Army,
teaching, and business. Many of the members are originally from
the rural areas and are recent arrivals to the cities.
The group is concentrated in Guatemala City and in p--ovincial
capitals, but its impact is being felt in the rural areas as well.
In recent rural surveys, the number of rural families identified
as middle class has been increasing. The rural middle class sees
itself and is seen less as a distinct group than as an intermediary
position, on the verge of entering the upper class. The urban
middle class also tends to identify with the upper class, imitating
its distaste for manual labor and its emphasis on family connectiorni.
Nevertheless a self-con3ciousness is emerging in the middle
class. its influence has been increasing in the political sector, and
it is a vocal supporter of economic development and social reform.
Its members staff the political parties, lead the labor unions, and
work in Government agencies and schools, all of which are creating
and implementing reform programs. In addition, individual members participate in the establishment of new industries and speculative agriculture in the country. Their influence is substantially
greater than their actual number, which has been steadily increasing.
Lower Class

The lower class accounts for three-quarters of the total ladino
population. Most are located in the rural areas where they are
known as geute regular (ordinary people) or et populacho (common people). It is difficult for an outsider to make social distinc-
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tions within this group, and it is sometimes equally hard to distinguish these lower-class ladinos from Indians. Many were members
of Indian society a generation before. As a rule, all are extremely
poor and illiterate, and most are landless with inadequ.ate housing
and few possessions.
There are approximately four major divisions of the lower
Cass: farmers, mobile and resident agricultural laborers, and
urban workers. The farmers either own a small plot of land or
rent acreage. As a rule, most of them can raise enough only for
their families, but many cannot accomplish even this and must
hire out as laborers for parts of the year. Very few cultivate cash
crops, but they are unable to compete with te large plantations.
Traditionally, this group has stressed coopera ion, helping each
other during the cultivation cycle; however, this ý,olidarity is being
undermined as both the competition for land and the production
for the market increase. Recently the Government has attempted
to assist this group by settling new land in the Pacific piedmont
and by supplying credit and technical aid. Such programs tend to
further increase competition in this occupation, as those who
accept more adva.-ced farming techniques force the less successful
farmers off the land.
This group has never been an influental political force. Members
were usually occupied with earning a living and could not spare
tinge for participation in local or national Government. Political
parties ha-vo had very little impact on this group. With the recent
emphasis oi, autonomy at the local level, however, their interest
and participation may be increasing.
Mobile agricultural workers are one of the most insecure groups
in the society. They have no strong emotional bond to any one
locality; rather they follow the harvests of various crops. Their
ranks are filled with those who have been unable to secure land
or the training for a stationary job. Basically, a dissatisfied group,
they have been most susceptible to the promises of labor unions
and reform Governments. Under the Jacobo Arbenz administration this uprooted group formed the nucleus of an organized and
armed peasantry that demanded land reform and social legislation.
The group remains a potent political force and is receptive tc mntiGovernment propaganda; ho wevt
it has no real stake in the
economic or social life of the nation.
The resident agricultural laborers are a much more stable and
satisfied group. The majority live permanently on one of the large
plantations, where they harvest the owner's crops in exchange for
a small plot of land. Pefore 1946, the patr(;i-mozo (masterservant) relationship existed, and the laborers felt secure under
this system. Most resisted the labor unions created under the
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Ardvelo-Arbenz administrations and remained loyal to the old
traditions. These unions had their impact, however, and when they
were dissolved under the administration of Castilio Armas, they
had effectively disrupted the traditional pattern of relationship
between workers and owners. The workers were more aware of
their power and, in addition, were awakened to the need and the
possibility of wage increases and improved living conditions.
The urban lower class has been steadily increasing over the past
decade, partly from the birth rate but primarily from the increasing migration from the rural areas. As a result, many of the
members of this urban group have similar values and aspirations
to their rural counterparts. They work in the service industries,
usually as domestic help, or in the factories. Their economic level
is similar to that of the rural poor; however, they have much more
access to public education and to the health services, providing a
greater chance to social mobility.
This group is also politically active and fills the ranks of political
parties. In addition, the members have been very receptive to the
appeal of labor unions. Because of its concentration, the group is
also fairly easy to organize and control and, as a result, has been
a verbal component in most of the recent elections.
Indians
There are no formal social classes in Indian society, although
gradations of wealth exist. The egalitarian values of the culture
and the fear of witchcraft from envious neighbors enforce an
almost identical life style. Wealth is desired but does not elicit
respect and honor, and lineage, which is so important in ladiio
society, has almost no value among Indians. Higher :,ocial positions are derived from the concepts of age and prestige, acquired
through making valuable contributions to fhe group.
This prestige is measured in part by the amount of time and
money that an individual contributes to the community as a member of the religious brotherhoods, All men in the village hold ait
office at one time or another, but only a few wish to climb the
hierarchy to the highest ones. This requires a great deal of money,
for an individual must sponsor or contribute to the saint's fiestas
and must take time away from farming or making handicrafts
to devote to thu ceremonies and rituals. As a result, on-y Ohe
wealthier individuals can afford to fully participate in this system
and serxe in all the offices; however, their status resifts from
the manner in which they spend their money rather than froni
tUe wealth itself.
To receive full prestige, an individual must exhibit the right
k'nd of behavior while holding the office. He mwf be genro'is with
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his contributions, must conduct the ceremonies with dignity and
honor, and must remember the traditional procedure of the cerenronies and anr'ient rituals. In addition, his daily life should reflec6
the highest moral standards, free from an! taint of jealousy or
infidelity.
Once an individual has p:-sed through the religious hiera!Chy
and in addition has exhibited the correct and respected behavior,
he assumes one of the highest positions in Indian society. In some
places this status is very informal with no accompanying title, but
the person is recognized as one of the religious, moral, and political leaders of the community. In other places the individual is
called a principal (prominent leader) and is exempted from service in the brotherhoods. Instead, he mediates all serious quarrels,
handles relations with the ladino society, and conducts the major
religious ceremonies. Whenever the village has a complaint, the
principales take it to the proper authorities representing the community.
Since the process of serving in the ascending offices takes many
years, these leaders are usually older men. As a result, age is
often equated with wisdom, and respect is accorded to most older
people; however, this applies only to those who have managed to
retain their position in the community and who still continue their
economic and religious activities. Depen~dent and indigent older
people are considered a burden.
The only other channel to a higher status in the community is
through the position of shaman. A shaman is one of the few
specialists in the Indian culture; therefore, his different life style
alone would accord him a separate, if not higher status. This individual is given honor and a privileged position because of his
knowledge of magical formulas and his contact with the supernatural. His curing powers are considered essential to the community, and his proficiency in witchcraft is both feared and respected. In many townships it is believed that he has been chosen
by God to perform this role, and his hoi~or and prestige are thus
increased. The position of shaman is not dependent upnn the age
of the individual, although most are advanced in years. A younge:'
man may fill this role and still receive the respect of the community.
The privileged status accruing from participation in the religious brotherhoods or from the position of shaman is shared by
the individual's family. Often wives have a parallel religious
organization, and the offices are determined by the husband's
corresponding position. In some townships the shaman's wife helps
with the rituals and participates in the prayers; however, the
prestige and honor of the father's status can never be inherited
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by the children. Each individual must prove his worth to the
community on his own without dependence on the sttus and good
name of his father. Even the advantage of wealth does not last
through succeeding generations, for each of the sons shares equally
in the inheritance that is seldom very large after being divided
three or four ways.
Since autonomy has come to the township and politics is prevalent on the local level, the traditional pattern of status apd
prestige has been undermined. Often the elder leaders are elected
by the community but, in many instances, the political parties
recruit the younger men to run for local offices. A means of
bypassing the traditional channels to power has been created, and
many young men are taking advantage of it. Few wish to spend
the time and money required in the religious brotherhoods if there
is an honorable means of avoiding it. For many, participation in
the township government is the answer. As a result, in many
places the principales are losing their status and the respect
traditionally accorded to them. This process may create a whole
new system of class and status.
RELIGION
Historical Pei- pective
One of the stated goals of the Spanish conquest was the conversion of the Indians to Christianity. The armies were always
accompanied by members of Roman Catholic religious orders, who
waged a spiritual battle against the Indian religions. To accomplish this task in Guatemala, the Franciscans, Augustinians, Dominicans, aid Mercedarians accompanied Pedro dr Alvarado and
his expedition into Central America.
By 1545 these four orders had begun a program of conversion
based on successful practices in Mexico. Indians were forcibly
gathered into the towns and, wherever possible, around monasteries. Priests visited the outlying areas at intervals, but were
limited by their small numbers. To supplement these activities, the
orders converted and educated the sons of chieftains and returned
them to their people as religious teacher .
In the early years of colonization the clergy became the major
obstacle to the economic exploitation of the Indians. Missions
established by the orders were inviolate, and colonists were not
allowed to use the resident Indians for labor. The New Laws of
1542, passed at the instigation of conctrned missionar'es, attcmmpted to alleviate some of the harsher practices imposed on that
part of the native population not attached to missions. Indians
were made vassals of the King with certain recognized rights, and
the e(•comniiedas which divided the Indians into groups under the
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supervision of certain Spaniards were abolished. The friars, however, were not numerous enough to ensure compliance with these
laws (see Historical Setting, ch. 2).
By 175u the orders had built more than 424 churches and 23
missions in Guatemala, many of them located in Indian villages.
Catholic schools were maintained in some of the larger highland
towns for the training of persons designated as future leaders in
the Indian society. In the beginning these schools were run by
priests who spoke the native dialects. A few Indians were taught
to write their languages, and much of the finest Indian literature
comes from this period.
This practice was gradually abandoned, however, as the Church
became more oriented toward the Spanish ý,ettlements. Missionary
zeal was replaced by a conservative attachment to the statub quo.
The majority of the Indians saw a priest infrequently and began
to depend on their own religious brotherhoods (cofradias) for
guidance.
During the colonial era, the Church became a strong political
and social force. In the capital of Antigua its dominance was
visible in the numerous and opulent churches and monasteries.
The Church exercised some control over economic matters and had
great influence in the political sphere. The establishment of a new
capital in 1773 and the expulsion of the Jesuits 6 years earlier
temporarily weakened Church power, but by the time that independence came in 1821, the Church was in the forefront of political activities.
Many churchmen supported the Mexican plan to unite with
Cent-'ril America tnder the rule of a European prince. When this
pian failed, many of the clergy became involved in regional politics and. in 1823, Jos6 Matias I)elgado, a priest, was elected president of the National Constituent Assembly, N•hich sought to create
a Central American confederation.
In the following years the Central American countries were
torn by civil wars between the Liberal Party, which was anticlerical, and the Conservative Party. Thei religious issue gained
enormous importance. Power oscillated between the two factions,
and extremism was prevalent on both sides. Between 1825 and
1828, the ConsAervatives were in power, and they passed laws
repressing the liberals and extending the privileges of the Church.
This was followed by a liberal reaction, and FraLcisco Morazaln
assumed tenuous control of the confederation from 1829 to 18,9.
1)tiring thcse 10 years anticlerical measures were extensive. Archbishop Ramnon ('asLus y Torres. a declared enemy of the independencetmovenient, was exiled and formally charged with oppo i.ng
independence and inciting a loyalist rebellion Franciscans. D)o-
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minicans, and Recoller friars were deported, and monastic orders
were abolished. The Government assumed the right to appoint all
Church officials and to confiscate Church property. Cemeteries
were secularized; divorce was declared legal; and civil marriage
was made obligatory.
The liberals lost the support of the people with these actions,
and the Church and Conservative Party encouraged the unrest,
which culminated in a revolt among the Indians led by Rafael
Carrera, an archconservative, who promised to return the rights
and privileges of the Church. (see Historical Setting, ch. 2).
After defeating the liberals in 1829 Carrera held power until
1865, during which time the Roman Catholic Chuich enjoyed a
preeminent position. Anticlerical laws were abrogated, and Guatemala was the only Central American rountry to allow ihe return
of monastic orders. Even the Jesuits, who had beeii exiled since
1776, were invited back into the country.
The Church and the Government maintained close relations,
and Guatemala became the first country in Spanish America to
sign a concordat with Rome. T"he Republic accepted the Catholic
religion as the only legal religion; pledged to pay the Church a
certain percentage of the National Treasury; and granted extensive clerical privileges, including the control of education. In return, Carrera received the right of patronage (the capacity to
appoint high religious officials).
After Carrera's death, his conservative government began to
weaken, and in 1869 there was a liberal rebellion. By 1871, the
liberals were again in control, and anticlerical laws were once
more promulgated. All monastic orders were forbidden, and foreign clerics were deported. Native priests were allowed to remain.
but could not appear in clerical dress in public. Church property
was once more cGnfiscated, and civil marriage was required.
These policies were maintained and expanded under Justo
Rufino Barrios, who assumed the Presidency in 1873. Anticlerical
reform was institutionalized in the Constitution of 1879, which
remained in force with some alterations until 1945. A new concordat was signed with the Vatican in 1884 in which the State
surrendered its right of patronage and the Church renounced its
claim to a privileged position in Guatemala. In theory, Church and
Staite were formally separated although, in practice, the Government continued to interfere in religious affairs. It deported dissident priests and archbishops in the coming years and limited the
number of clerical appointees.
The succeediing administrations continued to enforce the anticlerical laws, although all other pretense to liberal politics had
dislappeared. The number of priests was never allowed to exceed
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espeschools were disbanded,
Catholic
many
120; consequently,
cially in the rnral areas. In the Indian villages the priest became
an infrequent, although distinguished, visitor who officiated at
the annual titular fiesta, but who had little active part in the
everyday religion.
Despite this lack of contact with the majority of the highland
viliages, the Church maintained its high Ftatus among the Indians.
Beciase of Government repression, ' gained adherents, and the
Indians identified with the suffering .. the priests. Thus, informal
Church influence was considerable even though it exercised no
formal power. It took no active political stand and, for the most
part, remained in the background of social and political life.
After the election of Barrios, the Church moved into an essentially static period, primarily concerned with preserving its severely weakened position. It gave tacit support to the Government
in exchange for a modified implementation of the anticlerical laws.
There were too few priests for effective missionary activity, and
even limited efforts were given no moral or financial encouragement frcr the hierarchy, which identified with the conservative
elite of 6f e country and did not wish to imperil its own precarious
existence
In 1945 a new Government oriented toward social reform was
inaugurated, and a new Constitution was promulgated. The anticlerical faction was in the majority, however, and few changes
were made regariing the Roman Catholic Church. The only concession made was the right to hold religious prccessions or meetings in public. Nevertheless, most priests supported the Joss
Arevalo administration and its social reform program.
As communism began infiitrifing the Government the (Ulurch,
under the leadership of Archbishop Mariano Rossell y Arellano,
became a strong opponent of the Jacobo Arbenz regime. In 1954
the archbishop issued a proclamation denouncing the prese, ;, )f
to rise as a single
communism and( calling for the p1' A)le "
man against this enemy of God and t iuntry."
When the Aroenz regime was toppled by ('astillo Armas, the
eflorts of the Church against commun is,T .vure publicly recognize•'
and honored. The archbishop was aw:.rd&,d the Order of L1iberatio0n
and, when a national assembly was ehe.d tt) write a new constitution, a numbier of priests served as deputies.
The new ('onstitution did w)t reesthblish the (C.tholic ('hillrch
:Iu the exclusive refigion. It did. how%*e,i. remOve :mainv f the
re4sti-mctions. The (Church Nas (, ce nio rc a llow,-d to a .'vquire aid
P,,s rope rty ifi used for re lig iotis phurposes. The oIrd(e,rs wert'
pIerMuited to teach religiot, in the plublic school.:, but hatt to do
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so at their own expense. Priests were given the right to perform
civil marriages, but divorce remained legal.

I

Contemporary Structure and Emphasis
The succeeding administrations have continued these favorable
policies toward the Catholic Church, and the 1966 Constituti,)n
authorized the State to contribute funds to religious education. 'in
this new environment the Church has increased anu1 expanded its
activities. It has taken a strong position in favor of socit-1 justice
and, in 1967, Archbishop M fio Casariego issued a public letter
calling for an increase in literacy, peasant cooperatives, and a
more "audacious agrarian reforin." As a consequence, he has been
continually harassed by the extremie right wing and was kidnapped
for 3 days in Marc], 1968.

The new social orientation of the Archbishop is reflected on
every level of Church organization. The number of priests has
greatly increased, enabling some me mbers of religious orders to
becomne more involved in the social and political spheres. Catholic
Relief Services, a charitable organization supported by Catholics
in the United States, has recently Z-,uthorized loans of Q1,000, without interest, to rural industries. New Catholic schools have been
established, and in 1.968 there were 160. These included ain institution of higher learning called Rafael L~indivar University, which
has approximate!-, 2,000 students. In1 1968 the total enrollment of
these schools was 41,778.
The orders have begun an intensive missionary effort in thie
more isolated Indian areas. There is a new emphasis upon training
in Catholic dogma. and priests are attempting to limit somne of the
native practices and1 eliminate others. The Church recently has
eltablished aI training school for foreign missionaries to instruct
themi in the native dialect., and1 prepare them for the social and
plitical problems of the country. In addition, the Maryknoll ord-2r
has trained laymreni calied catechists to reach the neglected townships andl explain the diff'erence between conventional Cattiolic
faith and the Inditan beliefs. T his new. missionary zeal has precipitated1 an increa~sed religious awareness in both the Indian and
1adim) cul1tures. A towni In the highlands rep~orted recently' that
oVt&1 I1.000) Indians, mow rceive communion each week, acom-l~
paredT1 to the past when about 35 receivedl it and then only at
C'hrI- -;t "i is.
Th;V"i(-t
and :,If of the (ihurctr activitie.y, howw-er, lace a
.~rii
I-o&)Iem inthe short;--e oif p lests. F%-en with the recent
jibz:~&. C*ert, are on~d -183s~, ot I in 8,500) laity. The continental
iive-ýtgv Is I ti ) .5.4 10. The vast nuiajorit-V- of tNese l1.ericS a-re foreign
born, p'vd onmi~ia nt l f rom Spain and Itally. i'dit includi.ig tabout 100
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clerics from the United States. In 1968, however, only 67 Guatemalans were ordained, and the one seminary had a total enrollment
c6 55 students, few of whom were within 3 years of crdination.
')Y.o catechists trained by the Maryknoll fathers ha've partialhy
filled the vacuum, but even these men cannot tLke the place of a
well-trained national clergy.
"LIe existing Roman Catholic structure consists of oni archdiocese and seven dioceses. The Department of El Pet~n hý,i been
declared a missionary district. There are two prelature ;mullius
(opecial enclesiastical administration), both of which are popular
shrines that atteact large numbers of pilgrims. One, the Shrine
at Santo Cristo de Esquipulas, is also the site of the North A-erican headquarters of the Benedictine order. The second, the Shrine
of Jesdis Sapultado, is located in the 'S.n Felipe Church of Antigua.
There are 242 ?arishes. There is one archbishop; 10 bishops; 483
-riestA3, two-thirds of whom are members of religious orders; rind
950 nuns. The total Catholic population in 1968 was estimated at
4,137,516, out of a national ppulation of about 4.5 million.
Indian Catholicism
The religious orders brought a form of primitive Catholicism
to the New World; stripped of many European folk customs, it
centained only the essentials of the Catholic faith. As a consequence, the priests were able to impose a fairly uniform religion,
except where modified by native beliefs from Mexico to Chile. It
contained an emphasis on reverence for God and his son Christ, a
venertion of the same saints, a similar Mass performed each
Sunday, and a deep trust in the .ntercession of the Virgin Mary.
Even churches were constructed in the early Christian mrnn. r
w'th only one nave, as opposed to the three of medi ýval Cothic
cathedrals.
Priests attempted t, superimpose basic Catholic beliefs upcn
the native Indian bel'e/s without destroying the deep spirituality of
the Indian. They hiped to remould and reconstruct the spiritual
culture without creating a vacuum. This was done on the assumption that after Christianity was firmly established, remnants of
the old religion would wither.
This plan was not entirely successful, mainly because there were
not enough priests and not enough time to fully accomplish the
conversion. When Christian saints were placed in native shrines,
the Indians confused the two religions and attributed characteristics cf th• old deity to the new saint. In most areas the priest did
not remain in residence long enough to eliminate syncretism; thus
native religious teachers were i,•nly partially converted themselves.
Furthermore, the maintenance of the Maya religion became the
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focus of resistance against the Spaniards. Unlike the Aztecs, thbi
Mayas no longer had a centralized religious authority that could
be eliminated, nor did their beliefs rest on a faith and trust in
the strength of a war god who could be defeated by the Spanish
armies.
Maya religion was localized and closely associated with agriculture. There was a supreme god, but he was remote and unapproachable. The more popular deities were tied to the cultivation
cycle. The chaase (rain gods), the pauahtuus (wind gods), and
the bacabs (sky bearers) were of p1ime importance as were the
sun god and moon goddess. Except for the sun and moon deities,
the gods were thought o.' in terms of groupings of four, representing the four sacred directions, which were depicted symbolically as a cross, and the four sacred coi•--. Thus, the chaacs could
either be represented as four gods or worshiped collectively as
one. The concept of duality was also important, ard each god
had both a malevolent and benevolent disposition. The essence of
religion wvas to offer sacrifice to the gods in the hope of propitiating them; in return the gods would extend their good will and
prevent illness.
The sacred Maya calendar was ceatral to these beliefs and to the
ceremonies and rituals that symbolized them. According to the
religion, each d&:y and each calendric period were ruled by a different god. Thus, a knowledge of the calendar was necessary in the
reading of omens, in preparing sacrifices for the milpa (small plot
of land-see Glossary), and in divination. A person's fate was
believed to depend upon his relationship to the calendar, determined by his date of birth.
These beliefs remain at the core of present-day Indian religion;
however, partial conversion to Christianity occurred as resistance
weakened. Catholic doctrine has been adapted and incorporated
witbn this faith. The process of syncretism first began when
Indians accepted Christianity to escape the encomienda. system
(see Glossary) and to receive the protection of the priests. The
process was accelerated by the receptivity of the Indians to new
gods as long as they could continue to worship and respect the
old pantheon. In addition, many elements of the Catholic faith,
such as the cross, baptism, confession, communion fasting, pilgrimages, continence, and visual representations of sacrifice, have
parallels in the Maya religion. Often the Indians simply exchanged
one set of terms for another.
Hence. in choosing between the representation of Christ as a
young man or as a suffering figure upon the cross, the Indians
chose the latter because it fit into their previous religious framework in which sacrifice played a role. In a few areas the concept
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of the young Christ became intermingled with the god of cori,
who was also depicted as a young and virile man.
The result of this fusion is a rich syncretic faith in which the
Indians themselves do not recognize the distinct origins of their
two sets of beliefs. They practice Catholic rituals in the local
church and Maya customs in the milpoa or at ancient shrines, but
they considsr the whole complex of beliefs as one religion.
On the whole, the prei'nt-day Indian religion exists within a
broad framework of Catholicism with a strong pre-Columbian
underpinning. It is hignly localized as rituals, favorite saints,
Mayan gods, and sacred days vary from one township to another.
Whatever the location, however, religion permeates almost every
ospect of Indian life from 'he cultivation cycle to social activities
lt-o personal ethics.
Sapernatural Being&

Ii! most Indian towns God and Christ n-)w reside at the top of
the aggregate of supernatural beings, but are considered too remote to be approached directly. Catholic saints and Maya nature
gods populate the descending hierarchy and are classified as lesser
deities acting as intermediaries between God and man, The lesser
gods usually are visualized as anthropomorlhic beings, but are
also considered to have supernatural power.
The separation between the Catholic and Maya deities is often
vague, for in mary areas a Catholic saint has assumed the powers
and dutie3 of a Maya god. In the Department of Chiquimula, for
example, the gods of rain are collectively referred to as chicchans,
but individually bear the names of Catholic saints. In some places
the two sets of deities are so closely interwoven that they perform integrated tasks. In cne township St. Michael Archa:.'igel is
in command of the four Maya rain guoi and gives or," _rs for them

to ride across the sky, pouring water from their gourds. The.Y are
often accompanied by the Virgin Mary who, for somo' has become
the guardian of 'he maize.
There have been many confusions about the concept of the
Virgin Mary. Because Spanish paintings always show her standing
on a crescent moon, she has become associated with the moon
goddess; however, she is also variously represented as Motber
Earth, guardian of the corn, and the wife of Christ. Every Indian
is expected to have a wife, so it is logical that they expect the same
of their gods. Most village churches contain at !east one of her
images, but each individual image is considered a separate person
with distinctive characteristics.
In most townships the Christian deities are worshipped principally in the villages; a,,d Maya gods, in the fields. This separa122

tion, however, is never rigidly maintained as evident,.0 by the
interchange of powers and personalities betweer •iik tw,• ;sets of
eieities. In a pray(i to the wind gods in preparation for bui ning a
milpa, an Indian always addresses both sets of gods.
On the whole, however, the local church is considered the center
of the Catholic faith, and all the Images of Christian saints and of
the holy family are kept here in places of honor. The images are
brought out of the church into the village for religious festivals
and, if the cofradia system is strong, the statues of certain saints
may be moved to the L.3mes of leaders of the brotherhoodi, for special rituals. The images seldom leave the boundaries of the village.
Most Indians consider the images themselves divine and not
mere representations of a spiritual being. The statues of the saints
are dressed in Indiar, clothing and, like the images of the holy
family are considc• • local personages. Two townships may h~ve
saints of the same name, but they are not considered the same
person. The two are,more like relatives.
The saints are perceived as very influential and powerful beings,
yet they are also believed to have human weaknesses and desirej.
In the township of San Miguel, St. Ann is thought to be the wife
of Santiago (St. James), the patron saint. Some time ago, she was
supposedly unfaithful to him and, consequently, he beat her and
threw her into jail. A very similar story, involving the sun and the
moon, can be traced to pre-Columbian origins.
Each township has its own patron saint, who is considered the
personal god of each member of the village. He cares for his people
and watches over their crops and their health. The religious
brotherhood devoted to him is the most important, and his name is
invoked in almost every ritual. Most of the villagers pray directly
to him because it is believed that he readily int .-cedes with God on
their behalf. The patron saint is so vital to the community that
often the township is named for him, as in San Gregorio or Santo
Tomds. It is jilustrative of the :yncretic and localized character
of their religion that often an Indian name is added, as in Santo
Tornms Chibhicastpnango.
Townships in the Northwest value their patron cross as much
or more than the saint. The cross is an intermediary deity whose
roots lie in both Maq 'a beliefs and Christianity, In pre-Colum'ian
times the cross symbolized the four sacred directions. When the
Spaniards arrived more emphasis was placed on this symbol, and
it gained great significance ir the new syncretic religion. Today
crosses are personalized and, according to many Indians, can see,
hea,-, and speak to certain snamans. They are often dressed in
Indian clothing and are found at the four entrances of a village,
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on mountain tops, in caves, and cutside of churcnes. The cross, as
tich, is seldom seen within a church.
Another supernatural being that has been taken from Christian
theology is the devil. The early friars saw the L.1an religion as
communication with Satan, and they attempted to convince the
Indians of this. The Indians did not completely accept this belief,
but they did assimilate the concept of the devil. Maya religion had
many malevolent spirits, but the Christian devil, being in charge of
the underworld, became the dominant one. It is gener illy believed
thut his powers are extensive and that anyone who wishes to oecome a witch or sorcerer Yaust first make a pact with him. He is
usually depicted as the eerly Spaniards visualized him-with
horns, a tail, and cloven feet. In many of the dramatic presenta.
Cons performed by the Indians the devil plays a role and is inevitably converted by the Virgin Mary.
Many of the supernatural ')eings found in present-day Indian
religion can be traced directly to the an•ient Maya religion or to
Spanish folk beliefs. These cpirits and deities are usually invoked
in the milpa or by shamars at ancient shrines, but many comprise the superstitious belicfs, which indirectly affect daily activities, and are not worshiped They, form the legends and folk beliefs
that belong to no organizee religion.
The Maya nature gods are still influential and are propitiated
throughout the crdtivation cycle. The rituals vary with the town..
ship, but in many towns a turkey is t.:ke:i to the field at the beginning of planting and sacrificed, his blood poured upon the ground
to feed the earth. Incense is burned, and prayers are said to the
various gods. These rituals are continued throughout the cycle with
seasonal variations. In choosing the proper day on which to commence cultivating or harvesting, a farmer generally goes to the
shaman, who consults the sacred Maya calendar or, at leas&., surviving portions of it. The calendar is also used in divination and in
setting the dates of agricultural feasts. Most Indians know of the
existence of the calendar, but only the shaman understands how to
use it.
In addition to the nature gods, there are many sup•.rnatural
beings who are mixtures of Spanish and Indian spirits. Theil
appearance, powers, and names vary from ,.
township to
another, but the pattern of beliefs 's similar. 1,!ary of the v,alevolent spirits such as Juan Noq, Don Avelin Caballero Sombreron.,
and the Duende are depicted as ladinos. rhe first two are in charge
of witchcraft and those who practice it. The lazt-inationed is a
dwarf who, in some townships, seduces wo.rr-, 'auifng them sadness and sometimes dealh. In other towns he u._,,'ibutE,, favors and
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riches to those who worsh'p him, but people must be willing to risK
death in order to receive his good will.
The majority of spirits, however, retain the appearance and
power that they had in the Maya legends. The Sigvanaba and
Llorona are phantom women who lure men to their destruction.
The first of theze appears to a man as a beautiful woman, but turns
into a skeleton or a figure with a horselike face if he follows her.
The Dueuo de 1bs Cerros (Lord of the Hills) is particularly influential in the northwestern highlands and, supposedly, guard,,. all the
resources of r•ature within his domain. Some townships consider
him a protecti.- of the village as long as he is appeased with
offerings. To others, however, he is a malevolent being causing
disease and destruction.
The most widely known supernatural concept is that of the
naguzo. The term is the subject of much debate and confusion for
it is used differently throughout Central America. Basically, however, it concerns two phenomena. The first is derived from an
ancient Maya belief that every person is born with an animal
counterpart that serves as his protector. The fate of both is interwoven, and when one dies, so does the other. This animal can be
discovered from the sacred calendar or by scattering ash around
the home in order to clearly record the animar, prints.
A second definition of the nagual phenomenon is a sorcerer who
by the power given him by the devil, can transform himself into
an animal. An evil individual who wishes to make this pact with
the devil sleeps in the cemetery for nine nights, and on the tentb
the devil appears. The two fight, and if the man wins, the devil
teaches him hcw to change himself into an animal. If the man
loses, he dies. The purpose of this transformation is to perform
evil deeds, -,sually against virtuous people. It is be~ieved that his
most commor act is nocturnal thievery.
Intermndiar'aes

Indians ,-,ay approach the gods individually, but in Lhe majority
of cases dhey appeal to religious specialists to intervene in their
behalf. One of these intermediaries is the Catiolic priest; however, he seldorr vis`ts the highland villages. Over the centurie.s,
the Indians have evolved religious practices that do not require the
services of a priest. When he does Come, his time is primrrily
occupied with 'aptisms, a few marriages, and with the annual
rTass of the patron saint, all of which occur within the church.
'.he priest is not expected to intervene in other areas, and one
wi-, attempt- tc, change the traditional beliefs is labeled a Protestant.
Because of the scarcity of priests Indians have never placed
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great emphasis on the sacraments other than baptism, which has
,re-Coiumbian roots, but do value the elaborate prc,'essionals,
ceremonies, and fiestas sponsored and conducted by the religioui
brotherhoods. Composed of local men, these groups are responsible
for the care of the Church and particular saints, for the sponsoring
of fiestas, and ,*,he ce&.-bratiorn of various Catholic holy day3. TY-h
duties are performed in the name of the whole village so that the
saints, in turn, will bless all its inhabitants with good fortune.
The offices in the brotherhood are rotated annually, and all men
asume the responsibility and honor of serving both the saints and
the village (see Ethnic Groups and Languages, ch. 4).
In the more isolated areas, which almost never see a prie-+ f Kder
men who have passed through all the offices of the brotherhoods
become unofficial native priests. They maintain the adherence to
folk-Catholic ceremonies, conducting many of these, since they
have amassed a vast knowledge of religious and maf.ical ritual;
however, they seldom administer the sacraments other tjan baptism. These native priests are found primarily in the north in
Verapaz and Chiquimula Departments.
One of the most important religious specialists is the chiman,
or shaman. His duties and powers vary from one township to
another, and in some areas he maintains strong ties wi±7i the
official Roman Catholic structure, working closely with the brotherhoods and conducting a large part of the ceremonies. In these areas
the shaman has wide knowledge of Maya lore and is similar to the
native priests, but usua.lly has not passed through the offices of
the brotherhoods. This type of shaman is found mainly in the
eastern part of the country.
In mrost townships, however, the shaman is associated with
superrntural beliefs and rituals, which exist outside of the formal
reiigi(-.s organization, and is more involved with personal and
family problems rather than viilage ceremonies. Although he consults and pays homage to Catholic saints, he usually propitiates
and appe.ls to the nature gods or supernatural spirits of legends
and folklore,. He is the prime user of the ancient Maya calendar,
or at least portions of it, employing it for selecting sacrificial days
in the cultivation cycle and for divination.
Two of the shaman's greatest abilities are divination and curing.
Most possess a bundle of red beans, called miches, which were
supposedly given to them by God. With these they can predict the
future, discover the cause of an illness and, in conjunction with the
calendar, pick a good day on which to conduct rituals. Some
shamans, however, do not use the beans exclusively, but rely on the
twitching of their leg muscles, which can be read either as a positive qr negative answer to a question asked of the gods.
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The curing rituals vwry, but cftbn involve an appeal to certain
deities and a tour of ancient shrines and chapels where prayers are
said and candlea and liPcense burned. In mar:y cases the subject
must submit to a comple]te confession with members nf his famiily
present. Generally, the shaman will accompany these rituall with
divination, in an attempt to locate the cause and source oa- the
illness, Often t:Pe curer pretends "o extract worms or frogs from
fhe
patient's mc~uth, supposedly placed there by witchcraft. The
curers have various rituals for different illnesses but, as a rule,
they mix propitiation of the s apernatural with herb remedies.
In solvincP personal problems, the shaman uses both his power of
divination and his supposedly direct contact with the spirit world.
Indians claim that te can find los.t articles, discover if a wife or
htlband has been unfaithful, predict the sex of an unborn baby,
,.nd other similar matters. He can also intercede with the gods or
behalf of someone who has offended them. If a man's crop is not
doing well he can go to a sham,.-., who will offer sacrifices to the
pro;ý(cr gods in the man's name.
Most of the divination and curing process is based on set rituals,
which are performed the same way each time. Many of the
shamans contend that their knowledge of these rituals cemes
directly from God, who speaks to them in drreams. Others admit
that they acquire the knowledge informally by -:arly and constant
attendan- e at ceremonies and rituals conducted by older shamans.
There apjiar to be no instances of formal training, although this
may occ7ir ,::jvertty.
It is someaimes hard to separate the witch or sorcerer from the
shanmLn, for in certain areas one man performs both roles. Generally, however, the shaman seeks only to help the individual,
whereas the sorcerer deals primarily in black magic. This sort of
witchcraft has been officially outlawed; nevertheless, it still does
exist and is considered quite powerful. Although the definitions
vary in most places the sorcerer is considered a practitioner who
sells his knowledge of witchcraft to clients wishing to cause bodily
harm to, cr to place a supernatural curse on, an enemy.
The sorcerer is an ordinary man who supposedly has learned
magic formulas and rituals from another sorcerer. It is dcubtful
that this type of training is done formally, but many ladinos insist
that schools of witches and diviners exist in the highlands. The
knowledge of black magic is fairly common though in legends
and folk beliefs, a?)d anyone who wants to practice these rituals
can obtain thc information with little trouble.
The sorcererg, sually make their victim ill by allegedly casting
animnals itct his b, dy. As a rule they need soniv pomsession of the
victim, and 'ofte,' the client must participate in the ritual. No
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complete black masses are performed, but sorcerers supposedly
conduct religious rituals backwards and burn candles upside down.
It is also believed that many sorcerers do not sell their knowledge; rather t~ly practice witchcraft against their own enemies
and against anyone they envy. For this reason Indians do not wish
to flaunt their good fortune, as this would be inviting witchcraft
against themselves. When a man's luck goes bad, he immediately
suspects wiivhcraft from an enemy and will seek out a shaman
or a sorcerer to counteract the curse.
Ceremonies

Various stages of the life cycle arc marked by religious ceremonies, involving a blend of Catholic tradition. and ancient superstition. Childbirth is accompanied by ritual bathing, sweat baths
and ritual foods for the mother. The umbilical cord has magical
significance and, in some townships, it is burned to prevent sickness. In other towns, if the newborn is a girl, the cord is buried
under the hearth to keep her from wandering; if the child is a
boy, the cord is hung in a tree to ensure his diligence.
Baptism is of vital importance and has its origins in both
Christianity and pre-Columbian practices. In many villages the
Indians believe that this act changes the child from an animal
into a human being and will insist upon the ceremony even if the
child is dead. In other places the practice supposedly prevents death
and is received as early as possible. If the child dies without being
baptized, it is believed that he goes to limbo and returns to haunt
the village. Godparents hold the child during the ceremony, thus
sealing the ritual tie between the families.
There are no puberty rites, and confirmation occurs infrequently. Religious sanctions regarding marriage are taken lightly.
Commcn-law marriages are prevalent, and divorce is socially
acceptable. Even wher a religious cere,.-ony does occur, the secular
events that accor ipany the vows ý.re promi.ent.
Death is surrovnded by numerous superstitions and traditional
practices. Often it is attributed to sorcery, but At is "!so accepted
as the inevitable fate of man. If a ;Laman predicts a patient's
death, the patient will stop eating in pr-paration for his fate;
however, he will seek to avoid this if the Ehaman considur,r'ecovery possibie and will follow the prescribed rituals and cures.
The act '_al burial cremonies are conducted by laymen, although
in some places a shaman may participate. The wake follows the
traditional Catholic pattern with a night watc*-, prayers, and
lighted candles. Alcohol is a proniinent feature, and people may
become intoxicat'ed as the ,ight progresqes. The wails of the
women characterize the lrwoe.vdings. Often a marimba is hired
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and accompanies the processionri to the cemetery. Mostc Indhins
believe that God does not like a sad funeral and may take anotLerf
memt!r of the family if they Ehow too much grief.
The corpse is dressed hi his beat clothes, and many of hý.s be-.
longirnge are placed in thtu coffin. If the deceased is a child, he is
buried'9vith his toys; an adult is buried with his old clothes, holisehold tools, and food. Supposedly, these will ease his journey to
eternity. In addition, drinking water and pitch pine to light the
way are buried with the coffin. In mrn .ny t.ownships stones are
placed -nside the coffin to prevent future deaths in the family.
The corp~se is removed feet first from his home, and the pallbearers walk around the house so that the dead can say a last goodbye. He is caprried to the cemetery in a long and solemn processon
and buried with his head toward the west. If he died violently,
the corpse is brought to the cemetery in a sp~ecial litter and buried
face downward; a ceremor'y itp performed at the site of his dleath.
Beliefs about afterlife vary and are generally a blend of Christian doctrine and Maya superstitions. In nr st places there is no
concept of heli, although .t is believed that some lesser gods have
kingdomns inside of mountains and recruit souls of the de&'I1 as
workera. If a soul is taken by God 'he lives a very pleasant afterlife with much leisure time and mai,,y fields of cotn. Some believe
that the place of Grid is located in th'p sky, whereas othe~ra insift
that it is below the earth. In many townships there is no concept
of pu~isdhment for evil, but in others it is believed that those who
led an un-Christian life cannot enter heaven and must wander the
earth as spirits. Purgatory exists in~ the Indian mind as a spiritual
jail where the soul rem-ains until ~ts fine is paid by his surviving
-0~ wh otiuepnnies to the Church. ff released, the soul
will th'tn seek to repay its family and intercede 'un its behalf with
God.
Religious ceremonies invilving the milpa aie of vital importance
and are conducted throughout the cultivation cycle. A shaman
usually chooses the propitious day aud often conducts the r-tuall.
Thcse ceremnones vary wit~i the locale and the ~mne 4,i' year, buat
have many .-7rmont elei~ents. They maxy occur in the mdp4a on the
spot wheie a srm-P animal is sacrificed while candles . incetr.le, and
copal are burned. S.)me of these rites are helu at ancient sh-ines
surrounded by pifces of broken pottery thiý,t Tiu:'P been iised itz
offerings, Here cupal. candles, ana- incense are. also burned; and
alcohol is poured on the alta.T T~ie highland Indii'is have introduced the worship ..t ancicrit shr',es to the low'anxf. Indipils, and
in the flepartzirent of Epcuintia the monwnentz- rec'. ve ý%
steady
str~eam of pel.'tio;ners_ In these areas, however, there a-,, few

shamans, and the Indians perform the ceremonies themselves,
often in an improvised manner.
Ladino Catholicism
Traditionally,, the ladino8 have had more doctrinal Catholic
training aniý a more complCte understanding of Catholic dogma
than the Indians. As a consequence, their religion has exhibited
greater uniformity and does not contain the same degree of local
variation found in Indian communities. Nevertheless, there are
two major religious divisions within the ladino class. The urban
population is more conventionally Catholic, but the religion of the
rural ladino contains many Indian elements,
'The urbanites practice a Catholicism similar to that found in
other urban areas of Latin America. They have had more contact
with the clergy, who are concentrated in the cities, and have been
able to attend existing Catholic schools also found primarily in
urban areas; however, religion has never exercised the influence
among city dwellers that it does among tbh Indians and rural
kaadinos.

On the whole, the urban ladinos compartmentalize their religion,
separating it from other aspects of their daily activities. The men,
in particular, view life in highly secular terms. Nearly all profess
the Catholic faith but, in prs .t.ce, the men seldom attend church
or receive the sacraments. The social concept of masculinity, so
important in Latin America, does not include strong adherence to
religious practices. Certain religious groups called cofradias were
formed in the colonial era and still exist. These are brotherhoods
of laymen tiht participate in religious ceremonies on holy days.
The members are men from the most prominent families, and the
office is essentially a social honor. The cofradia is paralleled in the
Indian communities where it has considerably mlore religious significance, but it is not found among rural ladinoB.
Religion is considered the concern of women and, as in other
Latin countries, the women are the strongest supporters of the
Church, Regular attendance at Mass and participation in Churchsponsored wei'are programs are two of the rmaior and, in more
traditional families, the exclusive activities of the om.nen. Social
pressures are such that, in the upper and middle classes, in particular, a woman is more faithful to .ne mral and religious codes
of the Chur9h than a man.
These different degrees of religious devotion between men and
women are paralleled in the rural areas. The ethics of the ladino
male, regardless of location, appear to stress a secular and compartmental apvroach to religion. It is realized most completply in
the cities, where the pace of modern life has forced separation of
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activities. This orientation has also been adopted by the rural
ladinos in line with acceptance of Hispanic definitions of masculinity and the imitation of a modern urban style of lifc.
The rural ladino woman attends church faithfully, conducts
prayers at the family altar, and receives the sacraments as often
as possible. The upper-class women in a village or small town
usually form a religious sodality. They are responsible for the care
and maintenance of the church, for providing the choir, and for
sponsoring the major fiesta of the patron saint. Because these
duties require contributions and since status is important in the
ladino culture, only the wealthier and more respected women are
invited to serve.
The rural ladinos value the sacraments and ceremonies of the
Catholic Church more than the Indians do but, because of the
scarcity of priests, these celebrations are not so frequent as they
are in the cities. Often parents must wait long intervals before the
baptism of their child, and confirmation is usually missed completely. Until recently 41he law required a civil marriage, and the
Church required - reli, ious one. The financial burden for both,
or even one, of these was aften too great for a couple; therefore,
common-law marriages wcre prevalent. The scarcity of priests
who could perform the seivice furtker complicated the problem.
The Government, however, has recently given the clergy the ability
to perform civil marriages so that both ceremonies can now be
conducted as one. This, plus the increase in priests, may bring
about greater adherence to marriage laws.
The rituals and ceremonies associated with death are also important among the rural ladinos. Usually a Mass is said, and a
novena is held after a death. Many families follow the Spanish
custom of holding memorial Masses the following year. This practice is also found among the Indians; however, the ladino women
rather than the men attend these services and conduct the prayers.
Rural ladinos, like the Indians, are essentially saint worshipers.
Each village has its own patron saint, and every year a fiesta is
held in his honor. The ladino celebration is preponderately secular
but has a number of sacred aspects. A Mass and a processional
are held, and a novena is celebrated both before and after the
fiesta. The remaining activities include dances, games of skill.
and games of chance. Dramatic u'resentations are usually not of a
religious nature.
The patron saint of the ladino villagers has many of the characteristics of those found in Indian communities. The similarities to
old Maya gods usually have been lost, but the human characteristics that the saints are given remain. The less sophisticated believe
that the saint's power and sacredness lie in the image it.-lf. In the
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prayers for rain, for example, the image is takeA out of the church
to the fields of parched land in the ireat of the sun. In this way
the villagers believe that he w4il set anaeel the need for rain and
will intercede with God on their behalf.
Although the religion of the rural ladino is more compartmentalized than that of the Indian, the separation is not as complete
as it is among the upper and middle class urbanites. This is particularly evident in the realm of the supernatural, and there is a
tendency for Cuperstitions and folk beliefs to permeate many daily
activities. The rural la0iro8 accept and believe in many of the
supernaturrO phenomena found in the Indian religion, and similar
medicine rnd health beliefs, such as the consequenci of bad air,
or soul loss resulting from fright, are prevalent in both cultures
(see Living Conditions, ch. 3).
Both the rural ladinos and the lower-class urban dwellers are
superstitious, following the numerous advertisements of astrologers and mediums found in the local newspapers as well as many
publications of horoscopes and almanacs. Magical elixirs are popular and may well have taken the place of the curing shaman anaong
the lower classes. The trend toward superstitious beliefs could be
an attempt to fill the religious void created ,nen an individual
moves from the Indian to ladino culture. lorer- 9nd middle-class
individuals may accept the more secular life of the ladino, but
many still feel a need for roani~pulating 'he supernatural.
There has also been a recent emergence of two cults with an
emphasis on the spirit world. Similar in :rientation, the spiritist
and spiritualist are anti-Catholico They hzvo established temples
throughout Central America, but at present there has been no
systematic study of the phenoirena.
Protestants
The first, Protestant missionary effort in the country was sponsored b' the Presb) t.rian board of Foreign Missions, which had
been personally irvvited into •he country by President Justo Rutno
Barrios in 1882. Since that year, approximately 15 different F:otestant sects have entered the country, establishing over i,1700
places of .!,orship. The response to these groups has been minimal.
fot neither the Indian nor h',_dino culture is easily adapted to a
Protestant style of life. Ne',ertheiess, since 1940, missicnaries
have increased and expanded their act'v-tias, ircrr sing the total
number of comr-r nicants. In 1968 there r'ere approximately
140..000 Protestants, including 973 native missionaries.
'Most of the Protestant ministers enter Vie country as teache. s,
doctors or agriculturaiists; thus, it has been easier f'Jr the Prot
estants than *he Catholics to increase the number of thcir m!
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sionaries in the face of anticlerical provisions. The Catholic
Church has contended that, before 1954, the Governmenlt was more
lenient toward the Protestant sects and did not apply the anticlerical laws to them. Protestant missionaries themselves have stated
that they received more governmental protection in Guatemala
than in any other country in Latin America.
Despite this favor.able political environment, thi influence of
Protestant groups has been limited. In a few areas, they have been
very successful; however, in many villages the response has been
hostile and resentful; in others, simply indifferent. Judging from
the small numbers who do respond, the ladino appears more receptive to the Protestant message than the Indian, who must surrender his socioreligious status in the community when he converts. Religion is so pervasive in Indian life that a rejection of
Catholicism is a rejection of much of Indian culture.
Those Indians who do accept Protestantism are usually marginal
individuals who are not satisfied with the customs and goals of
their culture or with their own social position. They are impressed
with the Protestant emphasis on improvement in this world and
in their particular village. They are attracted by its practical
middie-class values. A few who regard drinking as a detriment
are impressed by th! temperance movement. Others wish to escape
the heavy financial burdens of the religious brotherhoods and
annual fiestas.
The ladinos who convert are usually ambitious and marginal
individuals from the lower and middle classes, finding in the
Protestant message a rationale for social mobility. They are primarily uprooted and trarsitional people seeking a higher position
in the social structure. The Protestant sects offer a focal point of
identification and security during their struggle.
The Protestant missionaries have styled themselves and their
converts as "evangelicals" to illustrate and stress their identification with the Evangel or Gospel. The Bible i1 the basic tool of
conversion, and there has been a concentrated effort to distribute
it throughout the country in both Spanish and the Indian dialects.
Often native congregations are established on the basis of one
man's possession and knowledge of the book. In all sects it
remains the final word on moral and religious questions.
In addition to this emphasis on biblicism, conversion is marked
by a decrease in drinking and sexual license and a new emphasis
on honesty. In both the ladino and Indian societies, the converts
are characterized by a new awareness of social mobility and selfimprovement. Among the Indians the new Protestants are called
creentes (believers) and are respected for their strong mora! and
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religious character; however, it is generally thought that they
worship a different god than the god of the Catholics.
Accounting for approximately, 17 percent of the Protestant
members, the largest sezt in Guatemala is the Evangelical Presbyterian Church, with 8,300 full members and a total community
of 21,6C0. Their major work is centered in the capital, where they
have built the American Hospital. Their missionaries are also very
active i.n the highlands among the Mam and Quiche speakers.
With these Indians they have attempted to fill the social vacuum
resulting from conversion by creating religious brotherhoods
without financial obligations. The offices in these societies are
rotated frequently so that everyone can assume some responsibility. They usually meet weekly in a private home. In 1967 the
Presby'. rians had 241 places of worship, six ordained ministers
from the United States, and 67 national pastors (see table 4).
Approximately 14 percent of the Protestant community belongs
to a national church called Iglesia Evangelica (Evangelical
Church), the largest one in Central America. This is an outgrowth
of the Central American Mission, a nonsectarian fundamentalist
group from Texas, which sponsors activities throughout the
isthmus. It entered Guatemala in 1899 and was lesigned to include
all Protestant groups. This national ,church is operated by 69 foreign missionaries, who are aided by ,'9 Gi iatemalan pastors. The
emphasis is on training a national clergy that can assume the
leadership of the church. In 1968 there were 6,609 full members
and a total community of 22,000.
The remaining churzhes are scattered throughout the country.
Although there exists an informal agreement establishing separate
spheres of influence, each sect has its own particular message to
deliver. Most are actively involved in educrtional, health, and social
welfare projects located in both Indian and ladino areas. One of
their major emphases has been on training a national clergy that
can assume responsibility for the maintenance and expansion of
the faith.
The Protestant movement, and particularly its increased activities in the last 20 years, has acted as a catalyst on the Catholic
Church. The Church has been awakened to the problems of its
communicants and, consequently, has begun many social reform
projects of its own. The result has been an increased religious
awareness in the ladino society and a new understanding of
Catholic and Protestant doctrines in the !N-.ian communities.
SOCIAL VALUES
Ladinmo
Iadii9 society has been moulded and influenceJ by two major
forces that were blended to create a third. Heirs of Hispanic tra135

ditions and Indian customs, the 1adinos have modified and adapted
these to the reality and historical experience of their own country.
"'he result is a set of characteristically Guatemalan social values;
however, different life styles between the upper and middle classes
and the lower class urban and rural ladinos have produced differing interpretations of these values. Each grout invariably places
more impor'. -o , certain customs and traditions than on others.
Nevertheless, all ladinos share a similar cultural orientation and,
in this sense, a unity of expression.
Peronalibm

The central value of this culture is the. individual. Each person
is recognized as unique, having individual worth and dignity.
Dignity, honor, and valor derive from natural endowment. These
values stem from the early influence of the Catholic Church and
also from the Hispanic heritage of Latin America.
Because of this value on persionalism, the honor of the inner
self is defended at all costs, including even death. Thus, insults
are usually met with violent emotional outbursts or, at the very
least, with deep resentment. To avoid these occurrences, the Spanish American language is laden with elaborate patterns of social
courtesies that characterize all interaction except those on a very
personal level. In politics, however, these courtesies are forgotten,
and camnpaigns are characterized by virulent attacks on the dignity
and honor of the candidates. As a result, compromise is exceedingly
difficult.
The exaggeration of the individual has severely limited a feeling
of community. The first loyalty is to the self, and commitments
seldom extend further than to the family or a few close friends.
An individual seeks to acquire power and wealth, often at the
expense of the crmmunity, so that he can protect and elevate the
self and the family. This type of individuality sees the self as of
prime importance and the group as peripheral.
Politics, ti.-efore, is not seen as public service but as a path to
personal power. In a detailed survey among the middle and lower
classes, the ladinoe. overwhelmingly expressed the opinion that
politicians were not very honest and were unconcerned with the
welfare of the public, an unavoidable belief in a value system in
which the group exists to exalt the individual.
The value of personalism discourages involvement with large
number, of people. Kinship ties are one of the few commitments
that the ladino accepts willingly. Within this framework, he feels
t hat his uniqueness is appreciated and understood, and he can
drop the defenses that characterize his !,ociai interactions. In
addition to kindred, an individual trusts only -.Io8e with whom
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he has established an intimate and personal friendship. This general distrust of othera limits impersonal interactions, and things
such as large-scale economic ventures are hindertd unless the
administrators evoke simpatia (fellow feeling, congeniality--see
Glossary).
The social heroes who emerge from this emphasis on personalism
are strong and dynamic individuals with little regard for the laws
of society or of the Government; rather they make their own. In
a male dominated society, the concept of virility is particularly
stressed and, coupled with individualism, has produced the figure
of the macho (male). One of the favorite personality types, the
macho exhibits reckless daring, haughtiness, love of action, and
competence in the intellectual ,r physical realm. In some contexts
and on some levels, the term macho is applied in its most literal
sense and implies great sexual prowess. The appeal of the dynamic
intellectual was emphasized in the public image of Jos6 Arevalo,
President from 1945 to 1951, who was known for his strong and
forceful polemics. Carlos Castillo ArmPs was illustrative of the
physical macho and was much admired for his reckless bravery
and fearlessness in escaping from prison and leading a revolutionary army against Jacobo Arbenz.
When the macho personality is found in a leadership capacity,
the concept is often exaggerated and expanded to become a
caudillo (leader). This figure is the ultimate expression of personalism. He seldom represents any political ideals or espouses a
specific social or economic program. If he does, these are secondary
to his own char'rma. The caudillo is a leader on the sole basis of
his magnetisun and strength of character.
Guatemala has exrerienced a number of these men as Presidents. Most ruled as dictators but retained popular support and
respect by means of their personality and strength. If the country
was run in azi orderly and peaceful fashicn., the people accepted
the despotic means used to achieve this atmosphere. Both Jorge
Ubico and Justo Rufino Barrios were considered excellent Presidents, although both ran an autocratic Government.
Hieranrchy

Historically, the society has been highly 3tratified. The structure is no longer so rigid as it was during the colonial era, bul
the value of hierarchy remains. It is reflected in the political,
social, and religioan spheres and is evident in interpersonal relationships. This value does not conflict with personalism, however,
for the latter stresses the inner uniqueness oi the individual, not
his outward social position.
There are two aspects to the hierarchy system. One consists of
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grades or strata in society, and the other involves reciprocal
dutien. Even in a small gathering a ladino will immediately assess
the sooial position of his companions, usually on the basis of
appearance, wealth, heritage, power, and prestige. In a small town
ranks of various families are well-known facts, recognizable to
anyone.
In the reciprocal arrangement an individual acknowledges the
higher position of another, offers him loyalty, and performs certain expected duties for him. In return, the person of the higher
status extends the protection of his position and assistance in times
of need. This phenomena is found most informally in the family.
Here, the father is the center of authority and occupies the highest
status; others owe him their loyalty and obedience in return for
the food, housing, and protection that he supplies. This loyalty is
total, and middle- and lower-class individuals feel that a son should
obey his father, whether right or wrong. In return, the father is
expected to provide economic necessities and education.
The concept of hierarchical reciprocity is expanded and institutionalized in the patr6n system. A person of a lower position
always seeks a patr6n (master-see Glossary) in a higher status
since he can obviously provide more assistance and protection.
The patron relationship reached its most complete form on the
plantation where the owner acted as the father, and the workers
owed him a certain amount of work in exchange for a small plot
of land and protection from all outsiders, including representatives
of the law. In Guatemala this usually meant that a ladino acted as
patrdn to a large group of Jndians.
In the 20th century the concept of the patr6n has been weakened,
since it is difficult to establish a personal relationship with a large
impersonal business. The ideal remains in force, nevertheless, and
businesses are expected to meet certain obligations, such as providing a cash bonus for ur.expected emergencies, weddings, and
fiestas, and taking personal interest in the well-being of the
employee. The Government is seen as the major patr6n bearing
the responsibility for both personal and national problems. Ih a
recent survey individuals considered the Government responsible
for problems related to personal safety, la,, enforcement, tranquillity, full employment, educational facilities, economic aid,
social welfare, public works, public health, freedom of thought
and expression, democratic governmeni, and ,iorality. Some also
expected the Government to helD propagate the Catholiz religion
and to eliminate vice. Since government agencies also have become
-- I. the figure of the President has assumed the
largely imrv
--d personality oi a patron. Thii is illustrated by
respo|isi
p-"opie can g,• toe e liation:,dl l,-niace and receive
the fact t.a,
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without obligation free cooking utep

bedding, building mate-

rials, and food.
lndiuns

Indian ethics are largely Mayan in origin and have changed
less than any other element in their cultuire. The central value is
adjustment and accommodation to the lawg of the universe.
Indians believe that God has decreed certain rules, traditions, and
customs that ,lways have been and always will be operative.
Man is expecttd to adapt to these rules, commoniy called co8tumbres (see Glossary). If he cannot, his life will be plagued by
illness, misfortune, and anxiety. Only by fulfilling his role in the
universal pattern can he attain happiness and be exposed to a
minimum of suffering.
An Indian can only partially fulfill this role as an individual; he
must first be a member of a community. Since antiquity certain
patterns have been folk-wed within a township and, by observing
these, a man conforms to universal laws. Thus, the preservation
of the community and its costumbres are of much more importance
than the single individual. In many townships there is a belief
that if the practices and traditions of the village are discontinued
or forgotten, the rules of the universe will be disrupted and the
world will end. Religious ceremonies and fiestas are conducted
for the continuation of the community rather than the salvation of
individuals.
It logically follows that a man's prestige and social position are
measured by his contributions to the communal traditions. Wealth
is not respected unless it is channeled into fiestas and religious
ceremonies that will benefit the whole village. Leadership positions
are obligations to the community and, are not competitively sought
for personal benefit, This is in direct contrast to ladino personalism. According to Indian ethics the individual exists to serve the
whole community and, by so doing, the world.
An individual completes his role in the universal pattern by his
personal activities. These include propitiation of Mayan gods and
Christirn saints and the care of his fainily. Most important, however, is the possession and cultivation o1 his milpa (small plot of
land). His fields are of vital importance to an Indian and are the
symbol of both his manhood and his existence. Land is the link
between material and spiritual values, and ,i man achieves both
economic and spiritual fulfillment by working his milpa. He establishes hi.t own place within the plan of nature, for to be a man is to
own land and grow corn. No obher occupation can substitute for
the cultivation of the milpa, and other jobs are taken merely to
earn money with which to buy land.
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On the whole, an Indian does not hire others to do his work for
him. He cultivates his fields, cuts wood, makes pottery, or engages
in scme other handicraft. In doing so, he receives the respect and
honor of his neighbors. Hard work is considered inevitable, and
weariness is no shame. To hire others would be a railure to fulfill
his natural role of performing his duty to himself, his family, and
his universe.
The Indiar, concept of the universe usually extends only to his
own township or, at the very most, his region. Wift'.in this limited
area, he follows community traditions, as his father did before
him. Ideally, life is continuous and never deviat.% from a set
pattei n. Naturally, an Indian does have contact with many other
regions in the country. He probably works seasonally on a plantation in the lowlands, and, if drafted into the Army, he has hiod
extensive interactiorn in ladino areas. He sees these experiences as
peripheral and unimportant, however, and the township remains
the focal point of his world. This feeling is most completely expressed when an Ind,,n says that he is a son of the puello (town).
Since all individuals are fulfilling the costumbres (see Glossary)
of the community and of the m ilpa, there are no inherited positions
in the society. A rian can acquire the respect of the commmunity
by his activities, wealth through his labors, and leadership positions by serving in all the offices of the religious brotherhoods.
These honors, however, are not passed on to his sons, for the sons,
in turn, must prove their own worthinems by their services to the
community. In Indian society then, responsibility accrues to those
who demonstrate the greatest facilit) for .t.
Social pressures in Indian society encourage Iarticipation in
the traditional pattern, both as a member of the group and as an
individuai. Many find complete fulfllment in conforming to these
cultural laws and are satisfied, or at least resigned, to their role
in society. There is little desire for the life style of a ladino. This
is not considered the proper or even possible role of an irhdian,
and he loses his soul ILhe zttampts to act the part. Marginal
individuals who cannot accept the traditional pattern are usually
forced to leavea the culture or suffer constant anxiiety and fear.
This is the plight of the ttansitional Indian who straddles bot••
cultures but can find fulfillment in neither.
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CHAPTER 6
POLITICAL AND GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS, POLITICAL
DYNAMICS AND VALUES, FOREIGN RELATDLNS
The country made a peaceful transition from - military to a
civilian government in 1966. Colonel Enrique Peralta Azurdia
ruled for 3 years following the overthrow of President Miguel
Ydigoras in 1963 and, as he had promised, remained in power
only until he could prepare the way for free electionE; and the installation of a popularly elected president.
As part of the preparations a new electoral law was issued in
1965, and a Constituent Assembly was chosen in 1964 to draft a
new constitution, which went into effecti May 5, 1966. The Constitution, the fifth the country has had as a republic, is considered in
some respects more conservative than previous ones, During its
constitutional history, the country has had a State constitution
as a member of the United Provinces of Central America and two
political documents 3erving in place of a constituion.
Only three political parties participated in the 1966 elections.
Other existing parties could not qualify because they failed to meet
the new minimum membership requirement of 50,000 registered
voters. Nene of the three presidential candidates received a
majc -ity of the votes, and the newly elected Congress had to
choose a president from the two leading candidates. Congress
elected as President Julio Cesar M~ndez Montenegro of the Revolutionary Party, who h, d obtained the plurc.lity of votes in the
popular election. In late 19t 3 he was still in office.
The Government has thre., branches: executive, legislative, and
judicial. The executive branch consists of the President, Vice
Presidtnt, Council of State, aid 10 ministries, plus various autenomcn••~ and semniautmnomous aencies. Thc Legislature is made up of
a unicameral Congress compct.-d of elected deputies representing
the 23 e.ectoral di Atricts of tl .c=ountry. The judicia,-y is composed
of a SuIreme CouA, several 1;ver courts, and a few special cour+4
which have jurisdiction only ovei certain types of cases.
There are two levels of local government, departmental and
township. Each department is administereU by a governor. The
governors are appointed by the President and function as an ex141
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tension of the nt.ional Government. There ar- no elections for
departmental office. The townships (municipios) enjoy self-government through an elected municipal corporation consisting of a
mayor, councilmen, and other officials. The elected officials serve
for 3 ycars in the capital and for either 1 or 2 years in all other
townships. Salaries are not paid for a 1-year term of office.
Since 1944 there has been a w,.'-liferation of political parties,
numbering between 40 and 50. Most of these have been small,
short lived, and with no philosophy or ideology apart from dedication to the party's founder or leader. The minimum requirements
for registration as a legal political party have been continually
increased in an effort to discourage such proliferation. As of
mid-1968 there were four legally re-gistered political parties meeting new minimum requirements, two of them right of center and
two left of center. The Revolutionary Party, left of center, was
the most stable political party. Five minor parties existed, three
of which had not yet met the requirements awid two of which had
been proscribed from participating in political activity, No more
than 20 percent of the population participates in national politics.
The middle class exercises an almost dominant influence on the
country's political life. Since 1966 elections have been more peaceful, just, and fair than previous ones.
Students, the Roman Catholic Church, the Armed Forces, and
the Indians exert varying degrees of political influence. The spirit
of nationalism is strong among the ladino-s (non-Indians--see
Glossary), and the issues of foreign interference, economic domination, and the return of Belize (British Honduras) can always
arouse the electorate.
The state of diplomatic relations with the United States is the
rntost important aspect of Guatemala's foreign policy. The United
States has often acted as a mediator in disputes beiween Guatemala and other countries. Relations with the United Kingdom
have been severed since 1963 over the Belize question. Relations
with Central American countries have been other imiportant elements in foreign policy.
POLITICAL AND GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEMS

Constitutional Background
During its history Guatemala has had five constitutions as a
republic, one constitution as a member State of the United Provinces of Central America, and two documents which served temporarily in place of a constitution. Each one reflected ti'e views of
the individual or group then exercising power, anid each moved
in the opposite direction of its predecesor.
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A federal constitution of the United Provinces of Central
America wa3 passed in November 1824. It was modeled after the
United States and Colombian Constitutions, but also included
princip'ls proclaimed in the Cortes of Cadiz, Spain. The main
idea in the Constitution of the United Provinces was to have a
federal state with strong local govirnments. This Constitution
9tated that e,-ch state was free and independent in its internal
administration and provided for individual state constitutions.
Each member state then attempted to draft a State Constitution
harmonizing with the federal plan. Guatemala decreed its state
Ciistitution in October 1825, which wai called the Constitution of
the State of Guatemala. In general, it iollowed the federal .atitution and provided for a bicameral system-an Assembly iind
a Representative Council, similar to a senate. Some of its proviwsions on the procedures for passing laws were incorporated into
the rules of the Congress and were still in effect in 1968. After the
breakup of the federation in 1839, both this State Constitution and
the federal Constitution continued to serve as the basic documents
of the new nation, as Guat -malp dc! not actually declare itself an
independent republic until March 21, 1847.
It xas not until 1851, 12 years after Guatemala left the federation, that the first formal constitution was adopted. Four times
after coming to power, President Rafael Carrera convoked a
Constituent Assembly to draft a new constitution, but each time
he either suspended the assembly after some initial work had
been done or d'd not approve the proposed constitution because of
liberal tendencies contained in the document (see Historical Set.
ting, ch. 2). Finally, in 1851 a constitution more to his liking was
drafted. It was written in 2 months and contained only 18 articles.
It was called the Constitutive Act of the Republic of Guatemala
and reflected conservative thinking. The constitution was authoritarian and did not emphasize the division of power; most powers
here given to the President. Under the 1851 Constitution, an
assembly of notables, which included a House of Representatives,
elected the President.
The second republican constitution, called the Constitutional
Law of the Republic of Guatemala, came into effect on December
11, 1879. When the liberals came to power in 1871, they had
authorized a Constituent Assembly to draft a new constitution, but
soon encountered the same problem as had Carrera-an uncooperative assembly. The Constituent Assembly met from March
1872 to January 1873; acted slowly, with much debate and marty
deleg-ate absences; and finally suspended its sessions without
drafting a constitution. President Justo Rufino Barric.s attempted
again in 1875 to cornvoke a Constituent Assembly, but this assem143
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bly also failed to draft a constitution and suspended its sa-sions in
November 1876. Barrios tried once more in 1878, and this time the
Constituent Assembly was composed mstly of liberals, who
worked from March to November 1879 and produced the liberal
Constitution encompassing the philosophy of Barrios, who was
its real author.
It guaranteed personal liberty, separated Church and State,
permitted freedom of religion, and established a 6-year presidential
term and a unicameral Legislature. A clear division of powers
was also established, and all laws had to be discussed three times
before being voted upon, a self-control measure to preclude Congress from passing laws based on hasty or emotional consideration. A permanent Standing Committee of Congress was created
which acted as a watchdog whenever Congress was not in session.
A number of unusual declarations appeared which showed up in
later Guatemalan constitutions. For example, any Ceitral American residing in Guatemala was giveu Guatemalan nationality, and
there was a prohibition against foreigners seeking diplomatic
recourse for their claims except in cases of negation of justice.
Despite its liberal provisions, the 1879 Constitution was not
strictly observed by President Barrios or by his successors. During the 66 years it was in effect, it was amended eight times, affecting 62 of its 104 articles3. Most of these amendments were related
largely to presidential power3 and terms of office. In 1885 Congress
passed amendments restricting some of the presidential powers
and created the office of an elected Vice-President. These amendments caused an immediate confrontation with President Barrios,
who dissolved the Congress and ignored the amendments. In
1887 a Constituent Assembly controlled by President Manual
Lisandro Barrillas (1885-92) returned some of the presidential
powers, but permitted some amendments to stand, such as the
prohibition on the President to immediately succeed himself.
Under President Jose Reina Barrios, the Constitution was
amended in 1897, prolonging the presidential term of office and
providing for an act of union among Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and El Salvador, an event which never actually
occurred. Then in 1903, under President Manuel Estrada Cabrera
(1898-1920), the non-reelection clause was deleted by a coope'ative Constituent Assembly. This permitted Estrada to be reelected
four times until he was ove-thrown in 1920.
In 1921 tue most substantial modifications of the 1879 Constitution were made, reflecting new social ideas of the middle class,
which was the leading element in the overthrow of Estraaa. The
amendments included additional guarantees of individual rights,
permitted freedom of thought, and prohibited cruel punishment.
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Presidential powers were again restricted as were the property
rights of foreigners. For the first time labor was given the right
to strike. University and municipal autonomy was recognized.
The only conservative aspect was the restriction of suffrage to
literate.males.
All of the 1921 amendments were suspended after the military
coup of December 1921. In 1927 President LAzaro Chac6n convoked another assembly in order to make so-me major reforms that
he believed necessary. Forty-seven a :i".: were amended, reflecting compromises between liberal anu enbmwrvative thinking. Some
of the reforms were similar tc those of 1921.
The pendulum swung tiý ;'ie mmonervative side in 1935, when
President Jorge Ubico sent a dem•:id to Congress to amend 27
articles which he believed "hindered the free exercise of presidential initiative." The amendments were made almost word for word
as suggested by Ubico. Some of them restricted individual rights,
and others strengthened the power of the executive. Finally, in
1941 another amendment was made, permitting Ubico to be reelected orce more. Thus, what was a rather liberal constitution
when created was changed into a conservative document by virtue
of major ame,1.drnmnts.
On November 28, 1944, the revolutionary j,,;tta which overthrew
President Juan Frederico Ponce repealed the 1935 amendments
and declared the 1927 amendments to be in force until a new constitution could be vwritten (see Historical Setting, ch. 2). The Constitutional Assembly met for only 2 months and drafted the new
Constitution of the Republic, which contained a record 212 articles
and went into effect in March 1945. The assembly was greatly
assisted in its work by having a draft constitution drawn up in
advance by the Guatemala Bar Association. This draft was used
as a framework to which were added isolated articles talen from
the 1879 text as well as some of the 1921 and 1927 amendments.
The first six articles were taken almost verbatim from the 1931
Spanish Constitution.
Some ideas were inrorporated from the Bolivian Constitution
of 1938, and many ideas on labor, loss of citizensnip, rights of
foreigners, from the 1917 Mexican Constitution. A number of
articles on teachers' and family rights were taken from the Cuban
Constitution of 1940. The result was a liberal document concerning individual and social guarantees and providing for much social
reform. Presidential powers were weakened in order to prevent
the return of dictatorships. This Constitution lasted for 9 years
until the overthrow of President Jacebo Arbenz in 1954, when it
was replaced by a Political Statute which served pending the adoption of a new constitution.
1i5

The 1954 Political Statute contained 45 articles and stated that
it was a provisional document. It enumerated a number of individual rights, but did not mention the social rights contained in
the 1945 Coretitution. It permitted freedom of association, except
for political organizations of an international character, the first
time such a prohibition had appeared in a Guatemalan political
document. The Constituent Assembly met in October 1954, but
acted slowly in comparison to the 1945 Assembly. Discussions of
the draft tasted for 16 months, and the final text was not approved
until March 1, 1956. It contained 245 articles plus nine transitory
articles and dealt with more subjects than did the 1945 Constitution. Many of the liberal provisions of the previous constitution
were retained, but the tone was less revolutionary and more in
keeping with the 1879 Constitution. More attention was given to
the rights of political parties than in any previous constitution.
The prohibition against communism contained in the 1954 Political Statute was introduced into the Constitution. This Constitution lasted only 7 years, as it was suspended in March 1963 when
Colonel Enrique Peralta came to power. It was replaced on April
10, 1963, by a decree called the Fundamental Charter of Government which remained in effect until May 4, 1966.
In 1964 Colonel Peralta announced that elections for a constituent assembly to draft a new constitution would take place. This
election was held on May 24, 1964, and the Constituent Assembly
began deliberations in July 1964 to formulate the new Constitution. It was not until September 15, 1965, national Independence
Day, that the draft Constitution was ratified and released to the
public. Except for 10 transitory provisions that went into effect
almost immediately, the Constitution did not become effective
until May 5, 1966. It was the third constitution that the country
had had in 20 years.
The 1965 Constitution

In general, this Constitution is more conservative than many
of the previous documents. Tne most significant changes are the
reduction of the presidential term from 6 to 4 years, the reestablishment of the position of a Vice President that had been abolished
in the 1945 Constitution, and the creation of a Council of State.
Although stating that Guatemala is a free, sovereign, and independent nation, it also states that all peaceful measures leading to a
full or partial union of Central America shall be taken.
In keeping with the goal of a Central American union, nativeborn nationals of other Central American countries are considered
to be Guatemalan nationals if they so wish to declare and may
retain their nationality of origin. Similarly, Guatemalans do not
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lose their nationality if they become naturalized citizens of an-other
Central American country. Suffrage is extended to all persons
over 18 years of age and is compulsory for literates, but optional
for illiterates. Members of the Armed Forces may not vote. Candidates running for public office enjoy immunity from arrest from
the moment of nomination, unless they are caught in the act of
committing a crime. Oi-'anizations may be registered as political
parties only if they have a minimum of 50,000 members, 20 percent of whom are literate. Formation of parties or entities advocating Communist ideology is prohibited as well as any others
whose doctrines, methods of action, or international connections
threaten the sovereignty of the State.
The Constitution has 36 articles guaranteeing individual rights
and six articles concerning the use of habeas corpus and the right
of amparo, an order of restraint granted to . petitioner against a
law, regulation, decision, or act of an authority which af'ects
the c ijoyment of his constitutionai rights and guarantees. Any
person who finds himself illegally imprisoned, detained, or restrained in the enjoyment, or threatened by the loss, of his individual liberty has the right to request an immediate personal
hearing before a court by a writ of habeas corpus.
No discrimination many be made based on race, color, sex, religion, economic or social position, or political opinion. Unless
caught in the act of committing a crime, no person may be arrested
except for a crime or misdemeanor and only by virtue of a prior
writ or warrant. Trustworthy persons whose identity is established
may not be detained for minor offenses, but must be given notice
to appear before the proper court. Preventive arrest may not
exceed 5 days; interrogation must be done within the first 48 hours
of arrest. The death penalty is not applicable to women or minors,
persons over 70 years of age, or persons guilty of political crimes.
A person's domicile is inviolable and n'ay not be entered without a
search warrant and then only between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The Government recognizes the right of asylum and prohibits
the extradition of foreign political offenders provided they respect
Guatemalan laws. Likewise, no attempt will be made to extradite
Guatemalans who take refuge in another country. If a political
refugee is expelled it will not be to the couihtry from which he fled.
The right of politicau asse,,rbly is recognized as well as the right
to rractice any religion. Religioas groups and ministers of the
faith, however, may not engage in partisan politics. The Roman
Catholic Church and other faiths are recognized as juridical
persons and may acquire property for religious, social, welfare,
or educational purpose. Such property Js tax exempt.
Ownership of private property is guaranteed, and private prop147

erty may not be confiscated for public -',-e,except in special cases
in which compensation must be paid. With the exception of
diplomatic or military matters, all governmental actions are public
matters, and interested persons have the right at any time to
information and copies of documents in which they are interested.
In addition to the individual guarantees, the Constitution contains 57 articles on social guarantees, which concern family, education, labor, economics, and the rights of public employees. Many
of these articles establish principles, but depend on future enactment of laws to establish specific programs. Separate sectionb of
the Constitution deal with the executive, legislative, and judicial
branches of the Government.
Amendments to the Constitution can be made only by a Constituent Assembly convoked by a two-thirds vote of Congress, to which
special deputies shall be elected by the populace. Any amendments
to incorporate either Belize into the national territory or Guatemala into a Central American union must be made by a two-thirds
vote of Congress and the Council of State meeting together.
Articles concerning the principle of non-reelection of the President
of the Republic and the length of his term of office may not be
amended.
Structure of Government
The Government is divided into three branches: executive,
legislative, and judicial. Although the Constitution provides for a
separation of powers with checks and balances, in practice the
President frequently exercises legislative and judicial powers.
Executive Branch

The executive branch consists of the President, Vice President,
Council of State, and ministries. The President is elected for a
4-year term and may not be reelected or have his term of office
extended. If he attempts to do so Congress has the power to call
elections, and the Army must take orders from the President of
the Congress.
The President has broad powers. In addition to those specified
by the Constitution, he may exercise all powers not specifically
granted to other authorities. Among the functions and powers
granted to him by the 1965 Constitution is the authority to provide
for national defense and security, enforce the Constitution and
laws, and command the Armed Forces. The President, with congressional approval, may suspend constitutional guarantees for a
period of 30 days in case of serious disturbance of the peace,
public disaster, or activities against the scurity of the State. The
President may present bills to Congre0 3 and may veto legislation.
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He must submit an annual statement to Congress on the state
of the nation as well as the annual budget presentation.
The President has the power to conduct international affairs,
but must submit to Congress for approval certain types of treaties,
conventions, and agreements. He appoints Cabinet ministers and
vice ministers; employees of the office of the Presidency; all
directors general of the ministries; departmental governors;
officials of the decentralized, autonomous, and semiautonomous
agencies; and members of the diplomatic and consular corps.
The President has the authority to administer public finance;
encourage new industries; authorize creroticn and dissolution of
banks; supervise all banking, credit, and insurance operations;
safeguard natural resources and provide for their proper utilization; direct and develop education, including the literacy campaign;
and grant priority to agricultural, industrial, and technical training. He is required to develop plans and programs to integrate the
Indian population into the national culture. He must improve the
health of the populace; promote adequate development of labor and
capital; and grant retirement benefits, pensions, and annuities. He
may exonerate taxpayers from fines, commute the death penalty,
and grant pardons for political and common offenses.
The President is assisted in his day-to-day work by the office of
the Presidency (Presidencia), or executive office. Within the Presidency are found the President's Specific Counselors (Consejeros
Especificos), who are independent of the Cabinet and are consulted
by the President on important national subjects. The Legal Advisory Board (Comision de Asesoria Juridica) of the Presidency
is the President's legal adviser on matters presented to him by the
ministries which require his approval. The General Secretariat
(Secretaria General de la Presidencia) is in charge of all official
paperwork sent to the President which requires his signature, and
the Private Secretariat (Secretaria Particular de la Presidencia)
handles all matters which are of a private nature. The Information
Secretariat (Secretaria de Informaci6n) is in charge of all information and publicity by the Government.
The Presidency also contains an Office of Technical Cooperation
(Oficina de Cooperacion Tecnica) which handles all matters related to foreign technical assistance and maintains liaison with
international organizations granting aid. The Office of Social
Affairs (Oficina de Asuntos Sociales) deals with requests from
private persons for individual help in such matters as rent payments, food and clothing, and jobs. This office is frequently headed
by the President's wife.
The office of. Vice President was abolished in 1915, but revived
by the 1965 Constitution. Thc Vice President may not be electea
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President immediately following his term of office as Vice President. The Vice President presides over the Council of State, participates in Cabinet discussions, represents the President in official
and protocoiary acts which the President is unable to attend, and
performs any other duties assigned to him. When the President
is unable to perform his duties and responsibilities, the Vice President assumes them. If the President is premanently disabed, the
Vice President succeeds to the Presidency. If both are permanently
disabled, the Congress and Council of State in a joint session elect
a successor for the balance of the term.
The Council of State was created by the 1965 Constitution as a
deliberittive body to render opinions on public service contracts,
legislative bills, treatieb and international agreements, disputes
between government agencies, and to submit to the President proposals to solve national problems. It is composed of the Vice President of the Republic, who is also the presiding officer, and 14 other
members. Congress, the President, and the Supreme Court each
designate two members. One member is appointed by the municipalities, one by the presidents of the professional associations, one
by urban unions, and one by farmworkers' unions. In addition,
one member each is appointed by associations of the economic
sectors: agriculture, industry, commerce, and banking. Council of
State members serve for a 4-year term and may be renamed a
second time after an intervening tlrm. Members have the same
privileges and immunities as do Congressional deputies. A member
may be removed only by a two-thirds vote of the other members.
The number of ministries is specified by law. In 1968 there were
10. Each ministry is headed by a minister who is a member of the
Council of Ministers. Some Cabinets have included a Minister
Without Portfolio, such as a Minister for Central American Integration.
Each ministry is composed of directorate generals, which are
equivalent to divisions or departments, and of agencies with
various degrees of independence. The title of the ministry, directorate general, or dependency usually indicates its function. Some
of the functions appear unrelated to the ministry under which they
fall. The Ministry of Agricultuie (Ministerio de Agricultura)
deals not only with agricultural affairs, but also with the conservation of natural resources. The largest division of this Ministry
is the Directorate Genteral of Livestock and Agriculture (Direcci6n
General Agropecuaria), which is composed of eight branches: agriculture, livestock, forestry, hydraulic resources (irrigation pr:ojects), agricultural mechanization (advice on proper equipment
for small farm use), economy and planning (study of actual pro150
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duction and preparation of plans to improve them), the National
School of Agriculture, and the Forestry School.
The National Institute for Agrarian Transformation (Instituto
Nacional de Transformacion Agraria-INTA), the principal organization for agrarian reform, is an agency of the Ministry of
Agriculture. Other divisions of the Ministry of Agriculture are
the Supervised Inter-American Cooperative Service for Agricultural Credit (Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Oredito
Agriccra Supervisado-SCICAS), which supervises credit for
sinai. and medium-sized farms; the Poultry Development Corrmission (Comisi6n de Fomento Avicola) ; the National Agricultural Livestock Institute (Instituto Agropecuario Nacional),
which handles research and the extension service; and the Milk
Plant, which provides milk to low-income families.
The Ministry of Communications and Public Works (Ministerio
de Communicaciones y Obras Publicas) is composed of six directorate generals. The Directorate General of Public Works (Direcci6n General de Obras Publicas) is responsible for the planning,
building, and maintenance of public buildings; the construction of
water and sewer systems; and the drawing of plans and budgets
for the construction of buildings for the autonomous institutions.
The Directorate Ceneral of Cartography (Direcci6n General de
Cartografia) maps the country; determines sea levels in the seaports; conducts geological research on volcanoes, :ninerals, and
soils; studies the flora and fauna of the country; and maintains
internal jurisdictional boundaries. The Directorate General of
Roads (Direcci'n General de Caminos) plans, designs, constructs,
and maintains all highways and roads.
The Directorate General of Civil Aeronautics (Direcci6ri General de Aeronautic.- Civil) constructs and maintains all airports,
organizes aeronautical communications, conducts meteorological
operations, registers aircraft, and licenses pilots. The Directorate
General of Telephones (Direcci6n General de TeJefonos) builds
and operates the telephone system, and the Directorate General of
Mail and Telec'-mmunications (Direcci6n General de Correos y
Telecommunicaciores) operates the post office and telegraph
system.
The Ministry of National Defense maintains liaison between the
Chief Executive and the Army. It handles all matters relating to
the military.
The Ministry of Ecorncmy (Ministerio de Economia) has varied
responsibilities. Thc Directorate General of Mining and Hydrocarbons (Direccifn General de Minera y Hidrocarburos) handles
all matters dealing with mining and petroleum. The Directorate
General of Statistics (Direcci6n General de Estadisticas) attempts
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to analyze national problerl.s based upon statistics and available
i:•formation, isuues price indexe9, collects export-import statistics,
conducts the census, and makes municipal maps. The Nuclear
Energj Commizsion (Comision Nacional de Energia Nuclear) is
a dependency of the Ministry of Economy and handles all nonmilitary matters dealing with radioactivity and peaceful uses of
nuclear energy.
Another agency of the Ministry of Economy is the National
Enter 'rise for the Economic Development of El Pet6n (Empresa
Naclonal de Fomento y Desarrollo Econornico de Zl PetAri-FYDEP), which is in charge of all activities related to the deve!oiment of El Petdn Department, including departmental road
construction and border patrol. The Economic Technical Council
(Consejo Tecnico de Economia), a branch of the Ministry, advises
on all matters relating to industrial development and issues regulations on governmental economic poliy. Finally, the Ministry has
a Legal Office (Asesoria Juridical), which ha:idles all legal matters
relating to the Ministry.
The Ministry of Education (Ministerio de Educaci6n Publica)
has numerous divisions and depenuencies. It is composed of the
Directorate of Pre-Primary and Urban Primary Education (Direcci6n de Educaci6n Pre-Primaria y Urbana) ; the Directorate
of Voci.tional and Technical Education (Direcci6n de Educaci6n
Vocacional y Tecnica) ; the Directorate of Adult Education (Direcci6n de Educaci6n Para Adultos) ; the Directorate General of
Rural Social Education (Direcci6n General de Socio-Educativo
Rural), which includes home economics for the rural housewife;
the Directorate of Physical Education and School Hygiene (Direcci6n de Educaci6n Fisica e Higietie Escolar) ; the Directorate
General of Fine Arts and Cultural Extension (Direcci6n General
de Bellas Artes y Extensi6n Cultural); and the Directorate of
School Statistics and Registry (Direcci&, de Estadistica Escolar
y Escalofor.), which also includes the personnel office of the
Ministry.
In addition to these Directorates, tle Ministry has a Technical
Council for National Education (Consejo Tecnico de Educaci6p.
Nacional), which gives pedagogical atvice, rules on foreign degrees acceptable in Guatemala, and evaluates "he contents of
school texts. A Department of Aesthetic Education (Departarnento
ue Educaci6n Estetica) of the Ministry organizes artistic activ,ties; supervises school music, plastic Rrts, 'lance, literature, and
the theater; and traiiis vocational teachers in these subject.
There are also several dependencies of the Ministry of Educa-

tion. The Institute of Anthropology %r.d History (hnstituto de
Antropologia e Historia) is in charge of all mwseu•_s in tfe country
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and all historical monuments and national parks. The Institute
aleo provides coursel *n anthropology and history. The National
Indian Institute (Instituto Indigenista Nacional) is involved in
any activity which attempts to solve Indian problevrs and proposes plans aimed at incorporating the Indian int, the general
culture of the country. The Natiunal Library (Biblioteca Nacional)
is in charge of all public libraries in the country, which number
about 50.
The Ministry of Government (Ministerio de Gobernaci6n) has
miscellaneous functions. The National Palace Office (Jefatura del
Palacio Nacional) perforrms general services and maintenance of
the National Palace. The Inspectorate General of Jails (Inspecci6r
General de Carceles) Inspects and recommends improvements of
all jails in the country and niaintains statistics on crime and the
prison population. The Migr•tion Department (Departamento de
Migraci6n) handles all passports, visas, and related matters. The
Directorate General of National Police (Direcci6n General de la
Policla Nacional) is in charge of maintaining public order. The
Civil Registry (Registro Civil) registers and gives certificates of
all civil acts, such as births, deaths, marriages, and divorces. The
Actuary and Land Office (Secci6n de T' rras y Escribania del
Gobierno) mediates unregistered land disputes, demarks private
property boundaries, grants land tit-les, and acts on complaints of
illegal landholdings. There is also a Real Estate Registry (Registro
de la Propiedad Inmueble) within the Ministry which rejisters
real estate transactions.
The General Archives of the Nation are also the responsibility
of the Ministry of Government. In addition, the Ministry operates
the National Printshop (Tipografia Nacional), which pr•.'ts all
governmental publications; notable literary, scientific, and historical works for general saal. and prints and publishes the Cfcial
Bulletin of the Government (Diario de Centro America). Additionally, the Ministry of Governmernt supervises the departmental
governmente and acts as the channel of communication between
the departmental governments an(A the executive. The Ministry
also Qrants legal aid to poor perso(,s.
The Ministry of Finance operates the mint, treasury, and customs. It also prepares the budget and collects taxes. All customs
matt-rs are handled by the Directorate General of Customs (Direcc 'n General de Aduanas), and taxes are collected by the
D.--cctorate General of Income (Direcci6n General de Rentas;.
whicrh also controls the operations of the liquor distilleries in the
country. The Budget Department (Departamento Tknico del
Presupuesto) r-epares the national budget The Ministry also
makes inventories of all reai estate property and handles bidding
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on contracts for Government supplies. Control cf smuggling is
aiso a responsibility of the Ministry of Finance as is the national
lottery. Postage and fiscal stamps are printed by the Printing and
Engraving Shop (Taller de Grabados en Acero). The Center for
Development of Public Administration (Centro para el Desarroilo
de la Adininistraci6n Publica-CDAP) teaches public administration.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores) is in charge of all foreign affairs, but its legal office
also handles tli requests for naturalization.
The Ministry of Public Health and Secial Assistance (Ministerio
de Salud Publica y Asistencia Social) operates preventative health
campaigns, including an antimalaria program; provides potable
water in rural areas; and is in charge of school hygiene and
vaccinations on a national scale. The Ministry also operates an
education center for orphans up t: the age of 18 years and a
center for the rehabilitation of injured persons, including physical
therapy, and for the housing of invalids for life. The Department
of Social Service (Departamento de Servicio Social) handles requests of needy persons and prepares social welfare programs.
The Ministry operates many dependencies. Some of these are the
Neuiropsychiatric Hospital, the Mental Health Center, the Home
for the Aged (for persons over 60), Roosevelt Hospital, San Juan
de Dios General Hospital, the national blood bank, the National
School of Nursing, and the Polio Rehl'bilitation IP'litute.
The Ministry of Labor and Social Security (Ministerio de
Trabajo y Previsi6n Social) is composed of the Inspectorate General of Labor (Inspecci6n General de Trabajo), which checks on
compliance with labor laws and is charged with defending the
interests of working minors and women, the National Employmerit Service (Servicio Nacional del Empleo) ; the Civil Service
Department (Departarnento de Srrvido Civil), which registers all
public employees and prepares examinations for advancement;
the Adminstrative Department of Labor (Departannento Administrativo de Trabajo), which oversee3 union affairs and labormanagemenet contracts; the Department of Statistics; anu the
D.uartment of Labor Welfare (Departamento de Bienestar
Laboral).
In ad.ition, a Technical Council advises the Ministry or. labormar, a:zement conflicts, sad a Directorate General of Public Recreation (Direcci6n General de Recreaci6n Pt,'tular) operates recreational facilities for w(,rkers and their families.
Apart from the ministries and their dependencies, there also
exist autonomous and semioutonomous organizations. The autoaomous ones are completely self-governing, whereas the semiautono'54
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mous are under the general guidance of a ministry. There are 13
autonomous and six semiautonomous entities.
Among the autonomous organizations are the Bank of Guatemala (Banco de Guatemala), the National Agrarian Bank (Banco
Nacional Agrariu), the National Mortgage Bazk (Credito Hipotecario Nacional), the Monetary Board (Junta Monetaria), and
the Production Develorment Institute (Instijuto de Fomento de
la Producci6n-INFOP) (see Economic anil Financial Systems,
ch. 8). The Social Security Institute and the University of San
Carlos are also autonomous (see Living Conditions, ch. 3; and
Education, ch. 7).
The Municipal Development Institute (Instituto de Fomento
Municipal-INFOM), created in 1957, is charged with the general
progress of townships. It grants financial and technical assistance
for basic public works, acts as a purchasing agent for the townships, and assists with their budgets and taxes. It actually receives
and distributes the general taxes earmarked for township use. The
priority activity of INFOM is potable water systems. Townships
can obtain Government loans via INFOM for this purpose.
The National Housing Institute (Instituto Nacional de Vivienda), formerly a dependency of the Ministry of Communications and Public Works, was made an autonomous agency in 1965.
It promotes low-cost urban housing and handles all urban housing
problems (see Living Conditions, ch. 3). The Accounting Court
(Tribunal de Cuentas) is a special administrative tribunal that
examines and reviews all receipts and expenditures of the Government, its autonomous agenoies, and other recipients of Government funds.
The Public Ministry (Ministerio Pdblico) is an auxiliary institute to the courts, headed by the Attorney General (Procurador
General), who is P Minister without portfolio. The Public Ministry
represents the State in all court actions. It enforces compliance
with laws and the execution of sentences, judicial decisions, and
administrative provisions whenever they affect the interest of the
State. It may intervene in matters in which the State has an
interest. It is authorized to take steps to ensure prompt administration of justice and investigation of crimes. It may represent
minors, absentees, and the incapacitated before the courts.
The other two autonomous entities are the Guatemalan Tourist
Center (Cerntro Guatemalteco de Turismo), a nonprofit organization that stimulates the tourist industry, and the Electoral Council
and Electoral Registry (Consejo Electoral y Registro Electoral),
that supervises all electoral activity.
Three of the semiautonomous organizations are under the guidance of the Ministry of Ftconomy, two under the Ministry of
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Finance, and one under the Ministry of Communications ani
Public Works. The Guatemalan Aviation Company (Empresa
Guatemalteca de Aviaci6n-AVIATECA), the national airline, is
under the Ministry of Economy, as are the National Economic
Planning Council and the Industrial Productivity and Development Center. The National Electrification Institute (Instituto
Nacional de Electrificaci6n) is under the Ministry of Communications and Public Works (see Domestic Trade, ch. 8).
The Office of Comptroller of Accounts (Controleria de Cuentas)
is a technical institution under the guidance of the Ministry of
Finance. It is similar to a general accounting office in that it
controls the revenues, expenditures, and financial interests of the
Government; townships; and decentralized, autonomous, and semiautonomous agencies; and any other entity or person receiving
State funds. The remaining semiautonomous entity under the
Ministry of Finance is a conglomeration of several organizations
operating under one authority called the Directorate General of
Ports, La AtlRntida Transport, Matias de Galvez National Port
Authority, Directorate General of Merchant Marine (Direcci6n
General de Puertos, Transportes La Atlantida, Empresa Nacional
Portuaria Matias de GAIvez, Direcci6n General de la Marina Mercante). The Directorate General of Ports handles all seaport
matters; La Atlantiida Transport is a Government trucking company; Matias de Gflvez National Port Authority operates the
nationalized port of Matias de G•lvez; and the Directorate General of Merchant Marine registers ships and yachts.
Legislative Branch

Guatemala has a unicameral Congress composed of elected
deputies. At least two deputies are elected for each of 23 electoral
districts, plus one alternate deputy who fills an office if it becomes
vacated. If the population of an electoral district exceeds 200,000
persons, an additional deputy is elected for each additional 100,000
inh:abitants. In 1968 there were 55 deputies in Congress. Deputies
hold office for a term of 4 years and may be reelected only after
the lapse of one term. Only one reelecion is permitted.
Congress mcets ever', year on June 15 for a 4-month period,
which may be extended if necessary. Special sessions may be called
by the Presid-nt of the Republic, the Standing Committee of Congress, or b-. a petition of a majority of the deputics. Fifteen members may pctition the Standing Committee to consider convoking
a special sessiorn. Matters other than those for which the special
session was cai~ed may be discussed if two-thirds of the deputies so
decide.
,eputs
Each year before adjourning, Congru,, appoints eight d
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to comprise the Standing Committee, plus three alternates. The
President of Congress serves as the chairman of the Standing
Committee. This committee, which 'unctions only when Congress
is not in session, is a device used in several Latin American countries to strengthen the Legislature vis-k-vis the executive. It acts
as a watchdog committee, and its power to call a special session
of Congress theoretically acts as a check on the actionii of the
executive,
Congreis has the respornsibility of counting the ballots in the
election of the President and Vice President of the Republic and
to proclaim as elected the candidate who receives an absolute
majority. If there is no absolute majority, Congress elects a President and Vice President from the two candidates obtaining the
greatest number of vots. Other candidates are not considered.
Congress has the power to impeach the President; Vice President;
all magistrates, including those of the Supreme Court; ministers;
vice ministers; the attorney general; and other members of Congress. Two-thiw-ds of the deputies may declare the President of
the Republic physically or mentally incapacitated, based upon A
medical report by a committee of live doctors appointed at the
request of Congress.
Congress enacts, amends, and repeals legislation; le'.ies taxes;
and approves the budget. It has the power to declare war, approve
peace treaties, and to decree amnesty for political and common
crimes. It authorizes the executihe to negotiate domestic or foreign loans and approves or disapproves claims against the public
treasury, including reparations or indemnities for an international
claim. Congressional approval is required for most international
agreements. The Constitution ipecifically mentions those affecting
Gaatemalan laws in force, national domain, or a union of Central
America; obligating the State financially; submitting any matter
to international judicial or qarhitral depision or irnternationnAl iris-

diction; affecting the security of the State; or referring to foreign
armies passirg through the national territory or installation of
foreign military bases.
Any deputy or minister, the Council of State, the Supreme
Court, and San Carlos University may introduce legislation. Ali
bills accepted are debated and discussed on three separate occasions before being voted upon, except in cases of national emergency when only one reading is required. If a bill is not accepted
for debate or if 2 months elapse without discussion of an accepted
bill, 10 deputies or the entity which drafted it may request an
opinion by the Council of State. The Council of State has 2 months
in which to render an opinion. If the opinior, is favorable, the
bill is returned to Congress for a study by a mixed committee
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composed of the president of Congress, three deputies, and three
members of the Council of State. If the mixed committee renders
a favorable opinion, the bill is submitted for discussion and vote.
If the Council of State fails to render an opinion within its 2-month
time limit or if the ziixed committee issues no opinion within 30
days, the bill is held to be rejected.
An accepted bill may also receive the opinion of the Council
of State before it is discussed if five deputies so request. If the
bill is not returned with its comments by the Council of State
within 2 months, it is deemed that the council had no observations
to make, and the bill is debated as if it had been returned. All
approved bills are sent to the President, who has 15 days to sign,
veto, or return the bill to Congress with any observations, including the opinion of the Council of State. If the President's observations are not accepted, the bill is tabled until the following session
of Congress. Congress may ratify the bill without accepting the
observations by a two-th"irds vote, and then the President must
sign and promulgate the law within 8 days after receiving it back
from Congress. If he fails to do so, Congress orders its publication
as a law. Any bill not vetoed or returned by the President within
the 15-day period from date of original receipt is considered
sanctioned by him and must be promulgated as law. All laws take
effect 8 days after pubtication of the Official Journal (Diario
Oficial) unless the law itself specifies a different date.
Judicial Branch

The judiciary is composed of the Supreme Court of Justice and
several subordinate and special courts. A judge or magistrate may
not be a member of a political party or a labor union. The president
of the Supreme Court is also the president of the judicial branch.
He has national authority for the administration and discipline
of all courts and appoints all clerks, officials, and other employees.
Congress elects for a 4-year term the judges of the Supreme Court.
the Court of Appeals, the Contentious-Administrative Court, the
Court of Second Instance, and the Court of Jurisdictional Conflict.
Judges elected for a third consecutive term receive permanent
status until the age of 70, at which time they are retired (see
Public Order and Safety, ch. 10).
The Supreme Court of Justice consists of at least seven magistrates and is usually divided into two chambers-one hearing
criminal, and the other hearing civil appeals. Supreme Court
justices must have serve,44 at least one full term as a magistrate
of one of the lower courti or must have practiced law for more
than 10 years. The Sup. eme Court prepares an annual draft
budget of the salaries and expenses ot the entire judicial system,
which is incorporated into the general budget. Each month the
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National Treasury informs the judicial trersury of the amount
of mcney available to it for that month. In addition, revenues
derived from the administration of justice belong exclusively to
the judicial branch. The judges of courts other than the Supreme
Court who are elected by Congress are elected in a group without
court designation, and the Supreme Court assigns them to a
particular court in a manner deemed most advantageous for the
administration of justice. All lower court judges not elected by
Congress are appointed by the Supreme Court, which also may
remove or transfer them.
The Court of Appeals is directly below the Supreme Court and
is formed into as many divisions as the Supreme Court determines, with fixed residence and jurisdiction. Below the Court of
Appeals are courts of first and second instance, all of whose judges
are appointed by the Supreme Court. Among the special courts
are the Contentious-Administrative Court, or Court of Administrative Conflict. This court has national jurisdiction and hears
suits brought by individuals who believe their rights have been
injured by administrative acts or decisions of the ministries, townships, or autonomous or semiautonomous agencies.
The Court of Conflicts of Jurisdiction decides whether the
Contentious-Administrative Court or a regular or otiaer specialized
court will hear a particular case if there is a dispute over jurisdiction, The Jurisdictional Court also settles disputes between the
Contentious-Administrative Court or ordinary courts and the
public administration. The Court of Amparo, consisting of the
president of the first division of the Court of Appeals, plus six
other members taken from the Court of Appeals, hears requests
from persons or corporations for an order of restraint agaInst
an action of a branch of Government or another court which
threatens the political or constitutional rights of the suitor.
A special court created by the 1965 Constitution is the Court
of Constitutionality. it is composed of five Supreme Court magistrates, including the president of the Supreme Court plus seven
members chosen by lot from the Court of Appeals and the Contentious-Administrative Court. The Court of Constitutionality
hears appeals against laws or governmental orders on the ground
that they are unconstitutional. This formerly was a function of
the Supreme Court. Appeals may be brought by the Council of
State, the Bar Association, the Public Ministry, any person or,
any entity provided it is assisted by 10 practicing lawyers. The
court has 2 months in which to deliberate, and it requ~ires the
affirmative vote of at least eight members for a measure to be
declared unconstitutional. No appeal may be entered against a
decision of the Court of Constitutionality.
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Lom! Government

Departments and townships are the two lower levels of government. The Constitution makes provision for a third level, provinces, if Congress deems it advantageous for the general interest
of the nation. There are no departmental elections; the President
appoints all governors. The governors do not carry out individual
policy and have no independent powers, except to choose their own
staffs. Governors are, in fact, extensions of the executive, carrying
out central Government policies and representing the national
Government in ceremonial functions. A governor serves for a
3-year term and may not be reappointed to the same department
until a second 3-year period elapses. He may, howevcr, be transferred to another department.
In contrast to the departments, the townships (municipios)
exercise self-government. The township is the basic administrative political unit and has its origin in the Roman Empire. The
political unit of the Roman Empire in Spain was the municipium,
an urban community with a surrounding rural territory. This idea
was brought to Guatemala and other Latin American countries
by the Spaniards. A township may contain one or more villages or
settlements plus iiolated farms and usually takes the name of its
settlement, where the local government offices are located. Divisions and combinations of townships frequently occur, as townships are supposed to have a minimum of 5,000 inhabitants. This
requirement is not strictly enforced, as many townships have
fewer than this minimum, in 1968, for example, 25 percent of all
townships had fewer than 3,000 inhabitants each. Local authorities
may make administrative subdivisions of the township into cantons, districts, villages, or hamlets. A canton is a territorial subdivision made without regard to population. The other types of
subdivisions take population into consideration.
The government of the township is vested in a municipal corporation, which is composed t,• a mayor; councilmen; and syndics
(sindicos), local officials who act as judge or advocate and also
provide legal opinions for the municipal corporation. Each councilman is in charge of a specific public service provided by the
township. Since 1944 all members of the municipal corporation
have been elected directly by the voters. Before that date they
were appointed by the national Government. Municipal corporation
members may not be reelected until the lapse of one term. The
term of office of elected officials in Guatemala City is 3 years.
Elsewhere it is either 1 or 2 years, Anyone elected for only a 1-year
term must serve without remuneration. Those clected for a 2-year
term receive a salary. The townships with sufficient revenue to
pay salaries usually have a 2-year term of office.
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In addition to the elected officials, each township has a paid
secretay and a paid treasurer who are appointed by the municipal
corporation and who may not be members of the council since
they have no vote in township affairs. The mayor ;nay, and frequently does, appoint deputy mayors (alcaldes auziliol) to represent him in the other settlements of the township or, in the case
of a city, in each urban zone. Whenever revenue permits, townships broaden the scrvices they provide, such as an enclosed public
market, potable water, sewerage, municipal electricity, street paving, parks, health facilities and, in some communities, schools. In
this regard townships are helped by technical, financial, and
administrative assistance of the central Government, In 1955 a
National Association of Municipalities was created, which acts
as the spokesman for all townships in expressing a common desire
to the national Government. This association holds annual meetings to obtain the views of the mayors.
In many Indian communities a de facto Indian local government
exists side by side with the formal local government. Before 1944
the Indians had a representative on the municipal corporation
called the principal, who was selected from the Indian Council
of Elders. Since 1944 the position of the principal no longer exists
legally but, in fact, many communities still have a Council of
Elders who settle disputes among the Indians and serve as a
channel of communication between the formal local government
and the Indian population.
POLITICAL DYNAMICS AND VALUES
Historically, only the landed ladinos and the military engaged
in politics. Before 1945 politics was personalized. Since then it
has become more modern, with political parties, principles and
programs, and a larger number of persons influencing political
decisions. Still, only an estimated 20 r-rcent of the population
participates in national politics.
The Indians, although having the right of franchise, frequently
do not exercise it in national elections, but they do influence local
politic
Most political parties have teen narrowly based and transitory.
Modern parties are just beginning to evolve, and the Revolutionary
Party is the most stable. The 1966 electicu, unlike previous ones,
was peacefu! and considered to be just and fair.
Political Forces and Interest Groups
Social Classes

In general, there is a two-class structure in rural areas and a
three-class 9tructure in urban areas. The rural areas lack a signif161

icant middle class. The urban middle class has been the leader in
seeking social change. Guatemala has fewer wealthy families than
most other Latin American countries, and they frequently do not
act ai a group. The political power of the upper class in the capital
has bWen weakened by the growing strength of the middle class,
and the former no longer has direct control over the Government.
Its greatest influence stems from its role in the economy. The large
landowners are generally conservative and have traditional ties
with the military, but they exert a lesser impact on national affairs
than previously. The local upper class in the smaller towns no
longer controls local politics as it did before 1944.
The influence of the middle class is out of proportion to its
numbers. It is composed largely of Government employees, small
businessmen, professionals, schoolteachers, industrial workers,
younger military officers, police officials, white-collar workers, and
a few articulate small farmers and farmworkers. Its influence is
strongest in the capital, but a middle class is also found in the
smaller cities and towns. The impact of the middle class on national
affairs is dominant because it is the most articulate and energetic
in pressing its views upon the Government. Since all labor leaders
come from the middle class, orgad.zed urban workers have a
greater political significance than their numbers would suggest.
The middle class also supplies the staff for all Government agencies
engaged in economic development and social betterment. The small
independent farmer is not politically significant on the national
level. He does, however, influence local politics.
The first time the middle class as such exercised its political
power was in the overthrow of President Estrada Cabrera by the
Unionist Party in 1920. The Unionist Party was an almost entirely middle class group, composed of liberals, conservatives,
anticlericals, and churchmen capable of momentarily overcoming
their traditional divisions on the dual platform of a Central
American federation and opposition to foreign economic domination. The influence of the middle class has since then grown to
the point that it almost dominates the political life of the country.
The lower class is largely composed of Indians, but also includes
rural ladino peasants and 'he urban poor. The ladivos are more
(asily organized than the Indians. Despite their great numerical
strength, the Indians are difficult to organize into a political force
because of their traditional isolation from national affairs and
general apathy toward, or ignorance of, national or internationa,
issues. The moc- ieceptive among them are the mobile rural
laborers, especially the younger Indians who work in or near urban
areas, Indians have little faith in promises of political parties,
unions, or any group emnanating from the cities.
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The Communists stressed theory rather than reality to the peasants and made no headway. The Indians respond only to practical
programs which seem to solve their particular problems. During
the presidential campaign of Ydfgoras, he obtained the support of
many Indians because they understood in practical terms some
parts of his platform.
Armed Force.

The Armed Forces have a history of over a century of involvement in political affairs, and politicians have found it impossible to
prevententhem from exercieing more than their constitutionally
defined role. Even when there is a civilian government in power,
the Army is influential in making Government policy. Most Guatemalan governments have had a large number of military officers
in the Cabinet. The government of President Ydigoras, for example, had nine of 10 Cabinet posts filled by active or retired
career officeri,.
As the best organized institution in the country, the Army
quickly expresses itself when it believes its interests to be threatened. Conversely, officers are frequently re'dired when they are
regarded as or suspected of being a threat to the political stability
of ths Government. Their involverment aPJ intervention in political
affairs etem mostly from a fear that their power or position might
be undermined or threatened.
Although niany of the younger officers are considered to be
sympathetic to the ideals of social reform and the 1944 revolution,
their careers are foremost in their minds and their prime loyalty
is to the Military Establishment. All presidential candidates therefore attempt to obtain the support of the Army in the belief that
this acknowledged backing will influence the electorate. A government requires the cortinual consent of the Military Establishment
to remain in power, as the Army can be expected to intervene
when it considers that it is in the best national interest to do so.
When YdIgoras lost the support of the Army, he was overthrown.
Following the 1966 election, but before Congress actually chose
a president from the two leading candidates, President M~ndez
had his party issue a statement to the effect that it had "faith in
the Army as the guarantor of democracy in Guatemala," an
acknowledged bid for military support or neutrality in the electoral issue at stake.
The Church

The Roman Catholic Church has much less political influence
in Guatemala than in many other Catholic countries. It has still
not fully recovered from the anticlerical laws of President Barrios.
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Cnly since 1954 has it started to become more influential, and since
±d87 this inflience has been exercised in the cause of social reform.
A pastoral letter was issued in 1967 by all Guatemalan bishops
expressing the Church's deepest concern and anxiety over the
terrorism then pervading the country and said that the Church
could not remain indifferent to political assassinations. The document further called for a literacy campaign, cooperatives, and a
more audacious agrarian reform program. to help the peasants.
This marked a new stage for the Church in Guatemala.
Guatemalan Protestants generally are conservative and are
usually small property owners, farmers, and semiskilled workers.
Their influence is felt more in the capital than elsewhere because
that is where their largest congregations are located.
Students

University students have been among the prime movers for
social reform and constitational guarantees for many years. The
overthrow of President J'rge Ubico was initiated by students who
organized and demonstrated for their demands for university
autonomy. One gauge of the extent of political involvement of the
students was the large turnout in the 1968 elections for new officers
of the University Students Association (Asociaci6n Estudiantil
Universitaria--AEU), which is the official spokesman for all the
students and has about 6,000 members. The AEU gave its support
to the Revolutionary Party during the 1966 election, and students
activwy campaigned on behalf of the party's candidates. Some of
the students have joined either extreme left guerrilla terrorist
groups or rightist terrorist groups. A Social Christian Student
Front (Frente Estudiantil Social Cristiano) is showing strength
and won student elections at the School of Humanities in 1967
and 1968.
Miscellaneous Forces

Organized labor is not permitted to engage in political activities
and is less influential than it was during the period 1945-54. It is
slowly recovering its strength. Employer organizations and the
business conimunity go out of their way to stress that they are
out of politics, and their influence is feit only indirectly. Only
once did the business community as such openly support a presidential aspirant: Colonel Peralta, before he overthrew Ydigoras.
Women as a group are not an effective political force because
they hesitate to exercise their right of suffrage. The 1966 election
was the first in which illiterite women could vote, and all candidatc.s made appeals to market women to win their support, as
they are the most vociferous of the female electorate. One woman
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deputy was elected to Congress in 1966. The few foreigners residing in Guatemala have an indirect influence on politics, which
far outweighs their numbers, through their direct i;..fluence on
the economy.
AntAler political force is composed of the various right-wing
anti-Communist organizations, which utilize intimidation, threats
of violence, and actual assassinations in striving to eliminate communism. These groups have armed irregulars who conduct campaigns against those they believe to be Communists. They have
indiscriminately killed political leftists, nonleftists, and innocent
bystanders, in addition to Communists. In March 1968 one such
rightist group kidnapped the Archbishop of Guatemala in an
efffort to place the blame on Communists and embarrass the
Government.
The right-wing groups developed as a citizens' reaction to the
activities of the left-wing Communist extremists, which for several years had been carrying out guerrilla tactics in the rural
areas and terrorist acts in the urban areas. The left-wing extremists, despite their publicity, however, are not as much of a political
force, nor do they have as much influence on the electorate as do
the rightists.
Political Parties
The 1965 Constitution guarantees the free formation and functioning of political parties having democratic standards and principles. Parties advocating Communist ideology arte prohibited as
well as parties whose doctrine, methods, or inter' -itiona! connections threaten the sover'Agnty of the State. Only ,ally registered
political parties may nominate candidates for public office. To
be a legally registered political party requires a minimum membership oft 50,000 registered voters, of whom at least 20 perctnt
must be literate. As of late 1960' only four parties were legally
registered.
None of the four legal parties existed before 1955. Gu-,temala,
however, has had more political parties in existerce ii. recent
history than any other Central American country. Cf these, 13
participatu-d in the 1960 elections, and le were active in 1963.
Since the 1944 revolution, between 40 and 50 political partices have
existed. ';ost of them have reflected the personality and viewpoint
of the party leader who created the party for a specific political
situation. They have failed to develop ., olitical philosophy which
could be pursued and continued after th, w-ithdr,.;,al of the party's
leader from poiitical activity. Becau• of the dominant impact
made by the party leader, few political parties have qerved as an
effecQtive channel of public opinion. Before 1960 only 5,000 mem3.65

bers were required to permit registration as a legal political party.
In -hat year the minimum was raised to 10,000, 10 percent of
whom had to be literate. The electoral law of 1965 raised the
minimum to 50,003 persons in an effort to minimize the proliferation of minor p"-r ties.
Social revolutionary parties champion expanded suffrage, administrative reform, economic planning, expanded social welfare
programs, labor guarantee.s, and an increased role of the Government in the economy. The conservative parties strive for a smaller
role of the Government in the economy and a greater role reserved
for private enterprise. Nevertheless, they accept some of the social
welfare programs. Because of the relative weakness of all political
parties, most of them have had to form coaiitio•is which proved to
be unstable and prevented a program of action from being undertaken.
Major Parties

The major parties were the four legally registered political
parties as of late 1968. These were the Revolutionary Party, the
Tnstitutional Democratic Party, the Movement of National Liberation, and the Guateimnalan Christian Democracy. The Revolutionary
Party (Partido Revolucionario-PR), the ruling party since 1966,
was formed in 1957 by Mario Mdndez Montenegro, brother of
President Julio CUsar M6ndez Montenegro, and became a legally
registered party in 1958. It was a moderatey.v left-of-center party
and was built upon one of the old Arevalo parties, but has been
growing more conservative since its fournding. It is the largest
party with the best organizationai base. It advocates a literacy
campaign, labor unions, agrarian reform, administrative reform,
and economic development supported by private enterprise.
The Institutional DEemocratic Party (Partido Institucional
Deniocrdttico-PID) w:as formed in 1965 by a group of well-known
conser-,atives and was "nfoimqlly anderstood to have the endorsement of the Government hen,-ded by Coiune! Enrique Peralta. The
PID advocates economic development but, especially, major public
works such as construction of a Pacific fishing port, improvement
of communications, and increased electrical power facilities. Its
philosophy is .lightly right of center.
A third major party is the Movement of National Liberation
(Movimiento de Liberaci6n Nacional-MLN). It was formed in
1958 and registered in 1960 by a group of former leaders of the
National 1)emocratic Movement (Movimiento Democritico Nacional--MDN), which had been established in 1955 as the -ificial
party 3)f the government of President Carlos Castillo Armas
(1954-57). These eaders were dissatisfied with MDN party leader
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Jos6 Luis Cruz Salazar and broke away in 1958 following the loss
of the presidential race to Miguel Ydigoras Fuentes. The MDN
failed to obtain recognition for the 1.964 Constituent Assembly
elections and was disbanded. The MLN fell heir to most M DN
supporters. The MLN is a militant party, strongly anti-Communist,
a supporter of Church rights and the interests of landowners. It
can be categorized as being furthest right of all political parties.
The Guatemalan Christian Democracy (Democracia Cristiana
Guatemalteca-DCG) is a Christian democratic party, originally
.tounded in 1955 by wealthy, conservative Catholics. It slowly
i.uoved towarH ihe left, and by 1964 it had a liberal, reformist outlook as younger !laderscame to the forefront. It advocates social
justice, State direction of the economy, and community ownership
of property. Together with the PR it forms the non-Communist
left, although it does not agree with the PR on many subjects,
particularly international affairs. The DCG could not qualify for
the 1966 presidential election because of challenges to its membership rolls, and its registration was annulled in November 1967.
It appealed and was finally reregistered in June 1968, just in
time for the 1968 local township elections in which it won 21 of
the 294 townships hoiding mayoralty elections.
Minor Parties

There are a number of functioning minor parties which are not
legal, either because they have thus far failed to obtain the minimum number of members for registration or because they are
proscribed. A proscribed party which has to operate clandestinely
is the Communist Party. The Revolutionary Democratic Unity
Party is not registered. The other minor parties are the Guatemalan Social Party, the National Reformist Movement, and the
Authentic Democratic Party.
The Revolutionary Democratic Unity (Unidad Revolucionaria
Democrfitica-URD) was formed in 1958 by a group of PR members, headed by Francisco Villagran Kramer, who anticipated
expulsion from the PR party for their extremist views. The URD's
policies are similar to those of the Christian Democrats. It champions a mixed economy and State ownership of utilities, a division
of all uncultivated iand into small holdings, and a system of
cooperatives. its members are young intellectuals, some professionals, and ogganizod labor leaders. Villagran and other URD
leaders were exiled in February 1965 on the grounds of frater-

nizing with Communists and engagin7 .n subversive activities. The
party could not meet the registration requirements for the 1966
presidential campaign, and in November 1966 it ws declared an
illegal party. In 1968 it failed in an appeal against this decision.
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The Guatemalan Social Party (Partido Social Guatemalteco-PSG) was organized in 1965 by persons who had left the DCG.
When it failed to qualify for the 1966 election, it supported the
PID in return for a number of PSG candidates for Congress to
appear on the PID ballot as members of that party and a promise
that they could act independently if elected.
When the MDN was disbanded in 1964, its remnants, headed
by Jos6 Luis Cruz Salazar, joined in a grouping of other antiCommunist organizations to form a new political party called
the National Reformist Movement (Movimiento Nacional Re.
formista-MNR). It does not have a philosophy and could not
fulfill the membership requirements for the 1966 election.
The Authentic Democratic Party (Partido Autdntico Democratico-PAD) was formed and legally registered in 1961. It did
not try &oreregister under the new electoral law and anicunced
it would not participate in the 1966 election.
The Communist party of - iatemala has been called the Guatemalan Labor Party (Partido Guatemalteco del Trabajo-PGT)
since 1952, when it registered as such after changing its name
from. the Communist Party of Guate-nala (see Historical Setting,
ch. 2). IB had 4,900 members at the time of Arbenz' overthrow
in 1954, 1,000 of whom fled the country. The PGT tlhn went
underground and has been operating clandestinely ever since. Before Peralta took over in 1963, the PGT declared that it would
utilize only legal and peacetul means to come to power and
announced that it was ready to support Arevalo for the Presidency
again. Following the Peralta takeover, guerrilla activity began to
be intensified, and by 1966 PGT leaders decided that violence was
the only way for them to achieve power. The ideological differences
of the guerrilla groups are reflected within PGT leadership between those leaning toward Moscow and those favoring Peking.
Electoral Procebt

In Oct(ber 1965 a new electoral law came into effect. This plus
the 1965 Constitution constitute the basis for the electoral process.
Supervision of all electoral activity is the responsibility of the
Electoral Register and the Electoral Council. The Electoral Register is a permanent organization headed by a director appointed
by the President for a term of 4 years and is staffed by civil
servants appointed by the dr'cctor. The Electoral Register registers all voters and political parties, establishes rrunicipal electoral
boards, and investigates and resolvcl, violations of the electoral
law.
The Electoral Council functions only temporarily, once every
4 years, and is not a permanent body. it is composed of the
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director of the Electoral Register, who is also the Chairman of
the Electoral Council; one member designated by each registered
political party that obtained at least 15 percent of the total valid
votes cast in the last general election; one member appointed
by Congress; and one member appointed by the Council of State.
The Electoral Couricil is convoked by the director of the Electoral
Register at least 15 days before the date of the election and is
dissolved after the election. The council organizes and supervises
the election, prepares and publicizes the general rules and procedures to be observed, counts the votes and ceztii1es the results
except for the election of the Presider.t and Vice President, investigates and resolves questions relating to the election, and imposes
penalties over matters in which it has jurisdiction or takes the
offense to a court of justice. The only recourse against decisions
of either the Electoral Register or Electoral Council is a request
for restraint (amparo) before the Court of Appeals, except for
nullification of votes in nonpresidential elections which may be
appealed to the Supreme Co•urt. Only Congress can nullify a
presidential election.
All citizens must register with the Electoral Register within 6
months after reaching the age of 18 and, in order to vote, must
have registered at least 20 days before the date of the election.
Voting is compulsory for literates and optional for illiterates. Only
members of the police and the Armed Forces and the mentally
disabled are not permitted to vote. Fines or imprisonment may be
levied for failure to register or vote. In addition, public officials
may be suspended from work for 30 days or fined and imprisoned
for their failure to exercise suffrage.
Two weeks before election day names of eligible voters are listed
alphabetically in separate literate and nonliterate groups. The
Electoral Register then prints 3 percent more ballots than the
total number of eligible voters. Although all ballots are of equal
form, color, and size, separate ones are user: for each elective
office. Candidates are listed under their party or sponsor's name
and symbol in the chronological order in which they registered to
run for office. A photograph is also included for candidates in the
presidential election.
Voters do riot vote for individual candidates; rather, they vote
for a party or group list. V,Log usually occurs on Sunday, and
polls are usually open from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., but those in line at
6 p.m. will be permitted to cast their vote. After casting his ballot,
the voter's citizenship card is marked, and his right index finger
is dipped in indelible ink to preclude plural voting. Ballots are
counted at the polling place in the presence of electoral officials
and representatives of the political parties, and the results must L169
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sent within 3 days to the Electoi al Register delegate for that
electoral district. The delegate then has 24 hours to forward the
results to the Electoral Council, where the votes are recounted and
winners certified, except for the President and Vice President.
Ballots for the presidential election are sent to Congress for
review.
Candidates for President, Vice President, or congressional deputies must be nominated by a registered political party. Candidates
must register with the Electoral Register at least 20 days before
the election. Candidates for local office in the townships do not
have to be nominated by a political party. Civic committees may
nominate them by submitting a required number of signatures on
a petition. The required number varies from 5,000 in the capital
to a minimum of 25 in the smallest township. Nominations by
civic committees are common. In the 1966 mayoralty contest in
Guatemala City, all five candidates were supported by civic committees, and none were nominated by political parties.
The President and Vice President are elected by a simple
majority. If no candidate receives a majority, Congress chooses
from the two candidates receiving the highest number of votes.
For deputies and members of the municipal corporation, a simple
plurality is -eeded to fill one seat. If two seats are to be filled,
the party or the civic group winning the plurality takes the two
seats unless there is a difference of less than 20 percent of the
number of votes cast between the two highest parties; then each
party receives one seat. If more than two seats are to be filled, a
system of proportional representation is used.
Political Events 1963-68
On March 30, 1963, Guatemala experienced a bloodless coup
when a group of Army officers headed by Minister of Defense
Colonel Enrique Peralta Azurdia overthrew President Ydigoras.
The Army issued a statement stating that it acted because tL1
country w,,' ". . . on the brink of an internal conflict as a result
of subversion promoted by pro-Communist sectors" and that the
Ydigoras government was goi•,g to hand over power to "antidemocratic elements." Pres.lential elections had been scheduled
for December 1963, and former President Juan Jos6 Arevalo had
announced his candidacy. The Communist PGT saw the election
as an opportunity to return to power and announced its support
for Arevalo despite it. previous criticism of him for being an
opportunist and opposed to communism. Arevalo's arrival in
March 1963 after 10 years of exile was the most important event
triggering the coup. Army !eaders opposed Ydigoras because he
had frequently made promotions on the basis of personal prefer170

ence rather than merit or seniority and had allocated relatively
more funds to the Air Force than to the Army.
Peralta was a career officer who had been Quatemalan Ambassador to Cuba, El Salvador, and Costa Rica. President Ydigoras
had chosen him to be head of the Agrarian Reform program, then
made him Minister of Agriculture and, after an abortive coup by
disgruntled Army officers and men on November 18, 1960, promoted him to Minister of Defense. He has been categorized as a
conservative, opposed to communism, but genuinely interested in
the social integration of all Guatemalan classes. After the coup he
suspended the Constitution, dissolved Congress, banned all political activities, and retained a state of siege previously imposed
by President Ydigoras. On March 31, 1963, he declared that he
had acted solely to restore tranquillity to the country and that
he would prepare the way for general elections and not remain
in power. He named a Cabinet consisting of five civilians and three
Army officers. He retained for himself the position of Minister
of Defense, in addition to being +he Chief of the Military Government, which was his title until May 7, 1966, when it was changed
to Chief of State.
Peralta restored freedom of assembly and permitted the courts
to function. He later announced that his government's program
would be to prevent the nation from falling into extremist hands,
to maintair coi dial relationships with democratic governments,
to manage public funds honestly, to raise the living standards of
workers and peasants, to create an atmosphere for the free election
of a President, and to install that popularly elected president.
Peralta announced that -lections would be held on May 24, 1964,
for a Constituent Assern'
which would draft a new constitution
and prepare the way fA,_- he general elections. Although four
political parties were legally recognized, only two actually participated--the National Liberation Movement and the Revolutionary
Party. Only 40 percent of the registered voters went to the polls,
partly because of voter apathy and partly because the Guatemalan
Christian Democracy Pa-:ty urged their followers not to vote. An
80-member Constituei., Assembly was chosen as follows: the MLN
and the PR directly named 10 members, and the Government chose
60 from a joint list submitted by both parties.
One of the first acts of the Constituent Assembly which convened
on July 29, 1964, was to vote for the formal annulment of the
1956 Constitution, which had been in suspension, and to ratify all
decree laws issued by Peralta. The assembly then began its designated task of drafting a new constitution. On July 27, 1965, Peralta
lifted 'he state of siege, and political activity was once again permitted. On September 15, 1965, the new constitution was promul171
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gated, to enter into effect on May 5, 1966, and March 6, 1966,
was set for general elections for a President, Vice President, 55
deputies for a new Congress, and 23 alternate deputies.
Only three political parties were able to qualify for registration
by the February 4, 1966, deadline under the new electoral law of
October 1965. These were the Institutoinal Democratic Party, the
National Liberation Movement, and the Revolutionary Party. Four
other parties attempted to register, but could not meet the minimum membership requirements and therefdrg could not participate. These were the DCG, PSG, MNR, and the URD. The candidates of the three qualifying parties were Colonel Miguel Angel
Ponciano Samayoa, a former Army Chief of Staff, for the MLN;
Colonel Juan de Dios Aguilar de Le6n, director of the National
Electrification Institute, for the PID; and Julio CUsar M•ndez
Montenegro, a professor of law, for the PR. The original candidate
of the PR was Mario Mendez Montenegro, the party's founder
and brother of Julio Cesar. He was found shot dead in his home on
October 31, 1965, the day before he wa4to officially inalugurate
his campaign. The next day the Revolutionary Party named his
brother as its new cardidate.
The elections were held on March 6, 1966. Although an estimated
900,000 persons were eligible to vote, over 450,000, or 50 percent,
abstained from voting. M~ndez obtained about 201,000 votes;
Aguilar, 146,000; ard Ponciano, 110,000. Since M•ndez did not
receive an absolute r-iajarity, the newly elected Congress had to
choose a President be .ween M~ndez and Aguilar, the two leading
candidates, under the new Constitution and rules of the new electoral law. The PR had won 30 of 55 congressional seats and, when
the new Congress met on May 5, 1966, it elected Mdndez by a vote
of 35 to 19. He was inaugurated on July 1, 1966, as the 21st
President of Guatemala. His vice presidential running mate was
Clemente Marroquin Rojas, the editor of the newspaper La Hora.
The M4.ndez inauguration was the first time in the 20th century
that a Guatemalan Government peacefully handed power to the
opposition.
During his time in office Peralta had adopted no major policies.
The Government merely administered and maintained order. It
did improve the economic situation, however, and eliminated ,nily
maipractices which previously had prevailed. Although determined
to stamp out communism and actually exiling suspected Communists, Peralta did not take much action against the guerrillas.
who had beer growing bolder and more aggressive since 1962, on
the theory th,%t they were ordinary bandits for wbch the police
were responsible.
One of the first moves of the new government of Mendez was
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an offer of amnesty to the guerrillas on the condition that they
would lay down their arms and return to society. A low to this
effect was passed in August 1966. The guerrilla leaders rejected
the amnesty offer, and the Government started to move against
them in October 1966 by the use of military forces. In addition,
in December 1966 all farmowners, farm administrators, and their
representatives were authorized to bear arms, and they were deputized as law enforcement agents with jurisdiction limited to their
respective farmas. The result of the Army campaign against the
guerrillas was impressive, and by March 1, 1967, President M6ndez
was able to modify the existing state of siege with a state of
emergency. A state of emergency implies a much less critical situation and is under the control of the Minister of Government rather
than the Minister of Defense. This was the first time it was utilized
in Guatemalan history. On April 30, 1967, the state of emergency
ended.
The success of the military in rural areas, coupled with a lack
of Indian support for the guerrillas, caused the guerrillas to turn
to random and isolated acts of terrorism in the capital and other
urban areas during the balance of 1967 and into 1968. In January
1968 President M~ndez was forced to suspeiid constitutional guarantees for 30 days because of the urban terrorist activities, and
on March 19, 1968, he had to impose a state of siege which was
lifted in June when relative tranquillity returned. After first
deciding not to include United States citizens in their terrorist
attacks, the guerrillas reversed their decision in 1968 and killed
two United States Military Mission advisers early in the year and
United States Ambassador John Gordon Mein in August 1968.
After the death of Ambassador Mein the state of siege wa• again
imposed, but it in turn was replaced by the relaxed state of
emergency in October 1968.
In addition to the Communist guerrillas, the Mdndez administration was beset by right-wing terroriim. A number of right-wing
anti-Communist organizations ?tarted action with armed irregulars against alleged Communists, and large numbers of persons
were killed during 1967. WFndez partiaily reduced the influence
and effectivenes. of the rightist groups by reshuffling military
commanders in April 1968.
Local elections are congidered good indications of public opinion
because the major parties frequently ri"' their local candidates
on national issues. In December 1967, 32 tow:iships in the Departments of Hluehuetenango and Sacatepdquez had municipal corporation elections, The Revolutionary Party won 20); the MLN, 8; and
the PID. 3. One election was won by a civic group, On August
t1, i968, additional elections were held in 294 townships through173

out the country, and four parties as well as various ci vic group 3
p•trticipated. The PR, the MLN, the PID and, for the first time,
the DCG entered candidates, although only the PR entered in every
one of the ZT4 contests. The MLN and PID entered slates in only
281 townships, and the DCG, in a lesser number. In addition to
local issues, national issues such as urban terrorism and constitutional corotinuity were debated.
The elections were held in a calm, orderly atmosphere, and only
a few scattered incidents were reported. Over 222,000 voters
participated. The PR won in 65 percent of the contests, winning
193 townships but only 111,000 popular votes. A coalition of the
MLN and PID won in 51 townships; the PID won in 9 townships
with its own slate; the MLN, in 16; the DCG, in 20; and civic
committees, in 5. Nine of these opposition townships' municipal
corporations later informed the Electoral Register of their d&sire
to join the Revolutionary Party.
The DCG was surprised at its share, stating that it surpassed
party calculations of its strength. The MLN, encouraged by the
success of its coalition slates with the PID, announced afterward
that it was preparing for the 1970 presidential election on the basis
of a coalition of all anti-Communist political parties and that it
would offer name.i of potential candidates to test public reaction
well in advance of the election. The victory of the Revolutionary
Party, however, was interpreted as an indication of public support
for the policies of the M~ndez government, giving him strength
to deal with all extremists and to complete his term of office
constitutionally.
Political Values
The attitudes of Guatemalans toward political institutions and
toward society are affected by the Hispanic antecedents of most of
the ladino population. Values have spread down through most of
the society, but not to the lowest parts. There has been a growing
flow of values from the middle class. Nationalism and national
pride are issues on which all ladinos can unite. These feelings have
been created by years of paternalistic authority and domination
of a large segment of the economy by foreigners. The Indian's
culture is incompatible with that of the ladino and he does not
experience feelings of nationalism. His attachments 1•re more local
and regional. Nationalism is particularly strong among the 34
percent of the population that is considered to bekurban.
Any of several issues serve to arouse nationalism. The single
strongeit issue is the resentment of foreign irterference. This is
followed by the dispute over Belize, or British Honduras. On both
of these issues all pclitical parties and pressure groupsi car, unite.
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For many years attacking the policies of the United Fruit Company was politically popular. This is no longer an important issue,
as the predominance of the company in the economy has largely
disappeared. Besides Belize, three other recurring specific issues
raise nationalism to a high degree, These are Mexican fishing in
Guatemalan waters, illegal Salvadoran immigrants, and alleged
unequal division of the waters of Lake Guija which are shared with
El Salvador. Another national issue is underdevelopment. Any defense of the economy, coupled with an attack on the developed
nations, tends to elicit a favorable response.
Most Guatemalans are not concerned with international affairs,
Those who do hold strong attitudes toward major issues in tha
world at large are members of the literate, Spanish-speaking
middle and upper classes. These attitudes are colored by Guatemala's historic relationship with particular countries.
The United States has been well thought of as a true friend of
Guatemala because of the numerous times it served as a mediator
in disputes Guatemala had with other countries. Guatemalans believed that this mediation tended to serve as a mantle of protection.
In more recent times the economic and technical assistance of the
United States has made a listing impression.
Mexico and the United Kingdom are viewed with caution and
susp".cion because of the alleged loss of national territory to those
countries. Most Guatemalans feel their country to be an integral
part of Central America, and the country has played a major role
in regional economic integration. The Constitution provides for
eventual political union with other Central American countries,
a reflection of historical attempts to form a new federation of the
countries of the area.
Domestically, there seems to be an inherent distrust of all government on the part of most Guatemalans. This is especially true of
the Indians, who generally are silent and stoical on political issues:
the urban population, however, is more vocal and critical. The
majority of Indians still are socially and politically isolated from
the rest of the populace by language barriers and a distrust of
those not from their community. Some of the Indians who do
exercise their right of suffrage vote for Government-backed candidates, partly out of timidity and partly out of respect for authoritie.. Despite his apathy, the Indian has been affected by the concept of agrarian reform and tends to respond to an effectively
postulated program. Arevalo is a symbol to the bulk of the population, including the Indians, of effective scial reform, and anyone
who can claim a tie to him is able to (,btain support, although no
one has beei able to fully inherit his mantle.
The aveýrage urban married man in the midale and lower classes
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is more concerned with personal economic problems than with
natiornal politics, but he is still outspokenly critical of the Government. Thiz iii particularly true of economic issues. He is generally
content with a minimum of security and well-being and believes it
is the Government's duty to prctect him from violence and economic insecurity. This includes the creation of jobs. He, in turn,
feels an obligation to protect the country. Most Guatemalans are
not concerned with international affairs except whenever they
pertain to their country. Local and national issues seem far more
important.
A belief in progress and expectations of a better future are held
by only a minority of Guatemalans. Although believing that life is
not static and that good and bad times alternate, few see the
long-range trend as one of general betterment. According to an
in-depth attitude survey, 8G percent of the respondents thought
that life was better a generation earlier. Major complaints were
the rise in living costs, unemployment, political instability, and
the prevalence of vice and immorality. Discoitent tends to be
greater in urban than in rural areas and seems especially prevalent
among the urban middle class.
The ovwrwhelming majority of Guatemalans feel that respect
is due to the law and to "the authorities," but they also express
disdain for politicians and the political process. A significant proportion of parents advise their children to "have nothing to do
with politics."
Before the revolution of 1944 only a small segment of the upper
and middle classes participated in political life. Civilian political
organizations were weak; there was a mass of nonparticipating
Indians; and those who were in power viewed themselves as
natural rulers for the country's good. An effective standing army
permitted strong authoritarian rule to prevail. Following the
revolution, personalist political partis started to develop rather
than parties with abstract ideas and civic loyalties. A tendency
to stress the personal qualities of the party leader led to splintering
of parties and changes of loyalty, resulting in inefficiency of Government administration. The dominating leader has had to possess
outstanding traits in order to continue commanding the loyalty of
his followers, who always fear losing honor and status for subjugating themseh ,s to a person rather than a goal. All of this
has tended to make the average Guatemalan citizen wary of both
politics and politicians (see Social Values, ch. 5).
Of past governments, only those of Arevalo and Ubico are
generally conceded to have n.i t their responsibilities well. Arevalo
is credited with having estab'oshed the Labor ('ode and instituted
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protection for the worker. Ubico is praised for having maintained
tranquillity, insured personal security, and created a climate of
morality.
Enthusiasm for reform and for those governments of the past
that have charipioned change is centered in the urban middle
class, in general, and among the residents of Puerto Barrios, in
particular. Nevertheless, the reformist government of Arevalo is
remembered with approval by the largest proportion of the urban
population in all parts of the country. Even in those geogranhie
areas in which the conservative governments of Ubico or Castillo
Armas had the greateat support, a greater proportion of people
feel that the Arevalo goi, rnment was the best one that the country
has ever had.
The greatest support for programs of agrarian reform that
contemplate the granting of Government lands comes from urban
rather than rural areas. The majority of rural respondents prefer
programs permitting the purchase of Government lands by small
farmers. Members of the urban lower class are the most enthusiastic propoi mnts of Government aid to education, whereas both the
urban middle class and the rural populations in general tend to
be relatively unresponsive on this issue. The latter would prefer
the Government to spend its resources on roads, electrification, and
potable water.
Education is an important factor in the formation of opinions.
Persons with more education tend to be more satisfied with their
economic situation and are generally more optimistic and less
critical of the Government because they are n ore aware of the
history of the country's political ilstability. At the same time, the
most sophisticated citizenry, those in the capital, are more constructi" ely critical of political affairs than are persons in other
cities.
Guatemalanq are most proutd of their coontry's natural beauty
its landscape, vegetation, and climate--as well as its agricultural production. They are also very proud of the physical accomplishments Gf the country-new buildings, highways, streets,
hospitals, and bridges. National mrsic, folklore, and Mayan ancestry are other items of pride, as well as their political independence
from Moxico and the country's national symbols. For most Indians,
however, the concept of citizenship and the meaning of national
symbols are unclear.
Guatemalans believe there is too much vagrancy, drunkenness,
robbery, and murder and not enough work for e%-eryone. They are
alsc disheiartened by malpractice., in politics and the high degree
c" illiteracy.
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Nationud Symbols
It was not until September 15, 1968, ti:ýt the color, size, and
design of the national flag and coat of arms were regularized.
After the breakup of the Central Am~eripan federation, Guatemala
continued to use the flag and coat of arms of the United Provinces
with a slight modification as it symbol and l"~ethat the federation
would. be restructured. Another modificati-A~n wani made to the coat
of arms in 1843Q, and the flag was chanige in 1851. President
Garrera again modified both of them in 185P., an~d they lasted until
1871 wlf-q President Garcia Granados had them changed once
more. He f"ailed to establish fixed rules, however', and numerous
unauL'Aor~zed modifications and changes have been made over the
years. Definitive versions were legalized un-der P.-esident Julio
CUsar M,;hdez.
The flag hias three wide vertical stripes, the middle one -white,
the other tvvo blue. The coat of arms is located in the center of
the wlite stripe on all flags except that uased by th 3 Merchant

Marine, which does not carry the coat o-i .rms. Tht: blue

col~or

r~epresents the sky over Guatemals and stands for justice aid

Icysilty. White symbolizes purity and integrity. The flag must
always be in rectangular form, the vert'cal to horizontal dimeinsio)fl bc-ng in proportion of 5 to 8.
When the coat of armis is used elsewhere than on the flag, it
must be on a clea-IL light i~ue (celeste) backgroun~d. The coat of
arms bears two crossed 1871 Remington rifles with fixed bayonets.
Tw~o crossed swords are below the rifles. A laurel wreath, symbolizing victory, .gurrounds and entwines with the weapons. A scro-!l
wi'.-h the words "Libertad 15 de Septiembre de 1821" is in the
eenterw -e the two rifits cross. A quetz-al bird rests on the uijp,
right pp.t,, f ',.he scroll.
The national anthe-n- is entitled 'Him.rno NaciorwT` and begins,
"Guatemala fe-liz que tu s-ras" (Guater~ala be praised'. As of
1968 ther-e were 12 fix.,ii national holidays, plus three movab~le
reli~giouls holidays-H1oly Thizr~day, GudFriday, and Holy Saturday. T hrhee religious holidays are celebrated on a local basis: St,
IPeter
and St. Paul, June 29; All Sairts Day. November 1; and
Imma~ulatp Conception, December 8. Two of the national holiday~s
are fc-reign independence days-july 4, United State.,, Indletendence Day, and July I!~, French BastiN Da,. A conplet li1 of
the fix'.*d national holidays ar: .January 1, New Year's D~ay; .january fi, E~piphany: April 14, Day of the Americas; M,:y 1, Labor
Day; June 30. Anniver-,ary of tt~e Rlevolution of1 N171 .JL!y 4,
1Lu1itcd ."fate2.- Indlependptice 1)aN 3
July 14, French Bastilk.e Daiy
AUgullt 1J,
Dstmtnlay.
Septemiber 15- Independenct, Day;
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October 12, Columbus Day; October 20. Anniversary of the 1944
Revolution; and December 25, Christmas. Additional days, before
and after a holiday, frequently are also holidays. For example,
Independence Day celebrations ,sually last 8 days rather than 1.
FOREIGN RELATIONS
Western Hemisphere
United States

The state of relations between Guatemala and the United States
has always been of paramount importance to Guatemala and is the
dominant aspect of its foreign policy. Guatemala has often requested the United States to act as a mediator or to use its good
offices in disputes with other countries. Relations between the two
countries, however, have not always been cordial and were probably at their lowest during the Arbenz administration when there
were frequent attacks on United States foreign policy, its relations with Guatemala, and United States business interests in the
country. Apart from that ne period, relations generally have
been very good.
Cential Ameriep

Guatemala has been one of the leading proponents of politicai
or economic union of the Central American countries ever since
the separation of the United Provinces. The original Organization
of Central American States (Organizaci6n de los Estados Centros
Americanos-ODECA) was formed in 1951 to deal mostly with
economiv cooperation largely through the efforts of Guatemala,
although the country withdrew from the organization in 1953
over political issues. ODECA was rejoined in 1955, and Guatemala greatly asisted in 1962 in reestablishing the new ODECA,
which provides for political as well as economic cooperation. In its
new form, ODECA provides for a Supreme Council of Heads of
member states; a Council of Foreign Ministers; a Permanent
Executive Council; a Legislative Council composed of three members from each legislature, whose function is to sta.ndardize similar
legislation; an economic council for the Central American Common Market; a (Cultural and Educational Council: a Defense YMinistern Council; and a Central American Court of .Justice. Pranama
may join the new ODECA whenever it wishes. but by the end of
1968 only the five Central American countries were members.
Relations between Guatemala and the other Central American
countries have not always been cordial. Disputes have occurred,
mostly over boundary problems between Guatem'ala and both El
Salvador and Ilondura-,, and occasionai hostilities have broken out.
The constitution of the United Provinces of Central America
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gave the federal congress the power to fix the boundaries of the
member states, but this was never done. Boundary disputes with
Honduras began in 1842 after the federation was dissolved. The
area in question consisted of aboiut 2,000 square miles between
the Motagua River and the Merendon Mountains. In 1845 the
countries signed a treaty agreeing to make the boundary that of
the diocesan boundaries of 1786. The original diocesan lines unfortunately were very vague, and no more than a start was made.
A one-battle war broke out in July 1853 over the border, but
peace was secured in 1.856 with El Salvador as a mediator. After
many years a boundary convention was signed in 1895 providing
for a joint commission to study the old records and recommend a
bourkdary which would be submitted to arbitration if the two
Governments could not accept it. This commission met 20 times
up to the year 1910, when its work was broken off by Honduras
on the complaint that its representatives did not have freedem of
movement in Guatemala. A second boundary convention was signed
in 1914 calling for a new joint commission to resume work and for
arbitration by the United States.
The boundary still had not been set by 1917 when the United
States offered to mediate the dispute, a gesture which was
accepted by both countries. Unsuccessful mediation meetings were
held from 1918 to 1920, when they were terminated. For the next
10 years the United States tried to obtain the consent of the two
countries to discuss means of ending the dispute. In 1928 war
nearly broke out between Guatemala and Honduras over H1onduran
companies operating in the Motagua valley. In 1930 the United
States successfully initiated discussions on the situation, and this
led to a new treaty calling for arbitration by a Special International Central American Tribunal. In 1933 this tribunal handed
dowr, its decision which was accepted by both countries. The
boundary was set •is it is tr,'lay, surveyed, marked, and respected
after causing nearly a century of animosity,
Since 1839 Guatemala and El Salvadcor have engaged in actual
hostilities on at least four occasions and nearly came to the point
of hostilities on two more. In the War of 1.839 an army of Salvadoran and Guatemalan exiles invaded Guatemala in in eftort to
reunite the Central Atmerican union. The Salvadoran forces were
driven out, and Guatemalan Presidcnt Rafael Iarrera pursued
them to San Salvador, where a treaty was signed which permitted
a Carrera follower to act for ",ome time as an adviser to t' e Sal"vadoran Government. In 1850 El Salvador, aided by Ponduran
'roops, invaded (Guatemala becau ;e of numerous border problems.
,;arrera won that war also and replaced officials of the (Govern180(.

ments of El Salvador and Honduras with persons friendly to him
(see HiStorical Setting, ch. 2).
In 1862 El Salvador signed a military alliance with Honduras,
and President Carrera, disapproving it, invaded El Salvador in
1863. With sonde Nicaraguan assistance, Guatemala won this war
after a 4-month siege of San Salvador. In 1876 Guatemala again
went to war with El Salvador when relations were broken because
of ill feeling between the respective presidents. Guatemala won
again, and the President of El Salvador was replaced with one
more friendly to President Justo Rufino Barrios of Guatemala.
In 1906 relations were once more at a low point because of a
belief that each Government was encouraging revolutionary movements against the other. The El Salvador War Minister actually
led an army into Guatemala, but was killed in the very first battle.
The United States and Mexico persuaded the two Governments to
accept an armistice, and a treaty leading to a general Central
American peace conference was signed. The conference took place
in 1907 in Washington and was attended by all the other Central
American countries; a number of treaties were signed, one of
which established a Central American Court of Justice to decide
all future controversie3.
The 90-mile border between El Salvador and Guatemala caused
no major dispute until 1935, when the two Governments agreed to
fix the border definitively. Border clashes then broke out between
border residents and soldiers of both countries. Later in that year
both Governments agreed that a joint commission should set the
boundary before the situation worisened. This joint commission
worked between 1936 and 1938 and set a boundary which resulted
in the transfer of 24 square miles from El Salvador to Guatemala.
The line was approved by both Governments in 1938.
Mexico

Relations with Mexico are affected by memories of the invasion
of Guatemala by Mexican General Vicente Filisola after independence. Guatemalans have always feared political and economic
domination of their country by Mexico. On several occasions diplomuati* relations have been broken or severely strained.
The boundary tetween Guatemala and Mexico was never set
(lhring the colonia! erpa. When the inhabitants of Chiapas elected
to betome part of Mexico in 1824, a general boundary was outlined,
and the ',,tailswerc to be -worked out later. Neariy 60 years passed
before this was done, A part. of Chiapas, c'lled Soconusco, borderinrg on Fl FPetn. remained a subjgec<t of controversy following the
incorporation of Chiap•a, into Mexico. In 1842 Mexican troops
occupiod So,:onusco, and it was declar-ed to be part of Chiap .A.
1$'

Guatemala was unable to prevent this, and relationr were bitter
for many years. Finally, worried by a movement in Mexico in 1874
to annex part of El Pet~n, the Guatemalan Government suggested
a boundary delimitation agreement. A preliminary agreement was
signed in 1877 providing for a joint commission to examine the
frontier.
This convention expired in 1880 after several extensions, and in
1.881 Guatemala requested the assistance of the United States in
achieving a boundary settlement. This was granted, and the United
States was instrumental in obtaining an agreement between the
two countries in 1882. Under this treaty Guatemala renounced all
rights to Chiapas and Soconusco in return for fixed boundary lines.
Although Guatemala felt that the treaty was unfavorable, it also
felt that it was necessary to prevent Mexico from extending its
claims and encroaching on more territory. An 1895 treaty redefined part of the boundary, and it has not been altered since.
Besides boundary disputes, another major cause of poor relations between the two ,-ountries is repeated incidents of Mexican
fishermen allegedly violating Guatemalan territorial waters. The
lowest point was reached in January 195c1, when Mexico broke
diplomatic relations over the shooting of several Mexican fishermen. Although hostilities almost broke out, cautious diplomatic
relations prevented war, and relations were resumed later in that
year.
The large numbtri of Guatemalan exiles residing in Mexico
frequently give rise to a charge that they are plotting an invasion
of Guatemala. In 1961 Guatemala officially complained to the Organization of American States (OAS) that such exiles were training in (hiapas. In 1964 the Guatemalan Ccnstituept Assembly,
meet'ing to draft a new constitution, called upon the Government to
break relations with Mexico because of o visit to Mexico by the
First Minister of British Honduras and a Mexican offer of technical assistance to his Government.
The visit to Guatemala by Mexican President Gustavo Diaz
Ord:z in January 1966 did much to restore better relk ons between the two countries. Although the visit was highlidh1'ed as a
change in the course of diplomatic re,,. ions, the Guatenalan
pres.i, and even the Vice Pcesident, cautioned the Goveirnment to
examine carefully a*y economic relat.,ns with Mexico.
Relations with Eutrope
!.Uitit'd Kinldu~m

Diplomatic relations were broken with the United Kingdom in
1963 over the q-uestion of B3eize and had not been restored by the
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end of 1968. The p:oblem is historic#, ancl has affected all relations betwee'a the two countries.
The first settlers in what is now British Honduras were shipwrecked British sailors and pirates who arrived in 1638 at around
what is the present-day capital city cf Belize. Later, in 1662 a
group of Jamaican woodcutters arrived. All of the settlers engaged
in the cutting of logwood and dy•wood. A treaty between Spain and
Great Britain in 1670 gave right of possession of lands already
held in the Americas by British subjects to them. Great Britain
never formally claimed the Bel!ze settlement as within the empire
at the 1670 treaty, but the woodcutters did and even contended
that it applied to all parts of Belize not inhabited by Spaniards,
and frequent fights occurred between the English and Spanish
speakers.
In 1763 a new treaty between the two powers recognized the area
as being Spanish territory, but permitted British subjects to cut
wood and to build settlements. In 1765 Belize was given a constitution, and in 1779 Spanish forces attacked and drove out the
settlers. In 1783 the settlers returned, and in the same year
another treaty was signed granting the settler.• cutting righta
between the Belize and Hondo :Rivers. In 1786 a further treaty
gave the settlers additional land to cut and again recognized Spanish sovereignty. This wa, the last treaty on the subject between
Spain and England.
In 1798 the Spaniards once again attacked the settlers, but this
time they lost, and no further attacks on o1' visits to the territory
were made by Spaniards. The British gradually pushed south•ard
as far as the Sarstoon River, and after 1814 they considered the
settlements to be a Britisn colony, and the settlers s•t up a local
assembly in that year. In 1828 Great Britain claimed the territory
on the basis of conquest, long use, and custom and, in 1830, asked
Spa•n to ce•ie the territory, but no reply was ever made by Spain.
In 1340 British common law was introduced, and a Brit'3h post
office was established in 1845. In 1851 the settlers petitioned to be
declared a British colony, and this was so proclaime• by Great
BritaiP. in 1862,
After independence and the breakup of the Central American
federation, Guatemala contended that it inherited Spani:•h rigbts
to the area, and relations with the United Kingdom immediately
became strained. A treaty of amity, commerce, and recognition
was signed betxveen Guatemala and Great Britain in 1847, in
which Gre,•t Britain formally recognized the Republic. The British
waz•te(} to include • st,ttlement of the Belize question, but the
Guat•malan• pref•:rred •ettling it independently a:•.-t attached a
reser\'ation to the treaty which caused the British io refuse to
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ratify it. A new treaty finally was signed and ratified in 1849
without any mention of Belize.
The separate treaty fin.7,lly was signed in 1859 defining the present boundaries of Belize .,nd stating that all land north and east of
the boundaries belonged to Great Britain. All future problems
between Guatemala and Great Britain were caused by Article 7
of the treaty, which said that both parties would take adequate
mean's to establish the easiest communication, either by means of
a card-road, or rivers, or both, between the Atlantic coast near
Belize and th. capital of Guatemala. Lengthy correspondence
ensued over the interpretation of Article 7 which led to a Suppleirentary Convention in 1863 urder which Great Britain offered to
pay Guatemaia 50,000 pounds as its share of building a road. The
Supplementary Convention was to be ratified within 6 months, but
Guatemala was at war with El Salvador ,.nd asked for an extension of time in which to ratify it. This was done in November
1865, with two clarifications, and Guatemala asked Great Britain
to ratify it in 1866. The British reply was that the Suppiementary
Convention had lapsed because of Guatemala's delay and that
Great Britain considered itself released from any obligation under
Article 7.
Guatemala protested and additional diplomatic correspondence
resulted, but the dispute lagged after 1884, and no reference to
the problem was made in any diplomatic exchange between the
two countries until 1933, when Guatemala politely inquired as to
when the United Kingdom would fulfill Article 7 of the 1859 treaty.
The dispute broke out again, and in September 1939 Guatemala
informed Britain that the 1859 treaty had lapsed and was no longer
in effect because of the failure of the British to fulfill Article 7.
Guatemala claimed that Great Britain had no sovereignty or title
to the colony and that the ercire territory should be returned to
Guatemala. This was the firs:,; time in the dispute that this claim
was made since the treaty of 1859.
Because of World War II, Guatemala suspended efforts to obtain
the return of Belize. After the fall of Ubico, President Juan Jos6
Ardvaio reasserted the claim and, in September 1945, informed
Great Britain of Guatemala's desire to initiate negotiations. In
1946 the United Kingdom offered to take the case to the International Court cf Justice to interpret the validity of the 1859 treaty,
but Guatemala declined. No major developments occurred in the
dispute until July 24, 1963, when Guatemala broke diplomatic
relations wit!, the United Kingdom because of the negotiation of
a new constitution for the colony, which would provide a greater
degree of self-government commencing or January 1, 1964. Guatemala considered the new constitution a "unilateral action which ia;
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a flagrant violation of the inalienable and sovereign rights to
Guatemala."
In July 1965 both Governments asked the United States to
mediate the dispute, and in November of that year President
Lyndon Johnson appointed Bethuel M. Webster, a noted international lawyer, as the mediator to work out procedures for a solution. Webster presented his final report in April 1968 but, before
he did, an incident occurred which exacerbated relations between
Guatemala and the United Kingdom. President Julio C~sar M~ndez
visited an island in Belize while on vacation in November 1967,
causing an exchange of notes between the two Governments. The
Vice President of Guatemala called for a military occupation of
Belize, and the Minister of Foreign Affairs stated that the Guatemalan President did not require the permission of the United
Kingdom to visit Guatemalan territory.
Webster proposed a treaty agreeing to the independence of
Belize by the end of 1970 which provided for cooperation between
an independent British Honduras and Guatemala in the fields of
ioreign affairs and defense and in a number of other specified
fields with financial assistance from the United Kingdom. In May
1968 the Government of British Honduras rejected the proposals
and asked the United Kingdom not to accede to the treaty. The
United Kingdom therefore did not endorse Webster's proposals.
Guatemala in turn stated that it would then pursue peaceful ways
of enrling the dispute and offered to replace all British aid and to
respect the cultural and racial differences of the inhabitants of
Belize. In July 1968 a Guatemalan Government radio station
started daily broadcasts to Belize, the program consisting of
Guatemalan music and discussion of Guatemalan Government
policies.
Germany

Despite the large German colony residing in Guatemala, the
country declared war against Germany in both WorJd Wars.
Between 1941 and 1959 Guatemala had no diplomatic relations
with Germany. Before World War 11, the coffee plantations owned
by German citizens were producing about 65 percent of all coffee,
and Geýrmany was takin~g about 20 percent of all coffee exports. On
December 11, 1941, Guatemala declared war on Germany and
passed an Emergency Law in January 1942 which intervened all
German properties.
On ,June 22, 1944, these properties were declared as being conficated and belonging to the nation. The properties included not
only coffee and sugar plantations, but also insurance companies,
the Verapaz Railroad, and commercial property. In 1951 Guate185

mala set its war r-aims against Germany at Q87 million (one
quetzal equals US$1). Negotiations were carried on between 1953
and 1956 to end the state of war which technically still existed,
bNt they failed over the reparations issue. Guatemala then placed
an embargo on German imports. Finally, Guatemala took the initiative and unilaterally declared the war ended on December 1,
1956, without consulting Germany, and diplomatic relations were
resumed in October 1959.
Spain

After independence and the end of the federation, relations with
Spain were slow in returning to normal. A Treaty of Recognition,
Peace, and Friendship, negotiated in 1852 but not signed until 1863,
finally recognized the sovereignty and independence of Guatemala.
The biggest stumbling blocks to normalization of diplomatic relations were the nationality of the children born to Spaniards in
Guatemala and the division of the debt to Spain of the old Kingdom of Guatemala. Guatemala finally agreed to pay 30 percent of
the old debt as its fair share, and Spain agreed to permit Guatemalan law to apply in regard to nationality
Machinery of Foreign Relations
Under the Constitution, the President of the Republic exclusively directs the foreign policy of the country and has the power
to conclude, ratify, or denounce international treaties, conventions,
or agreemerti. Certain treaties require prior approval of Congress
before ratification. The Ministry of Foreign Relations (Ministerio
de Relaciones Exteriores) carries out the operation of foreign
affairs. The Ministry was not created until 1846, several years
after independence.
"Ihe MinislLy of Foreign Affairs is divided into nine sections.
The central administrative unit handles personnel, transiations,
archives, and the authentication of documents. The Office of Central American Affairs handles all matters pertaining to Central
America, including economic integration. The Treaty Office concludes all treaties, and the Office of Belize Affairs is in charge of
all matters related to Belize. There is also a Protocol Office, Office
of Legal Affairs, Office of International Organizations, Office of
Ccnsular Affairs, and a Boundary Department. The Office of Consular Affairs handles the problem,, of both the foreign consular
corps accrpdited to Guatemala and all Guatemrlan con:sulates
outside the country. The I)epartment of Boundary Affairs has less
work than in the past; its major task is erecting boundary markers.
Guatemala has .t small foreign service. In 1968 there were 172
foreign service personnel stationed abroad and 117 working in the
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Constitution permits a unification
of diplomatic representation with other Central American countries. The President appoints and removes all diplomatic and consular representatives. Guatemala has embassies in 29 countries;
some of them are accredited to more than one country. Embassies
are located in Argentina, Benelux (Belgium, the Netherlands, and
Luxembourg), Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Republic of China, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, France,
West Germany, Haiti, Honduras, Italy, Israel, Mexico, Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom,
the United States, Uruguay, the Vatican, and Venezuela.
The embassy in the United Kingdom was closed in 1963 after
the severance of relations. Guatemala has no relations with Communist countries, and in 1966 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
stated that the Government had no intention of maintaining such
relations. In addition to the embassies, there are two permanent
missions, one to the United Nations and one to the Organization
of American States; 13 conaulates general; and 13 consulates.
A 2-year study completed in 1960 revealed thAt there were more
than 300 international agreements to which Guatemala was a sigaatory and which were still in effect. The oldest treaty was th2
boundary agreement with Mexico in 1882. About 60 treaties are
worldwvide multilateral pacts; over 100 are inter-American multilateral pacts; about 60 are related to Central American regiona!
affairs; and the remainder are bilateral agreements with 31 countries and 8 international organizations. Guatemala has more
treaties in force with the United States than with any other country.
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CHAPTER 7
EDUCATION, PUBLIC INFORMATION, ARTISTIC AND

INTELLECTUAL EXPRESSION
Individual Guatemalans have made significant contributions to
art, history, and literature. The intellectual community, however,
has been small and limited to a few urban members of the middle
and upper classes. Most educational and public media facilities are
concentrated in the capital and, to a lesser extent, in other urban
area,. Because the lPnguage of the press and raaio is Spanish, the
potential audience is limited to lkdinos (non-Indian--see Glossary)
and those few Indiawis who understand Spanish.
Since 1945 educational facilities have been expanding at an
impressive rate. Once the province of only a few members of the
middle and upper classes, education is becoming available to a
wider variety of people who see it as a means of bettering themselves. Altl'ough illiteracy is still widespread, priority has been
given to eradicating it, and !arge-scale literacy projects have been
instituted. Education is more rcadily available to the ladino population than it is to the indian, partly because ladinos are clustered
in the towns and cities where it is more convenient to locate schools
and partly because India-J continue to value their own .caditional,
less institutionalized methods of educating their children. Nevertheless, efforts are being made to include Indians in the educational
process and, in the rural areas, to promote a curriculum better
suited to rural needs.
Secondary education has grown even more rapidly than primary, an indication that a larger proportion of Teople .completing
the primary level consider further educat-on i. necessity. U-_.-iversity education used to be the exclusive preioga Live of the
autonomous University of San Carlos, but since 1960 three new
universities have been established, and steps have been undertaken
to integrate all the national univergities of Central America.
A scarcity of educational facilihtes and materials, serious shortages of quflified teachers, academically oriented curricula and
formalistic teaching methods have produced a poorly educated
population, even amcng the formally literate ladibos. As a result,
there is. little demand for books --r reading matter of any kind,
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except in Guatemala City where the best educational facilities are
concentrated. Newspapers are read by less than one-tenth of the
population. The transmittal of ideas is largely dependent upon
word of mouth and radio.
Radio broadcasting is the primary means of dcspersing infrmation. It has programs varying from educational, missionary, and
editorial broadcasts to news and classified advertising. Entertainment films are popular, and movie theaters are located in most
towns; films shown are foreign made, but the country produces a
few educational films and news features. The daily and periodical
press is concentrated in Guatemala City where it serves an interested and literate public. it serves the needs uf the middle and
upper classes and is generally moderate in tone. All television stations are located in the capital. Entertainment programs predominate, but the Government stations broadcast educational and
cultural programs.
The nation has a rich cultural heritage and an active artistic
community. Knowledge of and interest in this heritage have been
limited mainly to middle- and upper-class urban dwellers. For
much of its history the country has looked to Europe in general
and Spain in particular for its artistic moods. Mayan art and Erchitecture, however, have attracted the interest of archaeologists for
over a century and have, together with Indian craft's and cu.stoms,
served as the creative foundation for 20th-certu-y artists, who
have striven to create a unique expression of their own. Spanish
colonial influence is evident in the many churches found throughout the country and has been best conserved in Antigua Guatemala, site of the third colonial capital.
EDUCATION
Background
During the colonial era education was dominated by the Church
and was reserved mainly for the children of Spaniards and other
persons destined for positions, of leadership. The clergy trained
pecple in literary Littin and arts and crafts, in addition to religiois
instruction. The Royal rrnd Pontifical University of San Car!os
Borromeo was founded in 1679. Subjects, Laught almost exclusively
by Jesuit pHests
"
until ',heir 0xIAllsion in .768, included theology.
philosophy, astrology, canon law, native languages, ano anatomy.
At the time of ind4p,e;-dence from Spain in 1821, most people weie
illiterate except tor the few doctor.. lawyers, and priests in the
country.
After independence, and particularly (uring the liberal governments of the 1"th century, steps were taken to provide a broader
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ed Acation for more people. President Mariano GA!vez (1831--38),
built new schools and added new cour ses, including arithmetic,
history, and natural science, to the hitherto limited primary curriculum. He founded the first normal school in Guatenmala City,
which prospective teachers from the rest of Central Anierica were
invited to Fttend. Army Officers were req.ared to attend the niorma!l school, and possession of a primary school teachers' certificate was a prerequisite to promotion. In addition, soldiers received
instruction in the rights and duties of citizens, as well as military
training. Galvez' successor, 1'owever, the illit.,eate President Rafael
Carrera (1838-65), was lit'ie interested ;n promoting the educational establishment, and it was not until the Presidency of Justo
Rufino Barri3s (1873-85) that education was again given impetu3.
Barrios established a Ministry of Public .ngtruction and built
elementary, secondary, and vocational schools, substituting public
schools for parochial. Primary education was decreed frve, compulsory and secular for children from 6 to 14 years of age, although
this was impossible to implement. 3arrios' anticlerical stance did
damage to the university, however, because the State could not find
teachers to replace the priests who were forbidden to teach. The
Faculties of Civil Law and Medckfie, nevertheless, continued to
be effective.
Although succeeding governments did build new schools, it was
not until the Presidency of Jos6 Maria Orellana (1921-26) that
another determined effort was made to raise the educational level
of the people (see Historical Setting, ch. 2). The Normal School
for Indians, ,ahich had been founded in 1920, grew under his government. This was a new f-pproach to the problem of the Indians,
who had previously been all but excluded from the formal -dducation process. Indians were trained so that they migi-t return to
their vil!ages to teach. Night schools in penitentiaries were opened,
as were .chocils for laborers. Emphasis was placed on the establishment of vo-. tional schools and on adult literacy programs. The
university was upgraded, and two new faculties were aCled.
President Jorge Ubico (1931-44) continued this policy, emphasiz.
ing instruction in manual arts, agriculture, and Spanish for the
Indians. New schuols and faculties were added to San Carlos University, which was then a dependency of the executive branch of
the Government.
In 1944, despite the gains made since independence, schools were
few, teachers were not well prepared, and their salaries were low.
Teaching methods placed emphasis on memorization of subject
matter.
After 1945 strenuous attempts were made to erad'cate iil.teracy
and to institute free primary education for all children. Between
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1944 and 1957 enrollment in daytime primary schc
almost
doubled, increasing from 135,000 to 250,000. Enrollment >'r secondary schools almost tripled from 7,000 to 20,500. The Constitution
of 1945 granted autonomy to the University of San Carlos.
Literacy
In 1950 nearly 72 percent of the population over 7 years of age
was illiterate. The figure varied considerably, however, between
urban and rural areas and between the Indian and ladino sectors
(see table 5).
By 11964 illiteracy, defined as the inability to read and write a
simple paragrapb. i, any language, had been reduced to 68.3 percent of these o-ver 7 years of age. About 78.8 percent of the rural
populatio- was illiterate, compared with 36.2 percent of the urban.
Illiteracy rates were also bigher among women than among men.
Table 5. Illiteracy by Ethnic Group, Plare of Residencc, and
Department in Guw' 'ýmala, 1950
(in percent')
Department.

Guatemala
El Petn -------------Sacatepcquez -----Izabal
-------------Escuintla
Quezaltenango ---------El Progreso
Ret6huleu -----------Zacapa .......
.. .
Santa Rosa
ouck~tep~quez ..
.....
San Marcos
Jutiapa
Jalapa
'ihimaitenango
Chiquimula
Baja Verapaz.
Totonicapin
Huehuetenango
Solo1A
El Quich6
Alta Verapaz
COUNTRY

Totl

40
49
57
58
64
68
69
71
73
74
74
75
77
77
79
83
86
86
86
89
9&
92
72

Residence
Rural
Urbtn

76
54
58
72
69
78
72
77
78
76
81
77
8')
82
83
87
88
93
89
92
94
95
82

28
13
56
36
45
38
51
50
44
57
47
36
49
57
69
45
65
65
49
75
71
55
41

Ethnic group
Indian
Lrdinoe

85
92
73
86
88
83
69
88
94
8i
89
85
86
88
88
94
95
88
95
93
•7
97
90

31
32
39
52
59
37
67
53
68
72
43
46
75
66
47
64
72
17
62
22
62
28
51

Source: Adapted from Nathan L. Whetten, Guatemala: The Land and the
People, New Ha,.,en: Yale University Press, 1961, p. 370.
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In 1964 +0- average Guatemalan had a&tended primary school for
1.2 ycars. &L:dents who finish only one it" two grades of primary
school are considered analfntbetos potenciales (potential illiterates). Many rural people, particularly Indians, tend to lose skills
acquired at school.
Ir 1945 the Government issued a national literacy: decree which
required all citizens who could read and vrite to teach those who
could not. This program was patterned after the Mexican program
of "each one teach oAe." Its stetcd goal of 95-11 rcent literacy
within 4 years, though not achieved, set a precede't for other programs which are helping to raise the low rate of literacy. In 1959
a new large-scalc literacy campaign was begun. It was directed by
'he Ministry of Education and received technical and financial
support from the Army%- Civic Actioix Program. Literacy centers
are widely dispersed an(i are, generally, run by volunteers. The
usual course takes from 5 to 14 months (see Armed Forces, ch. 10).
Administration and Budget
The administration of schools below the university level is centralized in the Ministry of Education, which is responsible for both
public and private schools. The establishment of a private school
necessitates accreditation by the Ministry. Such a school must meet
minimum standards set by the Ministry, which include participation in civic and patriotic activities erganized by the Ministry.
If performance is found wanting, the private school risks cancellation of its right to operate.
The budget for public secondary education in fiscal 1961-62 was
Q2.4 million (Q1 equals US$1), about 16.6 percent of the total
budget for public education. About Q1.7 million was spent for private secondary education.
Pre-Primary rnd Primary Education
Pre-primary education exists for children between the ages of
4 and 6. School attendance is nct compulsory at this level, and children pass automatically to the primary level at 7 years of age. In
1964 there were 79 pre-primary schools attended by nearly 20,000
children. Most of these schools were public, but the average private school accommodated more students than did the iverage
public school. The student-teacher ratio was 34 to 1 in: Jhh public
schools and 19 to 1 in the privatc. Most pre-primary Schools are
located in Guatemala City.
The primary level of education consists of 6 years of study,
divided into three 2-year cycles. Indian children are taught Spnnish, the language of instruction, before they begin first grale.
In 1965 there were 5,061 primary schools, of which 2,981 were
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public, the rer'ainder, private. This rep 'esezrtcd t n increase in the
percentage of private primary schools over that of 1961 (see
table 6). The Organic Law of Education requires that the owners
of plantations or farms and commercial and industrial enterprises,
employing over a certain number of heads of families, establish
and fund both primary schools and literacy centers. Mfost private
primary schools l•ncated in rural areas are of this type. In general,
the quality of these rural schools has been low.
Schools of this type which have been established by the United
Fruit Company are acknowledged by the Ministry of Education
to be the best of their kind. The Maryknoll Order has established
a number of primary schools in the rural areas of western Guatemala. Private urban primary schools are run by the Catholic
Church, missionary
tps of various denominations, and other
ur.
interests and are attended largely by children of middle and upper
class families.
Table 6. Guatemalan Primary Schools by Department, 1961
Schools
Department

Guatemala - -San Marcos ......
Huehu2tenango
----Jutiapa Quezaltenango
Chiquimula
.
Chimaltenango
El Quich6
Alta Verapaz
Santa Rosa
Suchitepiquez
Zacapa
El Progreso
Jalapa
Escuintla
Totonicapfin
Baja Verapaz
Retalhuleu
Sacatepdquez
Solol0
Izabal
El Pet~n
COUNTRY

Teachers

Studente

Public

Private

Public

Private

Public

Private

350

192
127
17
5
153
4
44
15
57
50
153
7
1
5
127
1
6
50
22
12
16
3
1,067

2,048
556
431
324
467
274
320
227
231
232
306
214
180
182
251
173
138
160
215
171
132
102
7,334

1,296
160
84
14
277
35
62
24
92
58
188
18
6
18
227
3

76.834
18,849
9,567
14,146
15,216
8,660
10,085
6,068
4,491
9,848
10,168
8,367
6,697
6,233
10,928
5,524
4,060
6,122
6,'J80
3,76:3
?,958
2,852
250,516

24,887
3,438
1,881
318
5,896
398
998
448
1,071
1,490
3,389
288
77
198
6,264
52
98
1,434
1,442
138
1,536
79
55,82't

331
254
204
181
156
141
122
119
111
110
105
98
97
88
80
79

66
62
59
54
34
2,901

67
83
16
41
7
2,786

Source: Adapted from Consejo 6up.:or Universitario Centroamercica..
Estudio de Rccursos Humanos en Centroamirica, El Sist,,,,a dvt, (,tiro ri4 G4 ".erwda:.Situacidtn Actu•l V Perspectivas,No. 2, Saii Josi,

Costa Rc. : CSUCA, 1964, pp. 179-190.
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404,800 prim ary students w ere enrolled in 1965, SAbout
repre•ezzting about half of all primary school age children. Approximately 327,600 were in public schools. Between 1960 and 1966
enrollment in primary schools increased at a rate of about 6.4
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percent per year, more than twice the rate of p•,pulation growth
•see Population, eh. 4). In 1964 the overall student-teacher ratio
in public schools was 39 to 1; in private schools it was 22 to 1.
In most parts of the country the school ye•:r !asts from January
through October, although this schedule may be rearranged in
areas where ecgnomic or climatic factors warrant. Most schools
are in session 5z/• days a week, although attendance on Saturday
is minimal, particularly in rural areas. Iu most rural schools students attend from 8:00 a.m. until 12:30 o: • :00 p.m. Urban schools
are usually in session between 8:00 a.m. and noon and between
2:00 and 4:00 p.nl. Because of overcrowding, many schools have
institu. • two complete sessions a day in order to accommodate
all students. The first lasts from 7:30 a.m. to !2:30 p.m. and the
second, from 1:30 p.m. until 5:30. There are also night primary
schools in urban areas, principally for students who are over 15
years of a•e.
Public primary education is free, and national law requires that
all children between the ages of 7 and 14 attend school. Fuji comwith this law is not expected, however, because most rural
primary schools have only three or four grades, and few parents
can afford the expense of tralsporting children to school where
the remaining grades are available.
Many children, particularly Indians, do not enroll in school at
all. In addition, approximately one-third of all students enrolled
in the first grade fail to advance to the se,•ond. Between 1950 and
only 16.1 per•-ent of those originally enrolled in the first
grad,• of public school finished the sixth, compared with 25.5
percer•t c• those in private school. This dscrepancy was in part
a•counted for by the fact that children whose parents could afford
private school were not inclined to drop oui for economic reasons.
In a rural setting children are economic assets, and parents may
require their children to stay at home to help with agricultural
and domestic work.
officers are responsible for seeing treat children attend
school. Any child who fails to enroll in or atl•nd .school regularly
may be disciplined by the officer. Because the e men are residents
of the community, they are reluctant, for many reasons, to enforce
the rule.
Teachers are classified into three categories depend!ng upon
their educational background. The best qualified primary tPacherP
are those who have degrees in urba,• education. Acquisi..
)f this
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degree requires 6 years of schooling at the secondary level, including 3 years of normal school. Most of these teachers practice in
•irban schools, although they are qualified to teach in rural ones
as well. The starting salary is $100.00 a month. After each 5
years of teaching, a 20.percent raise is given until the maximum
salary of $200.00 a month is reached.
Specialized. teachers in rural education have had at least 2 years
of schooling beyond the primary level. The starting salary for these
teachers is $80.00 a month, with the same 20-percent increase
every 5 years until a maximum of $160.00 is re&ched.
Teachers classified as empiricos have had only a primary school
education. In 1955 more than 80 percent of all rural primary teachers were empiricos. It has been difficult for small rural schools to
attract better qualified personnel. In the mid-1960's, however, a
law was passed prohibiting empiricos from teaching. Some teachers were required to further their education.
The Ministry of Education attempts to ensure uniformity of
curriculum throughout the system. The subjects taught are similar
for all six grades. They include Spanish language, mathematics,
geography, history, science, handicrafts, art and music, health and
safety, agriculture, industrial arts, and home economics.
The Ministry of Education distributes such things ab chalk,
paper, and textbooks. Urban schools, particularly those near the
capital, are the best supplied. Many students in rural schools must
Ghare textbooks. The Alliance for Progress has distributed books
on reading, language, and math, but textbook shortages are still
acute.
Urban schools are usually divided into separate classrooms and

may be supplied with electric lighting. Most rural schools have
only one room in which all grades must be accommodated. Most
scnools, particularly those at higher altitudes whe . the weather is
nId, have few windows and, since they must rely on natural
,;ghting, the interior is dim on cloudy days. All schools have desks
mid chairs, some of which have been provided by Cooperative for

American Relief .verywhsre (CARE). CARE his also donated
powdered milk and wheat to be distributed among schoolchildren
as a midmorning snack. Walls are usually covered with charts,
maps, and pictures. Students are expected to bring their own
pencils and :-oteboiks to class, but many cannot afford these item3.
Secondary Education

In 1961 most secondary schools were located in Guatemala City,
Quezaltenango, and a few other department capitals, in contrast
to the more widely dispersed primary schools. By 1965 there was a
total of about 348 secondary schools, of which 270 were private.
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Approximately 27,0G0 students were enrolled in the public schools,
about 25,000 in private. The increase in student enrollment at the
secondary level has been notable, particularly in private schools.
In 1950 about 9,130 student's were enrolled in public schools, compared with 4,451 in private. In 1961 the average number of stu..
dents per classroom was 40 in the public schools, 20 in pr ate
schools.
SecondaryT education is divided into two cycles. The first is
called the Cycle of General Culture and constitutes the first 3
years of the secondary le;7el. Courses taught at this level include
mathematics, Spanish, sociology, natural science, drawing and
painting, music, handicrafts or domestic science, and a number of
optional subjects such as a foreign language (usually English or
French) or typing. This 3-year course is a prerequisite fr)r courses
followed in the second cycle. Some vocational schools lie outside
this general system, however, and may be entered upon completion
of p~rimary school.
The second cycle is called the Diversified or Vocational Cycle.
Students enter one of four types of schcols. Normal, commercial,
or vocational schools usually have 3-year course programs, whereas
liberal arts s--hools last for 2 years and lead to the .)achillerato
degree. Courses taught in liberal arts schools inclIde literature,
sociology, biology, mathematics, chemistry, a foreign language,
and a number of optional subjects.
For economic reasons public and private school students exhibit
different characteristics with reference to attrition rates and
course programs chosen. Between 1950 and 1960 approximately
31 percent of those students enrolled in public secondary •,•hools
comnieted the full 6 years, compared with about 50 percent of
those in private schools. Many of the public and some of the private
secondary schools located outside Guatemala City and Quezaltenango offered only the 3-year Cycle of General Culture. Factors
preventing students from completing primary school were also
involved at the secondary level. Students either could not afford to
relocate themselves in order to finish school or had to drop out to
help support their families. Private school students, whose families
are generally wealthier, did not feel these pressures as acutely.
The Faculty of Humanities of the University of San Carlos
grants a degree in secondary education By 196! it had granted
only 60 such degrees. In that year approximately 70 percent of all
secondary teachers were graduates of se-cndary-level normal
schools. About 10 percent had not completed se-ondary school at
all. These teachers either taught at the lowedt level or had had
experience related to the subjects they taught at the vocational
level.
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Higher Education
Until recently university-level education was a monopoly of the
autonomous University of San Cablos of Guatemala. Between 1950
and 1963 enrollment ,n the university had increased from 2,180
to 8,170. In 1967, however, fve other institutions of higher learning were in operation, although all were relatively small. All of
these institutions were located in Guatemala City, although three
of the faculties of the Uriversity of San Carlos had branches in
Quezaltenango.
The University of San Carlos is an autonomous institution. University authorities are elected by both professors and students, who
also participate actively in policymaking decisions.
In 1962 the university was compvrised of 10 separate faculties:
t',e Faculty of Law, with an enrollment of 1,429; Engineering
1,040, Economic Sciences, 1,000; Medicine, 700; H;-nanities, 400;
Pharmacy, 380; Architecture, 240; Dentistry, 200; Agronomy,
145; and Veterinary Medicine, 190. About 12 perce,.t of the students were women, most of them studying in the Faculties of
Pharmacy and Humanities.
The university receives by law 2.5 percent of the national budget
for its operations (see Economic ,nd Financial Systems, ch. 8). In
1961 more than half of the university's budget of over Q2.5 million
was spent on professors' salaries at., administrative costs. About
15 percent was spent on construction. Fund3 are apportioned to the
various facuTties accordinZ to various criteria. The faculties which
received the most funds per student in 1961 were the Faculties of
Veterinary Medicine (Q2,449), Dentistry (Q1,070), and Agronomy (Q1,021). Those which received the least were the Faculties
of Law (itlO0), Economic Sciences (Q204), and Engineering
(Q293).
Except between 1964 and 1968, sLudents who completed secondary school and passed the necessary entrance examinations
antered one of the facultis and immediately began professional
studies. Further specialization within a faculty began after 1 or
2 years. Acquisition of a professional degree, constituting the
legal right to practice, required about 6 years of study in most of
the faculties.
In 1964 tho short-lived School of General '0udies was added to
the university, which all students were required to attend for an
extra 2 ycars before entering specific faculties. It was set up with
"the help of the United States Agency for Interni lional Develop.Aversities
ment and thc Superiot Council of Central Ameri':
SConsejo Superior Universitario de Centro A:,&ir 1 ica-CSUCA).
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The school was intended, in part, to rtmedy differences in tlse
Atudents' secondary education.
In addition, it was part of CSUCA's plant to integrate all Central
American universitiep. Under this plan, all the national universities
of Central America are to eventually become part of one university
system. Each university will specialize in particular areas in order
to make the best use of limited resources and to avoid duplication
of effort. In 1962 CSUC Atdesignated the Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine at San Carlv,3 a regioaial school. Ideally, all fv:rther
Contral American efforts in the field of veterinary medicine will be
concentrated at San Carlos.
In the mid-1960's all the national universities of Central America
had general studies programs. It was hoped that this step toward
standardization of education at the university level would facilitate the free interchange of students among the universities. In
1968, however, students at San Caris went on strike because they
wanted to enroll in a faculty and begin professional studies immediately upon entering the university, feeling that the extra 2 years
of university schooling required by the School of General Studies
merely delayed their careers. As a result, the school was closed.
Many classcs are held in the early morning and at night becsuse
most students hold jobs during the day, many ot them working
for the Government. In addition, the great majority of professors
work only part-time at the university. Most are themselves graduates of the university, holders of professional rather than academic
degrees, who work full-time at other positicns and teach one course
or more in the early morning or at night. in 1962 the only faculty
which employed more full-time than part-time professor3 was the
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine. The salaries which professional
men command in their professional capacities are far in excess of
those which the university can supply. In 1964 full-time professors,
regardless of their discipline, received Q600 a month.
Rafael Landivur University, named after a Je;.,i"t poet-priest of
the 18th century, was opened in 1962. in ttat year 137 students
were enrolled in its three Faculties of Law, Economic Sciences,
and H'imanities. By 1966 this number had grown to 1,060.
The Ministry of Public Health and Sociai Assistance sponsors
the National School of Nursing, which had an enrollment of 73
students in 1966. A 3-year course leads to the basic nursin r Jiploma
of Enferma Graduade (Graduate Nurse). The Guatemalan Insti-

tute of Social Security operated the School of Social Service in
which 118 students were enrolled in 1966. Two new universites,
Ma4ianr Gilvez University and the University of the Valley of
Guatemala, were establisheO i-. 167 it, GCatert-aila City.
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PUBLIC INFORMATION
Beyond the limits of Guatemala City, the effectiveness of the
communication media is greatly reduced but nevertheless significant, particularly for the &,dinom4ddle and upper classes.
Si'..•ve nearly half the people speak only Indian languages, the
radio audience is generally limited to ladinos and those few Indians who understand Spanish (see Ethnic Groups and Languages,
ch. 4). In spite of the predominantly Spanish broadcasts, radio is
the most effective means of transmitting information, Radio broadcasts can be received anywhere in the country. Government-owned,
mission-owned, and other stations broadcast programs designed
to do more than merely entertain.
The nation has no significant film industry; most of the films
shown are foreign, except for the few documentaries produced by
the Government. Cinema is second only to radio in the number of
people it reaches. Most films are shown to predominantly ladino
audiences, partly because ladios live in the urban areas where
theaters are located (see Settlement Patterns, ch. 3).
Since more than 60 percent of the population is illiterate and
much of the remainder is only rnarginilly literate, printed matter
has rehltively little direct impact. The influence of the daily press
is affected to some extent by the Government's encouragement of
conformity to official views. Pamphlets and clandestine radio
broadcasts often contradict the regular news media. Since 1944
forma! censorship has been relatively light and sporadic, partly
because most newspapers themselves exercise restraint.
The country's five television stations ar'ý all loc-ited in Guatemala City. This, combined with the prohibitive cost of television
sets, limits the potential effectiveness of this medium.
Radio
In late 1967 there were over 90 radio stations broadcasting
(see table 7). Twenty--chree were shortwave stations, and most of
them were either mission or Government owned. Th! great
majority of tL}e mediumwa'e stations were privwtely Uwned and
commercially operated. 7'he broadcasting power of a number of
them was only a %ewhundred watts. Most mediumwave stations
broadzast all day and part of the night. Shortwavu stations gen
erally broadcast only a few hours a day.
In 1964 there were 210,000 radio receivers, or one for every 20
persons. In almost all towns -.rv(,•d by electricity a radic• i3 installed in the central plaza, where mnarv people gather to listen to
news or other programs of inte-e.,. Agricultural wor•.ers in
plantation communities also often haive access to a central •dio.
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familiar
Although
is its informal
The
appealmajority
of this medium
the great
of programs
are broadcast
in tone,
Spanish,
there
are a few in German, English, Quiche, and Cakchiquel (see Ethnic
Groups arJ Languages, ch. 4).
Radio programming has adopted many features of the press,
although it serves a wider audience, including especially those of
minimal wealth and education. The most characteristically Guatemalan aspect of radio broadcasting is the presence of the "radiopapers." Private interests contract for prime radio time, usually
during the lunch or supper hours, to advertise, broadcast news and,
occasionally, to offer critical political commentary. In addition,
people seeking or o.lering jobs, looking for lost items, announcing
deaths in the family, and so forth, use radio.
The Government founded the first radio station in the early
lbWO's. The Gcvernmgnt stations of the mid-1960's played a role in
imparting information on Guatemalan culture and health, as well
aq the official Government stand on political matters. The major
portion of broadcast time is given over to popular foreign music,
especially from the United States, Mexico, and the Caribbean
Islands. Mission-owned stations broadcast religious messages,
ncw3, and educational programs.
Radio stations must have licenses to operate and risk suspension
of these licenses if their programs are too offensive to thz Government. In actuality, however, this authority has been exercised infre-tuently, although the threat may serve to temper somewhat
complaints against the Government, for station owners generally
do not wish to risk their investments. For a time during the administration cf Jacobo Arbenz, only temporary licenses were
issuerd; these could be revoked at any time, There is little evidance
that this power waa ,ised, although Arbenz did, in 1954, order
amateur radio operators off the air in an attempt to suppress
clandestine, anti-Government broadcasts. Many of the broadcasts,
however, came from nearby Honduras where Colonel Carlos
Castillo Armas was organizing opposition (see. Historical Setting,
ch. 2).
Motion Pic'ures
Moticn pictures are secand only to radio in the nunmber of pe'ple
reached. In 1964 there were about 110 movie theaters with sk total
seating capacity of 73,400. Approximately 10,300,000 admissions
wt:e sold. Theaters are run )n a commozcial basis, and the admission fee is beyond the mc-ans of many. About half of this attendance
was in the capital aione, followed by the cities of Quezaltenango,
Zscuinta, Mazaternango, and Puerto Barrios. The greatest attendance was registcred in the ladino departments and among men,
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with the exception of Guatemala City where men and women attend
in equal numbers (see Population, ch. 4).
In 1958 the Ministry of Education established an audiovisual
center, which continues to offer courses in film making. In 1960
only one short entertainment film was produced in the country,
but in the same year three companies produced 29 16-mm newsreels. Various Government ministries produce and use films in
their educational programs. In 1960, 670 feature flbre were imported, about one-third of them from the United States, one-sixth
from Mexico, and the rest in approximately erqal numbers from
Italy, Germany, the United Kingdom, and France.
Newspapers, the Periodical Press and Book Publishing
Most of the major dailies in 1968 had roots in the period immediately following the elections of 1944. Previous governments had
authorized freedom of the press, but the privilege had been
severely circumscribed. After 1944 the outer limits of permissible
dissent were greatly expanded, and the independent press gained
greater leeway in printing criticism of the Government.
The only independent daily to appear before 1944 was El
Imparcial (The Impartial), which began publishing in 1923. It
did not become an opposition newspaper until the latter part of
President Jorge Ubico's administration (1931-44) when it joined
popular feeling against him, opposed some of his policies, and
aligned with the reform movement. It opposed President Juan
Jos6 Ar~valo's government, however, from its inception and was
strongly anti-Government and anti-Communist until the overthrow of President Jacobo Arbenz in 1954 (see Histcýrical Setting,
ch. 2).
The decade between 1944 ana 1954 witnessed the rise of a
number of dailies and periodicals; nevertheless total circulation
of all dailies hardly exceeded 60,000. Coverage polarized into pro.
and anti-Government factions. This range of sympathies has not
been duplicated in the legitimate press since that time. El Imparcial, the Prensa Libre (Free Press), set up in 1951, and La
Hora (The Hour), all representing the anti-Government, antiCommunist point of view, were pitted against the Diariode Centro
America (Daily of Central America) ar, official Government newspaper Nuestro Diario (Our Daily), a semiofficial newspaper which
received a subsidy from the Government, Octubre (October), a
Communist weekly, ard the Tribmua Popular (Popular Tribune),
the daily which 3ucceedod Octubre. The last two used articles from
the Soviet Union'q riev.ws agency, TASS, and the Soviet newspaper,
Pravda. Freedom of expression lasted until the last weeks of the
Arbenz govPrznient when censorship was imposed on the press.
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The existence of a true opposition press was not the only factor
which distinguished the post-1944 periodicals from their predecessors. A School of Journalism was established in the Faculty of
Humanities at the University of San Carlos. Journalism became
a profession, and writers became more specialized in their fields of
interest. Attacks and clandestine pamphlets decreased because
there was arriple room for most points l view.
When Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas took over in 1954, the proCommunist press disappeared and the independent press allied
itself with the Government. In 1955 a number of moderately leftist
periodicals appeared, including El Eatudiante (The Student),
which was notable because it was more radical than the others.
The opposition press disappeared in 1¶F6 and did not emerge again
until 1957, after the death of Castillo Armas.
Although an opposition press did reappear after 1957, its tone
has remained moderate. Various papers have come out in support
of different presidential candidates and have criticized various
Government policies, but they have remained within the relatively
narrow limits of official tolerance.
During times of political crisis, such as the overthrow of Miguel
Ydigoras Fuentes in March 1963 and the assassination of United
States Ambassador John Gordon Mein in August 1968, censorship
has been imposed (see Political Dynamics and Values, ch. 6). In
the case of the assassination, the Public Relations Service of the
Army was charged with reviewing all news destined for the public
media, including news collected by foreign news agencie. for
publication abroad.
The Law of Public Order governed this type of situation and
was designed to minimize further disorder. Libel laws, hd wever,
at least in the early 1960's, were quite lax, althoughi ar injured
par Ly could expect publication of a retraction, ý repared by himself,
to be placed in the same position and to be given ,,e same amount
of suace as the libelous matter.
There were six major daily newspape, s being published in 1964,
although most were not strictly dailies as they did not publish
,unday elitions. The daily circulation for all six combined wqs
about 105,000, providing 2.3 copies per 100 people in the country.
Approximately 4,200 tons of newsprint were consumed in 1960.
Newspapers received domestic news stories from their own correspondents and from bulletins issued by the Government, since the
country had no news agency of its own. Foreign news was supplied
mostly by the Associated Press and the United Press Intornational.
"he language of the press was almost exclusively Spanish. Newspaper readers were predominantly from the middle and upper
classes.
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In 1964 the two largest dailies, Prensa Libre and El Imparcial,
each had a circulation of about 37,000. Together they accounted for
nearly three-quarters of the total circulation of all dailies. By
1967 Prensa Libre claimed to have the largest circulation with
more than 50,000 copies sold daily (see table 8).
Prensa Libre is considered a liberal paper. It is published in
tabloid form, with a five-column page, and runs between 45 and
60 pages in length. About half the space is given over to advertisements. It features a number of columns, ranging from the editorial pages which frequently cover international events, to question-and-answer columns concerning personal pV-oblems. Sports,
both local and international, are covered in considerable detail,
with particular attention given to soccer.
El Imparcial, considered moderately liberal, is an evening paper
and is particularly influential within the business community. It
usually contains about 20 pages in two sections. Eritorials are
found on the first page of the second section. Its layout features
a standard eight-column page. It contains a small English-language
section which covers the highlights of world events. In 1967 it was
edited by David Vela, a noted historian and writer.
The Diario de Centro America, which had a circulation of about
12,000 in 1964, is the official Government newspaper. El Grdfico
(The Graphic), a sensationalist tabloid with a heavy emphasis on
sports, cirrulated between 5,000 and 10,000 copies a day in 1964.
La Hora, an evening paper, had a daily circulation of about 8,000
during that same year. Its editor and director at the time, and for
many years previously, was Clemente Marroquin Rojas, who was
elected Vice President of the Republic in 1966. The newspaper is
nationalistic in character and is often critical of United States
policies. Impacto (Impact), the morning twin of La Hora, circulated about 6,000 copies daily in 1964.
Table 8. Guatemalan Daily Newspapers, 1967
(all are published in Guatemala City)
Name

Prensa Libre
El linparcial
La Hora
Diario de Centro Amirica
Impacto
El Grfifico

Eatimated circulation

Remnrk*

50,000
34,000
25,000
12,000
12,000
5,000-10,0U0

Y rning; liberal
m
ning; moderately liberal
Evening
Evening; official Government
Morning
Morning

1964. Ficures for 1967 not availab'e.

Source: Adapted from Europa Yearbook 19y•s: United States Information
Agepcy, Rtsearch and Reference Service, Basic Data Book for Latin
America. Washin;--tun: 1965.
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In addition to the dailies, a number of other publications were
issued. N. Guatemalteco (The Guatemalan), the official Government gazette, published Government announcements and the texts
of new laws. La Hora Dominical (The Sunday Hour), edited by the
director of Impacto, was a Sunday feature magazine.
A number of periodicals were put out by special interests. A
few were published by various Government ministries, including
Boletin Econ6mico
,oric Bulletin),
B(Z
Revista de la Economia
Nacional (Review of the National Economy), Revista Militar
(Military Review), arid Folklv'e de Guatemala (Folklore of
Guatemala). Many of the faculties of the University of San Carlos
publish periodicals of their own, including Anuario de Psicologia
(Psychology Yearbook), Cuadervo8 de Antropologia (Notebooks
of Anthropology), and many others. Organizations such as the
National Coffee Association, the Guatemalan Journalists Association, the Red Cross, and the Institute of Nutrition of Central
America and Panama (INCAP) also publish trade publications on
a regular basis.
There are few books published in the country. In 1964 only 90
different titles appeared, although this was considerably less than
in previous years. The subjects covered were principally in the
social sciences, geography and history. A number of novels and
books of poetry were also published.
Television
In 1956 the first two television stations began operating, one
commercial and the other Government owned. By 1968 five stationd were broadcasting, all from Guatemala City, although there
were plans to establish stations in Quezaltenango and Cobgn (see
table 9). The cost of television sets, beyond the means of most.
limited the audience. There were an estimated 61,000 sets in the
country in late 1967.
Two stations, chanl.-Is. 5 and 9, were owned by the Government
and broadcast cultural and educational programs. The three commercial stations, 3, 7, and 11, broadcast a variety of programs,
ranging from cartoons, old movies, and serials from the United
States to news, Government documentaries, and concertos. Channel
3 transmitted for about 12 hours, from noon tc midnight; channel
7, for 8 hours; and channel 11, the newest of the channels, for
about 4 hours. A system of receivers and transmitters located in
the Department of Quezaltenango made it possible for stations
r~cated in Guatemala City to transmit broadcasts originating in
Mexico.
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Table 9. Guatemalan Television Stations, 1967
(all are located in Guatemala City)
Power in
Symbol call
letters

Ownership

Radio-Televisi6n Guatemala
S.A..-----------------TGBOL TV

Channel

A3

kilowatts
(video-audio)

Frequen -7 In

kilocycle•

per

second
(video-audio)

701
351

61250
65750

Televilt6n Nacional de Guatemala (Govt.)
----- TGW TV

A5

10
5

77250
81750

Anleu, Villa Nueva y Cia.
Ltda.
--------- TGAB TV

A7

Government

A9

5
2.5
5
2.5
10
5

175250
179750
187250
191750
n.a.
--do

Teleonce 'I _

-........

TGCE TV

.-----------TGM•J TV

All

n.a.-not available.
, Effective radiated pow•e due to the station's antenna system. All others give the actual
rated power of the transmitter.

'New In 1968.

Source: Adapted from Foreign Broadcast Information Service, TV Stations,
1966; World Radio and TV Handbook 1968; Europa Yearbook 1968,

ARTISTIC AND INTELLECTUAL EXPRESSION
Pre-Columbian Era

The greatest Maya achievements in architecture, sculpture,
astronomy, calendrics, and mathematics were attained during what
is called the classic age, a 600-year period occurring sometime
between the frst and the 10th centliry A.D. (see Historical Setting,
ch. 2). They developed a workable place-value system of numeration and the concept of the zero. Their numbers were arrangements
of eots, bars, and a stylized shell and could be added and subtracted easiiy. Their reckonings of the solar year and the time it
takes the moon to circle the earth and Venus to circle the sun were
amazingly accurate. They could predict solar and lunar eclipses.
In addition, riome scholars believe that the Maya hieroglyphics,
though primarily ideographic, had phonetic components. Their
intellectual achievements ("ontrasted sharply with their simple
technology. They made no use of the wheel, metal "tools,beasts of
burden, the plow, or the potter's wheel.
Architecture and Sculpture

The Maya ceremonial center was usually built on a number of
level, paved platforms. Buildings, usually surrounding a plaza or
courtyard, were constructed on these platforms. There is little
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evidence that the sites were planned. Buildings were added at
random, unlike many sites in Mexico which display a tight grid
pattern. The Maya developed the corbeled arch, a less versatile
form than the true arch. The corbeled arch requires a great deal
of stoiie in order to distribute the weight of tf.e roof and thus
lends a somewhat topheavy but characteristically Maya appearance
to the buildings.
Most of the classic structures were single-storied buildings of
limestone blocks, divided sometimes into a few dozen rooms and
decorated, sometimes elaborately, in low" relief. It is not known
for what purpose these so-called palaces were used, but it has
been suggested that they were living quarters for either the rulers
or the priesthood.
The most impressive buildings constructed by the Maya were
the tall, narrow, pyramidal temples which were topped by small
structures called roofcombs. Stone steps led all the way to the
roofcombs, which were divided into a few narrow rooms where
religioua ceremonies were performed. The temples and palaces
at Tikal, just north of the present capital of El Pet6n Department
are among most impressive of Maya ruins. The five pyramidal
temples reach above tree level and range in height from 143 to
229 feet. Trhese temples may have functioned as astronomical
observatories from which Maya priests stud'ed the movementh of
the stars and planets.
The magnificence of the Mayan atelae attest to their skill in
sculpture. The two faces of the stelae were usually carved in low
relief and are dominated by a Mayan man or god, dressed in
elaborate costume and carrying an emblem of office or a shield
and spear. Dates ,nd scientific computations are inicribed in
hieroglyphics on the sides of the stelae (see Historical Setting,

ch. 2).
Figures on the stelae found at QuiriguA near the lower Motagua
River are carefully contained within the sandstone block. The
nearest thing to free sculpture attained at Quiriguit are the zoomorphs, so called because of their animal-lilie shapes. They are
actually huge boulders carved in high relief, but retaining, nevwrtheless, their original boulder shapes.
Painting

Onl.y a few examples of Maya painting have survived. They are.
the murals mainly of the early -nd mid-classic period s.nd the
painted v.ses of the mid-classi¶. The oldest known murals, painted
predominantly in reds ancl 'lacks, were discovered in Uaxactdn,
just north of Tikal.

The best murals, from Bonampak, in Chiapas, Mexico, realistically and colorfully depict scenes from Mayan life, such as battles,
dances, conce.ts, arnd ritual processions. There is depth in the
paintings, but individual figures are flat, with no attempt at shading. Scenes painted on pottery are much like those of the murals.
The range of color, however, was restricted principally to earthy
tones of black, orange, yellow, and browrn.
Manuscripts and Litrature

Three illustrated manuscripts of pre-Columbian, post-Mayan
origin are extant (see Historical Setting, ch. 2). They are the
Dresden Codex, thought to be the oldest of the three, the Madrid
Codex, and the Paris Codex, named after the cities where they are
now located. They are written and painted on long scrolls of fig
bark paper and are folded like screens. Astronomical and astrological calculationr are the subject matter of all three. Hieroglyphic
writing surrounds the illustrations which echo the meaning of the
texts. Other sources indicate that Maya books contained histories,
genealogies, prophecies, and songs, but none of these have survived.
A number of books were written by Indians after the Spanish
conquest, but might p-Coperly be considered part of preconquest
literature because their subjects concern matters of preconquest
history, religion, and myth. The most notable among them is the
Popul Vuh, or Book of the Community, the sacred book of the
Maya-Quich6 (see Ethnic Groups and Languages, ch. 4). It relates
the cosmology, the religions, and the myths of origin of the MayaQuich6. It has been called "the most distinguished example of
native American literature that has survived." Another account,
The Ainals of the Cakchiquels, written by an Indian convert to
Catholicism, presents a picture of preconquest life i - SololA and
describes the conquest in the eyes of the conquered. The Books of
Chilam Balam are chronicles of post-Maya history in the Yucat,,: a
Peninsula (see Historical Setting, ch. 2).
Colonial Era

The Spanish consolidated their position and their Christianizi g
effort in Guatemala partly by encouraging and subsidizing ttL
building of impressive churches. With the advent of a colonial
aociety, Government buildings and hornes for the colonial elite
werc also constructed, but churches and convents dominated til!
architectural scene and could be found throughout the territozy.
The other arts--sculpture, painting, msic, anid literature (main.y
historical chronicles) -were also. foi the mo-t part, dominated by
the Roman Catholic orders and clergy and by Spanish styles. In,
dian motifs, however, did find their way to the decorative fiaqades
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of colonial buildings, and indigenous art, and crafts continued to
dsvelop under the influence of the conquerers.
Arehitecture and Simupture

The first churches were built in the Franciscan style which pervaded 16th- and 17th-century architecttre. The buildings had thick
walls ard could double as fortresses; Spanish authorities who
feared attacks on the new colony decreed that this style be used.
This style gave wa, to the decorative Spanish baroque in the
late 17th and 18th centuries. Many fine examples can be found in
Antigua Guatemala, site of the third colonial capital. The church
of Nuestra SeUinta de la Merced, completed in 1760, epitomizes the
style. Florai and abitract carvings decorate the fagade; carved
angels adorn the two heavy bell towers, and gilded lions flank the
dome. Religious paintings in gilded frames hang inside. It is on the
buildings of thi,. period that the Indian, apprenticed to the Spaniard, inserted his own symbols: the corn plant, the serpent, and
others. The homes of the colonial elite exhibit strong Moorish and
Renaissance influences in their high walls, corridored patios, and
decoratively grilled windc ,s,
The subject r, atter of soulpture and painting was limited chiefly
to religious themes. A number of Guatemalan artist,, achieved
renown in the New World and Europe for the imaginative work,
although thei- stylistic heritage was predominantly Spanish. The
sculptors, usually Spaniards or criolios (persons of Spanish descent
born in the New World-see Glossary), worked in marble, stone,
r'labaster, silver, wood, ivory, and stucco. In the late 16th century
Quirio Catafia sculpted the Black Christ of Esquipulas from dark
wood which time and candle smoke had turned almost black. Many
people now make pilgrimacres to Esquipulas, a city in the Department of Chiquimula, in 3earch of miraculous Zures (see Religion,
ch. 5). Other prominent s. Iptors of the period weri Alonso de
Paz; Jua.' de Chavez, who.Re itaiue of Saint Sebastian is considered
the best ,)iece of cmion!i~ ,culpturn in the country; and Juan
Perales, kaowri for his sta-ues nf Christ.
Painting end Music

Paintings were "n demand to fill the many churches and Government buildings. Religious paintings and portraits were in
abundance, but in the erfly colonial period ccenes of contemporary
life were not depicted. The %t painters were Tomas de Merio,
who did a series on the Passion of Christ, and Antonio de
Moi.t•iar, who painted religious murals for the church of El
Calvvrio at Esquipulas.
Toward the end of the colcni.d period the mode of painting
,I.iwd the neoclassical style popular
began to change. Paint-rs
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in Europe with primitivism and began painting scenes from

everyday life.
Little music was composed in the colonial era, but Spanish
priests used music and song in teaching the Indiana the elements,
of Catholicism. The first songs were Bible stories set to mueic.
Eventually, almost every church had its own choir, and the Indians
were enthusiastic participants. The Spaniards also brought their
instruments, and the Indians were quick in lcarning to play them,
particularly the guitar and the banjo. The Spaniards, in turn,
learned to play Indian drums and the marimbce, which is similar
to the xylophone and is the national instrument of Guatemala.
Literuture

The first printing press arrived in Guatemala in 1660. Rigid
censorship, however, limited the substance of what was printed.
Most of colonial literature consists of writings by priests on
subjects of theology, morality, and the histories of their orders.
Many official chronicles were also written, but few were printed
then, and many of the manuscripts have been lost. The most
interesting of colonial writings, howcver, are those which fit none
of these categories.
One of the earliest of these works was done by a Fraiciscan
monk named Diego de Landa, In 1549, motivated by religious
zeal, he ordered the burning of a library of books written by
native priests before the conque-st. Many years later he compiled
a manuscript entitled Relaeion de la.s Cosas de Yucatdn (Relation

of Things in YucatAn), which attempted to eover all aspects of
native life in the YucatAn. He tried to decipher Mayan hieroglyphics and passed down valuable information to present-day archaeulogisis. it i. doubtful, however, that he contributed as much as he
destroyed.
Another early colonial account, entitled Brevisima Relaci6n a.
Ia Dest,.-vnFn de las Indias (A Very Brief Account of the Destruction oi trhc ndies), was written by a Dominican, Bartolow.6 de

las Casas, who had been horrified by the massacres of Indians he
witnessed it. Cuba and Hispaniola. This account of Indian sufferingz at the hands of the white man inspired the New Laws of 1542,
the first step taken to end tb,- -r.•!1•_ment of Indians (see Historical Setting, ch. 2'.
Somewhat in contrast is the chronicle, Verdadera Historia da
Ia Conquista de Ia Nueva Espaiia (The True History of *he Conquest of New Spain), written by one of Corles' soldieis, Bernal
Diaz del Castillo. It is a chivalric ;nd somewhat idealisci account
of the conquest.
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A number of poets contributed to Guatemalan literature in the
18th and 19th centuries. Notable among these were Friar Matias
de Cordova, who wrote fables in classic style, and the Jesuit priest,
RafLel Landivar, whose Ruticatio Mexicana (Mexican Country
Sojourn), written in Latin verse, praised the everyday life and
the beauties of New Spain and Guatemala.
After the destruction by earthquake of what is now Antigua
Guatemala in 1778, a class of skeptical intellectuals emerged in
the new -epital, influenced by the American and French Revolutions. Essayists deplored the state of the colony. The poet, Simon
Bergaflo y Villegas, was condemned by the Inquisition for his
"seditious ideas." Writing on the eve of independence, he took
his themes from the philosophy of the Enlighten-nent. He wrote of
the need for a new, more moral order on the isthmus (see Historical Setting, ch. 2).
From Independence to the 20th Century
After independence most of the nation's energies were expended
.in political rivalry and in attempts at securing domestic tranquillity; as a result, the arts suffered a setback. Most Guatemalan
contributions to literature were in the field of history, as had been
the case in the colonial era. The most distinguished historiars of
the 19th-century postindependence period also served the Government as statesmen or diplomats: Alejandro Marure, who reviewed
the events between 1811 and 1828; Jos6 Milla y Vidaurre, also a
novelist, who wrote about the colonial audiencia (high court--see
Glossary); and Lorenzo Montdfar y Rivera Maestre, who wrote
an anticlerical version of Central American history.
One of the first nove!s was written by Antonio Jcs6 de Irisarri,
an antiliberai, whose picaresque stories satirized the customs of
the times. The best novelist was Jcus6 Milla y Vidaurre, who wrote
historical novels romantically ev.oking the coionial past and mildly
satirical accounts of life in postindependence Guatemala. Perhaps
the best poet was Jos6 Batres Montifar, who was a master of
humorous, picaresque, lyric poetry. His poems criticized the
ignorance and violence of his time.
It was not until the end of the 19th century and the beginning
of the 20th, howevei, that the arts began ugain to flourish. Much
of 20th-century art has been deeply concerned with bringing out
the indigenous or Indian aspect of Guatemalan cult-:re; it is this
which disti::guishes it from previous artistic expression, which
looked almost exclusively to Europe for its moods.
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I,-dfan Arts and Crafts
Spanish colonial inluences can be seen today in much of Indian
culture. In turn, Indian influences can be seen in much of the
more sophisticated elements of 20th-century art.
Spanish prieste introduced many dramas and narrative dances
in hopes of supplanting what were considered pagan Indian practices. Many such performances have survived, such as the Dance of
the Devils, the Dance of Saint George and the Dragon, and the
Passion play.
Narrative dances with historical themes, however, have proved
more popular. One of them is the Dance of the Conquest, written
by a priest in 1542. It celebrates the Spanish victory over the
Indians and is usually performed at fiesta time. Indians bedecked
in elaborate rented costumes and carved and painted masks are
divided into three groups: the Spaniards, the Indian warriors,
and the royal family of the Quich6 king. The dialogue is spoken
and chronicles the coming of the Spaniards to Xelaji' and the
killing of the Quich6 king, Tectin Uman by Pedro de Alvarado
(see Historical Setting, ch. 2). Te hir-hly stylized dance steps are
accompanied by the tambor (a native drum covered with deerskin)
and the chirimia (a crudely made oboe). Manuscripts containing
the dialogue can be found in various parts of the country.
Narrative dances of pre-Columbian origin also survive. They
usually %pict the struggle between man and some force of nature
or between good and evil. The Deer Dance is symbolic of the
struggle between man and animal. Before the dance the men of
the village select a tree from the forest which, with much ceremony and ritual, is cut, stripped, and set upright in the village
plaza. A rope is strung from the top of the pole to the top of the
village church. On the feast day dancers dressed in animal skins
and others representing the Ancestors (mankind) watch as one
dancer dressed as a monkey climbs to the 'op of the village church
while a shaman shinnies up the pole. The "monkey" crosses the
rope to the shaman and descends the pole. Then the dance begins.
It may go on for days before the "animals" yieid symbolically to
the supremacy of man. The Dance of the Jesters depicts the rivalry
betwee.a man and animal for the favor of a woman; it probably
had its origin in pre-Columbian fertility rites.
Indians rarely sing except when they are involved in Catholic
ritual or when they are drunk. The instruments they use to makc
music are many and varied. The marinba, played by Indian and
ladino alike, is the n:ational instrument of Guatemala, although
its origin has not been definitely established. Similar to a xylophone, its graded keys made of hormigo wood compose the double
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or chromatic scale. Wooden boxes of irregular shape and various
Rizes haiig beneath the keys and serve as resonators. The instrument is played by striking with rubber-tipped sticks. Most marimbas are so long that they must be played by several musicians. This
type of marimba is gradually replacing the old gourd type, so called
because the resonators are made of gourds.
in addition to those instruments introduced by the Spaniards
or modeled after European ones, such as the guitar, violin,
chirimia, and the zu (similar to a flute), are instruments of
definitely native origin. Native melodic instruments include the
caracol (a large shell which, when blown, sounds somewhat like a
bagpipe), the ocarina (inqde of reeds, cane, or bone and similar
to a flute), and the tzijolaj (a cane or reed piccolo with three or
four perforations). Native percussion instruments include the tun
(a hollowed log, the ends of which are sealed), the tambor, the
chinchines (rattles), and the tortuga (a kind of drum made from a
turtle's shell).
Much of Indian music resembles the songs of nat've birds. The
song of the cenzongle bird, for example, contains only the intervals
from second through sixth, as do many native tunes. Ritual or
ceremonial music in particular displays this natural source of
inspiration.
The Indian, working with primitive tools, is a fine craftsman.
Magnificent and colorful handwoven textiles are his trademark,
but other utilitarian and ceremonial items are also produced with
much the same care (see Ethnic Groups, ch. 4). Gourds are painted
and engraved, sometimes with pre-Columbian designs. Ceramic
pottery is both handmolded and turned on the potter's wheel.
Spanish priests considered many of the symbols found on textiles
pagain and encouraged the adoption of symbols which were meaningful to them. The Indians modified their crafts in line with
European tastes, but imbued the new symbols with old significance: the double-headed eagle signified Charles V to the Spanish
but a double-headed god to the Indians. The cross, symbolic of
Christianity to the Spaniard, signified the four winds and the four
directions to the Indian. Most symbols found on textiles related
either to fertility (such as flowers and the scorpion), other life
sources (such as the sun, the moon, a grain of corn), or deities
(such as the jaguar and the plumed serpent).
The 20th Century
Many of the best modern artists, including writers, composers,
painters, and sculptors, have been concerned with incorporating
Indian themes, both pre-Columbian and contemporary, into their
art and portraying the realities of contemporary life. Writers, in
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addition, have exhibited renewed interest in social and political
criticism and have continued their contributions in the field of
history,
Music

Guatemalan composers have not been prolific and have been
perhaps better received abroad than they have at home. Despite
the fact that an orchestral group was founded in 1984, later to
become the National Symphony Orchestra, and a National Conservatory of Music was established in 1941, many of the best
musicians hfve gone abroad to perform and to join foreign
orchestras. Since about 1945 the National Radio has devoted many
of it. z1.rgrami to playing native folk music aid the works of great
composeres. The majority of the. people, however, prefer lighter
music and band eoncerts and, as a consequence, the audience for
orchestral music has been limited.
The first Guatemalan symphony was wAtten in 1896 by a student
of Indian folk music, Jestýs Castillo. Indian themes permeate most
of his compositions. Hc also wrote an opera, "Quiche Vinak," which
was first performed in France in 1925, and a musical suite "Popol
Buj." His half brother Ricardo Castillo, made use of his findings
and composed a suite entitled "Guatemala," an impressionistic
piece based on native rhythms and melodic inflections. Raul
Paniagua wrote the "Maya Legend," a symphonip poem first
played in New York.
Painting and Sculpture

Twentieth-century artists exhibit many' styles in their painting
and sculpture, but nearly all of them portray Mayan or everyday
Guatemalan themes.
Most of the painters of the early 20th century were landscape
artists whose works were realistic. The best among them were
Humberto Garavito and Alfredo Gflvez Suarez. One of the best
sculptors of that time was Rodolfo Galetti Torres, who executed
legendary gods and other figures in stoni, creating an impression
of vigor by exaggerating the size of the limbs.
Carlos MWrida, an Indian of the Quich;-language group,
originally studied music under Jesds Castillo, who instilled in
him a respect for Indian culture. He turned from music to watercolor, tempera, oil, mosaic, and other media. His best works
portray 1he formal heritage of Mayan culture in a modern abstract
style. He was the forerunner of a whole generation of artists.
After 1944 the horizon of the arts was expanded. Most artists
had begun their careers in the Nationai School of Plastic Arts.
Scholarships for study abroad became available from Government
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and international sources. The renewed contact with Europe encouraged new forms of expression. Between 1950 and 1960 artists
working in a variety of media produced a prodigious amount of
work.
Four sculptors, Dagcberto Visquez, Guillerm~o Grajeda Mena,
Roberto Gonzflez Goyri, and Efrain Recinos, imitated the art of
pre-Columbian stone carvers in their statues and the reliefs they
produced for building facades. Arturo Martinez painted imaginative abstract scenes of rural Guatemala. Rodolfo Abularach, a
fine draftsman, painted abstract pictures of Indian celebrations,
inspired by Indian symbols.
Literatur

In the 1920's a group of writers began producing a critical
literature in response to contemporary world and national events
(ee Historical Setting, ch. 2). For the most part, writers have
been middle- and upper-class natives of Guatemala City, Antigua,
and Quezaltenango, although many of their novels and sociological
and historical treatises have been acutely sensitive to modes of
life outside their immediate experience. They have usually attendr.d the Uni versity of San Carlos and been enrolled in either
the Faculty of Law or of Humanities. The Government has, in
general, not afforded them the same support that it has painter's
and musicians.
The most important writer of the 20th century has been Miguel
Angel Asturias, lyric poet, novelist, and diplomat. In 1966 he was
awarded the Lenin Literature Prize and, in 1967, the Nobel Prize
for Literature. During the first stage of his career he studied
Maya civilization in Paris and later wrote Leyendas de Guatemala
(Legends of Guatemala), first publishad in 1930, in which he combines ancient Mayan myths with his own poetic images. Many of
his works are criollo novels which illuminate the significance of
native people and places. His most famous novel is El Seiior Presidente (Mr. President), 1946, which is a fierce condemnation of dictatorship and an intense, expressionistic description of the suffering of society under it. He also wrote a trilogy, Viento Fuerte
(Strong Wind), 1950; Papa Verde (Green Pope), i954; and Los
Ojos de lo. Enterrados (The Eyes of the Interred), in which he
paints a harsh portrait of life on the foreign-owned banana plantations.
Asturias is not considered either a Leftist or a pro-Communist.
He has held the highest literary posts in Guatemala; has been
Ambassador to several countries; and Guatemalan Ambassador
to France since 1966 (under an anti-Communist government).
He won the Prix Sylla Monsegur and the Prix du Meilleur Roman
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Etranger in France, the Lenin Prize for Peace in 1966, and the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1967.
Another writer who has made use of the criolto novel is Mario
Monteforte Toledo. His Entre la Piedra y la Cruz (Between the
Stone and the Cross) describe3 the conflict between primitive and
sophisticated society which the educated Indian experiences. He
has also written works of sociology.
Most of the literature of the 1940's has been characterized as
"militant socialist realism." Writers were concerned with matters
of political consequence. When President Jacobo Arbenz was overthrown in 1954, many writers left the country and wrote material
condemning the turn of politicrl events.
Playwriting has not been an important part of Guatemalan
literature, partly because the potential audienc6 for it is small.
Interest in the theater is growing, however, and a number of companies do stage performances of foreign plays.

I2
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CHAPTER 8
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL SYSTEMS, DOMESTIC
TRADE, FOREIGN ECONOMIC RELATIONS
The country is basically agricultural with a well-defined export
se,',tor producing the same products in almost the same ratios year
aftc: year. It is heavily dependent upon foreign sources for most
of it3 manufactured articles. The most serious problem is the
economy's vulnerability to price fluctuations in international
markets. Government finance is closely tied to foreign trade, and
taxation is considered regressive and in need of reform. The
Government must continually reduce its expendituies from planned
levels because of lack of revenue. The public debt, once nonexistent, is rising and starting to become an obstacle to development
as amortization payments fall due.
The banking system is a combination of Government-owned and
'rivate banks, including foreign. Credit and monetary policies are
very conservative, and the Bank of Guatemala exercisep strict
control over the system. The currency, whose basic unit is the
quetzal (Q1 equals US$1), is one of the most stable in the world.
Commerce contributes an important share to the gross national
product (GNP). Foreign trade is well-organized, and transportation is sufficiently developed. Tha major retail establishments are
owned by foreigniers or Guatemalan citizens of foreign birth or
descent. Coffee, cotton, sugar, beef, and bananas are the major
exports, and the United States is the primary trading partner. Of
increasing importance is the Central American Common Market
(CACM-see Glossary), which presents a much larger market for
domestic industry. Guatema!A has continua! balance of payments
problems which are partially offset by foreign investment and
economic aid.
Guatemala's GNP is the largest of the Central American countries; in 1967 it was about Q1.5 billion. The GNP growth rate has
averaged 5 percent annually sin-e 1950, one of the highest growth
rates in all of Latin America. This average rate, however, t.tscures
the fact that the economy is erratic and that the rates fluctuate
widely from one year to another. For example, GNP grew by more
than 7 percent in 1965 but by only 3.5 percent in 1966 and by
slightly over 3 percent in 1967. Furthermore, the population is
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increasing at a rate of more than 3 percent annually so that the
real per capita growth, while still substantial, is much lower than
the overall growth of GNP. Per capita income has been growing at
a rate of about 2.5 percent since 1957 and was Q314 in 1966, a
great improvement from 1955, when it was less than Q170.
Per capita income, however, is an inaccurate measure of general well-being becf:se the wealth is very unequally distributed.
The Guatemala National Planning Council estimates that 50 percent of the population is not in the money economy and that the
per capita income of those in the money economy is really much
higher than per capita figures indicate. The subsistence farmer's
annual income is estimated at about $85, whereas 7 percent of
the urban population has a per capita income of about $2,200, one
oi the highest in the world.
Agriculture, including forestry, hunting, and fishing, is usually
the leading contributor to GNP with about 29 percent, followed
by c~mmerce, 27 percent; manufacturing, 14.5 percent: rental of
property, 7.7 percent; private services 6.8 percent; transportation
and communications, 5.3 percent; defense and public administration, 4.4 percent; banking, insurance, and real estate, 2.2 percent;
conetruction, 1.9 percent; public utilities, 1.1 percent; mining,
0.1 percent. Although this percentage pattern has been fairly
steady since 1950, in 1964 and 1965 commerce actually surpassed
agriculture as the leading contributor to GNP.
The 1964 census indicated that there were 1.3 million economically active persons in Guatemala, Sixty-five percent of them were
engaged in agriculture, forestry, hunting, and fishing. This was a
drop of 3 percentage points from the 1950 census, indicating a
slight success in the Government's attempt to diversify the
economy.
The economy of Guatemala can be divided into three major
sectors: domestic food production, export crops, and industry.
These sectors are supplemented by construction and miscellaneous
services. The Indian eccnomy, predominantly subsistence agriculture, is largely self-supporting and regional. The Indians are, at
best, only partially in the money economy. Surplus production is
usually bartered or sold in local markets, and during the harvest
season the Indian may work for money wages on plantations in
order to be able to purchase the few items, such as tools and
m, .licines, for which he cannot barter. The major weakness of the
domestic crop production is the low level of productivity, caused by
primitive agricultural techniques and an outmoded land tenure
pattern. This sometimes forces the importation of food.
Commercial agriculture is 4n the hands of the ladinio (nonIndian-see Glossary) aristocracy, foreign fruit companies, and
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Government. Most of the development in agricultural production has been in the export products, such as coffee, cotton, sugar,
and beef. The development of plantation agriculture contrasts
with the stagnation of the balance of agricultural production.
At the same time, because the economy is so dependent upon
exports of a few products, it is subject to crises arising from
fluctuations in the world market price for these products. Government revenues are tied to foreign trade and, therefore, public
income and investment rise and fall together with foreign trade.
Years of rapid growth in the GNP have always been associated
with good export years. A major problem is the need to reduce
the dependence upon coffee exports.
Manufacturing production increased at an average annual rate
of 10 percent between 1961 and 1967. Industry is mainly food
processing, but the growth is taking place in nonfood consumer
products. The Central American Common Market and tax benefits
granted under industrial development laws have been responsible
for the increase in manufacturing activity.
The monetary authority is the Bank of Guatemala, which
follows a conservative monetary and credit policy designed to
protect the balance of payments. Budgets are moderate and capital
expenditures have been less than planned because of the lack of
revenue.
GOVERNMENT ROLE IN DEVELOPMENT
Guatemala's economic growth is influenced less by Government
policies than by private investment. The Governmnoi seems to
prefer letting private investment, which is relatively free fronm
controls, lead the way to economic growth.
The Government has taken little lead in the stimulation of
economic development. It adjusts its expenditures to its current
income and really cannot plan ahead because so much of its income is derived from foreign trade activities which fluctuate
annually. Needed tax reform has continti~lly been postponed
because of its unpopularity, and the public debt continues to grow.
If the Government contracts too many foreign loans to complete
its planned investment, then it will have balance of payments
problems.
Nevertheless, the Government does have a role in economic
planning and does have some institutions which have an effect
upon economic development. The most important of these is the
National Economic Planning Council (Consejo Nacional de
Planificaci6n Econ6mica), created in 1954, reorganized in 1958,
and reorganized again in 1961. It is directly subordinate to the
President of the Republic. The council has prepared three develop221

ment plans for the country. The first one covered the years 195560 and was based upon a study done by the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (commonly known as the
World Bank.) The goals were high, and nearly 30 percent of
planned expenditures was not achieved. The second plan, for
1960-64, a continuation of the first, was more in line with Guatemala's financial capat ilities. The third plan, for the period 196569, deals with both national development and the integration of
Guatemala's economy into the Central American Common Market.
The plan haj a priority list of projects most of which are for
road development, agriculture, and electric energy expansion.
The plan contemplates that the public sector will finance nearly
30 percent of the cost of the projects, with private investment
financing the balance. The first year's performance of the plan
was so low that the overall expenditures had to be revised downward for the balance of the period. The National Planning
Council's influence is weakened because it has no executive power,
since it can only recommend and coordinate.
The Government-owned Institute for the Development of Production (Instituto de Fomento de la Producci6n-INFOP) is
engaged in many econiomic activities, most of them agricultural.
INFOP hss three divisions: the Department of Agriculture, Livestock, and Industrial Credit, whose principal function is granting
short-term loans to small- and medium-sized prod?:-ers; the
Department of Development, which carries out studies 'n basic
resources of the country, guarantees minimum prices to agricultural producers, operates warehouses and grain elevators, establishes industrial enterprises, promotes tourism, and other functions; and the Department of Low Cost Housing, which gives
loans for low-cost housing. INFOP is a valuable part of the economic development of Guatemala, and its credit operations do
not compete with those of other domestic finvncial institutions.
As an incentive for economic development by private capital,
Guatemala utilizes taxation benefits to a great degree. New industries are exempt from import duties for 10 years, and from
100 percent of income tax for 5 years, tand 50 percent for another
5 years. Existing industries are also granted tax benefits when
expanding. The construction industry is stimulated by exempting
new buildings from the real estate tax for a number of years and
exempting materiais used in hotel construction from import duties.
In addition to the tax on idle lands, there are other tax incentives
for agricultural development; for example, those for the importation of fertilizers, farm machinery, fcrest fire extinguizhers, insecticides, cotton seed, purebred cattle, and fungizides. Companies
operating in the sparsely settled El Peten Department are granted
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exemption from taxes, fees, and fiscal surcharges. Rubber planters
are exempt from taxes for a period of 10 years. All bonds and
other securities issued by the state, municipalities, and state
entities are exempt from the stamp tax and the inheritance tax.
Cooperative,, are granted certain tax benefits to encourage their
development. The handicraft industry may obtain tax exemptions
on raw materials and machinery for 10 years.
There are other ways in which the Government has a role in
de';eloping the economy. The Association for the Development of
Agricultural Markets is an autonomous public service nonprofit
association made up of the Ministry of Agriculture, the National
Agricultural Institute, Guatemala City, and any other municipalities wishing to join. It administers the wholesale markets
and provides warehousing and refrigeration. The National Coffee
Association, by agreement with the Government, regulates the
coffee export market. The National Wheat Growers Associwrion,
created by the Government but operating with private fmnds,
protects grain prices by buying and selling wheat. A decentralized
State agency, the Industrial Development and Productivity Center,
helps private investment to increase production and also to assist
in training technicians for private industry.
In addition, the Government is actively encouraging the development of El Pet6n Department. In 1959 a law created an enterprise
for the Economic Development of El Peten (Fomento y Desarrollo
Economico de El Peten-FYDEP). Under FYDEP the Government constructs roads and public works and promotes tourism,
and the colonization of the Department. The Government looks to
private enterprise to exploit the natural resources of the area.
GOVERNMENT FINANCE
Budget
The President of Guatemala must submit the proposed budget
annually to Congress through the Ministry of Finance at least 60
days before the beginning of the fiscal year, which has coincided
with the calendar year since January 1965. Before that date, the
fiscal year was ended on June 30. Congress must approve the budget
no later than December 15 of each year. If the new budget is not
approved, then the previous budget continues in force. If Congress
is not in session when the budget is presented, then it must meet
in a special session to act only on the budget. The decentralized
autonomous and semiautonomc.us agencies may have special
budgets when provided by law; ntherwise there is only one budget
which is prepared by the Budget Department of the Ministry of
Finance. The Organic Law of the Budget regulates its preparation
and execution.
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Budget receipts are administerect by the national treasury and
also by various offices of the Misaistry of Finance, such as the
Customs Office and the General Revenut Office. The Ministry ol
Finance also has local tax offices thro-,.gbo it the country. Controls
over the financial operations of the Government, municipalities,
and state entities are exercised by the Office of Comptroller of
Accounts, an independent agency.
The Dep-trtments, as major subdivisions of the Government, do
not have their own budgets or sources of incom,.. Their operating
funds are provided directly trow- the central Government's budget.
The municipalities do have their own budgets. The budget of
Guatemala City, Q9.5 million in 1967, was equal to about 60 percent of the combined budge i of all municipalities in the country.
Municipal budgets usually are close to being balanced, with veiT
small deficits occasionally occurring.
The central Government spends about 84 percent of all public
sector current expenditures; the municipalities, about 5 percent;
the Social Security Institute, 8 percent; and San Carlos University,
2.5 percent.
The budget is broken down into ordinary Rnd extraordinary
expenditures. Ordinary is ,v?1onymous with current expenditures:
extraordinary, with capital expenditures. The extraordinary
budget could also be called the development budget since most
of it is for infrastructure, but it also includes funds for amortization payments on the public debt. Ordinary expenses are listed
in the budget as either operating or transfer payments (see table
10). Transfers are interest and commissions (not amortization)
paid on the public debt and retirei..ent benefits and bonuses paid
to Government employees.
Guatemala usually has problems balancing the budget; actual
expenditures are almost always lower than those budgeted. For example, the 1966 budget called for expenditures of Q155 million,
but less than Q136 million was actually spent. The principal problem of the budget is the low probability of achieving the planned
public investment for capital projects. The percentage of fulfillment in every year since 1960 has ranged between 50 and 84 percent. Despite this, a deficit has occurred annually since 1961, as
revenues failed to reach expectations. Over 85 percent of the
.-osta of capital investment are financed by domestic loans; 7
percent, by foreign grants; and the small balance, from taxes.
Deficits are financed by domestic and foreign loans &nd `,ond issues.
When President M~ndez took office in 1960 he encouwaered the
following budgetary situation: a low leve! of current income; v.
high level of operating and administrative expenses; obligations
tc -miortize a high public debt contracted between 1962 and 1966
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Table 10. Actual Expemzdtlzres of the Guatemalan Cent~al Gov~ernmnent,
1965 and 19661
(in thcousan.'i, of quetzales 2)

ORDINARY EXPENDITURES:
Operating:
81,487
Social and cultaral ---------- --------General administration ----------------49,663
National defense ---------------------14,271
Total Opeý,athig --------------------95,371
T.-ansfers:
Interest and commissi ans or. public debt
4,804
Retirement benefita --------------------- 3,027
Total Transfers -----------------7T,8F31
---------TwflI
Total Ordinary
EXTRAORDINARY OR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES:
Highways----------------------------7,197
Pu1ý"c works------ ----------------------1',475
Agricultural devilopment------------------2,326
Socioeconomnic--------_------------------- ,146
Electrification ---------------------4,343
Miscellaneous----------- -----------------1,197
Total Extraordinary ------------------ -_29,_4_f_49
TOTAL EXPENDITURES--------132,886
-

33,258
50,181
14-676
9811'15
5,858
5,590
-'1-, -4'

5,309
12,213
1,915
739
3,6000
2,648
135,987

ILFisa~l year equivalent to calendar year.
9Qi equals US$1.

Source; Adapted from Bank of Guatemdta, 1066 Anrnual Report.

(Q157 million in June 1966) ; and limitations ýon the ability of
public savings to finance investments necessary for development
of the country. The 1967 budget, as submitted to Congress, attempted to maintain the 1966 level with s~light exceptions and
totaled Q188.5 million, of which Q57 million was for capital investment. Actual capital expenditures in the period 1960-66 had
averaged only Q30 million because adequate financing of all
planned projects could not be obtained. rhe same thing occurrad
in 1967; of the plaained capital budget cf Q57 million, only Q33
million wr., spent. 'the 1.068 budget proposal, therefore, was cut to
Q178 million, with only Q46 million destined for capital e.%penditure. In additk~n, austerity measures were invol ?-d, and a number
of public enijpoyees were dismissed.
Since 1960 atwout two-thirds of Pdl expenditures have been used
for salaries, public debt payments, and defense. Salaries have
accounted for 84 percent of all consumptiAon expenditures and the
actual amount has been growing at an average annual rate of 7
percent since 1950. By function, Ithe largest single item has been
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education, followed by public wor.L, and defense. Again, most of
the expenses for education and public works have beeu for salaries.
By Ministries, the Ministry of I'inance usually appears in the
budget as having nearly 30 percent of the budget allotted to it, but
about half this amount ,a for transfers to tie autonomous agencies
and state-owned companies, such as the NaPtorai Electrification
Institute (Instituto Nacional de Electriftcaci6.--INDE), the
Agrarian Transformation Institute, and the Housing Institute.
The Ministry of Public Works and Communication, Ministry of
Dducation, and Ministry of National Defense usually have about
45 to 50 percent of the budget among them. The smallest amount
of the budget is allotted to 1e Ministries of Labor and Foreign
Affairs. Public Health receives about 9 percent, and the Ministry
of Agriculture receives about 3 percent.
Revenue

The public sector in Guatemala is defined as the central Government, including the autonomous agencies, plus the municipalities,
the Social Security Institute, and University of San Carlos. The
central Government absorbs about 80 percent of all public sector
current revenue; the municipalities, about 8 percent; the Social
Security Institute, about 9 percent; and San Carlos University,
the remaining 3 percent. About 90 percent of all public income
comes from taxes, mostly indirect (see table 11). The second most
important source of income is what is termed consigned or assigned income. This may be tax or nontax receipts. It is income
from a specific source and transferred by the Government to
autonomous entities and institutions or used for a specific purpose.
Income from the Government-owned pawnshops, interest on
Government deposits, and special surcharges on customs duties
or alcoholic beverage taxes would be considered consigned income.
Nontax income is the third most impcrtant source of income.
This is revenue from public services, income from Government
property, sale of commercial products of the state, and retirement
deductions. Nontax and tax income are termed ordinary income
in budget preparation. Consigned income is considered as part of
extraordinary income. The other part of extraordinary income is
called nonconsigned and consists of grants, loans, and miscellaneous items, including any surpluses from previous years.
Traditionally, public income in Guatemala is low in relation to
national income and has prevented the Government from making
necessary investments in infrastructure. Since 1960 public investment hi:s been only about 1.5 percent of national income.
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Table 11. Source of Revenue of the Guatemalan Central Government,
1065 and 19661
(in thousands of quetzales

2)

1965

ORDINARY INCOME:
Tax Income:
Direct Taxes:
Income Tax -------------------- _-- 13,492
Real Estate Taxes ---------------- _--- 2,578
Inheritance Tax

1968

12,870
3,003

26?,

348

Total Direct Taxes -----------Indirect Taxes:
Import Duties and Consular Fees-..
0,853
Export Duties --------------------8,455
Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverage Tax 12,299
Soft Drink Tax --------------------868
Tobacco Tax ----------------------4,649
Property Transfer Tax -----------505
Stamp Tax ---------------------15,592
Vehicle Tax -------.--------------1,934
Public Health -------------------209
Petroleum Products Tax ------------8,623
Other Indirect Taxes ----------------523
Total Indirect Taxes
84,812
Total Tax Income
101,145
Nontax Income:

T1,33
15,721

-.-.----------------

-

Patrimonial Income

...

.

.

Public Services
Sale of State Owned Products
Miscellaneous _
Total Nontax Income
Total Ordinary income
CONSIGNED EXTRAORDINARY INCOME:
Pawnshop
Customs 10 Percent Surtax
Telephones
Alcohcl Surtax, Decree 934
Liauor Surtax, Decree 4,V;
Cigarette Manufacturing Surtax
Interest Earned
Sale of Helmets, Decree 38
Decree Law 132 Ta.x
Traffic Light Tax
Airline Passenger Tax
Total Consigned Extrnordinary Income
NONCONSIGNED EXTRAORDINARY INCOME:
Grants
Miscellaneous
Total Nonconsigned Extraordinary Income
TOTAL INCOME
Fkcal year i% equivalent to the calendar year,
equai, US$1. figures rounded t. the nearest

2Ql

27,531
8,531
12,278
992
4,613
514
16,902
1,321
213
10,362
2,056
85,313
101,034

255
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2,605
450
2,560
5,870
107,015

3,860
395
2,603
7,08C
108,114

2,047
4,453
1,934
1,273
636
222
410
681
118
.
11,775

2,299
4,170
2,544
11,325
663
71
89
662
242
141
98
12,304

1,094
2,666
3,760".
122,550

1,309
771
2,
122,498

-,)ý and.

Source: Adapted from Bank of (,uatpmala, 1966 Annual Report, Quatemala.
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Geographically, more than 50 percent of all Government income
comep, from the Department of Guatemala, followed by Izabal,
which contains the ports of Matias de Gflvez and Puerto Barrios,
and by Escuintla, which contains the port of San Jos6.
Municipal revenues come from a percentage of the central Government's ordinary revenues, public service charges, such as water
supply and sanitation, and license fees, fines, and consumption
taxes. Local taxes may be levied but must be approved by the
central Government and usually vary from one municipality to
another. There are five d-iferent taxes on vehicles. One of them is
an annual tax on the circulation of motor vehicles and bicycles,
collected by the national police and then distributed to the municipalities. The gasoline consumption tax and the tax on bus tickets
also go to the municipalities. There are no departmental taxes.
Guatemala City, in addition to its regular income, has obtained
funds from loans and bond issues.
Taxation
The Guatemalan tax burden through 1967 has been the second
smallest in Latin America. It never 'xceeded 10 percent of GNP
in any one year. Traditionally, Guatemala relied on indirect taxation and did not adopt an income tax until 1963. The large number
of persons outside the money economy has prevented an increased
use of direct taxes. Business firms pay most of the taxes in Guatemala; in some years they pay as much as 90 percent of all taxes
collected. Although business pays most of the taxes, nearly 80
percent of its burden can be shifted to the con3umer in the form of
higher prices. Proportionally, the highest tax burden falls on the
coffee grower, who has the least opportunity to pass on his tax
costs because he has no control over the price he receives for
coffee.
By 1968 tax reform was badly needed according to all informed
sources. There exist about 200 laws and decrees on taxes, many of
them minor. Indirect taxes constitute between 80 to 90 percent of
all tax revenues and, of the indirect taxes, import and export
duties are the most important. These are subject to foreign trade
fluctuations and international agreements. The income tax is not
an important source of revenue, and the various consumption
taxes bring in 40 percent more revenue than the income tax. The
Government initiated a 3-year program in 1967 to improve tax
collection techniques, and a commission studying basic reform
was due to report its recommendations during 1968. A constant
problem of tax reform is congressional reluctance and public
opposition. As an example of this, the Government had to repeal
an emergency tax on luxury and nonessential goods 8 days after
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it was passed in early 1968 because of widespread violent reaction
to the tax.
Indirect Taxes

Foreign Commerce Taxes. Import and export duties are the single
most important source of tax revenue. They account for about
half of all taxes collected annually. The export taxes, about 7
percent of the total tax revenue, are the easiest taxes to collect
but contribute less than do the import duties. The coffee export tax
is on a sliding scale rate based on price per 100 pounds. Banana
exports are taxed at either one or two centavos per bunch, depend.
ing upon area of productlon. Cotton and chicle are taxed at a 3xed
rate. A few other products are taxed only if the export value
exceeds a fixed price.
The Customs Code and the Central American Uniform Tariff
Nomenclature (Nomenclatura Arancelarla Uniforme Centroamericana-NAUCA) contain the basic legislation for import
and export duties. NAUCA applies both specific and ad valorem
duties. The specific duties usually are on a gross weight basis, and
the ad valorem is cost, insurance, and freight (CIF) value. Capital
goods have the lowest duties, from zero to a maximum of 15 percent. Consumer goods which cannot be made in the Central American Common Market countries run from 25 to 50 percent. Luxury
goods and consumer items which could be manufactured in the
common market area are dutiable at 100 to 150 percent. The average incidence on all consumer goods is about 80 percent. For those
items excepted from the NAUCA, Guatemala's national Customs
Tariff applies.
There has been a slight fall in yield in recent years mainly because of the number of duty-free goods which can enter the country
frim member countries of the Central American Commen Market,
duty-free goods for new industries under the various development
laws, and a decrease in coffee exports. A permanent tariff commission studies the tariff to adapt it both to the country's economic
situation and the equalization of rates for Central American economic integration. Rates may be increased or reduced by 20 percent, and a surcharge of 100 percent of the duty may be applied to
certain products imported from countries with which Guatemala
has an unfavorable trade balance. In 1967 this surcharge applied to
imports from 28 countries. The surcharge is waived if the goods
are transported on Guatemalan ships.
Consumption Taxes. The various consumption taxes provide about
20 percent of tax revenue -nd are the second most important source
of tax income. Guatemala is the most dependent of all Latin American countries upon consumption taxes. Of the various consumption
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taxes, those levied on alcohol and alcoholic beverages are the most
important, constituting about 15 to 16 percent of the total tax
revenue. The rates are numerous and variab1 e, based upon classification of the product. The tax is paid by the manufacturer or
importer. Because of the importance of alcoholic consumption
taxes, there are detailed rules and reguiaticns on the manufacture,
storage, and sale of the products involved. Evasion of the alcoholic
beverage tax by registered producers is almost impossible. Every
shipment is recorded by a Government employee at the factory
or warehouse. On the other hand, there .s probably a large amount
of illegally produced liquor for home consumption, some of which
is sold and never taxed.
Tobacco taxes (cigars, cigarettes, raw and semimanufactured
tobacco) are another important source of revenue, representing
about 6 percent of all taxes collected. Other consumption taxes are
levied on soft drinks, vehicles, lotteries, radio receivers, salt,
gasoline, bus tickets, railroad tickets, and airplane tickets, but
these yield only moderate returns. The railroad ticket tax is for
orphanages and is paid directly by the railroad to such institutions.
Transaction Taxes. There are three types of transaction taxes, and
together they constitute about 9 percent of the tax revenue. The
most important of the transaction taxes is the stamp and stamped
paper tax. Most acts, contracts, and documents must be on stamped
paper sold by the treasury or, if on ordinary paper, must bear the
applicable amount in stamps. The other transaction taxes are the
court tax, assessed on judicial and adminisiLrative proceedings,
and the notarial tax, assessed on notarized documents. The proceeds of the latter two transaction taxes go respectively to San
Carlos University and the Guatcmala Bar Association.
Other Indirect Taxes. There are a number of small indirect taxes
whose iotal proceeds are not significant. Among these are various
busineso taxes, such as licenses and perrmits and road levies, payable by males over 18 years of age wit'.- -ssets over Q5,000; highway levies, payable in either money or two weeks of labor service
by all males; passport and visa fees; tourist tax on tourist cards
and hotel bills; and a head tax on resident foreigners.
Direct Taxes

Income Tax. The first general tax on income in Guatemala went
into effect on July 1, 1963, Guatemala being the last Latin American
country to adopt one. This tax was pushed through by President
Ydigoras against strong opposition. Before this, there was only a
business profits tax which had been in effect since 1938. The business profits tax was repealed with the passage of the general
income tax, since the latter taxes all companies and individuals,
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national or foreign, resident or nonresident, with certain stated
exemptions. The new income tax includes all workers, prefessionals, and legal entities, and it covers profits, salaries, retirement pay, and pensions with a Guatemalan source.
Tax rates are progressive, ranging from 5 percent of taxable
income of less than Q1,000 to a maximum of 48 percent on taxable
income over Q500,000. There are numerous deductions, exemptions, and benefits used in determining taxable income, and there
are 67 brackets of taxable income. Individuals earning less than
Q1,800 per year are not subject to the income tax, and neither
are those receiving less than Q16,000 per year from agriculture
or livestock raising. Also, there are reductions and rebates from
the tax due on certain income, such as industries using over 50
percent domestic raw materials. As a result of the above exemptions, the income tax affects less than 1 percent of the population.
The taxes are paid either directly, along with the filing of an
annual declaration by the taxpayer, or indirectly, under a withholding system. According to tax experts, tax evasion is high
among small- and medium-size businesses which are able to under.
report inventories and sales on the declaration. Those whose tax
has been mithheld in full by the employer do not have to file a
declaration. The General Income Tax Administration is charged
with administration of the tax law and investigation of taxpayers
with the exception of banks, which are administered for tax purposes by the Superintendency of Banks.
Special Income Tax. Certain enterpriseEs or activities are not
subject to the general income tax. They pay a special income tax.
Banana companies pay only a top rate of 30 percent on net profits
plus QO.02 per bunch of bananas exported. Mining companies pay
up to 5 percent of the value of their gross product. Petroleurm
enterprisc.; would pay 12.5 percent of the value of petroleum
extracted, but no petroleum had been found by mid-1968. The
Guatemala Electric Company (Empresa Elctrica de Guatemala
S.A.) pays 5 percent of net profits in taxes.
Property Taxes. There are two groups of property taxes on the
hLolding of property and on the trainsfer of property. The first
group consists of the real estate tax, the tax on idle lands, and the
tax for the Volunteer Corps of Firemen. The second group consists of the tax on the sale and exchange of real estate, and the
tax or- inheritances, legacies, and gifts. The property and property
transfer taxes are the most costly of taxes to administer and
collect.
The real estate tax dates from 1921 and falls on the total gross
value of real property. For rural land the value of machinery,
aqueducts, stock, and tools is included. The tax rate is low, one231

half of 1 percent and, therefore, the yield is low. Periodic attempts
are made to reassess all property values. The tax on idle land is
an annual tax adopted in 1962 and is an attempt to encourage
cultivation of unused land. It taxes private persons whose land is
capable of being cultivated and is idle or being exploited inadequately. All land is categorized in five classes, and the tax varies
according to class and •zne left idle. The tax is a specific tax per
hectare (1 hectare equals %.. acres). The tax for the Volunteer
Corps of Firemen is 0.5 percerin of the value of buildings worth
more than Q5,000 that are susce'.ble to fire damage and not
covered by fire insurance.
The tax on the sale of real estate was !reated in 1921 and
applies to both sale and exchange of real esta-." If the property
is sold, the purchaser pays the tax. If properties .- e exchanged,
both parties are jointly liable for the tax which is :-vied only
against the property of greater value. The tax rate is 1 pe• 7ent of
the property value. The inheritance tax does not yield much r•venue because of the rate structures. The tax varies from 1 percene
to a maximum of 25 percent on the net value of the property,
after deductions and exclusions, according to the def',--ee of relationship of the ben( iary. Another reason for the small yield
of this tax is that 90 percent of all estates consist of real property,
the value of which is that assessed for the real property tax and
not the true market value at the time of the deceased's death.
Public Debt
From 1939 until 1947 Guatemalp had no internal debt. Its
foreign debt in 1949 was less than Q1 million. In 1950 the public
debt started to increase steadily and by November 1967 stood
at Q16t million, of which Q56 million was the foreign debt. The
intere,,,t on the public debt is running at about Q6 million per
year. All of this emphasizes the seii,-u. ..ýs of Guatemala's finan,ial position. Still, Guatemala has been the most cautious of all
Central Am~erican countries in contracting foreign credits.
In the past, the domestic debt was short term, but the trend is
now todard long term, and by November 1967 nearly 85 percetvc
of the external debt was composed of numerous long-term bond
issues. The external debt is almost ali long-term loans from
international and United States financial institutions and agencies,
and bonds and other obligations placed with private United States
banks.
About one-half the domestic debt is held by the Bank of Guatemala. The balance ;s held by ocher financial institutions, private
persons, other Government entities, and insurance companies, in
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that order. The largest components of the domestic debt are
electrifcation and public works bonds. There are 15 other domestic
bond issues outstanding.
BANKING AND CREDIT
Structure
The Guatemalan barking system underwent a subrantial modification in 1946 when new basic banking and monetary laws were
passed. Before this date there was no real banking system. Only
fivTe banks existed; each operated independently, and their activ-

ities were not always in the best economic interest of the
country. One of these five was the Central Bank of Guatemala
which was really a private bank with Government participation
and was operating on a concessionary basis as Guatemala's central
bank. Since its founding in 1926, it had the right to issue money
and perform other central bank activities, but in all other respects
it acted as a regular commercial bank.
On February 4, 1946, the Central Bank of Guatemala was superseded by the Bank of Guatemala to act sol!!y-- 93,he State central
bank, issuing currency, regulating bank policy, -.nd setting reserve
requirements. The Bank of Guatemala exercise3 the functions of
State banker, financial counselor, and fiscal agent. With the exception of petty cash, all Government funds, including those of the
treasury, are deposited in the Bank of Guatemala, which in turn
may eith3r keep them on deposit, redeposit them in any other
bank, or invest them in national or international bonds under
certain conditions.
The basic Banking Law (Ley de Bancos) dates from 1946,
wit, armendments made in 1959. Banks are also governed in their
operatuns by regulations of the Monetary Board and by provisions
,)f the M,ý',etary Law and the Organic Law of the Bank of Guatemala. The 20",erintendent of Banks is responsible for enforcing
all legal proviions applicable to banks. All national private banks
must be stock-is&'uing limited liability companies. Foreign banks
may establish brani-hes or agencies in Guatemala, but the Monetary Board (Jt'ta Maietaria) sets their minimum capital requirements and foreign banks have no authority hi this matter.
A ,ank must be classified as either a commercial bank, mortgage
bank, or an inve3tment bank. A commercial bank may have a
mortgage department, but must maintain it independently of the
bank's other operations with its own capital and reserves. Mortgage b.r~ks may finance their transactions from their own capital,
savings deposits, issues of mo rtgage bonds, or domestic and foreign
loans. In 1968 the banking system was composed of eight private
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domestic banks, two foreign banks. four State-owned banks, and
the Bank of Guatema!a. Ten of these banks, including one Stateowned bank, were e.rnmercial Rnd mortgage banks. The others,
including one private, were development banks.
All banks must maintain at least a minimum amount of capital
and re.srves. Thib minimum amount is the sum of applying the
following percentages: 60 percent of the value of State-issued or
guaranteed obligations held by the bank, 10 percent of the value
of other obligations and credit3, and 50 percent of the bank's
investment in real estate and immovables. In addition, all banks
must maintain a certain percentage of all their deposits in the
Bank of Guatemala. This percentage is set by the Monetary
Board and is used as the base of the check-clearing house operated
by the Bank of Guatemala, which handles nearly $1 billion in
checks annually. Any bank failing to maintain the minimum
amcunt in the Bank of Guatemala may be fined, prevented from
carrying out loan cperations, or liquidated if the deficiency persists.
The private banks, domestic and foreign, are legally authorized
to grant loans up to 1 yetr on r personal guarantee, up to 5 years
on chattel mortgage, and up to 25 years for real estate mortgage.
The private banks, however, have generally restricted themselves
to granting loans for 1 year for current inventory purposes and
3 ycars for equipment and improvements. Further, monetary and
credit policy in Guatemala has been generally conservative over
the years, following a relatively restrictive policy in order to prevent inflationary pressures.
The credit policy of Guatemala has been restrictive since 1957.
The general policy of the Bank of Guatema.a is to grant priority
in its advances and rediscount credits to othei banks for purposes
deemed irnportant for the development of the country. In order
of priority., advances are granted for three types of categories:
specific credit, preferential credit, and ordinary credit. Specific
credit is credit to INFOP and the National Agrarian Bank (Banco
Nacional Agrario-BNA) for the exploitation and marketing of
chicle and cotton and for industrial products going to the Central
American Common Market. Preferential credit refers to advances
used to finance the food industry, clothing industry, textile industry, chemical industry, mining and forestry, honey production,
tobacco products, cattle raising, vegetable growing, hol'ticu!ture,
corn, beans, rice, wheat, medicines and food for animals, fishing,
animal and vegetable oils and fats, mijk and its products, f ur,
and paper and pulp. Ordinary credit is for any activity not stated
above which is acceptable to the Bank of Guatemala.
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Of all loans in the banking system, domestic commercial banks
supply about 85 percent. As of Februai y 1968, the outstanding
credit of all barks was Q245 million. The largest single purpose
for credit is agriculture, accounting for 20 percent of all loans,
followed by commerce, industry, and livestock. Within agriculture,
credit is mostly for coffee and cotton growing. Loans for commerce,
industry, and construction are confined almost entirely to the
Department of Guatemala. Over half of all commercial loans are
for domestic commerce; the balance is used to finance foreign
trade. Of the industrial loans, the largest amouat is for food
processing, followed by textiles and pharmaceuticals. Interest
rates for loans are fixed by the Government. In mid-1968 rates
varied between 5 and 8 percent, depending upon purpose.
At the end cf 1967 total assets of the entire banking system
outside of the Bank of Guatemala reached Q315 million. The Bank
of Guatemala itself had total assets of Q224 million, a 3-percent
growth over 1966, of which amount Q74 million was in gold and
foreign exchange.

Monetarj, exchange, and credit policies of the country are set
by the Monetary Board, which also directs the operations of the
Bank of Guatemala. The Monetary Board was increased to nine
members in 1967. The president and vice president of the Bank of
Guatemala are also the president and vice president of the Mortetary Board, and each ib appointed by the President of the Republic.
Certain specified Cabinet ministers, representatives of the banks,
and a member of the Faculty of the School of Economics of San
Carlos University always constitute the other board members. In
additicn to regular board members, other persons may be designated as advisers to the boara without the right of voting.
In 1968 there was a total of 12 such advisers. Directly under
the Monetary Board is the. Superintendent of Banks, whose office
is responsible for the inspection and policing of the banking systems, including the Bank of Guatemala.
The primary weakness of the financial system is its inability to
accumulate capital formatL;-n on a scale adequate for the country's
developinent needs. The banks have no active savings-incentive
policy. FLrthermore, the banks are concentrated in the large urban
areas and -1re easily accessible to only an estimated 800,000 persons. It is too costly for the banks to maintain agencies in the
sma.ler towns where isolation prevents many persors, including
Indians with some resources, from having contact with the bank-.
ing system.
In addtion to the inability of the banking system to capture
potential savings, there is no securities market in the country.
The bank are not able to acquire sizable securities nor to act
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as underwriters. When a firm wants to issue stock or bonds it
does not sell directly to the public but rather to a small, closed
group of investors.
hank of Guatemral

Tli Bank of Guatemala, an autonomous State bank, was created
in 1946 to replace the former Centrfl Bank. It has 34 branches
in the country. The bank's basic eogani'e law, amended in 1959
and 1967, gives it a decisive partir.ipation in the economic development of the country. By law it has to "promot3 the creation and
maintenance of monetary, exchange, and credit conditions most
favorable for the orderly development of the national economy."
Some of the means it most often uses to achieve this purpose are
the sole administration of foreign reserves and the fixing of discount rates, investment policy, interest rates, and reserve requirements of the banks in the system.
The bank may conduct any of the following credit operations
with other banks. It may rediscount, discount, buy, or sell credit
documents of less than 3 years maturation, and grant advances for
less than 3-year periods if guaranteed by gold or credit documents.
It may grant advances for emergency purposes if the bank'.
stability is threatened. !t may rediscount, discount, buy, or sell
credit documents of less than 1-year maturity emanating from
State credits to public entities, and grant credits and advances for
less than 1 year to finance operations of institutions engaged in
price stabilizati.-n activitios of agricultural products. Finally, it
may grant credits in iiational currency from foreign exchange
obtained by the bank.
The bank has been granting credits and advances amounting
to betweetu Q30 million and Q40 million annually to other banks.
Most of the credits have been for agricultural activities. INFOP
and the Banco del Agro S. A. have been the major recipients of
such credit. The money reserves of the 3anK of Guatemala were
Q127 million in February 1968, and its gold and foreign exchange
holdings in April 1968 were $87 million, including International
Monetary Fund (IMF) standby credits. .ts gold holdings have
been relatively unchanged for niany years, standing at $20.2 niilfion in May 1968. The foreign exchange is mostly in United States
c ollars.
Commerrial Banks

The commercial banking system 'consists of nine private banks
and the Government-owned National Mortgsge Credit Bank (Cr6dito Hipotecario Nacional-CHN). with li't exceplion of its Capitalization I)epartrnent. The priva'e banks have 4C branches and
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agencies throughout Guatemala. Most of the growth of the commercial banks took place in the period 1950-62. Two of the banks,
the Banco Inmobilario and Banco Granal y Townson S.A., specialize in home savings and loans. The private banks engage mostly
in short-term lending since their resources are limited for mediumand long-term financing. The total reserves of all commercial banks
were Q40.4 million as of February 1968. On the same date demand
deposits totaled Q66 million, and time and savings deposits were
at an all-time high of Q120 million. At the beginning of 1968 the
assets of all commerciai banks, including CHN, were Q264 million,
of which Q157 million was in the form of outstanding loans.
The nine private banks include two foreign banks with branches
in Guatemala: the Bank of London and Montreal and the Bank of
America, which together hold about 20 percent of all reserves in
the banking system. In addition, the Bank of California has a
minority interest in one of the domeslHr anks, the Bank of Commerce and Industry (Banco de Comercio e Industria). A third
foreign bank, Popular Bank (Banco Popular S.A.), a Colombian
bank, which was the most dynamic of all private banks, ceased
operations in 1964. The BRnk of London and Montreal's purely
commercial activities are the largest in the country, and the Bank
of America, founded in 1956, has the largest number of deposits
of all banks.
Of the domestic private banks, the Agricultural Mercantile Bank
(Banco Agricola Mercantil), founded in the 1920's, is the largest.
It is used mostly by large coffeegrowers and landowners. The
Occident Bank (Banco de Occidente), the oldest bank in Guatemala, operates mainly in the western portion of the country, with
headquarters in Quezaltenango. The Banco del Agro, founded in
1956 with State cooperation by a group of agriculturists tc stimu!ate agriculture and stockraising but not to duplicate the functions
of BNA, is both a commercial and mortgage bank. By the end of
1967 it held 18 Percent of all bank loans. The newest bank is the
Wnrker's Bark (Banco de los Trabtjadores), established in 1966
with a capital of Q2 millioi, made up of %Q1 stock certificates sold
to wor'kers, the State, and Government officials. It grants quick
personal loans for small amounts for 1 year and up to 3 years for
home repairs, establishment of small workshops, and family businesses; it alao handles trust fun.ts of cooperatives, trade unions,
oL other workers retirement funds.
State Bunks

There are only four strictly State-owncd banks: CHN, BNA,
INFOP. and the Industrial Bank. The Worker's PInk, although
initiated by the Government, is considered a private bank. The
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State banks are the stro.ngest and most active in the banking
system. They grant more loans and make more investments than
do all the private banks and hold about 45 percent of all bank
aisets.
The CHN is the largest bank in Guatemala. It was originally
established in 1929 to issue long-term mortgages, but over the
years it acquired all banking functions and some nonbanking
functions, such as pawning and the operation of the Government
warehouses. The CHN holds about 22 percent of all credit in the
banking system, making it the largest credit holder in Guatemala.
The CHN raises funds for its mortgage loans by the issue of bonds
and a special credit instrument called c~dulas hipotecarias The
bonds are sold only to bankcs, including the Bank of Guatemala, and
the cedulas are sold to the public. Ce'dulas are used in many Latin
American countries for investors in real estate mortgages. They
represent the obligation of the borrower sold in small shares by
the financial institution to numerous investors who, rather than
the lending institution, then have a direct claim on the borrower.
The lending institution holds the cedulas for the investor and will
repurchase them if so requested.
Th? BNA was created in 1953 as an autonomous institution to
provide credit for agricultural production. Before its founding,
credit for the small farmer was practically nonexistent. The BNA
grantb loans in order of priority to rural workers who have been
given land under agrarian reform laws, to farmers who own or
are tenants oi les' than a stipulated amount of land, and to communities which are recipients of land under agrarian reform. Its
interest rates are very low. The bank also acts as the financial
agent of the Government institution handling agraria:i reform.
The BNA has 18 branches and agencies.
The INFOP was created in 1948 and began functioning in 1949.
INFOP is an autonomous agency concentrating on development
activities in the field of agricultural production. It was created
by the Government because of the limited amount of private
capital engaged in developmental activities. One of its many functions is to grant short-term loais to small- and medium-sized producers. Another function is to give advice and loans to low-income
groups, cooperatives, municipalit~ies, and farmers for low-cost
housing. INFOP has seven agencies and branches throughout
Guateiiala and holds about 11 percent of all credit in the banking
system. Its operating funds come from its initial capital, treasury
letters, bond sales, and the ownership of nationalized farms-.
The Industrial Bank is a relatively new bank. It was created by
law in 1964 but did not start functioning until 1966. Its prilaary
purpose is to provide financial assistance for industrial develop238

ment. Its initial capital was Q1 million, which was raised by a
10-percent tax on the estimated amount cf tax exemptions granted
since 1964 to industry under the natienal industrial development
law.
Other Financial Inatitutions

Private Finance Companies. Special corporate institutions callee
financieras are private finance companies which act as intermediaries in investment banking. They promote an enterprise by at.
tracting and channeling domestic and foreign capital into the
company. The financieras issue their own bonds and stock to the
investor and then reinvest the money in the company involved.
The investment is made either directly by means of stocks and
bonds or indirectly by a loan to the company.
Insurance Companies. There are 23 foreign and eight domestic
insurance companies. In addition, the State-owned CHN deals in
life insurance as well as other types of insur nce. The insurance
industry is regulated by the Ministry of Economy. At the beginning of 1967 there were nearly 66,000 insurance policies in force
in Guatemala, of which about 70 percent were life insurance. By
law, insurance companies must invest 40 percent of their assets
in Government securities. Another 40 percent is lent to policyhclders. At the end of 1966 the total reported assets of all insurance firms was nearly Q13 milli,n. Until 1966 most of the foreign
insurance companies invested their annual premiums abroad.
A new law in that year obligated them to maintain a local organization rather than just a sales force and to invest annual premiums
in the national economy.
Securities. No fully developed securities market exists in Guatemala, since people prefer to invest in tangibles rather than in
domestic securities. There is a Government fund operated by the
Bank of Guatemala which is used to encourage the purchase of
Government securities by maintaining their value. This fund is
the Securities Regulation Fund (Fondo de Regulaci6n de Valores)
and was established as part of the Bank ot GuateL.,ala in 1950.
The fund is administered by a Securities Commission consisting
of the president and manager of the bank and the Ministers of
Economy and Finance. The fund buys and sells securities on the
op-n market. It has been moderately successful in encouraging
public confidence in Governmcnt securities. An estimated $25
million worth of foreign securitic"- ioe owned by wealthy Guatemalans.
Sa 'inqs lostit,,itw%. Apart from the sa'ings departments of the

commercial banks and the two priuate savings and loan institutions, the Government operates savings institutions in the form
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of the Savings Department of the CHN, the Savings Section of
INFOP, and the Social Security Institute. INFOP also has a
savings plan for schoolchildren.
Mortgage Insurance. A decentralized State agency, the Institute
for the Promotion of Insured Mortgages (Instituto de Fomento
de Hipotecas Aseguradas--FHA), iisures for full payment mortgages granted to homeowners by the banks. This is an attempt to
encourage additional risk-taking by the mortgage banks.
Private Development Bank. A new private development bank,
called Financiera Industrial y Agropecuaria-FIASA, was formed
in 1967 by a group of Guatemalan businessmen. Its purpose is to
make medium- and long-term loans to private industry in any part
of Central America. In addition to its own resources, it was assisted by a $5 million loan from the United States Agency for
International Development (AID) to help get started.
Currency
During the colonial period and well into the era of independence
(1524-1870), Guatemala's currency consisted of coins of various
countries. A Royal Mint was founded in 1733, and some of the
coins it minted circulated as late as 1873 when they were demonetized. The United States dollar was made legal tender in 1851,
and in 1870 the silver peso was made the official monetary unit.
The Banco Nacional de Guatemala, which lasted from 1874 to
1876, issued the country's first banknotes. Other banks started
to issue their own banknotes after this period, and their paper
at first was at par with the silver peso and was redeemable in
silver coins. Over the years the value of the paper currency depreciated and slowly drove the coins out of circulation. In 1897
the Government was forced to declare all paper currency inconvertible into coins.
On May 25, 1925, a major currency reform was initiated. The
quetzal was introduced as the monetary unit replacing the peso.
The quetzal is divided into 100 centavos. The Bank of Guatemala
is the sole bank of issue. Paper notes are issued in 100, 20, 10, 5,
1, and 14. quetzales.
Coins are of 25-, 10-, 5-, aovd, 1- centavo denominations. Gold
coins do not circulate; residents may own gold but may not deal
in it. The 25.centavo coins are made of silver and are saved by
the Indians fcr this reason. The Indians use mostly ccpper coins
for their limited transactions. Residents may import and export
national banknotes but cannot keep undeclared bank accounts
abroad.
The value of the quetzal was set at Q1 per US$1, and it has
been one of the most stable currencies of the world becaise of a
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lack uf inflationary pressures. Since it-s inception in 1925, the
quetzal has remained at par with the dollar and ranks with the
dollar and three other currencies for having the longest life span
without being devalued.
Despite this record, there is a black-market quetzal which has
existed outside of the country since September 1962, when exchange controls were imposed and unauthorized dealings in hard
currency started to take place. The black-market rate has fluctuated from Q1.1. to Q1.50 per US$1. The Bank of Guatemala
maintains a Monetary Stabilization Fund (Fondo de Estabilizaci6n
Monetaria) by which it controls the movement of foreign exchange
and assures the convertibility of the quetzal. All foreign exchange
acquired by the Government, the public, and other banks must
be deposited into this fund, and all purchases of foreign exchange
are made from it. In actuality, private sector foreign exchange
transactions are carried out by certain authorized banks on behalf
of the Monetary Stabilization Fund. Part of the reserves of the
fund is deposited by the Bank of Guatemala in United States
banks or invested in first class United States and other Government securities.
The basic monetary law provides for exchange controls under
certain conditions. When the reserves of the Monetary Stabilization Fund fall to less than 40 percent of the annual average of
foreign exchanges sales for the past 3 years or when the reserves
fall by more than 25 percent because of nonseasonal factors, the
Bank may impose exchange controls. This occurred in 1962, and
exchange controls were declared, the first time in 36 years, and
have been in effect ever since.
The reason for the fall in reserves at that time was considerable
capital flight to New York and Switzerland. Exchange controls
were relaxed somewhat in 1963, but licenses are still required.
Foreign exchange for importers requires licenses from the
Exchange Department of the Bank of Guatemala. The licenses
are then presented, when the exchange is needed, to an authorized
bunk for the exchange. Exchange requirements for invisible transactions such as tourism and family remittances abroad require
supporting documents to verify that the operation is genuine.
Licenses for outgoing capital payments are freely given for
transfer of profits, dividends, and approved foreign investment by
Guatemalan companies. Licenses are not freely given for transfers
of individual resident-owned capital except for investment.- in the
Central America-i Common Market.
The monetary policy of Guatemala has been general., ccnservative, tending to maintain the means of payment within certain
levels in order to protect the country's international reserves and
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to prevent inflation. Since 1959 Guatemala has had the smallest
percentage increase in its money supply of all Latin American
countries. In the 10-year period between 1938 and 1967, money
in circulation increased by only 44 percent. Since 1961, the number
of banknotes and coins in circulation has been increasing annually
by between Q2 million and Q4 million and, at the end of 1967, it
totaled Q88 million, a relatively low amount for the size of the
country. In addition to the currency there was about Q96 million
in checking accounts of individuals, the Government, and other
official entities. Of this figure, about Q74 million represented private checking accounts.
Guatemala's cost-of-living index has been relatively stable for
a long pericd of time, reflecting the effectiveness of anti-inflationary policy. For example, the period 1955-67 indicated annual
variations of less than 1 percent in the cost-of-living index for an
urban worker. The cost of living in Guatemala has had the smallest
inc2rease of any Latin American country since 1944. Measured
against a 1958 base year, the 1907 price index showed, absolutely
no change and stood at 100 percent, and the January 1968 consumer price index actually fell to 99 percent.
DOMESTIC TRADE
Trade Structure and Practices
Many persons are engaged in commerce in its broad sense, but
in most cases this is on an individual and unorganized basis.
About 5 percent of the population is officially registered as being
engaged in commerce. Organized commerce is represented by the
the most modern business organizaimporters and exporters v
tions, by those who are
--rally non-Guatemalan, and by the
wholesalers and retailers who frequently are Guatemalans of
foreign ethnic background. Most prominent in commercial ventures are Chinese, Jews, Syrians, and Lebanese. The retail and
wholesale trade was entered by foreigners because of the historical
aversion to it by wealthy Guatemalans. Foreigners may engage
in commerce, although restrictions exist on the establishment of
new businesses by persons of Asiatic, Turkish, Syrian, Lebanese,
Arab, Greek, Palestinian, Armenian, Egyptian, Afghan, Hindu,
Iranian, and North Africar origin until they become Guatemalan
citizens. An estimated one-fifth of all domestic commerce is con.
ducted by foreigners, altho'igh the term includes those who have
become naturalized Guatemalans.
The Commercial Code of 1942 is the basic law on business relations, but the new civil code of 1964 contains many provisions
affecting business. Five types of commercial companies are recog242
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nized in Guatemala: general partnership, corporation, limited
partnership, special limited liability company, and the joint venture. Two or more persons, but not a husband and wife, can form
a general partnership. The name of the firm must include the full
name of at least one of the partners and must have the words
"Sociedad Civil" or "Sociedad Colectiva" or the initials S.C. added.
A corporation is owned by shareholders and may issue various
types of stock. A' corporation must have the words "Sociedad
An6nima" or the initials S.A. after its name. Most of the importers and exporters are corporations.
A limited partnership must have at least one general partner
who represents and manages the company and who has unlimited
liability to third parties. The limited partners of the company are
liable only for the amount they contributed to the firm and may
not perform any act of management. A limited partnership may
issue stock and must have the name of at least one general partner
plus the words "y Compafiia, Sociedad en Comandita" or the
initials S. en C. If a limited partner's name is added to the firm's
name, then he becomes jointly liable for all debts.
A special limited liability company is a firm with no more than
20 partners who are liable only for the amount of their contribution to the company. The word "limitada" or Ltd. must be added
to the name, The company then operates like a general partnership.
A joint venture is also known as a "negocio en participaci6n"
and is not a juridical person and has no firm name, In a joint
venture two or more persons may join in one or more business
transactions but only in the name of one of them, who then renders
an accounting +o the members. He is the only person regarded as
the owner of the business, and legal action can be taken only
against him by third parties and not against the inactive participants. 1Undou, tedly the joint venture is utilized by persons who
may not legally engage in commerce or by families attempting
to protect their investment by having a poorer family member
undertake the operation.
Guatemala City has many well-stocked supermarkets. A smaller
number is found in other cities. For fresh fruits and vegetables
and other items, the capital has 15 markets, one in each zone of
the city, plus a central market. These markets are operated and
controlled largely by middle-aged women called locatarias (lessees
or tenants) and small merchants.
The capital is the principal marketing and distributioi center
for all imports. Many firms combine merchandising activities
which would bo specialized in other countries. The same firm
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frequently is an importer, wholesaler, retailer, sales agent, and
exporter dealing in unrelated items.
The retail stores in the capital are owned mainly by Jews,
Levantines, Chinese, and Spaniards. Much of their merchandise is
imported and sold at fixed prices. On!y domestically manufactured
merchandise is bargained for in Guatemala City. The main retail
shopping area of the capitai is wall defined; it is Sixth, Seventh,
and Eighth Avenues running south of the central park as far as
Calle 13.
The many small stores in virtually all towns, cities, and villages
are general or neighborhood stores. They sell small quantities of
many articles at high prices because of the number of middlemen
involved and because of the various consumption taxes. Most of
ti %sesmall stores are located in the part of the proprietors'L home
facing the street.
In all departmental capitals and in other larger towns, the
markets are more commercial than in smaller rural areas. The
market stalls are in a permanent structure and are open daily in
the larger towns, but only on appointed days in the smaller villages. Most of the sellers in the larger markets are professional
merchants, whereas the Indians sell their wares in the nearby
streets. Most of the middlemen and jobbers who supply produce
and merchandise to the retailers in the municipal markets are
ladinos of lower social status.
In the Indian communities, virtually every populated area of
more than 1,000 inhabitants has a market on a fixed day which
never coincides with those in neighboring areas. Sellers may come
from as many as 30 to 40 neighboring villages. The villages usually
tax each seller a few centavos for the privilege of selling in these
small markets. Similar products are sold in the same area of the
market, and most wares are on the ground directly in front oF
the seller, who is usually a woman selling on an occasional basis
the surplus produce of the family. Clothing, however, is customarily sold under awnings. The biggest transactions are in
grain and cattle. Prices are not fixed and bargaining is the rule.
Little money is used in these markets, usually only fractional
currency. The tone of these Indian markets is restrained when
compared to the larger municipal markets. The voices are kept
low and there are no gestures. Trade seems to be more of a social
than an economic act. An Indian who has an article for sale may
travel as much as 100 miles to market it and yet ask no more for
it than in his own village. Unsold merchandise is peddled from
house to house in the towns on the way home. Some Indian merchants travel a fixed round of village markets totaling as much as
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200 miles in 1 week. Some of the .nore ambitious Indians purchase
items produced only in one zone for resale in another.
Handicrafts are usually purchased for resale by merchants
traveling through the villages, although some Indian artisans
market their own wares in the larger cities. Another important
element in domestic commerce is the small trucker who purchases
livestock and agricultural products directly from the farm for
his own account and then trucks them to other areas for resale.
Commercial travelers and ambulant vendors also exist in Guatemala. They sell very small quantities of miscellaneous products,
both domestic and imported.
In general, there is a scarcity of storage facilities throughout
the country. Warehouses are inadequate for the requirements,
especially customs warehouses where storage charges are waived
if the importer removes the goods within a fixed time. Bonded
warehouses are operated only in the capital.
There is a Chamber of Commerce (CAmara de Comercio de
Guatemala), a Chamber of Industry (CAniara de Industria de
Guatemala), and a General Association of Businessmen of Guatemala (Associaci6n General de Comerciantes de Guatemala), all
with headquarters in the capital. There is also a Central American
Chamber of Commerce in the United States, located in New York
City, which encourages commercial relations and tourism between
the United States and all of Central America. Most of the national
trade associations of the Central American countries belong to a
Central American federation of such groups. This federation
recommends measures relating to the unification of national laws
and regulations on commerce and industry, weights and measures,
quality standards, and related matters.
The metric system is official in Guatemala but is seldom used in
local coi-merce where the old Spanish system is still observed
and varies from one region to another. One finds the arroba,
equivalent to 25.35 pounds; the quintal, 4 arrobas; and the tonelada, 20 quintals; the fanega. 11. bushels; the vara, 32 inches, the
manzana, 100 square varas, the league (legivt), 3 miles; and the
caballeria, 110 acres. In city commerce some United States measures such is gallons are common.
There is little Government control or intervention in domestic
trade apart from the regulations in the commercial code. In 1960
a law combating unfair commercial practices was promulgated,
which states that foreign goods may not be sold in Guatemala at
prices lower than wholesale prices or cost of production in the
country of origin. Competition is also cc-qidered unfair if the
goods were produced under subsidies in the country of origin.
There are various penalties for violations of this law, including
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confiscation of the goods. There is price control dating from 1959
on all medicines sold in the courtry. All transactions in Guatemala
must be cited in quetzales, except for minor tourist transactions.
All Government purchases, with a few exceptions, are made by
competitive bidding issued by the agency involved. Contracts and
purchases of less than Q10,000 may be made without competitive
bidding. Foreign goods are purchased only f the item is not manufactured in Guatemala or if the Guatemalan product does not
meet certain standards. Central American countries then receive
priority over other foreign suppliers.
Transportation
One of the major factort; holding back much more rapid economic growth has bern the lack of adequate transportation. This
was recognized by the Government, and road transportation has
developed rapidly as a result of considerable investment in highways since 1950. In 1966, for example, more than half of all
investment in transportation facilities was for highways. Despite
this investment there was relatively little increase in highway
transportation in 1966 and 1967, as compared to 1965. The reason
is that the benefit of the major higbways cannot be realized until
feeder roads are constructed in order to open up inaccessible
fertile lands.
Rail transportation has been declining annually in Guatemala
as highway construction has icreased, permitting truck competition with the railroad. Domestic air transportation is important,
and both passenger and cargo traffic increased during 1966 and
1967.
Air Transport
Because of the scarcity of roads in some parts of the country.
air transport is important in the domest.c transportation system.
Domestic air transportation is a monopoly of Compafiia Guatemalteca de Aviaci6n (AVIATECAI, a Government-owned airline.
AVIATECA has scheduled flights ta about 14 airports from the
capital and a large number of unscheduled flights. Aurora Airport
in Guatemala City is considered the best in Central America and
can accommod.ite jet aircraft. There are 46 lesser airfields in the
country, half of which cainot be used during the rainy season.
AVIATECA also provides international ,service to the United
States, El Salvad,,'r, and Mexico. At least six other airiilines also
provide international service. Among these are Pan American
World Airways, Taea inteinational A rlities, Transportes Airens
Nacionales (TAN), and Servi"os
"londurefio
Aereos
(SAISA).
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Highways
Guatemala has been engaged in a continual roadbuilding program since 1950, spending about Q200 million in construction,
improvement, and maintenance of highways ii, the period 1950-64.
In 1967 the total length of highways was aboit 7,F0 miles; 1,300
are paved; and the balance, ali-weather. There are three main
highways: the Inter-American Highway, the Inter-Ocean Highway, and the Pacific Coast Highway.
The Inter-American Highway is part of the Pan-American
Highway and is also called the Franklin D. Roosevelt Highway.
It is 313 miles long, running from the Mexican border at La
Mesilla, via Guatemala City, to the El Salvad6r border at the
town of San Cristobal. It is paved most of the way, with the
remaining all-weather section near the Mexican border being
paved during 1968. Large sections of this highway were resurfaced in 1967 and 1968, and Government experts estimated that
the new surfacing would last for 10 years.
The Inter-Ocean Hlighway runs from Puerto Barrios on the
Carribbean to San Jose on the Pacific, passing through the -Apital.
It is 250 miles long and is entirely paved. The Pacific Coast Highway is the newest highway and runs 213 miles fron, Talisman on
the Mexican border to Pijije on the El Salvador border. It crosses
the Inter-Ocean Highway at the city of Escuintla, from where one
can go Dn to Guatemala City. It is paved all the way and is faster
than the Inter-American Highway in crossing the country.
From each of the three main highways there are branches totaling about 1,200 miles. In addition, there are about 2,000 miles of
lesser roads connecting the smaller towns and an unknown num.ber
of rural access or feeder roads. The feeder roads are short local
roads facilitating access to adjacent propert.es or leadirig to roads
going to town. Recognizing the importance of these rural roads in
opening up new agricultural regions, the Government embarked
on a major rural roadbuilding program in L967. The total length
of these short roads will be about 500 miles, located principally in
the central and Lake Izabal areas. International financing is re..
quired for about half the cost cf this program, and some of it
has already been obtained. In addition to the rural roadq, more
highways are either under ccnstruction or being planned, A highway was started in 1967 A'hich will unite Morales in the Department of Izabal with Modesto Mendez in El Petdn, and an 80-mile
highway will link Cob:'in to El Rancho in the Department of El
Progreso. Eventually, ('CJin will be linked to Ciudad Flores 'n El
Pet(ii. and then it shoid be possible to travel by autormobiie from
Guatemala City to Flvres. El Peter,.
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Latest registration figures indicated there were at least 58,000
motor vehicles in the country. About 30,000 were passenger cars
and the rest were commercial vehicles. Nearly 1,000 small trucking companies exist, most of which possess only one truck. About
half of these companies are located in the Department of Guatemala. There is a Guatemalan Transport Association consisting of
owners of at least three pieces of equipment.
Buses ara a very important means of transportation In Guatemala and are used primarily by members of the lower-mniddle
class and small farmers for both passenger and cargo service.
Nearly 600 bus companies operate over 800 different bus routes,
connecting most Aillages P-d towns in the country. Fares are
moderate, but many of the buses are dilapidated. Few buses schedule service after 9 p.m. Municipal bus service in the capital is more
than adequate; international bus service connects the capital with
San Salvador, El Salvador; Tegucigalpa, Honduras; Managua,
Nicaragua; San Jose, Costa Rica; and Mexico City, Mexico.
Railroads
There is only one railroad system in Guatemala. This is the
Guatemalan Division of the International Railways of Central
America (IRCA). The Gover 1 iment owned a 29-mile railroad, the
Verapaz Railroad, but abandoned it in the mid-1960's. Initial railroad construction began in Guatemala in 1880, and a Pacific Coast
line was completed in 1890, connecting San Jose and Champeri'o
in Retalhuleu with the coffee-growing areas and the capital. In
the beginning of the 20th century the main line was built between
Puerto Barrios and Guatemala City idy a United States company
which changed its name to IRCA in 1912 when it took over several
existing raj roads in Guatemala and El Salvador.
The chief line is now the ond from Pijarto Barrios on the Carribbean to Guatemala City and then to the Mexican border via
Escuintla. A branch line goes to El Salvador from PuortD Barrios,
leaving the main line at the junction of Zacapa and connecting with
Vie Salvadorean Division of IRCA at the bor ler town of Anguiatu.
The connection with Mex;co is at the border town of Ayutla, also
called Tecdn Umin. The Mexicar. and Guatemalan systems were
linked by a bridge built at the barder in 1942, but the gauge is
of different width (ali Guatemalan lines are 3-ft. gauge) which
makes it necessary to change trains. Three branch lines come off
the Guatemaian.Mexican line to connect to the Pacific towns of
San Jose, Champerico, and Ocos.
IRCA ope! ate5 about 510 miles of track in Guatemala. In addition, the Uni-.ei Fruit Compa.ty (UFCO) has 180 miles of planta-
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tion track. iRCA uses both steam and diesel1 engines but in attempting to modernize to all diesel.
In the 190.RCA ran into financizl difliculties and sold 42
percent of its stock to UFCO in return for special rates on banana
shipments and rental payments for UFCUO0 s aIi!oad rolling stock
used by IRCA. UFCO later divested itself of TRCA stock at the
insistence of the United States Supreme Co-irt. The special rate
agreement was due to expire in 19R8.
IRCA once again ran into financial probler.is when its traffic
started to decline following the completion of the Inter-Ocean
Highway. All of JRCA's lines are now paralleled by paved highways. Truck and bus competition has increased to the point wh.ere
IRCA i3 now handiing only 50 percent of all freight traffiC and
only 10 percent of doxnestia passenger traffic. IRCA has not. earned
a profth since 1958, and in 1967 it was far beh-Ine in wage payments
wo its 5,000. employees, causing ti~ern to go on a 72-day strike in
early 1968. As a result of the strike the Government intervened
and provisionally nationaiized the railroad. Under this prov--ional
nfationalization the Government established a trust fund of Q4
million toM help the railroad pay its bill and start" a modern~ization
program, Including the elirninuation of exeessive personnel. In
return, the IRC A gave:- the Government a mortg-age on all its,
properties in Guatemala but will 1continue to operate the railroad.
Water T ransportation
Guatemala has seaports on botin the Caribbean and the Pacific,
but the best harbors are on the Caribbean, which has three ports:
Puerto Barrios, Matias de Galvez, and Livingston. Puerto Barrios
is the largest port of 0 item.aia and can handle vessels with a
20-foot draught-, offlo%_ petroleuir viaR pipelines. bulk hv.ndle
grain.- and bananas, and provide FAlequate warehouse space. It
was built in 1912, by IRCA to export bananas ond coffee and is
still owned and operated by the railroad, Most of Guatemiala's foreigr. trade goes through Puerto Barrios. The port, handies about'
715 percent of all exports and miuch of the imports of Guatemala,
as well as 20 p.:rcent of the imports an,1 10 percent of the exports
of El Sal-vador, Much of El Salvadnir's coffee is shipp-.d via Puerto
Barr~os.
Because it lacked control over the pcrt facilitlies at Puerto
iIr.ýrios, the Government began construction of the port of Matlas
de G~Uvez in 1952 at the site of the colonial town oV Santo To"-'as,
on~ly 3 miles frem Pu.-rto Barrios. Matia.s de Gilvez is owowned
and operated bi the Gover'nment as -. nationalized port through
aa autotiomfous port au t hority. It handles mostly general cargo
ir-ports and some agricultura.l and mineral exports. It ts antici249

pated that Matias de Galvez will handle future nickel exports.
Starting in 1966, a Q6 million expansion program was begun to
amplify its port facilities, At the same tihe, a decree-law ordered
all imports and exports of manufactured or semimanufactured
products enjoyirvZ benefits of the various development laws, agricultural products subject to export quotas, and all minerals to
pass through either Matias de Gglvez or the Pacific nationalized
port at Champerico.
The third Carribbean port, Livingston, was the main port of
Guatemala uptil the growth of Puerto Barrios. It is now a minor
port with little international shipping, handling mostly river and
coastal shipping. Its main export today is Verapaz coffee from
Cob~n. The population of Livingston is largely composed of descendants of immigrants from the British West Indies who worked
as longshoremen when it was the major seaport.
On the Pacific Coast there are also three seaports: San Jos6,
Champerico, and Oc6s. Oc6s, a minor port, was largely abandoned
in 1967. San Jos6 is owned by the IRCA but is leased and operat3d
by a private organization, Age- ý;ia Maritima S.C., which employs
about 1,000 laborers. It is the second largest seaport in the country
and handles about one-half of all imports of the country and some
coffee exports. Because of the lack of deep water, ships must
anchor about 1 mile offshore and lighters have '.o be used.
Champerico is owned by the Government and operated by the
same port authority which administers Matias de G~lvez. It has
a capacity to handle 800 tons of cargo daily but has been averaging
only half of that annually. Additional warehouses costing Q3 million are beiig built at Champerico. Lack of adequate warehouse
space at a~i ports frtquently causes port congestion. A new combined trade and fishing port to cost Q15 million is being planned by
the Government for the Pacific Coast.
Numerous shipping lines touch at Guatemalan ports. Every
vessel entering a Guatemalan seaport must hoist the Guatemalan
flag and also that of the country where it is licensed. Guatemala's
merchant marine is the Flota Mercante Gran Centroamericana
(FLOMERCA), which began operation in 1959 and was originally
owned jointly by the Guatemalan and Honduran Governments. In
1962 it was transferred to private ownership with the Government
holding shares in the corrpipnny, FLOMERCA has a fixed itinetary
which includes Central American ports, New York, Montrea', and
Europe. It owns only two ships but charters seven others and
accounts for 9 to 10 percent of Gu itemala's shipping.
One United States company regularly operates a ferryboat service between Miami, Florida, and Guatemalan (Caribbean ports.
The ferries carry sealed truck trailers loaded with caigo, p!us
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passengers and other cargo. The sealed trailers are offloaded and
then driven to Guatemala City or to other Central American
countries. The ferries return to Miami with meat, shrimp, and
other produce.
Little utilization has been made of the available aquatic means
of transportation for domestic purposes. Most navigation is individual transport. There are about 50 national companies operating
commercially on rivers, Lake Izabal, and the Chiquimulilla Canal,
but most of them are sr ,all, having only one motor launch for both
passengers and cargo. Smali coastal launches connect Livingston
with Puerto Barrios and other settlements. Special installations
are, be.'ng planned at Matias de Gglvez to handle future lake and
coastal traffic expected to be generated by nickel exploitations near
Lake Izabal. The only canal in Guatemala is the Chiquimulilla
Canal, also called the Canal del Sur, on the Pacific Coast and
running 50 miles from Iztapa towards the El Salvador border.
It is open to vessels of 4-foot draught. Iztapa is the site of Guatemala's first boatbuilding and repair yard, opened in 1967.
There is only one major navigable inland waterway where
commercial traffic exists on a relatively large scale. This is the
Polochic River-Lake Izabal-Duce River-Amatique Bay system and was promoted by Germans when they had property in
the north of the country. This system is now controlled by the
Government. Apart from the Polochic and Dulce Rivers, commercial navigation exists on five other rivers: Motagua (navigable
for small craft to 90 miles from Guatemala City), Sarstun (used
to transport machinery into El Pet6n for its development), Chixoy,
Passion, and Usumacinta. The Usumacinta, with its tributaries,
is used for the exploitation of forest products and to assist
agrarian culonization projects in El Petdn. It flows north into
Mexico and eventually into the Gulf of Mexico under another name.
Telecommunications and Electricity
The Government owns and operates all domestic telegraph and
telephone companies. There were two private international cable
companies, but one ceased operatioais in 1965, and the Government
acquired the operations of the other, the Tropicýal Radio Company.
In addition, the Government leases channels for commercial purposes from the Central America Corporation for Air Navigation
(COCESNA), linking Central American and British Honduras
with a communications system for aerial navigation.
The state telegraph company is called Guatel. Its service is
occasionally criticized as being too slow. The telephone system is
continu:ally being expanded. in 1965 the sy-tern was increased to
48,000 lines, and in 1966 over Q1 million was spent on further
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expansion of the network. This compares favorably with the 5,000
lines existing in 1955. Telephone service is automatic and adequate
in the capital, Quezeltenango, Mazatenango, Escuintla, Zacapa,
Antigua, and Amatitl~n. There are trunklines to other towns.
In mid-1968 bids were called for a $15 million microwave link to
join all the telecommunications of the five Central American countries. This link will then be united to Maxico and Panama. Work on
this system will be completed by 1971. The link, when completed,
will be nearly 900 miles long and will have 13 stations relaying
radio, radio telephone, and television communications.
The major electric company in Guatemala is the Guatemala
Electric Company, which provides about 67 percent of all electricity in the country. The balance corresponds to that generated by
State entities, municipalities, and private firms.
Responsibility for electric power development, however, belongs to INDE, an autonomous Government agency created in
1959. The electricity produced by INDE-built powerplants is sold
to the Empresa Electrica de Guatemala S.A.
More than 80 percent of the power consumed occurs in the central area of"the country. Electricity consumption has been growing by 13 percent annually and should increase by at least 12 percent annually through 1972, but the pattern has remained the same
from year to y:ear. About 51 percent is consumed by industry and
45 percent, by residents. The remaining 24 percent is used by the
State, commercial establishments, and municipali ties.
FOREIGN ECONOMIC RELATIONS
Foreign Trade
With the exception of 1966, Guatemala ha• had unfavorable
trade balances annually since 1957, although exports have been
increasing steadily since 1963. From 1957 through 1965 imports
exceeded exports by between Q2 million and Q26 million. In 1966
exports soared nearly Q30 million over imports, due principally to
higher sales of all the traditional exports. In 1967 a trade deficit
again ,•ccurred this time to a record high of Q40 million, caused
by sharply reduced coffee and cotton earnings and much higher
imports by merchants who used up their inventories in 1•°66 and
who were reacting to unfounded rumors of devaluation of the
quetzal. Obscured by the overall decline in exports in 1967 was the
fact that many mir.:.r export items showed an increase over 1966.
Trade deficits have been financed by credits and loans.
The unfavorable trade balance of 1967 •'vtended into 1968, and
in June 1968 the Government was forced to impose import restrictions by requiring a prior license from the Ministry of Economy
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Table 12. Foreign Commerce in Guatemala, 1960-67
(in millions of qi etzales 1)
Year

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967 3
1
S

Imports 2

Exports I

124.8
120.6
122.9
156.0
185.7
214.0
201.8
237.0

116.2
114.4
118.5
154.1
165.2
192.5
231.6
197.0

Balance 2

-8.6
-6.2
-4.4
-1.9
-20.5
-21.5
+29.8
-40.0

Q1 equals US$1.
All figures are f.o,b. adjusted.

a Esti.ate.

Source: Adapted from Bank of Guatemala, Memoria de Laborea y Estudio
Economico, 1966.

for all imports except those coming from the Central American
Common Market.
Official foreign trade statistics appear to vary with each source
used. According to adjusted figures of the Directorate General of
Statistics, imports were Q201.7 million, and exports, Q231.5 million in 1966. Both figures are f.o.b. In 1967 exports were estimated
at Q197 million and imports, at $237 million (see table 12).
CompositioL.
From 1820 to the 1860's, cochineal, a red dyestuff prepared from
dried insects which feed on cactus, was practically the sole export
of Guatemala. European synthetic dyes effeectively eliminated the
world market for natural dyes. Coffee replaced cochineal in 1870
as the chief export and has retained its position ever since. President Rufino Barrios (1871-85) personally was interested in coffee
growing, even before he became President, and gave away plants to
anyone who wanted to grow coffee. Agricultural products now
account for nearly 90 percent of all exports by value, and five
products account for 90 percent of all agricultural exports: coffee,
cotton, sugar, bananas, and beef. Other important exports are
essential oils, timber, chicle, and shrimp.
Although coffee continues to be the primary export, its relative
importance to total exports has been declining, reflecting the Government policy of encouraging export diversification. In 1956
coffee accounted for 70 percent of all exports; 10 years later it
accounted for less than 50 percent, and 1966 was the best export
year. In that year coffee brought in Q112 million. In 1967 coffee
exports dropped to Q90 nwillion. Guatemalan coffee is similar to
that of E! Salvador and Colombia. It is a mild "bNue" coffee out253

standing for quality brought abcut by favorable climatic conditions. The country rarely has problems in selling its entire exportable production. Guatemala is a member of the International
Coffee Association,. which allocates export quotas to producing
member countries. Internally, the National Coffee Association
allocates the individual quotas. Because of numerous complaints
the National Agrarian Bank was authorized in 1966 to purchase
coffee from small growers who, in the past, were at the mercy of
exporters who had part of the export quota. The bank, in turn, is
given an annual export quota and presumably will give the small
grower a fairer price for his coffee.
Cotton has achieved the greatest expansion of all exports in
recent years, moving from 4 percent of exports in 1956 to about
20 percent in latest years. In 1962 it became the second most important export. The increased cotton exports were made possible
by the opening of new land on the Pacific Coast and by a greater
yield per acre. The cotton grown is long staple, which has a better
world market than short staple cotton.
Sugar became important as an export crop for the first time in
1962 and since then has accounted for as much as 5 percent of
exports and has been the third most important export in some
years. Another new export steadily growing since 1961 is beef,
which bectme the fourth most important export in 1965 and which
may have moved into third place in 1967. Bananas, which accounted
for between 20 and 30 percent of export earnings before 1950,
dropped to under 5 percent in the 1960's. Banana development
started on the lowlands of the Atlantic side of Guatemala in 1906
but shifted to the Pacific side in the 1940's because of plant disea3e
on the Atlantic plantations. In 1964 UFCO withdrew from its
entire Pacific area because of disease there and poorer climate
conditions for banana growing, and moved back to the east coast.
This partially accounted for the decrease in banana exports.
Banana exports should once again increase when each coast production is expanded by means of disease-resistant varieties a3
planned. Other exports, all of them minor, are timber, chicle,
rninerals, shrimp, vegetables, essential oils, fruit, honey, and manufactures, such as cloth, clothing, cardboard, soluble coffee, and
tires.
A future export product which is expected to have an impact on
Guatemala's economy is nickel. A 40-year concession was granted
to the International Nickel Company in 1965 to exploit large nickel
deposits discovered near Lake Izabal. Exports were scheduled to
commence in late 1969 or early 1970. Another new export product
is flowers. Increased production for e.xport was initiated in 1967,
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consisting mostly of carnations, roses, gladioli, and chrysanthemums.
Imports usually consist of about one-third consumption goods;
another one-third to two-fifths are intermediary goods and raw
materials. Only one-fourth to one-fifth of imports consist of capital
goods such as machinery, tools, and equipment. The consumption
goods are predominantly food, medicine, clothing, domestic appliances, and automobiles. Since 1962 there has been a spectacular
increase in imports of coniumer durables, completely unessential
to the economic growth of the country. In the period 1964-66
importers accumulated an extraordinary amount of these goods in
expectation of an important change in foreign trade policy by the
Government. This change actually occurred in 1968 when the
Government instituted import licensing and restricted bank credit
for certain imports.
Intermediary and raw materials imports are mostly chemical
products, such as fertilizers and insecticides, and textiles and
metals. Imports of refined petroleum products have started to
decline as two domestic refineries increase their processing of
crude petroleum. Although the importation of crude petroleum
will continue, the cost is much less than that of the refined products.
Direction
Guatemala maintains commercial relations with about 76 countries, although it was not a member of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) as of mid-1968. The United States is
by far its most important trading partner, taking about 40 percent
of Guatemalan exports and providing almost the same percentage
of its imports. From the time of independence until World War I,
the United Kingdom had been the chief supplier of Guatemala's
imports. During World War I the United States replaced the
United Kingdom as the primary supplier and has remained so
ever since.
Although the United States is the main trading partner of
Guatemala, its relative share has been slowly decreasing. In 1950
the United States supplied Guatemala with nearly 70 percent of
its imports and took 90 percent of its exports. Starting in 1955,
the percentage began to decrease until it stabilized at about the
present level of about 40 percent for both imports and exports,
although in 196', there was a temporary drop when the United
States took only 31 percent of Guatemala's exports. West Germany
is the second most important individual trading partner, and takes
bout 13 percent of the country•s exports and supplies about 9 percent of the imports. Japan is in third place as ., individual country
for both imports and exports. Consi(4eeed as a unit for trading pur255

poses, the Central American Common Market actually is in second
place after the United States. Showing remarkable growth L.nce
1960, the Central American Common Market now takes about
22 percent of Guatemalan exports and supplies the country with
about 15 percent of its imports.
The diminishing importance of the United States as a supplier
of Guatemalan imports has been brought about partly by Central
American Common Market production of articles formerly imported and partly by European and Japanese competition for
heavier manufactured goods.
About 50 percent of coffee exports goes to the United States;
20 percent, to West Germany; 5 percent, to the Netherlands; and
the remaining 25 percent, to some 25 countries. Germany pays
the highest prices for Guatemalan coffee and, therefore, the firstgrade beans go there. Coffee sent to Germany is frequently packed
in brightly colored bags since it is sometimes sold directly from the
bag to the consumer as Guatemalan coffee. Coffee sent to the
United States is second-grade, but the beans must be perfectly
oval and it is bagged in plain bags. Guatemalan coffee is not sold
to the consumer as such in the United States; rather, it is mixed,
roasted, ground, and packaged with other coffees and loses its
identity, Eastern Europe appeared as a new coffee market for
Guatemala in 1968, taking 180,000 bags in the first 5 months.
Japan is the prime purchaser of cotton, taking more than 50 percent of the exports. Spain, Italy, and West Germany are the other
major buyers, and 15 other countries take minor quantities. Most
of the sugar, shrimp, chicle, beef, and essential oil exports go to
the United States. Banana exports are now going mainly to West
Germany, with very little to the United States. Almost all of
Guatemala's exports of manufactured products go to the other
members of the Central American Common Market.
Central American Common Market
No study of Guatemala's economy is complete without some
discussion of the Central American Common Market, as Guatemala appears to be one of the chief beneficiaries of it. The Central
American Common Market has achieved relatively more success
than othei' common markets. It is a combination of a customs
union with free internal mobility of labor, capital, and management. The main feature is a uniform external tariff with free
trade for domestically produced items. All five members are enjoying rising prosperity and are attracting an increasing amount
of investment, although there are some tensions and problems
within the market. The Secretariat of the Central American Common Market is located in Guatemala.
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In 1951 the five Central American countries, Guatemala, El
Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, with the assistance of the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin
America, established a plan for their eventual economic integration. In 1952 a Central American Economic Co-operation Committee was formed at a meeting of Economic Ministers in Honduras to direct the integration program, and Panama was invited
to join. Panama had not joined by mid-1968 but was still free to
do so. During the first 6 years the work of this committee consisted
of a series of studies and the establishment of plans and principles.
Two draft treaties were prepared in 1957: a free trade treaty,
called the Multilateral Treaty on Free Trade and Central American Integration, and an industrial-integration treaty, called the
Agreement of the Regime for Central American Integration
Industries.
These treaties were signed at a meeting in Honduras on June
10, 1958. The Multilateral Treaty, the first major treaty, became
operative in June 1959 for Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua.
Honduras ratified it in 1960 and Costa Rica, in 1963. The Agreemf It on Integrated Industries did not become effective until 1963,
but it has not bee.i of much effectiveness to date because the various
national development laws provide more benefits.
The following year, 1959, the five countries signed an Agreement
on the Equalization of Import Duties and Charges (amended in
1960 and later years), under which they would adopt a single tariff
for specified commodities coming from other countries. This
common external tariff closely conformed to the national tariffs of
Guatemala and El Salvador. About 98 percent of all items have a
common tariff. National duties apply on the other 2 percent which,
however, are important because they represent about 17 percent
of the total Central American imports and provide about 10 percent of the customs revenue of the five countries. Some of these
items are wheat, petroleum, motor vehicles, and electronic and
refrigeration equipment.
Then, in 1960 another treaty was signed. Thib was called the
General Treaty of Central American Economic Integration and
provided for immediate free trade in all products originating in
the contracting parties, with the exception of items listed in an
annex which would be freed over a period of years. Internal free
trade by mid-1968 extended to all but 82 tariff items. Twenty-three
items, such as cotton, coffee, and sugar, will never be freed, and
the balance will be freed when the five countries agree on regionai
production and supply arrangements. Intra-regional trade Nas
expanded very rapidly. Such trade accounted for 18 percent of .l1
imports of the market in 1967 as compared to only 6 percent in
2)7

1960. In absolute figures, trade rose from $33 million in 1960 to
over $200 million in 1967. Guatemala and El Salvador have been
dominating the market's regional trade, and by 1968 the two
countries accounted for more than 50 percent of all trade among
the five members.
Guatemala has been enjoying annual surpluses in this trade
since 1961. This favorable position occurred because E high percentage of the market's regional trade is in manufactures, and
Guatemala has had more industrial expansion than the other
Central American countries. Guatemala is also the most important
supplier of fruits and vegetables to these countries.
Another feature of the market is the Central American Bank
for Economic Integration (CABEI), which was founded in 1961
in Tegucigalpa, Honduras. CABEI is independent from national
policies of the member countries, and its management is international in scope. It makes loans to governments, government entities and private companies but not to wholly foreign-owned
companies. The loans must be for a project which has regional
implications, and no local projects are to be financed. Loans to
industr>,i are made on the assumption that the company will supply
the Cen tral American Common Market with its products.
The (original capital of CABEI was $40 million, half of which
was paid in equal shares by the members. International institutions
and governments have lent CABEI additional funds so that by the
end of 1967 it had over $150 million for loan purposes. By January
1968 nearly 259 percent of all CABEI's loans had been made to
Guatemala.
Since 1961 CABEI has opened a Central American Clearinghouse with an imaginary Central American peso which is at par
with the United Sta.es dollar for its transactions. The purpose rf
the clearinghnuse is to facilitate the payment of balances arisitlg
from intraregional trade. The clearinghouse handles between 80
and 90 percent of regional trade. The Bank of Guatemala was an
initiai member of the clearinghouse.
In addition to the clearinghouse, there exists a Central American Check, which is used as a travelers check. It is similar to a
cashiers check in that it is sold by any central bank and is cashed
at any bank in Central America without charge.
Balance of Payments

Since 1958 Guatemala generally has been faced with an unfavorable balance of payments situation. This is only partly due to the
negative foreign trade balance which had been averaging Q10 million during the perioi 1960-65. The fundamental cause of the overall negative balance of payments is the large deficit in the services
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account, mostly transportation, insurance, dividend remittances.
and tourism. This caused a net deficit of $16 million even in 1966,
the best export year.
Guatemala is heavily dependent apon foreign transportation for
cargo and passenger service, and this usully accounts for a large
portion of the annual deficit. The remittances of dividends and
royalties overseas by foreign firms operating in Guatemala also
influence the deficit. Contrary to expectations, Guatemala has a
net loss on tourism, as G.uatema'ans traveling abroad spend more
than do foreign tourists in the country. Recognizing this problem,
the Government imposed some restrictions on tourist travel abroad
in 1967. The restrictions stipulate a maximum expenditure per
day or per year.
Partially compensating for the large deficits in the current
account are favorable balances in transfer payments and the capital
account. In recellt yoars the transfer account has shown a favorable balance due, principally to United States AID grants, Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere (CARE), and Catholic
Relief Services activities. The capital account has been registering
a net annual inflow, composed of private and official capital, mostly
long-term.
Foreign Investment
It is difficult to secure reliab.e and complete statistics on fo-eign
investment in Guatemala. The total United States private investment in 1966 was estimated at $200 million. Panama, Switzerland,
Veneziela, West Germany, Japan, Mexico, and 10 other foreign
countries also have investments. Based upon this figure, therc •s
more Iforeign investment in Guatemala than in any other Central
American country. About 22 percent of the foreigrn investment is
in transportation and communications, followed by commerce,
petroleum, and agriculture. More than half of all foreign investment i3 concentrated in the three Departments of Guatemala,
Izabal, and Escuintla. Foreign and domestic capital are treated
on a basis of full equality with one exception. Foreigners may not
own real property within a 50-kilometer-wide strip of land along
all frontiers, except urban property within this strip recorded
before March 1, 1956, which may be retained.
Foreign Economic Aid
Guatemala has received foreign aid in the form of grants and
loans from the World Bank, IMF, the Inter-American Development
Bank, CABEI, the United Nations, the United States, and several
other governments. The UITited States has been the major source of
all foreign aid. From 19,71 through June 30, 1966, the United
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States had lent and granted Guatemala a total of $151 million,
$88 million of which was in the form of economic grants. The
United States maintains an AID mission in Guatemala City, working exclusively with the Guatemala Government. There is also an
AID Regional Office for Central America and Panama located in
Guatemala and which grants assistance to regional projects.
From 1960 through 1967 loans contractei or under negotiation
with the Inter-American Development Bank, the World Bank, IMF,
.ID, and the United States Export-Import Bank totaled $70
million, of which about $40 million, was for disbursement in 1968
and later years. In 1966 Guatemala recognized a large sterling
debt contracted in 1824, which it had ref.Ased to honor because of
its dispute with the United Kingdom c.!,er British Honduras. The
recognition of this debt made it easier for international financi-'
institutions to cooperate with Guatemala.
On December 18, 1946, Guatemala joined the World Bank. Its
subscription share of the World Bank capital stock is $10.7 million
of which $1.07 million had been paid by June 30, 1967. The balance
was subject to call. Through June 30, 1967, World Bank loans to
Guatemala were $33.2 million; $15 million of this amount was a
25-year loan for electric power expansion.
Guatemala became a member of the IMF at the same time it
joined the World Bank-December i8, 1946. Its quota was $25 million as of June 30, 1968. In April 1967 the IMF approved a 12month standby arrangement authorizing the Guatemala Government to draw up to $13.4 million to cover payment difficulties as a
result of decreased export receipts during 1967. By April 1968
Guatmrnala had drawn $10 million of this sum, and the IMF
granted another 1-year standby this time for $10 million. As a
re;,ult of previous drawings, Guatemala had drawn a total of
$27 million from the IMF by April 15, 1968.
The Inter-American Development Bank administers loan money
from three sources: its regular cdp'tal, the Fund for Special
Operations, and a Social Progre13 Trust Fund of United States
money under the Allianrce for Progress. Guatemala's share of the
bank's capital is $18.520,000. The total amount of loans to Guatemala from ordiraary capital resourceŽ3 approved by the bank since
its inception through December 31, 1967, was $11,637,804. Th,•
largest part of theie loans was made to the Bank of Guatemala for
industrial, agricultural, and livesi.ock credits.
The Fund for Special Operations is a source of loans on easier

credit terms. Guatemala's contributian to this fund is $6,169,000,
and by December 31. 1967. Special Fund loans to Guatemala
totaled $19,304,374. The largest single loan from this fund was
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$9 million for construction and imprwvement of 493 miles of
farm roads.
The Social Prngress Trust Fund is used for 1 ans and technical
assistance on very flexible terms. Under this program the bank
approved $14,319,659 in loans to Guatemala through December
31, 1967. TheL. loans were for the construction of low-cost housing units, water and sewerage systems, and for farm credit.
Another internaticnal financial institution of which Guatemala
is a member is the International Finance Corporation (IFC),
which it joined in 1956. The IFC is part of the World Bank group
and associates with private invwstors in private enterpri.es. There
was one investment in a flour mill made in Guatemala by ,he end
of 1967.
The United Nations has several projects in Gu?'.ceyq!a, such as
forest evaluation and a minerals survey. The 77evt German
Government provides assistance in the form of vocational training
and scholarship,, and the French Government provideo scholarships for tcchnical training in France.

Ij
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CHAPTER 9
AGRICULTURE, INDUSTRY, LABOR
Guatemala is an agricultural country, but industry contributes
an increasingly important share of the gross national product
(GNP). Agriculture, which once accounted for over half the GNP,
constituted about 30 percent in 1968. industry contributed about
1h percent, the highest percentage for any Central American
country. Agriculture provided a livelihood for most of the economically active pk ",,Iation, employing 918,000, and industry was
in second plece, giving employment to about 159,000 persons.
The level of technology in bo'h agriculture and industry varies
from primitive to modern. The small corn farmer, working an unfertilized, eroded plot with hand tools, contrasts with large plantations utilizing machinery and scientific farming principles. The
artisan making handicrafts at home contrasts with large factori -using the latest equiorent.
Agriculture produces both for export and domestic consumption,
resulting in conflicting priorities. Since tha major domestic food
crops are not always grown in sufficient quantities to meet requirements, imports are necessary. In some years food imports amount
to Q20 million (Q1 equals US$1). ihý, major food staple is corn,
which is grown all over the country, but mainly in the central highlands by Indian farmers using primitive techniques. Black beans
are the second staple and are raised alongside corn. Wheat is the
third food staple and is frequently imported. The United States
provides most of the imported wheat and corn, whereas Honduras
provides the beans. The country is relatively self-sufficient in rice
production. The major export is coffee, followed by cott'en, sugar,
beef, and bananas. Essential oils, honey, shrimp, and chicle are
minor agricultural exports. The basic agricultural problem is
striking a balance between the need fo," increasing food production
and the diversification and growth of export crops which are the
country's main foreign exchange earne-s.
There is great disparity in landownership. Most of the landholders own very small plots. The average farm size is just under
8 acres, but half of all farmers have less than the 3.5 acres considered necessary for the subsistence of a family. There are also
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thousands 0o Nudless peasants who live and work on other people's
farms. On the other hand, thei e are very large, efficient farms
and plantations owned by a very small number of persons, but
occunying most of the best farming land. Only one-tenth of 1 percent of the farms are over 5,000 acres in size, but they occupy over
40 percent of the farmlands. In addition, much of private and Government land is idle but potentially productive. The Government
is, by far, the largevt landholder in the country and provides most
of the land for the agrarian reform program.
The main goal of the agrarian reform progra.n is resettlement
of landless peasants on idle Government and priT'ate land on easy
terms. The average size of the land plot for a resettler is about
50 acres. Title tc the land is given to the peasant when he completes
payment.
Industrial production has been increasing at a high rate since
1960 because of the Central American Common Market. The
country already had an industrial base at the rdvent of the common market and built upon it to the extent of being able to produce hundreds of products never before made domestically. Most
of the items manufactured are nondurable consumer goods, largely
impod substitutions. The food-processing industry is the largest,
followed by shoes, textiles, and beverages. Most of the persons
employed in industry, however, are engaged in making handicrafts
at home or in small shops. Only 4 percent of the labor force is
actually working in factories, most of which have fewer than 100
employees.
Experts expect the mining industry, dormant for centuries, to
make an important contribution to the economy in the near future.
There are reserves of nickel and sulfur, Rnd exploitation of them
was commencing in 168. There is much untapped hydroelectric
capacity and the Government has several electrification -,rojects
urder construction. For ye'LI , there was little demand for additional electricity, and residenial lighting consumed most of the
production. In the 1960's demand. outstripped production as industry flourished and increasing amounts of energy were continually
required.
The labor force is estimated at 1.4 million persons, most of whom
are engaged in agriculture. The majority of economically active
persons are men, but women 4nd children are also included.
Although general underemp'oyment is recognized, there is a shortagc of agricultural iielp at harvest tirie. Between -00,000 and
600,000 persons receive regular wages. The rest are self-employed
farmers or part-time laborers. The total membership i1. the few
labor unions is estimated at 50,000; only about half this number
have collective contracts.
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ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
The role of the Governmenit is much more noticeable and farreaching in agriculture th ,n in labor and industry. In agriculture
its presence, either directly or indirectly, encourages the private
sector to pursue policies favored by the Government.
At one time the Government was also active in the coffee business and accounted for a large portion of the coffee production.
It was almoot entirely out of the coffee business by 1968, since the
present policy is to encourage domestic food production and to
diversify agricultural exports. The Ministry of Agriculture has
var~ious projects to encourage agricultural diversification and
decrease the dependence on coffee as the major export crop. Two
of these projects are the growing of citrus fruit and avocados.
Another is the cultivation of •' wers for export. In 1967 lemons,
avocados, and mangoes wei planted on 40,000 acres in various
areas by the Government. Although bananas are a traditional
export, because of their contribution to the economy, the Government considers the encouragement of banana cultivation to be part
of agricultural diversification.
Several Government institutions provide agricultural credit.
Three of these are banks: the Production Development Institute
(Instituto de Fomento de la Producci6n-INFOP), the National
Mortgage Credit Bank (Crddito Hipotecario Nacional-CHN), and
the National Agrarian Bank (Banco Nacional Agrario). Another
is the Supervised Inter-American Cooperative Service for Agricultural Credit (Servico Cooperative Interan. ericano de Cr~dito
Agricola Supervisado-SCICAS), a part of the Ministry of Agriculture which provides credit for very small farmers. Sixty percent of SCICAS loans go to settlers on the land resettlement
projects, the main feature of the Government's agrarian reform
program. Settlements have sprung up and agricultural production
has increased wherever the Government has built new roads, even
where it provided no other service. The most strilking case was
the expansion oi cotton production along new roads on the Pacific
side (see Economic and Financial Systems, ch. 8).
Through IN FOP the Government has a price support program
for several cops, such as corn, rice, and wheat. INFOP buys t'e
grain from the farmer, stores it, and sells it at cost during periods
of scarcity later in the year. INFOP is also the sole importer of
all grain and plans to triple its storage facilities by 1973 in order
to be able to maintain stabilization of grain prices. There are
consumer price ceilings on some Ftaples such as milk, beef, and
flour. The Central American Common Market has a special grain
protocol, signed in 1965, which will lead eventually to a regional
-
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plan for stabilizing, marketing, and storing corn, rice, beans, and
sorghum.
The Government provides agricultural education at both the
secondary and university level. Higher education is given at San
Carlos University to over 100 students a year in the School of
A.;roncmy and the School of Veterinary Medicine, which together
receive about 11 percent of the university's budget. Besides classrooms and laboratories, each of the schools has an experimental
farm. Secondary education is given at two centers, both direct
dependencies of the Ministry of Agriculture. One is the National
School of Agriculture, which is on a 790-acre farm, at Barcena,
15 miles from the capital, which has a 3-year program. The other
is the Central American School of Forestry, with a 3-year progranm
on a smiall farm,. About 20 students enter the forestry school
annually, The Barcena school was createu in 1921, but graduated
a total of only 500 students between that date and 1966 since most
students failed to finish the 3-year program. Graduates of both
schools receive the title of Agronomic Exper '.
Most 'of the agricultural research in Guatemala is done by the
Ministry of Agriculture. In 1968 it haL eight experimental stations and was carrying out approximately 70 research projects.
Most of the stations are specialized according to commodity, such
as coffee, rubber, cacao, and livestock, but one is for lowland agriculture, and one is for crops which can grow well in El Peten. Some
research is a.so done by the Schools of Agronomy and Veterinary
Medicine and by the various private producers' associations. The
Essential Oil Producers Association is the most effective. It received for its research budget the export tax on essential oils. In
addition, four international organizations-the Internatiouial Istitute of Agricultural Science, the International Regional Organization of Plant and Animal Health, the Nutrition Institute ot Cent-eal
America and Panama, and the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO)--condact research projects in Guatemala for Central
America as a whole.
The Gowvrnment alb, operates two agricultural extension services. One is the Division of Agricultural Extensioi1 and consists of
approximately 30 regional offices manned by 5(- specialists. This
service benefits Spanish-speaking owners of small- and med.;msized farms, but only covers about 5 percent of the total number
of farms in the country. The other is the Service for the Development of the Indian Economy (Servicio de Fomento de la Economfa
Indigena-SFEI), operated for the benefit of the non-Spanishspeaking farmers. Initiated in 19;3, SFEI has 15 agencies with
mostly bilingual personnel. Its program is modest and reaches only
1 pe-rint of the Uidian rural population.
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4fn the field of labor, th- Government's major role is providing
legislation, setting mi)n•mum wages and standa'ds, operating labor
courtb, training personnel for industry in two vocational schools
and public employees in a public administration center, and limiting the number of ioreigners who may compete with Guatemalans.
Ninety percent of :he personnel of any enterprise must be Guatemalan nationals, and 85 percent of the payroll must go to such
nationals.
Within irdustry the Government's role is mainly attracting
foreign capital and encouraging industrial growth by providing tax
benefits under the Industrial P.evelopment Law. The C-vernment
is al3o engaged in the development of ele.ctric generating capacity
which has fallen behind demand. The State owns several plants
and, since 1959, has been the prime mover in building new ones,
selling the electricity generated to private electric companies or
directly to consumers.
AGRICULTURE
Agriculture is the dominant sector of the economy, and plantation agriculture plays the key role by providing most of the exports. Since 1953 more than half ef all annual agricultural and
livestock production has been expo. -d, accounting for more than
80 percent 3f all exports. Agriculture also provides about 30 percent of all raw materials used by Guatemalan industry; 26 percent
of all domestic corn
mnerce is in ag 'icultural commodities.
Agriculture, ill its broadest sense, usually contributes between
28 to 32 percent of the GNP. A't once contributed over 55 percent
of the GNP but, since 1948, its relative share has declined because
of falling coffee prices, decreased banana exports, and a successful
attempt to diversify the economy. Crops represent about. 69 percent of agricultural production; livestock and poultry, about 22 percent; forestry, 8 percent; and hunting and fishing, only 1 pErcent.
Food crops make up only about 36 percent of production. Since
1950 Guatemala has e-zperienced the highest growth rate in Latin
America for overall agricultural production. Because most of .he
increase is in nonfood production, per capita food produztion
incre).sed by a minimal 1 percent annually between 1955 and 1965.
More than half the arable land is not being farmed and, because
of the low rate of per capita productivity, food production frequently is insufficient to meet demand. In most recent years food
staples have had to be imported even though the country is a food
exporter. Since 1963 the country has had to import between Q20
to Q27 million in food each year. The basic agricultural problems
are to expand and diversify production in order to meet domestic
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food requirements Lnd to continue earning high income from
export crops.
Over 80 percent of the cultivated land is devoted to only four
products: corn, coffee, cotton, and cattle. The Department of
Escuintla is the richest in the country, producing 80 percent of all
sugar, 70 percent of the cattle, 50 percent of the cotton, and 20 percent of the coffee. Corn and the other food crops are grown mainly
on small plots in the highlands by Indians. The production of crops
is greatly affected by weather conditions since irrigation is minimal and is found mostly on the plantations which already occupy
the best lai.1 and which rarely specialize in food cr~c s.
About two-thirds of the population is engaged in some type of
agricultural activity. Many of the plantations are owned by
absentee landlords and operatod by hired administrators. Few of
the plantation owners live on their plantations; they are dependent
upon a large &3asonal labor supply t(, harvest the crops Most of
the ladino farmers, excep". those who own plantations, are I)cated
in the eastern highlands at lower altitudes than the highland
Indians. Their farms grow mo)re varied products and have more
livestock and mechanical equipment than do the Indian farms.
Thus, fewer ladinos have to work as seasonal laborers to rupplement their farm income.
Indian farmers are largely self-sufficient, even if only on a
subsistence level. Most Indians work part of the year on plantations and occasionally sell firewood r.- excess production and handicraft" in order to purchase the few manufactured items they
require. The average plot of lenJ operated by an Indian farmer is
too small for efficient production. Although there is much unsettled
good land, the Indian ;3 reluctant to migrate to undeveloped areas
and prefers to remain in the highlands. This does not imply that he
will not relocate, as the Government has established new settlement projects under the agrarian reform program since 1954.
Land Resources ano Utilization
Nearly 87 percent of Ithe land area of Guatemala, excluding lakes
and rivers, is exploitable or potentially productive for agricultural
purposes. This includes Govcrnment-owned idle land and forested
land. Only 19 percent, or 5.25 million acres, is immediately cultivable. About one-fourth of this, 1.3 million acres, is in natural
pastures, leaving slightly less than 13 percent of the total, or 4
million acres, in crops, lying fallow, or being held idle. Nevertheless, this is the second highest percentage o- arable land for any
of the Central American countries, although it is a low percentage
when compared to all of Latin America. According to Guatemalan
statistics, a large percentage of privately owned land is idle. An
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estimate has been made that 50 percent of the land on mediumsized farms and as much as 20 percent of land on subsistence farms
are not being worked. The Government-owned idle land susceptible of being exploited foi agriculture or divestock totals ovwr 8
million acres and is the source of much of the land under the
agrarian reform program. From 1950 to 1962 an average of only
slightly more than 10,000 acres annually was added to production.
The country has varied soils, climates, and altitudes, permitting
many produtts .o be raised. Because of the dramatic changes in
altitude, temperature, and rainfall, nine distinct agricultural regions are recognized, more than those existing in many larger
countries. El Pet~n and the Caribbean lowlands comprise one
region and, together, make up almost one-half the total area. This
region is moFtly forested, and bananas, chicle, and mahogany are
the main jcoducts. The central highlands, 4,500 to 9,000 feet in
altitude, comprise about 18 percent of the land area and are
characterized by Indian subsistence agriculture. Much of the
cultivated land in this region is eroded, with only a few valley
plains of good soil, the best being the SamalA Valley between
TotonicapAn and Quezaltenango. The central highlands have a dry
season betwecrn December and June, but mists and dews moisten
the soil enough to p,rmit planting before the beginning of the
rainy season. Most of the corn, beans, and wheat are grown in
the central highlands.
The high grasslands (pdramos) in the Cuchumatanes range and
the high mountain peaks, all above 9,000 feet in altitude, in
Huehuetenango and El Quich6 comprise another distnct area.
Only potatoes grow well in this region although most of the
land is used for sheep grazing. The valleys, plains, and mountains
southeast of the central highlands are 1500 to 4500 feet ir altitude
and sistain such diverse agriculture as fruits, corn, beans, tobecco,
rice, vegetables, sorghum, and some cattle. Many of the farmers
in thia region are independent ladine landowners. The most
productive land here is irrigated. The area north o! the central
highlands at the same altitude is called the Cobfin und Reina Zones.
The Reina Zone is the wesLern section of this region and has soils
more suitable for coffee than those cf the area around Cobhn.
Coffee is the most important crop for this entire area, but sugar
and agave are grown in addition to beans, corn, vegetables, and
fruits.
The hills and val!.oys of western Huehuetenango generally
restrict agriculture but GiTer good grazing land. Corn "s the main
erop of this region, but there are also some coffee plantations.
The seventh region ,! the upper Pacific piedmont, or the area
between 1590) ana 4500 feet in altitude along the Pacific coast from
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the Mexican border almost w, El Salvador. This area has the finest
soil in all the tropics und is wheee most of Guatemala's -offee is
grown. The lower Pacific piedmont, a narrow strip 300 to 1,500
feet in altitude has good soil with gradual slopes suitable for the
use of mechanical equipment. This is the main sugar and cotton
area. Some cattle ranches are also present, and corn, rice, cacao,
bananas, and low-altitude coffee are also grown. Finally, there is
the Pacific coastal plain which is the area ranging from sea level
to 300 feet. This belt is about 150 miles long and 10 to 25 miles
wide. This is an area of cattle ranches, swamps, and forests.
In general, the .3oils on the Pacific side are more fertile than
those on the Atlantic. A detailed study of the soils of the entire
country was published in 1959, and studies are continuously made
by the Ministry of Agriculture. El Pet~n has 26 different sc'!
types; 14 of them are extremely sticky and would slow production
by adhering to implemnents. In Izabal, Alta Verapaz, and El
Quich6, where forests have been removed, the soil has lost fertility
because mineral nutrients have been leached out. This soil is inadequate for corn. On the Pa"ific coast the land has been kept
productive for hundreds of years because of volcanic eruptions
which provide the soil with needed minerals.
In the past, little irrigation was practiced. During the first 100
years of independence, only 1685 acres were irrigated. Between
1930 and 1960 over 76,000 acres were added to those under irrigation. As of 1968, a total of about 124,000 acres were under irrigation, with about 80,000 acres being irrigated by private owners
and the balance being Government irrigation projects. A United
Nations survey of water resources compileted in 1963 provides the
Government with an excelltnt basis on which to develop irrigation
projects. The Department of Hydraulic Resources of the Ministry
of Agriculture has a program to irrigatie another 60,000 acres
of lard by 1970, Most uf the irrigation projects are in the southeastern portion of the country where rainfall is inadequate. About
25,000 acres in Jutiapa near the El Salvador border were already
being irrigated in 1968 under this program.
Fertilizer use is starting to increase in the country, especiaiiy in
the west-central highlands where the soil is generally deficient iih
nitrogen and phosphorus and moderatel, deficient in potass3ium.
In areas where fertilizer is used, crop yields have been niuct.
higher. Corn yield has increased up to 10 times its former yield
per acre.
The rate of mechanization in agriculture is the slowest in Central
America. The National Economic Planniing Counr 'l estimated that
less than 5 percent of agricnItural investment is in machinery.
Because of the wvp.ilabilit:. of inexpens~ve Nbor, the need for
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mechanization has not been pressing on most of the plantations,
ard the Indian farmer's plot of land is too small to warrant its
uep. Sugar and cotton plantations are the most mechanized farms
and use more modern techniqucis than do the coffee plantations.
Primitive production techniquea are still followed by most Indian
farmers. In the highlands cultivation is by hand 'iols. The plow
is rarely used and is common only in Huehuetenango. Where it is
used, it is generally a homemade wooden plow. Corn !a planted on
every available piece of land, including steep ,ilisides. Digging in
the cornfield is accomplished by a digging stick or a metal hoe,
and a machete is used to cut down weeds and brush. The ladino
farmer uses an ox-drawn metal plow and even more modern
implements. Unlike the ladino, the Indian farmer does not r ractice
crop rotation. He aoeq practice fallowing, but this does rit build
up the soil to the extent rotation doe.:.
Land Distribution and Tenuue
Over 98 percent of the farms are less than 100 acres in size
and occupy 28 percent of the land being farmed. Only 0.1 percent
of the total number of farms are larger thar. 500G acres, but they
occupy 41 percent of the farming area. The average farm size is
less than 8 acres, and about half of all farm operators have less
than 3.5 acres of land. The most common unit of land measure is
the manzana. equivalent to 1.7 acres. Indian farmers usually
have the lo,%est acreage, the ladinos the highest. The median
ladino farm :s about three tim_.s as large as the median Indian
farm. The 1950 census revealed that 1.3 million people were living
on 266,000 landholdings averaging 3.5 acres, the minimum amount
considered snitficient to satisfy the basic needs of one family. With
the population increase, the situation has not improved. The
Guatemalan Na'lional Planning Council estimated in 1965 that the
situation was worse, that the number of landless families had
increa&d by 140,000 between 1950 and 1962, and ttiat over 90
percent of all rurai families either were landless cr pos~esse,'
land insufficient for subsistence.
There are five forms of lardownership: private, communal,
municipal, national, and 3llective. In addition to ownership, some
persons operate land as renters, colonos, or squatters. Only a Ettile
more than half of all farnrr are owned by the operators. About 17
percent are operated by renters or tenants, and about 12 percent
are operated by -olonos. who are ),sident plantation laborers
working for the owner, but tilling plots of land given to them fitheir own use. About 10 percent of the farm operators are
squatters, who are tolerated on Governnipnt-owned !and in El
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Pet•n and Izabal. The balance of farm operators are administrators or managers for absentee owners.
Farms run by administrators occupy one-third of the farming
area. About 5 percent of the population owns land. The percentage
of private owners is higher in the more densely populated rural
areas. Private landownership is highest in the Departbent of
Totonicapin, where about 99 percent of the land operators ow:i
the land they work. Private land seldom changes hands; transfers
occur more from inheritance than from sale.
Communal landownership is of precolonial origin and generally
prevailed in the highlands during the colonial era. Following
independence, much of the communal land was divided among the
inhabitants of a village. Today communal ownership is found
mostly in Solo'A, El Quiche, and Huehuetenango. It is seldom
found in Waino areas. The usual system is for the village council
to grant the use of a plot oi communal land to a fam~iy head for
life. If he dies or moves, his land reverts to communal ownership.
Some of the coninunal land is never parceled out, but is used in
common for pasturage and wood gathering by all village inhabitants.
Municipal landownership is of Spanish origin and is frequently
cornfused with communal land teilancy. Under municipal landownership, the users of the land pay rent to the municipality and have
use of the land for life. There is no reserve municipal land for
common use, as under the communai system. The greatest areas
of municipal landowner:hip are 11i parts of Totonicapan and near
Mazatenango in the Department of Suchitep6quez.
Including idle, productive, and forested land, national or State
ownership covers about 80 percent of all the land ir the country.
At their height, in 1954, national farms numbered 150, including
130 coffee plantations taken from Germans during World War II
and othcz farms acquired for specific purposes. They totaled over
"490,0G0 acres of land, employed over 85,000 persons, and producid between 20 and 25 percent o-* the country's coffee. Under
the agrarian remorm of President Arbenz, all nationE I farmss 'ere
broken up and iistributed among 30,000 persons. In 1964 they
were returned to State coi,.rol but, between that year and 1962,
all except 26 farms were distributed anew. One farm was given
to the Social Security in'titct', one to the School of Agronomy,
11 io other ppublic entities, 28 were exchanged for other real estate,
Di were given to the National Agririan Bank in payment of State
debts, 16 wvere returned to their former German owners, and the
balance were sold. The remaining national farms, capable of being
expioited on a cooperative basis, are to be given to cooperatives
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formed by the colonos living there. The first cooperative national
farm was established in mid-1967 by 200 families.
Collective landownership is relatively new ih, Guatemala. This
term refers to land settlement set up by the Government on
unexploited land or to the few cooperatives being ftrmed on national farms or other land. Only 13 cooperatives with a total of
1800 families existed in 1960. In a colony each family is given
land and housing. Social services, such as schooling and medical
facilities, are also provided.
Of the nonowner farm operators, tenants or renters are the most
important. About one-third of all renters are found in the three
Departments of Escuintla, Retalhuieu, and Suchitep~quez. Cash
payments for the use of the land are rare. Only renters of large
farms and those close to the capital pay an a,,nual cash rental.
The others pay in kind or services. Those who rent land from
plantations almost always pay by means of ?abor during harvest
time. The system. is also used to rent land for stockraising.
The colonos are resident plantation workers who work for the
owner on a yearly basis, but wl-. are given housing and the use of
a land plot in addition to some wages. There are an estimated
1400 plantations having at least IOU resident workers.
Agrarian Reform

Guatemala was one of the first Latin American countries to
adopt a rmodern basic agrarian reform program. The first basic
law was passed in 1952 and has been continued since then in one
form or another. The law in effect as of late 1968 was the Agrarian
Transformatiorn Law (Ley de Transformaci6n Agraria) of October 11, 1962. Although theyear 1952 opened the period of modern
legislation, the country actually has had agrarian laws throughout
its entire history. The stress on equal distribution or social justice,
however, is a new development.
In colonial Guatemala all land belonged to the Crown and was
distributed to Spaniards, theoretically on the basis of merit. One
land measure used today, the caballeria, equivalent to approximately 100 acres, depending on the region, dates from this epoch
and refers to the amount of land given to a horseman, or caballero.
Following independence, the first agrarian law was passed in 1825
and permitted the sale of public lands to private persons who had
to cultivate the land within a 2-year period or return the land to
the State. During the next 50 years 18 addiiional laws pertaining
to land were passed, but little change occurred in landholdings.
Then, under President Justo Rufino Barrios (1873-85), a number
of liberal laws were passed in an attempt to create a middle class
of farmers. In 1873 the sale of national land in lots of 100 to 555
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acres on the southwest coast was permitted. In 1877 church
properties and village public land were transferred to private
owners. In maziy cases the land was sold to outsiders rather than
to the users. In 1894 another law attempted to limit the size of
tcil national land sold to any one solicitant to 1675 acrc, but
many persons continued to receive more than this limit. This law
remained in effect until 1936 when a new agrarian law was passed
which was, in reality, a compilation of all extant land legislation.
From 1926 to 1944 no important land transfers occurred, with the
exception that President Ubico gave away State land in lots of
555 to 1,360 acres te his supporters in the military.
The 1945 Constitk~ition had provisions for a land reform program and, in 1952, under President Arbenz, a controversial
Agrarian Reform Law was passed. Although this law has been
analyzed as having some reasonable provisions, in practice it had
no effect on increasing the production of basic food crops. Its
impact waz mainly political. It provided for the distribution of
public land and for the expropriation of privately owned uncultivated land with eventual compensation. The first lands distributed were from the national farms, but the recipient received
only the lifetime use of the plot, and the title remained with the
Government. The user was to pay an annual rent ariounting to
8 percent of the value of the crop to the State. Upoai the death of
the user, his family wes to have priority for the reassigiment of
the land. Expropriated l.nd wao to be in avur of either the State
or the workers on the land. If in favor of the State, it was 'eased
in 25-acre lots to the workers for lifetim? use. .' in favor of the
workers, title was given to them, but they could not disposq of the
land for 25 years. Most expropriated land wa3 in favor of the State.
Only 14 p, ent of the re,ýipienti actually rceived titles to the
land. In addition to expropriation of private lanid, the law provided
that all land and housing used by colonos on plantations was to be
given to them permanently. As part of the reform program, a
National Agrarian Bank vas formed to provide credit at low rates
to the new land recipient.4. This barn is still in exis.tence, providing
credit to the small farms. Accurate statistics are not available,
but it appeared that at least 1 million acres of productivw land were
taker, from private owners. Only about 600,000 acres, including
national farmland, were distri uted to approximately 55,000
peasants while Arbenz wss President.
After the fall of Arbenz, decrees of Jily 27 arld Au ust 22,
1q54, rescinded the Agrarian Reform Law. rpturn2e most of the
private land to its former owners, ano canceled the land grk nts
from the national farms. blaay of the indian'w; were forcibly
removed from the land. Although the government of C(arlos
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Castillo Armas agreed that a land reform., program was necessary,

it did not believe that the expropriation of productive land was
desirable. Therefore, an Agrarian Statutc was enacted on March
1, 1956, which provided for a program in four parts, the most
important of which was a land resettlement scheme on unused
Government and private land. Private land could only be expropriated if it was idle in which case the actual market value had
to be paid for it. During the enforcement of the Agrarian Statute,
with partial help from the United States, about 5,000 fannilies
were resettled in 19 settlements and given plots averaging 50
acres. Although resettlement schemes cost $20 million between
1955 and 1962, the Government considers this a worthwhile
expenditure because the farms distributed have been relatively
more proauctive per acre than other farms. In addition to the
settlement programs, land not suitable for subdivision was distributed on a communal basis to over 100 communities. Small
5-acre subsistence-size plots were given to landless peasants, titles
to some land distributed under the Arbenz program were confirmed, and residential lots were given to low-income families.
The most important aspect of the 1956 law was that permanent
titles were given to the users of the land. From 1955 to 1963 over
25,000 families were given a total of 390,000 acres of land under
all the various programs, the highest amount of land distribution
in all Central America during this period.
The Agrarian Statute was replaced on October 11, 1962, by the
Agr-rian Transformation Law. The main emphasis of the 1962
law i, -ncouraging production of private idle or underexploited
land. Owners ol all idle properties over 250 acres, with a few
stated exceptions, pay a progressive tax. After the fifth year, if
the land is not in production, it may be expropriated at market
value and paid for in five annual installments. The National
Institute of Agrarian Transformation (Instituto Nacional de
Transformaci6n Agraria-INTA) was created to carry out the
law (see Economic and Financial Systems, ch. 8).
The usual size of plots distributed by INTA is about 50 acres.
The rec;pient initially pays 10 percent of the land value and the
balance within 20 years. Title is granted only after full payment
is madp. The recipient may transfer the land to another person
with the permission of INTA if the new owner fai-ns the land
himself.
INTA's biggest projects are settlements in El Petin and Alta
Verapaz. The State owns much unsettled good land and is actively
coloni7ing it. The largest 4ettlement project, popularly known
as Sebol, is a 64,000-acre tract of highly fertile land in Alta
Verapaz. As of 1968, about 500 families were alreauy at Sebol as
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owners. In El Petdn, INTA and National Enterprise for Economic
Development of El Petitn (Fomento y Desarrollo de El PeonFYDEP) have different programs which are not coordinated.
INTA prefers to grant the usual family-sizc' plots of about 50
acres, whereas FYEP grants huge plots of 2,500 acres each near
Flores.
Agricultural Productlon
Guatemala experiences such different climatic conditions and has
so many soil types that it is the best suited of all Central American
countries for varied agricultural production. According to sa World
Bank study, any crop in the Western Hemisphere could be grown
somewhere in the country. This fact is advantageous to the
Government's policy of diversifying agricultural production. In
addition to crops, Guatemala has various noncrop agricultural
resources. Its livestock industry is relative!y large and contributes
greatly to exports and foreign exchange. Its forestry industry
has much potential with millions of acres of unexploited hardwoods. Its growing fisheries industry exports more than 70 percent of its catcl, almost all of it shrimp.
Major Crops

Coffee is the principal crop of Guatemala in terms of foreign
exchange earnings. There is a total of about 138 million coffee
trees on all the plantations. In terms of land use, however, almost
four times as much land is planted in Corn as in coffee. Corn was
the major food crop of the Mayas and still is for the rural population. No corn is exported. Cotton is the second most important
export crop and is grown on land which has been made highly
productive by the use of fertilizers and insecticides. Bananas are
an important export crop, but have declined greatly in importance. Less than 2 percent of the cultivatea land is planted in
baranas. Sugar is raised both for domestic needs and for export.
Rico, beans, and wheat are other major crops.
Coffee. Coffee means more to the Guatemalan economy than any
other crop or industry. It is the single most important earner of
foreign exchange. Coffee is grown on 12,000 plantations ranging
in size fi om 25 acres to 4,500 acres, located in every department
except El Petdn, which is too hot, ant. Totonicapin, which is too
cold. In addition to the 12,900 plantations, about 28,000 small
farmers grow some coffee on small acreages. A total of 340,000
acres in the country is planted in coffee. The three i);p;.rtments
of San Marcos, Suchitepiquoz, and Quezaltenango produce over
half of all coffee grown; approximately 1,500 of the 12,000
plantations grow 80 percent of the crop.
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Coffee is not indigenous to Latin America. It was introduced to
Martinique from Ethiopia in 1728 and its cultivation later spread
to all of Latin America. In Guatemala coffee was first grown
near Antigui. and Amatitlin in the mid-19th century. The first
exports were made in 1860, but it remained for President Justo
Rufino Barrios to actively promote coffee cultivation in the
country during the period 1873-85. Ever since, Guatemala has
been the major coffee producer of Central America and the fourth
or fifth producer and exporter in the Western Hemisphere. Production in 1968 was about 2 million bags (152 pounds each).
Internal consumption is high, about 200,000 bags, usually of the
poorest grades.
President Barrios invited German planters tc Guatemala, and
they first settled in the Coban area. A special agreement permitted
Germans and their offspring to retain German citizenship; this
was later used as the basis for the Guatemalan Government's confiscation of the German coffee plantations during World War iI
as the property of enemy aliens. Cobfn has limited good soil for
coffee growing and, during the 1870's, the German planters, as
well as English, American, and Guatemalan planters, began to
exploit an area on the Pacific side, extending from Mexico to El
Salvador at altitudes of from 1,000 to 5,000 feet, called the Upper
Boca Chica or upper Pacific piedmont zone. This zone is considered
to be an ideal one for the growing of best quality coffee because
of the combination cf its soil, air temperature, and moisture. More
than 80 percent of the coffee is grown in this zonE CobAn is now a
secondary zone of production. Some coffee is grown in the lowlands, where farmers take advantage of banana trees as shade
trees for young coffee bushes. Although no lowland coffee is of
high quality, lowland trees produce heavier coffee beans than
highland coffee trees. Yield per acre is variable but very high,
about 500 pounds per acre on the average, which is the third
highest yield in Latin America. The yield could be even higher if
it were not for the age of the trees. Thirty percent are over 20
years o6d. In some years the crop is so good that Guatemala has
more coffee than it can sell under the International Coffee Agreement, which was designed to control production.
Little machinery is utilized on coffee plantations because the
availability of ii:expensive labor makes it possible to produce
coffee without utilizing improved techniques. Pests do not cause
muc.i loss because of the high altitude where tost coffee grows.
The type mo.it commonly grown is mild Arabica, but Bourbon,
MarE gogipe, and Robusta coffees are also grown. The young tree,
really a buq% or shrub, matures in 5 years.
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Harvesting begins in late September or early Octoer and lasts
as long as 2 months. Ancther 2 months are required before the
coffee is ready fur exporl. 13y January or February most of the
coffee is in the hands of Mne exporters, with actual exports taking
place between January and June.
A National Coffee Policy CommIttee was created in 1966 to
advise the Goverr.,,•,-.t on steps considered necessary for the
best development of the coffee industry, including foreign trade
aspects. This committee represents Guatemala at iiiternational
coffee meetings and is headed by the Minister of Agriculture.
In addition, a National Coffee Association (Asociaci6n Nacional
de Caf&--ANACAFE), a nonprofit organization of coffee producers, controls the distribution of the export quota, provides
growers with technical assistance, and makes loans to small
producers. By law, all producers of more than 100 pounds of
coffee must belong to ANACAFE.
Cotton. During 1950-60 cotton acreage increased by 2,800 percent
and production by 6,000 percent, The 1966-67 crop year saw the
first decrease in production after many years of annual increases.
BefG:,9 1953 Guatemala did not produce sufficient cotton to meet
domestic needs, and imports were required. In 1954, as a result of
increased plantirgs between 1950 and 1953, the country became a
cotton exporter and has remained so ever since, with cotton being
the second most important export crop and foreign exchange
earner. Most of the cotton is grown on the Pacific side at about
600 feet in altitude, in a belt lying halfway between the seacoast
and the Pacific coast highway. More than 75 percent is grown in
Escuintla and Retalhuleu. Small amounts are grown elsewhere.
The ginning centers are located at Retalhuleu, Tiquisate, and
Esquintla.
The yield on the Pacific side is consistently high. According to
Government statistics, some of the world's highest yields per acre
for nonirrigted coton are obtained in Guatemala.
Most of the cotton land is of deep unweathered volcanic ash.
Some of the cotton land was formerly planted in bananas; some
was jungle. The wet season is well marked with daily rainfall
permitting planting in July. Harvesting comm.r-ces in Novenber,
when the dry season begins, and lasts through March. Three
pickings can be obtained from the same fields during the iharvest
period. The major problem for growers is pest control, and the
cost of insecticides is said to run to 40 percent of the total cost )f
production. The continual rainfail washes off the insecticid,ý;
and makc.; frequent application necessary. Most grower, spray
from 20 to 35 times per crop year.
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In order to maintain orderly production, the Ministry of AgriculS

ture grants an annual planting license to cotton growers and
establishes cotton-growing zones. There is a National Council
which deals with all matters pertaining to the cotton industry.

S

This council is composed of one representative from each cottongrowing zone, plus Government members.
Sugar. Sugarcane is grown in all departments except Totonicap•n,
but the greatest area of production is in the low Pacific coastal
plain. It is grown commercially in Escuintla, Suchitep{•quez, Santa
Rosa, Guatemala, and Retalhuleu, with the largest plantations
found Jn the Department of Escuintla. In the rest of the country it
is grown for local use only. About one-third of all sugar grown is
exported, half to the United States.1
Guatem•!, processes sugar in two different ways, resulting in
different products; the processes are centrifugal and noncentrifugal. Granulated sugar is produced by a centrifugal process and is
the main type moving in international trade. About 200,000 short
tons were produced in the 1966-67 crop year (November.October),
a record high. Non•;entrifugal processes produce several varieties,
but most of the sugar is in the form called panda. About °2,000
short tons of noncentrifugal sugar was produced in 1966-67.
Panel•z is a crude, hard brown sugar made by boiling the juice
from the cane, mixing it with molasses, and then pressing it.
Panela is used mostly by the Indians as a food and •lso to distill an
iilegally made liquor called aguardiente. Domestic consumption of
centrifugal sugar is increasing ann•. Ily as many consumers are
switching from the use of panela to ranulatea sugar.
There are 11 sugar mills in the country, three of which are
owned by the Governmem:. Several of these mills are small. Four
mills account for 80 percent of the total sugar production. In
addition, there are about 2,000 small sugar plants making the
noncentrifugal sugar. Svgar growers deliver their cane to the
mill and are paid • price set by the National S-•ar Commssion,
a.•: organization cc,mp•sed ,)f G<•vernment and private members.
Granulated sugar for the dorrestic market is gray in color; that
exported is chemically bleached for whitening. All exports are
made by the Guatemala Sugar Association. Between 9 and !0
million gallons of molasses are produced annually as a byproduct
of the sugar mills. This is used for preparing animal feed and
for export.
Cgr,. Corn (maize) is the major Indian crop and main food
staple. Virtually every rura! family grows it on small plots called
milpas. It accounts for haft the diet for 75 percent of the popvh..
tion. About 59 percent of the corn produced is co•asumed by the
grower and his family; the remainder is sold or bartered. Much
of the surplus production is p•rchased by truckers who come to
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the farm and then resell it in other areas, mostly to coffee plantations for food for their laborers. Corn is grown in every department
of Guatemala, but the leading areas are Huehuetenango, Alta
Verapaz, San Marcos, and El QuichK. Throughout the country
an estimated 2 million acres are planted in corn.
Theoretically, corn has a very high seed ratio; 200 pounds of
grain can be produced from 1 pound of seed. This is not true, however, throughout Guatemala. Corn can be grown in Guatemala
up to 9,500 feet in altitude. Each 1,000 feet of altitude, however,
adds about 3 to 4 weeks to the time needed for crop maturation,
and as much as 9 months is normal near the frostline. In the
lower altitudes the growing season is shorter, but the farmer is
faced with insect damage. Much of the high land soil is not well
suited for corn. The best land for corn is in the Pacific coastal
regions where two crops a year are harvested, but many of the
highland varieties of corn will not grow well at ýhe lower altitudes.
Special varieties are r-equired. Guatemala has more corn varieties
than any other place in the worl.k. Many of these varieties do not,
grow well outside their particular locale, and corn from other
countries, such as the United States, does not grow well in Guatemala. As a result, the overall corn yield is not high, about ninth in
Latin America on an acreage basis. The total production is increasing at only a little more than 1 perctnt per year and, in some
years, such as 1967, production does not meet requirements,
necessitating imports. In recent years icreae.,ig amounts of corn
have been going toward the production of animal feed concentrates.
Bananas. Bananas are grown commercially in two areas; the
Pacific coast and the lower Motagua Valley near the Caribbean.
The Motagua Valley has better climatic conditions, but was
unproductive for many years because of banana diseases. It has
been replantted since 1952 with a disease-resistant variety called
the valery. Ninety percent of the bananas are grown in the
Departments of Esquintla, Suchitepdquez, and Izabal. The major
grower has alway8 been the United Fruit Company (UFCO), but
there are over 2,000 registered banana farms in the country. The
amount of land owned by UFCO has been continually decreasing,
and it is no longer the dominant enterprise in Gtatemala's economy. The company once had over 460,000 acres in concessions
but, by 1968, it was planting only about 35,000 acres, the rest of
the land having beer, returned to the State.
The greatest hazard to bananas in Guatemala is Panama disease,
a fungus which attacks the roots of the plants. A second major
hazard is wind blowdowns, usually on the Pacific side, during
May. A 2'-.mile per U,tr wind can blow down a banana tree.
..K expcrted, Another disease i. sigatokA,
Blowdown bianan
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a leaf blight which can be controlled by spraying. There is no
effective remedy for Panama disease except flooding the land for
several years and letting it renain fallow in this condition. Because of disease and blowdowns, banana production has decreased
steadily over the years. Growers are hopeful that UFCO's experiments with the disease-resistant variety will be successful and
* •production will once again increase.
All banana exports are made by UFCO which exports its own
products and those of oiher growers with whom it hais con~tracts.
The Standard Fruit Company, which owned no plantaions but
purchased from independent farmers, suspended its operations in
1962 because of decreased producton. Growers are paid on the
basis of the number of banana rows (or hands) on the stem. A ninehand stem is the standard; eight-hand stems receive three-fourths
of the going rate and seven hands receive only half the rate. Six
hands or less are not exported.
Beans. Beans produced are the variety normally called black
beans. They constitute the chief source of protein for the rural
population and provide about one-third of their diet. Bean production is concentrated in the highlands, although it is grown throughout the country. The overall producton is heaviest in Jutiapa,
Chiquimula, and Santa Rosa, whereas Suchitep~quez and Izabal
have the highest yield per acre. Generally, the annual production of
beans is insufficient for domestic consumption, and imports are
often necessary. Most farmers plant beans in their cornfields
between rows of corn. Usually, this soil is not ideally suited for
beans. After his family's needs are met, the small farmer often has
little left to market. He may sell the surplus directly to coffee
plantations, to urban bean dealers, to truck buyers, or to the
consumerm and small retailers since there is no fixed marketing
pattern for beans.
Rice. Two-thirds of all rice production comes from the extreme
sou'...,eastern part of the country in the Departments of Jutiapa
and Santa Rcsa. A second majc-r rice area is in the west, in San
Marcos, Quezaltenango, and Retalhuleu. At one time rice promiuction per acre was the sixth lowest in Latin America. It did not
meet domestic needs, and large imports were necessary. Because
of better seeds distributed by the Ministry of Agriculture and a
minimum price support guaranteed to farmers by the Government,
rice production has increased to the point where frequent surpluses
occur. These surpluses are easily sold on the international market.
Under the price support progrp-,, the Government is the only
purchaser of rough rice, and domestic rice millers must purchase
all their suppies from INFOP.
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Wheat. Hard wheat does not grow in Guatemala. All wheat grown
is of soft varieties. Most wheat is grown in very high altitude
areas between 5,400 and 9,000 feet, with Quezaltenango and San
Marcos being the pr-incipal producers. There are very few large
wheat farms. Most wheat is produced by small farmers on land
averaging less than 17 acres. Wheat production, about 35,000
tons annually, does not meet domestic demand, which is increasing
by 8 to 5 percent annually. The output usually supplies from onethird to one-half of nationea consumption, with the balance baing
imported.
In addition to low overall production the yield per acre is the
third lowest in Latin America, and the milling quality is poor.
Mille:-s prefe:. hard wheat, which is the type of wheat imported.
Because the growing of wheat is so important for the small highland farmer, the Government maintains the price of domestic
wheat above the world price and each mill is given a quota of
domestic wheat before it can use imported wheat. Most flour is a
mixture of the two types of wheat.
Minor Crops

There are numerous minor crops raised in Guatemala, mostly
for domestic consumption, but some for export. The three most
important minor expurt crops are essential oils, tobacco, and
honey. Othei ,,'iior crops-mostly for domestic use-are rubber,
cacao, fruits and vegetables, millet, sorghum, potatoes, sesame,
cassava, and hard fibers.
Essential Oils. Citronella and lemon grass oil are the two essential
oils raised in Guatemala. Essential 0(s contain a volatile essence
imparting the odor of the plant. Oil of citronella is extracted from
citronella grass and is iw•d in the manufacture of menthol. Lenion
extract is also made from h grass '.milar to citronella and is used
to make vitamin A. These -,,asses Lre grown on large plantations
over 300 acres in size at ai tItua' of 500 to 2,000 feet. The oil is
distilled by thc growers, imjo:t having their own distilleries or

access
a neighbor's. The di•.iiied oil is then brought to the
capital and turned over to the laboratories of the Essential Oil
Producer•s• \sciatior. (Asociaci6n de Proiductores de Aceites
Esenciales-APAE), which markets all the oils. After being
tested for quality and purity, the oil is mixed with similar grade oil
of other producers and stored until exported. Meanwhile the
armer rcceives an adva.,ce on the sale. APAE also runi an experimental farm and has a saies office in New York. The world price
is the determining facto- in sales. If the price is low, APAE does
not export as much as it could. In the period 1959-67 APAE
earned over $50 millioi, for its members and has had remarkable
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success in maintaining Guatemala's essential oil industry in the
face of competition from production in India and Formosa and
from synthetic products.
Rubber. A law offering land grants for rubber plantat.i.... vas
passed in 1899, but efforts to stimulate production over the very
small amounts being grown were unsuccessful until World War II,
when production was increased somewhat in an attempt to replace
the Southeast Asian sources lost to the West. Following World
War I!, production fell again, and cultivation of new trees expanded very slowly during the early 1950's. A rubber tree does
not produce for 7 years, and many farmers were reluctant to take
the risk. In the 1960's, as early planters made good profits when
their trees were finally tapped, others were encouraged to plant
rubber, and expansion became rapid. Since 1966 there have been
large increases in production. A rubber development scheme,
set up in 1961, foresees a total of 80,000 acres planted in rubber
(from the then-existing 17,000 acres), which should produce
48,000 tens of crude rubber annually, more than sufficient for
domestic needs. Although El Peten and the Motagua Valley appear
to be the areas most suitable for rubber production, ecological
conditions on the Pacific coast prevent the growth of South
America Le.af Blight, the major rubber tree disease and, presumably, new plantings will be made there.
Toba,!co. Tobacco is grown for local and regional markets by ladino
farmers in eastern Guatemala, with one-fourth of the production
concentrated in J:itiapa Department. Most of the tobacco is raised
Tr domestic cigarette production, but i-ncreasing amounts are
rnim exported as production rises. Tobacco yield per acre was histori:.ally low, but improved seed and farming techniques have
increased yields, with the actual ac) eage under production remaining relatively stable.
Honey. Guatemala has hiways been an important honey and
beeswax producer, but production on the Pacific coast dropped
in the early 1960's because of harm to the bees by insecticides
snrayed on other erops, especially cotton. In 1965 and 1966 many
of thbe apiaries were transferred to El Pet6n, and production
started to increase again. In 1967 th3 honey crop was about 5.6
million pounds. Most of the honey is exported to Europe.
Cacao. Cacao is grown by smaii iarrr-'i- in one section of
Suchitep•.quez and in the Polochic Va.A.•:, uwder the shade of
forest trees. The amount raised is small, and more could be grown
since there is much virgin soHl suitable for cacito.
Fruits and Vcgctables. Most fruits and vegetables for local markets
are raised on small farms or as supplementary crops on larger
farms. Pineapples, oranges, mangoes, papayas, avocados, grapes,

and tomatoes are the v.ore common fruits, Escuintla grows 80 percent of tie pineapples. One-third of the avocados are raised in the
Department of Guatemala. Citrus production is scattered because
some trees are used as shade on coffee plantations and others
are used us fencing to mark property lines. There is no commercial
citrus production.
Most of the vegetables are grown commercially on small farms
near Lake Atitlin. Another vegetable food is plantain, which is
similar to a banana but starchy rather than sweet. Most of the
grape vineyards are in Antigua. Both table and wine grapes are
grow%. A new winery in the cour.'Xy is encouraging the planting
of additional vineyards.
Liveutetk and Poultry

The cattle industry has been growing rapidly sinct 1961 at an
estimated annual rate of 3 to 4 percent, because of increasing beef
exports to the United States. Guatemala and all of Central
America are free of hoof-and-mouth disease, and fresh and frozen
beef may enter the United States as long as certain meat inspection standards are maintained. The first beef exports, about 2
million pounds, were made in 1961 and, by 1967, over 18 million
pounds had been ex.ported. About 99 percent of the exports go to
the continentai United States and Puerto Rico. Because of overslaughtering and in an attempt to maintain sufficient supplies of
meat for the domestic market, the Government set annual export
quotas, beginning in 1967. As of 1968, there was a total of 1.7
millien head of cattle in the country.
MiLost of the beef cattle are now being raised on large ranches
on the hot Pacific coastal plain in the Department of Escuintla,
Santa Rosa, and Suchitepequ&z. These departments, plus Gvatemala, are also the chief dairy cattle areas. In addition, some
cattle are raised in the eastern highlands in Jutiapa and Chiquimula, just as in col..Pial times. Some of the beef cattle are imported
from Honduras for fattc "ing, but most are native stock crossbred
with Brahma, Durham, and Brown Swiss bulls. Most of the beef
cattle are grass fed since there is sufficient good pasturage. Conceritrated feeds are used only for the dairy herds near the capital.
All of the export beef comes from the Pacific coast. There are
modern slaughterhouses along the highways, with the largest sit
Escuintla having a capicity of 250 head daily. The beef is boxed
and put into 20-ton refrigerated trailors. These are driven to tpe
port of Matias de Gitlvez and placed on board the Miami-bound
ferries. Upon arrisl in the United States, the beef is converted
into h' .rburgers. bologna, and processed meats.
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A model Government cattle ranch exists in Alta Verapaz to
teach good management and t(, experiment on improving the stock.
The Ministry of Agriculture imports breeding stock and operates
an artificial insemination program. A fund to guarantee bank
loans to persons borrowing for expansion of herds was set up in
1968. For a premium of 1 percint, cattle raisers can obtain a
guarantee for their loans up to 18 months. The various cattle
improvement schemes, however, do not include the dairy industry.
All the sheep in Guatemala are found in the southwestern portion of the country, almcst equally distributed among the Departments of San Marcos, Huehuetenango, and El Quich6. Most flocks
are between 8 and 25 head, with an estimated total of about 800,000
in 1968. The sheep owners use most of the wool themselves, but
some of the better grade is sold, The total wool production is insufficient for domestic needs. Sheep are raised for wool, and few
are slaughtered for food.
Swine are raised all over Guatemala, but the greatest concentration is found in Jutiapa, El Quiche, Huehuetenango, and San
Marcos. Most are raised by Indian farmers and agricultural
laborers who sell their surplus to walking buyers, who literally
walk around from farm to farm. The buyers resell them to
butchers, retailers, and consumers in the cities. Most of the pigs
are very small because the growers do not feed them grain and
there is no selective breeding, A few specialized hog farms exist
in Escuintlk, Jutiapa, and Jalapa. Hogs from these farms are of
better quality and are sold almost entirely in the capital. There
were estimated to be 815,000 swine in 1968.
Other livestock exist in small numbers. There are an estimated
96,000 goats, 156,000 horses, 53,000 mides, and 6,000 donkeys in
the country.
Poultry and eggs are produced mostly on small farms. although
there are a growing number of commercial flocks. Organiz'gd farms
had about 2.6 million layers producing about 140,000 do7,en eggs
daily as of 1966. About 500,000 birds are raised for r, eat every
2 months on these farms. There were about ',0,00) breeding
chickens in the country in 1966, producing about 1.2 million
hatching eggs annually. Another 6 million chickens are esdimated
to exist on small farms. Since 1960 fewer eggs and chicks have
been imported as the d&.nestic poultry industry has exparded.
Special import licenses are now required for chicks and eggs ini
order to protect the industry.
Forestry

More than half of Guatemala is forested. The exact acreage is
not known. The United Nations conducted a 5-year study com285

pleted in mid-1968, to evaluate the forest resources, and the full
report was not available in late 1968, Estimates, however, indicate
that there are over 17 million acres of forestland, with about 3
million in softwoods, 10 million in hardwoods, and the balance in

brush. Of the total area, only 5.6 million acres are accessible. Over
80 percent of the hardwoods are in El Peten, with the balance of
the hardwoods found in El Quiche, Alta Verapaz, and Izabal. The
softwoods are scattered all over the country.
The most valuable woods being exploited are mahogany and
cedar, but mdost of the wood actually cut is fuel wood. Industrial
cuttings account for only 12 percent of the total cuttings. Although
some of the hardwoods are exported, all the softwoods are used
domestically, partly because of their proximity to the populated
areas. A preliminary report of the UN study indicates that there
are over 300 species (f tropical, subtre-vcal, and temperate varieties of woods in commercial quantities capable of being exploited.
Exploitation of timber has been limited because of inaccessibility, lack of transportation (most logs are floated out of El Petdn
only during flood season), and Government controls. For example,
round logs may not be exported, but rnust be processed in the
country; exporters of sawed wood require special licenses; 91i
exports from El Pet6n must go on Guatemala flag° ;ilp-: timber
exploiters must pay a tree export tax and build ro.63 and sawmills before a concession is granted. As a result, there are only
100 sawmills in the entire country, most very small, and only
two in all of El Pet~n.
In addition to lumber, forests contain vanilla, sarsaparilla,
medicinal barks and herbs, camphor, cinnamon, oil-bearing palms,
tannin, bamboo, and chicle. Bamboo is used in small amounts for
pepermaking. The bark of the chinchona tree produces cuinine
and was exploited more intensively during World War II than at
present. The most important forest activity in El Petdn, however,
is the gathering of chicle latex; Guatemala is the world's second
largest chicle producer.
Chicle is the dried sap of the sapodilla or chicosapote tree and
is the preferred base for the manufacture of chewing gum. The
tree, which also produces edible fruit, is found scattered wild
throughout El Petdn. There are no chicle plantations in Guatemala. The chicle gatherers establish jungle camps which are moved
frequently. The trees are tapped and the sap is boiled into large
balls of gum, take.n to jungle airstrips, and flown in small planes
to Puerto Barr'os where it is exported to the United States. Tree
tapping is done from June until the following March, and the
chicle gatherers are considered to be well paid for their type of
work. The chicle industry is being threatened by increased costs
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in obtaining the chicle, by chicle substitutes, and by the fact that
the tree is being grown commercially in Florida.
Fishing

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),
Guatemala has the world's lowest per capita consumption of seafood. The industry is relatively backward, with the exception of
shrimping, which is well organized and expanding. Great opportunities exist for the development of both offshore and freshwater
fishing. Between 3.5 and 5 million pounds of fish are landed
annually, but most of the catch is shrimp, destined for export.
Some fish are caught in shrimp nets and sold commercially by the
shrimpers, but most of the fish are returned to thL ocean because
of a lack of processing plants. Shrimpe's report that they throw
back 5 to 10 pounds of fish for every pound of shrimp caught. No
fish are exported.
Shrimp are found in commercial quantities aii along the Pacific
coast of Guatemala within the 12-mile territorial limit and in less
than commercial quantities along the Caribbean coast in the
western part of the Bay of Amatique, near Belize. The Caribbean
shrimp is a white shrimp and is consumed domestically. The
Pacific coast shrimp is predominantly large and white and pink
in color, alternating seasonally, with some small shrimp taken
occasionally. In 1962 the Government had to limit the number of
vessels shrimping on the Pacific coast because of a fear of overcatching. Observers estimate 4 million pounds as the annual maximum potential of the Guatemalan shrimp industry. As of mid1968, the limit was 50 boats, and licenses were given only to enterprises wholly or partly owned by Guatemhlans. All license holders
must first satisfy domestic demand before they can export but,
since domestic demand is very low, this requirement is not difficult
to meet. Most of the shrimp exports, all in frozen form, are
destined for the United States market, with some minimal
amounts going to Japan and Canada. Shrimp-freezing plants
exist in Champerico and San Jose.
Internal commercial fishing in lakes and rivers also requires a
license, issued by any municipality and valid throughout the
country except during May, July, or August, when no fishing may
be done. There is also a special season for catching alligators.
The Government has started a program of pisciculture in the
highlands bei'ause fish are an excellent source of prutein, but the
lack of refrigeration facilities has prevented greater consumption

of fish brought in from a distance. Fish, basically carp, are grown
in tanks which will eventually by located in Huehuetenango, El

Quiche, Afta Verapaz, Baja Verapaz, El Progreso, Zacapa, and
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Jalapa. This program projects a production of 1.6 million pounds

of fish annually when fully operating.
INDUSTRY
Guatemala has experienced phenomenal i~ndustrial activity
since 1960 and is producing a wider range of goods than before,
but industrialization still has a relatively small influence on the
economy. Most of the new industries involve the manufacturing
of simply made articles, requiring small capital investment and a
relatively small labor force. There are very few large modern
industries. The percentage of the economically active population
engaged in manufacturing has only slightly increased sing.e the
1950 census. The majority of the industrial labor force actually
produces handicrafts. Raw materials account for over 50 percent
of the cost of production of manufactured articles, labor costs are
less than 30 percent, and the balance consists of administrative
and miscellaneous costs. Most factories are concentrated around
Guatemala City, and consunmer products are the chief manufactures.
Manufacturing
The contribution of industrial production to the GNP has grown
steadily since 1948 and accounted f'or about 15 percent by 1967,
the highest percentage of the GN P for all of Central America. The
average rate of increase of industrial production from 1961 to
1966 was 12 percent. The rate was below that in 1967 because of
some market saturation. By value, the production was 67 percent
consumer goods, 29 percent raw materials, and a small balance in
capital goods. Consumer goods production was split 73 percent for
nondurables and 27 percent for durables.
The last industrial census was taken in 1965 and indicated there
were over 16,500 manufacturing establishments. Most of these,
however, were making handicrafts and were so small in size
that they could not be called factories. Over 73 percent of all
industrial production came from 2,100 factories, and of these,
only 1,200 were found to be organized firms (see table 13). The
others were unorganized (proprietor-owned) and, in actuality,
were carrying out shop-type activities. Most of the 1,200 factories
were small and unincorporated, with low productivity, low capital,
and a small labor force. Few firms have transformed themselves
into corporations. The number of factories employing more than
100 persons is less than 100, and their average fixed capital is only
Q600,000. Most industrial establishments in Guatemala employ
between five and 14 persons.
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Table i1. Indu•trial Estao ',"4hinentsin Guatemala According to the
1965 Industril Cenens
Bakeries ----------------Miscellaneous fbu.ý products..

226
219

Alcoholic beverages --------Watch manufactures -------

17
17

Chemicals and products ------

219

Bricks ----------------------

17

Printers -----------------Miscellaneous clothing -----Nonmetallic mineral productsMetallic products ---------Furniture ---------------Electrical machinery and apparatus ----------------Sawmills and woodworkings..
Shoes -.-.-----------------Vehicle repairs ------------Textiles ------------------Knitted clothing -----------Miscellaneous --------------Milling ------------------Meat packing and preparation
Leather products -----------Rubber products -----------Candy and confectionery...Nonclothing textile articles
Jewelry manufacturing
Miscellaneous wood products
Milk Products -------------Pulp, paper, and paper articles
Vehicles and parts ----------

214
197
142
130
127

16
Bicyclej and motorcycles ----15
F-it and oils --------------18
Glas# products ------------12
Tobacco manufacturing
12
Sugar mills ---------------11
Soft boverages -------------Fruit and vegetable preserva10
tio -- -------------------Saiks and cordage -------9
7
Seafood preparation --------Nonferrous metals
7
Scientific and nro:.,,ssional
7---------7
equipmint
Optical arnd photographic
equipment ---------------6
Paints --------------------6
Nonelectric machinery .-..-..
Iron and steel products -.----- 5
4
Boat construction ----------4
Petroleum and products -----4
Porcelain -----------------Musical instruments
2
1
Hydraulic cement

119
116
102
102
84
66
5
46
44
4
36
34
29
28
26
22
21
20

TOTAL

--...------

2,694

Source: Adapted from Guatemala, Direcci6n General de Estadistica, DirecAidustrial Establishments, 1967.
to rf

Industry is concentrated in a perimeter around the cities of
Guatemala and Quezqdtetiango because of better communication
radiating from these two cities and a more abundant supply of

electricity. About 1,500 of the 2,100 factories are located in the
etvirons of the capital and along the highway to Escuintla, and

over 270 are in and around Quezaltenango. Another 100 factories
are found around the three cities of Escuintla, Mazatenango, and
Retalhuleu. The rest are distributed throughout tie country.
Escuintla has a 311-acre industrial park with ample whter, sewerage, and electricity for new industry. Although most industry is

located in the Department of Guatemala, less than 25 percent of
the economically active population in that department is employed
in manufacturing. The Department of Totonicapin actually has
the highest percentage (33 percent) of persons employed in manufacturing. This is because many .4mall household industries
making handicrafts are located there.
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The relatively rapid growth of manufacturing since 1960 has
been brought about by an expanding domestic market, the Central
American Common Market (CACM), and tax incentives under the
Industrial Development Law. When the CACM began, Guatemala
had one-third of all industries already existing in the CACM
countries, giving It an initial advantage. About 40 percent of
CACM trade is in manufactured products.
Industrial growth since 1960 has been keeping pace with the
tjor obstacle to still further industrial
growth of the GNP. The i --.
e. owth, however, is demand. According to the Government, only
about 10 percent of the population uses manufactured articles on a
fairly regular basis, and even the improved market created by the
CACM has it's limits since it cannot support heavy industry and
can provide a market only for consumer products and a few intermediary and capital goods. The only two industries of any size
exporting outside the CACM are artisan craftwork, mostly textiles,
and instant coffee. All the other export industries are concentrated
in providing import substitutes for the CACM. Another obstacle
to further growth is long-term financing of new plants and equipment, although this is ameliorated somewhat by foreign credits
and investments. Another problem is effective marketing and
distribution. Many manufactured items have a high retail price,
not necessarily caused by production costs, but rather by high
profit margins placed on the articles by h,-ndlers during its
marketing chain. The state of technology varies considerably
from one industry to another. Many factories do not enforce
quality control.
Although industrial output still consists largely of what are
known as traditional manufactures-for example, food processing,
beverages, tobacco, flour milling, brewing, textiles, furniture, footwear, and clothing-new industries have sprung up since 1960,
but none of them accounts for as much as 5 percent of the value
of industrial production. Food processing, beverages, and tobacco
account for 45 percent of the total industrial products. Some of the
major new products, imported before 1960 but now being made in
Guatemala, are spark plugs, razor blades, television and radio
sets, phonograph records, kitchen stoves, water heaters, tires and
tubes, tin cans, dental equipment, const:uction materials glass
containers, petroleum products, sL.ei plates, bars and sections,
petrochemicalh, sewing machines, animal feeds, refrigeration
equipment, rayon filament, and paper products. In the 3-year
period 1960-62, 136 new companies were formed and 56 expanded,
taking advantage of the tax benefits under the Industrial Development Law. In 1967 alone 95 new industries were approved under
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this law. Many of the new plants have been erectd exclusively to
sell to the CACM.
The Industrial Development Law, dating from 1959, makes no
distinction between foreign and domestic capital. Under this law,
new industries, as defined in the law, receive certain tax benefits
such as a 10-year exemption from import duties and a 5-year
exemption from income tax. Existing industries are eligible for
certain lesser benefits when expanding. Most of the new foreign
investment goes into nor traditional industries. The integrated
industries scheme of the CACM has had a relative lack of success
because most of its benefits are also available under each member
country's national development laws, and it is easier to obtain
approval from only one Government (see Foreign Economic Relations, ch. 8). Although Guatemala has been one of the most
ardent supporters of the integrated industries scheme, it is one
of the countries offering more to potential investors under its
Industrial Development Law. To offset the problem of the inte,
grated industries scheme, the CACM established a Central American Agreement on Tax Incentives providing uniform tax incentives for all countries. This agreement was approved by Guatemala, but was still pending ratification by one more country in
late 1968 before it could go into effect. When it does enter into
force, it will affect almost all of Guatemala's national legislation
on industrial development since all national laws different from
the treaty are to be abrogated.
Based upon the value of production, the food-processing industry is the largest. This is followed by clothing (including shoes),
textiles, beverages, petroleum products, chemicals, transport
equipment, tobacco, furniture, wood products, printing, paper
products, and rubber products, in that order. A large amount of
the new investment is also going into food processing, especially
the canning of vegetables and juices, and soluble coffee. Some foreign firms nave joined Guatemalan companies in these endeavors.
Sixteen plants produce juices, vegetables, pickles, sauces, jams,
and jellies, and four pasteurizing plants exist which also make
powdered milk and butter. Meatpackers, processing beef for export, also make tinned meat and refined tallow for the CACM,
and the instant coffeemakers are branching into packaged desserts
and powderet soft drinks. Alcoholic beverages are produced in
virtually every department. The most poptlar beverage is
agnwrdiente. a crude distilled liquor made from unrefined sugar.
Beer consumption is low compared to other countries. Three brewcries produce 90 percent of the beer consumed. Soft drink consumption is also low.
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The textile industry is one of the oldest in the country. Cotton
and woolen goods are made by mnethods which range from handwork to the use of the most modern equipment. About 7,000
persons are formally employed in factories in 1he textile industry.
The country produces all of its raw cotton needs, but only a part
of its wool needs. Handicraft weaving is an important element of
the textile industry and, although some of the goods are exported,
most of the production is consumed domestically. Textiles are
made by almost all Indian women and by some men. Some regional
specialization of certain products has developed. For example, the
specialties of Chichicastenango are shawls, belts, and blouses,
whereas in Momostenango, they are woven blankets and wool suit
,:Ioth.
Apart from textiles, many other handicr afts are produced by
Indian families who supplement their alricultural work with
household irdustries or who do it as their full-time livelihood. The
for emost handicraft is not textiles but, rather, pottery, usually consisting of pots and water jars. Totonicapan is the chief pottery
center of the country; much handmade furniture also comes from
there. Most of the baskets used in the country are made in only
eight townships. The Coban area and three other towns specialize
in ropemaking. Other important har~dicrafts are costume jewelry,
woven mats, making of grinding stones for corn, lime-burning
(used to bleach the corn), palm hats, brooms, candles, charcoal,
and incenee. Most shoes are handmade, as shoe manufacturers
farm out production to individuals working at home. There is
little high-grade leather produced in the country rnd, as a result,
much of it has to be imported.
Flour is made by 13 large mills and 100 small wills. One paper
plant opened in 1964 which nmakes cardboard and cartons utilizing
waste paper and spent grass from essential oil production. A
new paper and pulp plant is under construction in Izabal with
triple the capacity of the old plant. Guatemala's tire and tube
factory is the largest factory in all of Central America, with
over 400 employees and a production of over 1,000 tires daily.
There are over 100 firms in the metallurgical industry, but few
of them employ more than 10 workers, and more than half do
nothing more complicated than welding. Two refineries are in
operation, one in Escuintla and one in Puerto Barrios, producing
gasoline, bunker fve!, kerosene, aRli' diesel fuel. Their combined
capacity is 15,000 barrels daily, the highest total of any Central
American country. One cement plant in the capital supplies most
of the country's cement requirements, producing over 200,000
tons annually.
........ a.f f a•l U:-ISLIuciion in the country is done by private
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industry, and the other halt is contributed by public works. Over
75 percent of private construction is middle-class residential
housing in urban areas. Private construction is yielding between
Q16 and QY 7 annually. Many of the construction materials, such
as plywood, steel pipe, nails, metal doors, and windows, previously
imported, are now made in the country. Most buildings are constructed of reinforced concrete.
Mining
The contribution of mining to the GNP was virtually insignificant as of late 1968. Over 200 mining properties are registered,
but most are not being exploited. There are fewer than 2,500 persons employed in the mining industry. The future of mining, however, is more prenmising. High-grade nickel deposits exist near
Lake Izabal. A 40-year concession contract was signed in July
1968 with the Izabal Mining Exploration and Exploitation Company (Exploraciones y Explotaciones Minerales Izabal SA.EXMIBAL), a subsidiary of the International Nickel Company of
Canada. EXMIBAL pians to invest a total of $125 million in a
mining and refining complex supporting a new town of 10,000
persons. This is expected to be the largest enterprise in the country
when it i.k completed in 1972. in addition to nickel, sulfur deposits
exist on the slopes of Te-iuamburro volcano near Lake Ixpaco.
Exploitation of the sulfur began in 1967 by an Italian company:
this may beccme almost as large an endeavor as the nickel industry.
Finally, a 3-year United Nations minerals survey, covering over
4,500 square miles, was finished in 1968 and should be the basis for
future mining exploitations.
Since the colonial era all mining has been small in scale and
unsystematic, with the t•xtent and quality of the deposits being
worked not fully determined. Most of the miniing ventures have
been marginal, and only three companies operate on a continual
basis. All others operate sporadically. A new mining code became
effective in 1965, annulling all previous mining legislation. Under
the new code, all mine-als are the property of the State, but
concessions may be granted for prospecting, exploration, and
exploitation. Mining companies with more than 51 percent Guatemalan capital are favored in the granting of co-acessions. If the
minerals are processed in the country, the mining company may
obtain the tax benefits of the Industrial Benefit Law. A separate
code dealing only with petroleum dates from 1955.
Metallic Minerals

Only .t few metallic minerals are being exploited, and these are
in small quantities. Cob~n is the leading metallic mining region,
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with high-grade zinc and lead predominating and some silver,
coppor, and gold also being mined. One lead and zinc mine, located
only •emiles from the city, has been worked continuously since
1946. 'he total lead and zinc production has fallen drastically
since tne period 1960-62 and is only about one-tenth of the
average for those years.
Antimony is mined in Huehuetenango, but annual production,
which has never been more than 100 tons, fluctuates. Some silver
minas near Huehuetenango have been exploited since colonial days
and are still productive in very small quantities. Between 7,000
and 8,000 tons of iron ore are mined annually, but used entirely
in the manufacture of cement. When price conditions seem to
warrant, chrome, manganese, cadmium, and tungsten are also
worked, but the known deposits are of low quality.
Nonmetallic Minerals

Besides sulfur exploitation, only 10 of the 53 known nonmetallic minerals in the country were being extracted in 1968.
Green mica is mined by one company for export. Salt is produced
from the evaporation of sea water, and 16,000 to 18,000 tons are
extracted annually. Bentonite, found in southern El Peten, is used
by oil refineries and in of, drilling. Cement materials are produced
for the domestic construction industry and meet the needs of the
country. Crushed stone, dimension stone, ard gravel are produced
for construction and sometim,•9 for ballast. Diatomite, found in
abundant quantities, is utilized as an insulating material. There
is a small production of clay for the needs of a few ceramic
foundries. Grar.ules, used for roofing, are also pi oduced in small
quantities.
Petru;eum

A number of companies have engaged in exploratory work for
petroleum since 1959. but the results have not yielded commercial
quantities, and most companies have abandoned their initial concessions. One company is conducting offshore explorations in the
Pacific Ocean, and 13 new concessions were granted in August
1968 on a total of 1.5 million acres in El Pct~n, El Quich6, Izabal,
and Alta Verapaz.
Electricity

Power resources were not fully exploited until the mid-1950's
because the demand was small until then. Agri'ulture used •Y~tricity only for processing coffee and, in some cases, for i rrigfion.
No industry existed which required large amounts of olectrical
energy. One reulat of this is that residential consumption of eL-c294

tricity is larger than agricultural coP sumpti.4'• and almost as large
as industrisl consumption. In spite of this, most of the population is without electricity. There were only !55,000 consumers of
electricity in the country in 1966. As Gf 196?7, installed capacity
was 140,000 kilowatts, 45,000 of which was hydroe1 fct'ic. Per capita consumption in 1967 was only 116 kilowa%',..ou. s, fourth lowest in Latin America. This is an average figure based on the
entire population. Average annual consumption by the 155,000
actual users is about 2,500 kilowatt-hours, a rather high firure.
Very little of Guatemala's hydroelectric poten"2al is being ex..
ploited. The United Nations estima:tpd that the total hydroelectric
potential from 80 rivers and streams capable of being harnessed
for generation is ov tr 4 million kilowatts. In recognition of this,
the Government initiated a 10-year plan in 1964 to develop hy.
droelectric resources. The plan foreE ies spendir g a total of Q62
million on 12 hydroelectric projects irn order to increase capacit;
to 270,000 kilowatts.
The first of these projects, with a generating capacity of 13,000
kilowatts, began operations in mid-1966 on the Los Eselavos
River. Another, the Jurun-Marinala plant, is under construction
on the Marinala River, 30 miles south of Guater'ala City, and is
being built in three sections- ef 20,000 kilowatts each, with the
first section scheduled to go on stream in 1969. It is said that, even
with the Jurun-Mirinala plant in operation, the needs of the area
around the capital will not be met. The hoped-for answer to the
needs of the central area is the harnessing of 400,000 kilowatts of
potential power from Lake Atitl&dn. This is the Government's principal project and will be the largest in Central America. Construction on it is planned to begin in mid-1969, in four stages of
50,000 kilowatts each. The first !tage should start operating in
1972 and the final one, in 1981. Feasibility studies for this project
are being done as a grant by the Austrien Government.
LABOR
Characteristics
The 1964 census indicated ar •conomically active population
of 1,317,140 persons, of which 1.15 million were -men and 166.5
thousand were women. A 1966 estimute p!aced the economically
active population at 1,403,000 persons. No more recent labor data
are availible except for some scattered fi ,-ires. Guatemala's official defirnition of the labor force inc1-J'- .-nyune over 7 years of
Pge who is working. Over 25.000 cbildr.m between the ages of
7-9 were counted as economically active in the 1964 census; 99
percent of them were engaged ir; agriculture. Half the labor force
is under 29 years ut age. Gver 87 percent of the economically
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active persons were found to be males ini both the 1950 and 1964
census. Ladinos comprise nearly 57 percent, reflecting thal, increase in the ladino percentage of the general population. The
Department of Guatemala has the highest percentage of economically active persons. Almost 20 percent of the labor force works
in that department.
Agriculture and related activities engage 65 percent of the labor force. Industry an(" service8 account for 11 percent each, and
commnrce, which includes banking, accounts for another 6 percent. The ba'lance is either unknown or divided into rainor activities such as mindng, construction, or transportation (see table 14).
Services have bcen the fastest growing activity since 1950. These
include domestics, approximately 43,000 Government employees,
professionals, and defense personnel. Half of all the economi~cally
employed women are in services, principally as domestics; 22 percent are in manufacturing : and 14 percent are in commerce. Of
the economically employed males, 78 percent are in agriculture,
and only 10 percent are in manufacturing. Although manufacturing accounts for over 11 percent of the labor force, only 4 percent
are factory workers. The others produce handicrafts in small
shops or at home.
The 1964 census also compiled data by occupation. Almost 65
percent of the economically employed were farmrs~r, hunters, loggers, and fishermen. Almost 14 percent were craftsmen, artisans,
and skilled1 workers, and approximately 7 percent were service
and recreation workers. Technicians, administrators, clerical
workers, manual and day laborers accounted for almost 2 percent
each.
Table 14. Occupation of Economically Act."'e Population in Guatemala-1964
Occupation

Farmers, hunters, fishermen, loggers
Craftsmen, artisans, skilled workers
Service, sport, recreation workers
Salesmen and -qaleswomen
Manual and day laborers
Profe3sional? and techflicians.
C'1,-rical workers
Administratcors, executives, and managers

'1rar.qj'ort and communication workers
Miners and quarrymnen
Workers not classified by 'cn~upation
TfOTA L

Ma11-

829,860
143,580)
20,18(0
38,860
29,700
18,700
19,700
18,0M40
2.3,74')
2,30;'
5,861.)
,1i',581.)

Fe~male

Total

18,800)
34,900)
67,080
15,540
2,420
11,900
8,08()

848,3660
178,481
871,266
5;t,400
32,2120
30,600
27,780

64.5
13.6
6.7"
4.2
2.4
2.2
21

(";fy0
24,4o4
2120
23,96C.60
2,420
900i
6,760.
1606,500( 1,3! 7,140

1.9
1.7
0.2
5.
100.0

Percent

Source: Adapted from tGur',emala, iDepartampnto de Censos y Encuestas,
LDireeci6n G;{nerai de Est,-Aistica, (cii~o de P:,blaridn, 19t;;.

No unemployment statistics are collected on a regular basis. The
1964 census indicated that 1.5 percent of the la'or force was unemployed. In the capital the census found that 5.4 percent were
unemployed. The Government has employment offices in urban
areas where the unemployed may register for w')rk. Only 100 to
200 persons are on the registers :,i any one month. The,.e figures
are not indicative of unemployment because the gsiniully employed rate is growing by only 2 percent per year, and the labor
force is growing at a much higher rate, based upon the general
rate of population growth. There is no formal unemploynent in
agriculture, but about 50 percent of the agricultural work force
is underemployed.
The coffee industry is a major employer of agricultural labor,
but generally on a seasonal basis. Resident laborers, the colono8,
are usually contracted for long periods of time-about four years
-and live on the plantation permanently. There are about 70,000
permanent laborers on coffee plantations. The seasonal workers,
numbering about 400,000, are contracted only during the harvest
season. Seasonal laborers who work on the coffee and sugar plantations are known as cuadrilleros, which means members of gangs
or bands. During the harvest entire families migrate from the
highlands to the plantations. Their wages usually are higher than
those of the resident laborers because of the urgent need for their
services. 1-1 addition to wages, the migratory seasonal worker also
receives a daily corn ration. Some of the medium-,;ized plantations
and farms employ day laborers on either a seasonal or permanent
basis, but these workers do not live on the far-ms; they merely
receive daily wages. Some small landholders have been known to
hire themselves out during the harvest season to earn additional
money.
Only 'b-tween500,000 and 600,000 persons receive salaries or
wages on a regular basis. The rest of the economically active population consists predominantly of Indians working their own plots,
who may become wage earners during the harvest season. The
overall level of salaries has been increasing by about 3 percent
per year, with the smallest increases occurring in agriculture and
the services, and the largest increases, in mining, electricity, and
manufacturing. The highest average annual salaries are paid to
workers in electricity, banking and commerce, and transportation.
The lowest average annual salaries aire paid in agriculture and
construction (see table 15).
Since 1964 a National Minimum Wage Commission has been
recommendim;" minimum wage legislation. During the period
i964-67, 15 minimum wages were set, 14 of them on an industrywide basis. Six other industries were expected to set minimum
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wages during 1968. There is no minimum agricultural wage, and
many other industries have no minimums. The lowest daily wage
of the 15 existing minimum wages was Q1.36 for the retail and
wholesale trade, construction, and restaurants and bars. The highest minimum daily wage set so far was Q2.00 for distillery workers. Many industries pay much more than the minimurns, and many
industries not covered also pay higher rates. Unskilled workers
receive Q30 to Q50 monthly; semiskilled workers, about Q150 to
Q200 monthly; and technically skilled workers, Q300 to Q500
monthly. Manufacturing wages have been averaging about 37.3
centavos per hour as of 1966, with the highest hourly wage, 62.5
centavos, paid in the tobacco-manufacturing industry, and the
lowest, 23 centavos, in the lumber industry.
Rural labor wages range between QO.25 and Q2.00 per day.
Coffee plantations pay between 50 and 75 centavos daily, whereas
cotton pickers were receiving Q2.00 per day in 1968. The cotton
plantations have to pay higher wages in order to attract laborers
down to the coast; they cannot use cotton-picking machinery because of the high and heavy foliage of the Guatemalan cotton
plant. The highest salaries in the country ar- paid to senior Government officials. The President of the Republic receives a monthly
salary of Q2,000 plus Q4,000 for representation expenses. The
Vice President receives half as much, and Cabinet Ministers receive Q600 per month, with varying amounts for representation.
Supreme Court Justices receive Q750 monthly, and departmental
governors' salaries range between Q400 and Q500, about the same
as those of skilled workers.
Supplemental payments do not add much to the basic wage. The
workweek for those on weekly salaries is 48 hours, and for those
on day rates, 45 hours. Overtime is 150 percent of normal pay,
with 200 percent being paid for holidays worked. From 1956 to
1966 the average number of hours worked in all industries has
been between 45 and 46 per week, so that little overtime is paid.
Government workers have 14 paid holidays, and workers in priate enterprise have 13 days. Paid vacations are granted after
1 year's employment and range from 15 days in commerce to 10
days in factories having 10 or more employees and on plantations
with more than 500 employees. All others receive 6 days of vacation. Severance pay is 1 month for each year worked, with no
minimum or maximum. Some employers provide fringe benefits
such as free housing, schools, and medical facilities. By law, agricultural employers must provide housing for their employees unless exempt by the Ministry of Labor because of financial
difficulties.
Al! workers receive a Christmas bonus. One fringe bInefit
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unique to Guatemala is the Workers Recreation Institute. This
institute provides recreation facilities for all workers and families
covered by Social Security and is financed by private employers
who contribute 1 day's total payroll annually. The Reereation Institute has several centers, the first of which opened in 1963 on
Lake Amatitl~n.
No adequate statistics on labor productivity are available, but
it is generally recognized as being low because of the low level of
education, shortage of skilled workers, lack of job incentives, debilitating illnesses, and scarce managerial talents. Only 2 percent
of the labor force has s secondary or university education, and
only another 7 percent has finished primary school. Trained civil
servants for Government are still lacking, ever. at the administrative level. A Government survey of 350 of the highest level administrators throughout the Government Ministries and agencies revealed that most of them had only a secondary education and that
none of them had studied public administration. Their concept of
their function was to maintain the status quo and make no innovations. As one result of this survey, the Center for the Development of Public Administration was established and is training
people in all aspects of public administration from secretarial
skills on up. The center has facilities for training 3,000 people
at all times. In addition, a 2-year training program in the United
States at the graduate level on scholarships is given to a limited
number. The best trained civil servants frequently work for international or Central American regional organizations.
Labor Legislation
There are a number of labor laws, the two basic ones being
the Labor Code (C6digc de Trabajo) of 1961 and the Organic
Law of the Guatemala Social Security Institute. The Labor Code
applies to all workers except civil servants. They were not covered by labor legislation until 1968 when the country's first civil
service law was passed. In addition to laws, a labor charter was
promulgated in 1963 which stated certain principles, essentially
the same as those contained in the Labor Code. The Constitution
also contains several provisions pertaining to labor which delineate rights and obligations.
Guatemala did not have a labor code until 1947. Most of the
labor legislation before that date was designed to provide a source
of agricultural labor to the plantations. A law of 1877, which was
in effect until 1934, required all agricultur.Rl workers to remain
on plantations until their debts were paid off. The plantation
stores extended credit and, as a result, the workers were virtually
always in debt. If they ran away, they vere fugitives under the
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law. When a worker died, his debts were transferred to his sons.
In 1934 debt peonage was abolished and replaced by it new vagrancy law. Under this law, all persons not having a trade or a
profession and not cultivating a specified amount of iand had to
work for someone else either 100 or 1I0 days per year, depending
on various factors. Every worker between 18 and 60 years of age
carried a booklet in which the employer noted the days worked.
If a person worked fewer than the stipulated number, he was arrested as a vagrant. This vagrancy law was abolished in 1945
following the overthrow of President Ubico, arid the first labor
code was passed in 1947, amplifying in detail the principles referred to in the 1945 Constitution.
The 1947 Labor Code was amended partially after the overthrow of President Arbenz. Mcit of its liberal provisions were
retained. In 1961 a new labor code came into effect. In 1963, when
President Peralta came to power, his first decree-law was on labor
reform. He decreed equal pay for Indians and ladinos, an 8-hour
day, a 48-hour week, paid vacations, maternity leave, and the
right of farm labor to organize, all of which were incorporated
into the Labor Code. One of the principal parts of the Labor Code
is the right of workers to organize and the right to strike. Obligations of the employer and the employee are listed, and working
conditions are specified. All 1abor disputes are subject to the jurisdiction of labor courts. There are three types of labor courts,
one of which is an appeal court. Arbitration is permitted if both
parties agree. A Labor Law Association, composed of persons
experienced in labor law practices, was formed in 1967 to provide
private arbitration and mediation as an alternative to official
arbitrators.
The 1965 Constitution, in addition to spelling out certain principles, contains two new provisions never before included. One is
a mandatory Christmas bonus of half a month's salary, unless
financial conditions prevent it, Rural workers receive their bonus
in kind twice a year. The other new provision provides that survivors' benefits shall be paid by the employer to the wife or minor
children of a worker who dies while in his employ; that is paid
at the rate of 1 month's salary for each year of work if the worker
is not covered by Social Security.
Labor Movement and Organization

The growth of labor unions has been slow. Before 1945 the labor movement existed only sporadically. During the administrations of Presidents Ar~valo and Arbenz, unions flourished, but
were disbanded after the fall of Arbenz and have not regained
the numerical strength kthey had during that period. Workers have
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the right to organize under the Labor Code, provided there is a
minimum of 25 members. Two or more unions may form a federation, and two or more federations may form a confederation.
Unions can only be formed for the social and economic interests
of their members and are prohibited from engaging in politics.
Any labor union which violates the law may be fined or dissolved.
This partially accounts for the reluctance of workers to organize.
Another reason for the slow growth of unions is that union officers may not legally serve more than 2 years and may not be reelected, thus handicapping the development of effective unions
because of a scarcity of capable leadership. In 1967 the total
union membership was estimated at only 50,000 persons, a very
small percentage of the working force.
The first labor organizations in Guatemala were mutual benefit
societies and craft unions starting in 1870. A bakers' union, the
Sindicato General de Panificadores (SGP), was founded in 1920
and formed the nucleus of a Regional Federation of Workers
(Federaci6n Regional de Trabajadores-FRT) in 1926. The FRT
became a branch of the Confederation of Central American Workers in 1929 and went underground in 1932 after Ubico came to
power. During Ubico's administration the only recognized labor
organization was the Workers Federation for the Legal Protection of Labor (Federaci6n Obrera de Guatemala para la Protecci6n Legal del Trabajo-FOG), founded in 1927, Ahich was more
of a mutual aid society than a real union.
Almost immediately following Ubico's downfall in 1944, the
Guatemalan Confederation of Workers (Confederaci6n Guate.
malteca de Trabajadores-CGT) was foanded. The lack ot effective leadership resulted in its being taken over quickly by Guatemalan and Central American Communists who had been in exile
iii Mexico. The first union ýhe CGT formed in 1944 was the Railway Workers Union for Action and Betterment (Sindicato de
Acci6n y Mejoramiento de los Ferrocarrileros-SAMF), which
conducted the first strike in Guatemnala's history and signed the
first collective labor agreement with manpgement in 1948. The
second union formed by the CGT was a teachers' union, Sindicato
de Trabajadores Educaciones de Guatemala (STEG), in 1944,
which became very influential in left-wing unionism. In 1945 the
banana plantations were unionized, and the CGT seemed to be
well on its way to becoming the dominant labor organization in
GVatemala but later in the year non-Communist leaders left it,
taking 15 dissident unions with them, including the railroad and
banana unions. They, in turn, formed the Guatemala Union Federation (Federaci6n Sindical de Guatemala-FSG) in 1946. Later
the FSG and the CGT worked together through a coordinating
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committee. The CGT continued to lose strength when the artisans
in the area of the capital left it and formed the Regional Labor
Federation (Federaci6n Obrera Regional de Guatemala-.FORG),
and the non-Guatemalan labor leaders were expelled by Arevalo,
who also closed the labor indoctrination school operated by the
CGT.
In 1951 the General Confederation of Workers of Guatemala
(Confederaci6n General de Trabajadores de Guatemala-CGTG)
was formed by a merger of the remnants of the CGT witb the FSG
and FORG. The CGTG quickly became Communi'it-dominated,
but was itself shattered when the National Confederation Uf Peasants (Confederaci6n Nacional de Campesinos de GuatemalaCNCG), representing 1,785 local agricultural unions, separated
from it because of the belief that CGTG leaders did not understand the peasants. A number of smaller unions organized into
the Guatemalan Autonomous Labor Federation (FLAG), in 1952,
in opposition to the CGTG. On the eve of the fall of Arbenz, an
estimated 100,000 urban workers and 200,000 rural workers were
organized into about 50 unions.
In 1954 the union movement was abruptly halted when President Carlos Castillo Armas dissolved all unions for a 90-day period. Most union leaders left tl. country, and those remaining
required Government permission to bold their offices. The labor
movement has not been able to regain the strength it had uader
the Arbenz administration and has been careful not to offend
Government leaders. There were only about 60 unions in existence in 1968. The unions, with the exception of a few independent
ones, are organized into two confederations and one textile federation. The principal confederation is the Confederation of Guatemalaa Workers (Confederaci6n de Trabajadcres de GuatemalaCONTRAGUA) and is affiliated with the Latin American Confederation of Christian Unions (Confederaci6n Latino-Americana
de Sindicatos Cristianos--CLASC). The other col ýeration is the
National Trade Union Council (Consejo Sindical Nacional) and
is affiliated with the Inter-Ame'icain Regional Organization of
Workers (ORIT), an anti-Communist democratically oriented organization.
The largest and best organized union in the country, however,
is the independent railroad union, SAMF, with about 5,000 members. Not all of the unions engage in collective bargaining, which
is important mainly in the transportation, communications, and
electrical power industries. In 1967 only 45 unions had collective
contracts, covering about 25,000 of the unionized employees.
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CHAPTER 10
ARMED FORCES, PUBLIC ORDER AND SAFETY
The country's Armed Forces have been organized to defend
against possible invasion, preserve internal order, and assist in
national development. During the past few years, tactical elements
have been developed that are well trained, adequately equipped,
and have demonstrated capability for operating effectively in the
field. Since neighboring nations represent no serious external
threat, greater expenditure of efforts may be devoted to vital missions other than national defense. Some activities already undertaken by the Military Establishment may tend to reduce and eventually eliminate the great social and economic disparity between
the Indian and Ladino (non-Indian) segments of the population
and thereby instill more national unity.
The preservation of internal security has increasingly become
the Army's princip,. military function. Although, as a rule, public
order is generally the mission of the police, the Army has become
more involved in the law enforcement role. While the police have
had some limited capability to deal with the threat in a few of
the urban centers, the Army has had to contend with guerrilla
and terrorist groups in rural areas. The guerrillas, lacking popular support of the rural laborers and being under constant pressure from organized military action in the countryside, ha,7e begun
to focus most of their activities in the urban areas.
Public disorder was manifested mostly in acts of terrorism
against governmental authorities and noted public figures, domestic and foreign. The crimes committed appeared to be part of
organized plots by members of both extreme rightist and leftist
groups. The latter had the avowed purpose of overthrowing the
Government by undermining puluii- fuaith i- it ability to keep
order, whereas the rightists took the law into their own hands.
This form of violence was increasing, particularly in the national
capital. Crime perpetrated by individuals and common offenses
pertaining to public safety did not show any significant rate of
increase.
The police establishment was a highly centralized, quasi-military force, whose Chief and numerous other supervisory personnel
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were Army officers. The subordinate agencies included the National Police, for the usual urban law enforcement; an elite Border Patrol, too widely deployed for its many varied misA'ons; and
a Judicial Police, a combii'ation of a secret service and intelligence agency. All of these were under jurisdiction of the Minister
of Government. The capability of the civilian police force was
'nsufficient to maintain law and order within the capital and the
few other population centers where they were stationed. Practically all rural communities and areas reiied on the Army or the
locally appointed constabulary to provide much needed Governmenit protection.
The Constitution provides adequate individual safeguards and
a court system for the administration of justice. These personal
guarantees and the normal procedures prescribed by law have
been suspended for prolonged periods of time, however, because
of troubled conditions. In times of national emergency not only
all the law enforcejient agencies, but also the administr4tion of
justice legally come under military jurisdiction. Military tribunals
are not subject to review by the Ministry of Justice, nor do they
function under the precepts of civilian legal codes. Their authority
stems from the Ley Constitutiva del Ej~rcito (Basic Law of the
Army).
Ey the late 1960's, the Guatemalan Army was developing into
an adequately equipped, well-trained force, capable of operating
in the field. It was organized to preserve internal order, defend
against possible invasions, and assist in national development.
Since the country's immediate neighbors represented no serious
external threat, military expenditures amounted to only about 10
percent of the national budget, or roughly 1.5 percent of the gross
national product (GNP).
Organizationally, the Armed Forces consisted of an Army with
small air and naval contingents that have little autonomy. The
country was divided into six area commands and the major regional commanders exerted influence within their zones. Besides
their military responsibilities over active and Reserve forces, they
superseded departmental Governors by legal authority during national emergencies.
Although military service was compulsory, less than 10 percent
of the estimated 40,000 men eligible f!r callup each year were
requiro- to serve. In practice, most conscripts were illiterate Indians and others in the lowest socioeconomic groups. Military
service enables the Government to educate and train pe-z'nns who
would otherwise remain illiterate and unskilled. The literacy program was only one of many national development projects undertaken by the military under the Civic Action program.
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Accredited United States military missions in Guatemala have
assisted in a moderate and balanced procurement of equipment
which, with a coordinated effective training program, has adequately modernized the forces. Logistic support is improving but
is still handicapped by a shortage of skilled specialists. Incentives
are apparently insufficient to hold long-term technically trained
enlisted personnel,
THE ARMED FORCES
Historical Developmcnt
Tecgn Umin, the Maya-Quiche chieftain in 1524, is the legendary hero of the large, unassimilated Indian society of Guatemala.
When the invading Spanish met the main body of the Quiche
Army, according to legend Tecdn UmAn, armed with a spear,
sought out the Spanish leader, Pedro de Alvarado, to engage him
in personal combat. The battle was short and decisive. After Alvw~rado killed the Indian chieftain with his sword, the leaderless
Indian Army was quickly destroyed. Alvarado's subjugation of
the entire Central American region with only 300 Spanish soldiers
may be credited as much to deceit and ruthlessness as to superior
weapons and the mobility of his cavalry. On the other hand, gullibi!ity, superstition, and lack of unity on the part of the indians
contributed greatly to their defeat. Although it was too late to
preserve their freedom after all their leaders had been liquidated,
the Indians continued to revolt sporadically for severa! rears,
forcing the Spaniards to pull back to the western highland in a
strategic move to keep open the route to Mexico. The members of
Alvarado's force were mostly European adventurers who, with
a contingent of impressed Mexicans and their successors, maintained effective control during the colonial period (see Historical
Setting, ch. 2).
The independence of Guatemala in 1821 required no military
action. It merely followed in the wake of the Mexican revolt
against Spain. A Mexican Army of 6G0 occupiers was able to maintain tenuous control for a little over a year, disintegrating in
1823 at the end of the union with Mexico.
For a few years there was no widely recognized military authority within the United Provinces of Central America. Guatemala became one cf five indeomadent states. With civil war and
intermittent agitations brewing, General Francisco Morazin
managed to gain contro! and formed an improvised army for t.he
Central American Confederation in 1829. He gathered together
men who had some combat experience from other riations. integrating them with the armed revolutionaries wh-) had put him
in power. The United Provinces and it.i Army fell apart in 1839
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when Rafael Carrera, an illiterate fanatic of Indian demcent, revolted with "a horde of followers armed with rusty muskets, old
pistols, fowling pieces, some with iocks, and some without . . .
clubs, machetes, and knives."
±',om 1839 to 1944 a series o! strong-willed men ruled, each
one demanding the absolute personal loyalty of his military followers. Border disputes, attempts to revive the federation, armed
political intervention in neighboring countries, and buccaneer
harassment of the coastal areas provided ample military activity,
albeit generally on a minor scale.
Somewhat representative of the armed campaigns of this period
was the revolutionary advance on the capital in 1870, begun by
two generals, Rufino Barrius and Garcia Granados, returning
from exile with "an army of 45 men." General Justo Rufino Barrios, Guatemala's national hero, is credited with establishing the
Army for the first time in 1871 as a permanent national institution, relatively well qualified professionahiy and technically. lie
was a strong advocate of a united Central America. In 1885 he
decreed the union, named himself supreme chief, and started out
with an armed column to enforce his edict, In the skirmish, while
crossing the border into El Salvador, he was one of the first killed,
thus ending one of the many attempts at confederation.
Out of a total of 20 Government heads between 187! and
1968, 15 have been military men or have borne military titles
while occupying the Presidency. In 1944 the success of revolts
instigated by university otu iei~ts and young Army officers sent
the former dictator, General Jor.ge Ubico, into exile. He took with
him most of his higii-level supporters, including every general of
the Army. The highest rank on active duty remained colonel for
the next quarter of a century, until September 1968 when the five
senior officers were promoted to fill brigadier general billets.
Although most Army offic,ýrs who become involved in politics
are considered rightist, an exception was Colonel Jacobo Arbenz.
Upon amcending to power as Chief of State in 1951, he permitted
the Communists to completely permeate the Government. This
regime was ousted 3 years later, amidst charges of external intervention, iargely because the Army refused to support his gove::-lment against a small invading force of Giatemalan exiles. Most
of tle organized subversion today stems from the extreme liberali'.4m of that period. After his overthrow Arbenz continued to
su4pport subversive efforts from Cuba.
Position in Government

The Army is the only contitutiomailly authorized m'iitary force,
and specific provision is made withir the Army Establishment for
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land, sea, and air lorce elements. The wording of the document
describes this military institution as "one and indivisible, and
essentially nonpolitical and not deliberative." The President,
identified by law as the commanding general of the Army, issues
military instructions through the Minister of National Defense.
The powers of the Chief Executive relating to the military forces
explicitly mentioned are: decreeing mobilizadion and demobilization; granting of promotions from 2d lieutenant to colonel inclusive: conferring of military decorations and honors; and granting
of special pensions. ArticJe 220 of the Constitution establishes that
the Army is to be governed principally by its own constitutive
law and by military laws and regulations as approved by the Minister of National Defense.
Detailed figures for national defense expenditures are not
openly published. In fact, security regulations preclude the inclusion' of itemized figures in the annual budget submitted to the
Legislature.
Unofficial records and estimates by the United States Agency
for International Development (AID) indicate a rather uniform
rise from 5 to 10 million qametzales (Q1 equals US$1) in annual
expenditures for the Armed Forces during the 20-year period
194-5-1964. Calculated on the basis uf a percentage of the GNP,
this would indicate a fluctuation of about 0.7 to 1.2 percent.
Since 1964 there has been a sharp increase in defense costs. In
1965 the expenditures rose to over Q14 million; in 1966, to nearly
Q15 million. Future projections indicate a continuing increase.
This has been caused largely by the troubled internal security situation in the form of sporadic guerrilla insurgeixcy. The cost per
member of the Armed Forces doubled from $857 in 1955 to $1,765
in 1965.
The 1965 Constitution refers only twice to missions for the
Military Establishment. Article 215 •;tates: "The institution is designed to maintain t'Ae independence, sovereignty, and the honor
of the nation, the integrit', of its territory, and peace within the
republic." Article 219 F'ates: "The army must offer its cooperation in enmergencies and in times of public disaster."
Maintenance of independeice, sovereignty, and integrity of the
nation'-•, orders are impicit as the major function of the military
a'rm. There -have been no concerted, as.au ts on the coasts, however, or a sustained invasion of he,' borders by a hostile foreign
force d:iring modern times. Border disputes with Mexico, HondurasR and Belize (British Honduras) at the end of the last century
and in 1564 resulted only in minor skirmishes and .'iplematic conflicts. Incursions from neighboring States have been on a minor
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scale and consisted mostly of national partisans returning from
exile in attempts to overthrow existing regime,.
In practice, the tasks of defending the national borders, cooperating in disaster relief, and preserving internal order constitute
only part of the Armed Forces' activities. They also render assistance in economic and social development. Some military leaders
have interpreted their duties and responsibilities broadly, sometimes to the point of exercising a decisive role in the political
arena and assuming direct control of the Government as guardians of the Constitution.
Since World War II GJuatemala has joined with the other Latin
American States and the United States in various reciprocal assistance pacts. There has been senior officer representation since
1945 on the Inter-American Defense Board, a military planning
organization affiliated with the Organization of American States.
Ir 1947 Guatemala became a cosignatory of the Rio Treaty.
The nations of the Western Hemisphere ratifying this agreement
stipulated that individual and collective measures should be taken
to repel aggression against any one country: these measures included breaking diplomatic relations, imposing economic sanctions, and using armed force. This implied that, under certain
circumstances, the country might provide military forces to support a hemispheric cause. Furthermore, Guatemala provides the
site and major personnel contributions to the military staff of the
Permanent Commission of the Council for Central American Detense (Comisi6n Fcrmanente Consejo de Defensa Centroamericana-COPECODECA), -lounded in 1964 by all Central American
nations except Costa Rica. Despite these commitments and an offer of temporary use of military operating bases during the first
Cuban crisis, there is a deep-seated sentiment in the Guatemalan
Government for the principle of nonintervention and a reluctance
to surrender national defense functions to a hemispheric organization.
Civic Action
The concept of the Armed Forces contributing their special
skills and resources to assist in solving social and economic problems of the civilian sectors is encouraged in top governmental
circles and accepted as a normal role by military leaders. A wide
range of projects has been undertaken. Some have proved to be of
immediate value to the local community, whereas others aim at
potential or long-range benefits to nationial development.
On a local basis, some military units provide school lunches,
repair or construct classroom facilities, and organize recreational
youth activities. In more remote regions medical team3 are sent
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regularly to vaccinate whole communities against epidemics, perform emergency surgical operations, or establish 1-day medical
clinics, donating the necessary drugs. Dispensaries have been established at various localities in the interior where military medical personnel pay weekly visits. Wells for potable drinking water
have been drilled by special Army teams in places that formerly
had none.
Road construction is a major form Af Civic Action for engineer
units utilizing heavy earth-moving equipment. Most of the unskilled manpower requirement is provided by the local communities or through arrangement with other Government agencies,
making these major projects a joint effort. The most extensive
undertaking is an attempt to open for settlement the practically
uninhabited northern Department of El Petdn, in hopes of attracting immigrants from the overpopulated central highlands.
This program has not progressed much beyond the planning and
pilot project stage.
In 1945 the Army created a special section, the Literacy Department of the Army (Departamento de Alfabetizaci6n del Ej rcito), with instructions to start an intensive literacy campaign to
improve the tffectiveness of its troops. At that time a Aarge proportion of the Army spoke only Indian dialects. Until 1959 this
was the only organized literacy program in Guatemala.
When the Director of the Army's literacy program, in 1959,
requested an evaluation by the United Statis AID mission, a new
phase of the program commenced. United States funds were allocated for the study and development of improved teaching methods
and materials, plus the installation of a small Army printshop to
expand the project.
With the recruitment of civilian teachers trained in new techniques, a formal pilot project was carried out at two military
centers and at the national penitentiary. Although the program
was oriented to military needs, news of its success spread and soon
requests came in for further civilian participation.
A mass pilot project was next launched in the Department of
Jutiapa, which bad a high illiteracy rate. The Ministry of Education gave minimal official support, providing only two technical
supervisor employees. The actual instruction was carried out primarily by unpaid volunteer teachers, who were residents of the
area. Statistical records kept by the Army during a 1-year period
of this operation (1964) indicated that 57,028 people were taught
to read and write in 2,465 centers under 'e-e diiectiorn of 658
literacy instructors (see Education, ch. 7).
The Army's office of Civic Action (Acci6n Civica Miitar) has
continued to provide primary sponsorship, most of the reproduc311

tion facilities, transportation, and miscellaneous support functions
for the adult civilian literacy program, as well as for the troops.
Some military men have questioned the advisability of military
involvement, in these programs. Proponents of Civic Action point
out that dissident elements have gained no significant foothold
within rural areas where there were meaningful Civil Action
projects. Furthermore, Army leaders enthusiastically support the
Civic Action function and openly express satisfaction with the
results.
More than three-fourths of the Armed Forces members are
voluntary enlistees who have completed their compulsory service.
This indicates that military life is favorably viewed by the youth
of the country. Many older people have also been favorably impressed by the Civic Action benefits, as well as by the skills and
training brought back to their villages by veterans after 2 years
of military service.
Organization of the Forces
The overall Military Establishment consists of an active duty
contingent (Fuerza Permanente) and a sizable military Reserve.
The regular force is composed of a number of functional gro'ipings:
the line or combatant branches, Infantry, Cavalry, Artillery, Enginecrs, Aviation, and Naval Units (armas) ; plus the administrative and technical services, such as Military Police, Ordnance,
Medical, and other branches.
The air arm of the Army was created in 1945 with the arrival
of the first military aircraft. Most o1 the pilots, transferring after
the required 2 years of infantry duty, were sent for flight training
to the United States, although a few have attended courses in
Latin American countries, notably Venezuela and Mexico.
The Guatemalan Navy, newest branch of the Armed Forces, was
established in January 1959 to control smuggling and to prevent
poaching by foreign fishing boats, essentially Coast Guard functions. Naval forces are an integral part of the Army, under control of the Army General Staff. The Navy is commanded by a
senior Army officer, since none of the original nautical personnel
has as yet attained sufficient seniority. Although most of the officer
personnel had attended the military academy with subsequent
naval training under the Aid program, some were trained at
Venezuelan and Argentine naval academies.
There is now an assortment of fixed and rotary wing aircraft
which can provide some tactical and transport support for ground
troops as well as perform rescue and emergency evacuation missions.
The best equipped and most effective military units of the Armed
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Forces have been supported in recent years with giant aid under
the United States Military Assistance Program. From 1954
through 1967 expenditures of about $15 million provided construction equipment for Civic Action activities as well as assistance
for the counterinsurgency effort.
The country is divided regionally into six military zones, each
comprising one or more of the 22 departments. A general officer
or colonel of one of the principal combatant branches is designated
by the Minister of National Defense as the regional military commander of each of the military zones. These are the major territorial commands and control the Reserve structure. Other separate
special commands, identified as Military Forceo, Military Bases,
Air Force, Naval and Military Education Centers and Groups, are
operational entities not subject to the control of the territorial'
commands.
A strictly consultive body, the Superior Council of National
Defense, made up of the Minister of Defense and top commanders,
advises the President on matters involving both military and
political affairs. It also acts as the Superior Tribunal of the Armed
Forces r.nd the senior court of military justice. Every member of
the Armed Forces theoretically has a right to be heard by it.
The President, as head of the Armed Forces, deals dir3ctly with
his Minister of National Defense and the Chief of Staff on military matters. The law provides no Cabinet-level security council
-nor is there precedent for one-to advise and make recommendations on matters pertaining to national security. Considerable
autonomy is given the Minister of National Defense who traditionally is a senior Army officer. H- appoints not only the six military zone commanders but also a Commander of Reserves for each
department, who is the military counterpart of the Governor, the
civil authority appointed by the President. The law prevides that
the Governor will relinquish his civil authority in times of national
emergency or state of seige. These departmental commands are
ba'sically administrative, controlling induction, Reserve elements,
and some minor active units.
The Army Chief of Staff personally exercises operational control over most of the major forces, with the principal exception of
the Palace and Presidential Guard whose commander receives his
orders directly from the President. The Chief of Staff directly
supervises the General Staff, coordinating all policy, administrative, and logistical functions of the military services, including all
.!r and naval elements. Under him are the Territorial Commands,
Special Commands, Chiefs of Arms, Services, and Cen.iers of Education and Instruction. The ground force element of the Guate313

malan Military Establishment, is probably the largest and best
qualified professionally of any in Central America.
Reserves

Reservists attend periodic basic infantry training and are subject to military law and regulations only during those periods.
They come from those temporarily or permanently exempt from
active duty.
As a result of the compulsory service laws, Guatemala has the
structure for a sizable mobilization base, but there is no evidence
that the mechanism for callup has been tested in actual practice.
Two federally subsidized schools give military instruction and
provide graduate students with Reserve commissions as 2d lieutenants. Usually, they serve a duty toui of only a few months to
fulfill the obligated commitment, but no provision is made for further training or promotion.
Reservists must meet their training obligation on a schedule as
follows: first year, cvery weekend; second yea ., one weekend per
month; third and fourth years, a weekend of training every 3 and
6 months, respectively. Regular Army units in the vicinity are
charged with the responsibility for insuring compliance with this
program under the direction of the regional commanders. In some
of the more remote areas small detachments of regular units are
sent out on temporary duty to form Reserve training battalions
within the Indian communities. In such cases the Indians wear
their own colorful tribal attire rather than uniforms.
Quasi-Military

The organizing or functic
of any militia outside the supervision of the Army is strictly prohibited by the Constitution and is
punishable. This restriction on militia does not, however, deter the
Army from using armed civilian groups under its control when
the need arises. As recently as the 1967 campaign against a guerrilla stronghold in the mountainous Zacapa area, the Army supplied and supported vigilante groups of small landowners of the
region to supplement the five regular rifle -impanies operating
there.
The National Police. charged with the maintenance of local law
and order, traffic control, and other nonmilitary functions, are
not considered an actual military force even though they are
organized along semimilitary lines. In case of national emergency
(e.g., a Presidential Ceclaration of a state of siege), however, all
police forces come under control of the Army, with local regional
commanders assuming command of police elements within their
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areas of jurisdiction. The type of weapons and equipment they
acquire is subject to close scrutiny by military leaders.
Source and Quality of Manpower
Officer.

The National Military Academy (La Escuela Polit6cnica),
founded in 1874, is the primary source of regular officers for all the
Armed Forces. Cadets, selected by competitive examination administered within each department of Guatemala, come mostly
from middle-class families. Admission is highly prized. Cadets
graduate with a diploma in Science and Letters after a 4-year
course of instruction. All graduates are initially commissioned in
the Infantry and immediately assigned to units throughout the
country. After 2 years they are permitted to apply for transfer to
other arms and services, including the Air Force and Navy. Some
of these young officers, qualified for entrance in the university
with their academy diploma, matriculate in such fields as medicine
and law.
Officers receiving commissions from the National Military
Academy and those graduating from military academies in other
countries are known as graduados (graduates) or de escuela (from
school). The few who come up through the ranks are identified as
de linea (from the line).
Noncommu.ioned Officers

Traditionally the officer corps bad purposefully limited the numbers and responsibilities of senior grade enlisted personnel, fearful
that they might. become too powerful. Most voluntary enlistees
were allowed only one reenlistment and very few ascended beyond
the rank of corporal. More opportunities are provided today, however. for them to move into the various levels of sergeant, since
modern equipment and the need for sustained field operations ha• e
made the requirement for long-term career specialists and senior
noncommissioned officers clearly evident. The top military leadership now recognizes the need for specialist Lantinuity for administrative and logistic support, as wel! as seasoned leadership at
troop level.
Volunteers, especially ladinos (non-Indian--see Glossary), from
those completing the obligatory service are increasing as promo-

tions increase and educational benefits improve. Noncommissioned
officer academies within the country 9nd the training at the
School of the Americas in Panama are developing well qualified
cadres. New legislation and regulations fostering a career of up to
20 years of service are under development.
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Lower Ranks

Most of the manpower requirements are met by the Sekctive
Service system applicable to all male citizens from 18 years of age
to 50. The term of service for those called to active duty is 1 to
2 years depending on the branch of service to which they are
assigned. In theory, military service is obligatory, with all men
required to register upon reaching 18 years of age. In practice,
however, only Indians and a few ladino%are inducted into service.
Inductions under the draft occur four times a year. After preliminary testing and medical examinations at the induction sites,
recruits are lined up by height and selected by representatives of
the various arms. Those for the Palace Guard are chosen first,
then Artillery, Cavalry, Infantry, Engineers, Air, and other services may choose, in that order. Service in the Infantry and some of
the services with low technical prerequisites are for 1 year, whiie
most of the others require 2 years.
Training
Preliminary individual training is accomplished in special recruit centers and usually involves instruction in wpaponry, physical
education, and Spanish for those who do not speak it. This basic
training is normally of 16 weeks' duration. Literacy training does
not commence until after the individual is assigned to a unit, but
then great emphasis is put on teaching all recruits to read and
write Spanish.
Those who have had sufficient education to obviate the need for
further literacy training are in great demand and will be selected
for assignments requiring greater aptitude. Technical skills
usually come from on-the-job training within the units; more
advanced formal instruction is reserved for the volunteer careerist.
The only in-country school for training officers of the Armed Forces
is "La Escuela de Aplicaci6n." It conducts a variety of combat arms
courses for officers of all grades.
Since the end of World War II, as a result of bilateral agreements, United States training and advisory groups have operated
in Guatemala. A standardization of equipment of United States
origin under both grant aid and purchase has simplified the task
of equipping and training forces.
Schooling of military personnel outside the country has had a
significant effect in improving technical and professional capabilities. In a recent annual message to the Chief of State, the Minister
of National Defense indicated that 113 individuals, officer and
enlisted, had been sent to courses in other countries. The majority
of these went to schools in either the continental United States or
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in the Panama Canal Zone, but a few went to Mexico, Argentina,
and rrance.
Morale Factors
Ranks, Promotion, and Retirement

The three normal categories of officer ranks-general, field
grade, and company grade-are authorized by statute. Since the
revolution of 1944, however, there have been no generals on active
duty. New regulations, written during this period, established
progressive promotion based on time in grade, type of assignments,
training, and merit. Appointments and promotions in the grades
from 2d lieutenant to colonel must be approved by the President.
Congressional confirmation is required for nominees to general
officer level.
Involuntary retirement was formerly effective at 70 years of
age or after 34 years' service. Recently, however, the maximum
age has been lowered to 60 years, and a study in progress may
result in measures to lower it to 55 or even to 50 in the near
future. This is expected to improve morale by Pccelerating opportunities for advancement. In computing time for retirement, certain tours in disagreeable zones are counted as double time.
Emoluments

Pay for members of the Armed Forces depends on allocations
from the annual governmental budget. The basic monthly salary
for a new recruit is believed to be about Q10, but is expected to be
increased to Q15. Of this amount, Q1 is retained by the Army in
the forrnm if forced savings, which may be withdrawn by the
soldier upon completion of his term of service.
Officers receive salaries generally commensurate with those of
Government officials with comparable responsibilities, but some
inequities exist. It is sometimes possible for these officers to augment their pay by taking jobs in other agencies in positions with
higher remuneration, on a teraporary duty basis. Some officers
with special skills, such as pilots, are granted extended leave
without pay, which enables them to fill high-salaried positions with
commercial firms.
The Arm-' has a commissary where military perL onnel may
nrake purchases at prices lower than within the civilian economy.
Some imported items are free of import duty.
Uniform* and Insignia

For daily work and dress the troops wear khaki shirts, trousers,
and visored caps. Officers have, in addition, an olive green wool
gabardine uniform with a roll collar blouse and trousers, or with
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breeches and boots for mounted units. The formal blue uniform is
worn with a gold belt and includes a narrow gold stripe down the
trousers. Officer rank insignia is placed on the collar when a shirt
is the outer garment, otherwise on shoulder boards.
Personnel of the air arm use the same rank or grade insignia
as ground forces; however, it is worn on a light blue Air Force
uniform. Navy personnel wear dark blue wool or white twill uniforms.
Decorations and Awards

Decorations are presented at appropriate ceremonies to military
personnel of all ranks for meritorious service of varying degrees.
Guatemala's higheat decoration, presented only by the President,
is the Order of Quetzal in the grade of the Great Cross (La Orden
del Quetzal in el grado de Gran Cruz). Others, in order of importance, are: Cross of Military Merit in grades I, II, and III; Cross
of Distinguished Services (Cruz fe Servicios Distinguidos) ; and
Medal of Achievement in the Service in the three grades (Medalla
de Constancia en el Servicio).
Military Justice
Jurisdiction over crimes or misdemeanors committed by members of the Armed Fcrces is vested in military courts or tribunals
established under authority of the Basic Law of the Army. Civilians generally may not be tried in military courts except in cases
involving leaders of armed action taken against public authority.
When the nation or a region is declared in a state of siege by the
Chief Executive, all persons in the affected area come under the
jurisdiction of military courts for virtually all offenses and are
tried under military codes.
LAW AND ORDER
The Indians, living near subsistence level, are generally apathetic toward social problems : nd prefer to live by their own
society's rules, settling all but major offenses among themselves.
Those who migrate to the cities find adjustment difficult.
The large urban slum areas, particularly in the capital, are the
spawning grounds for both organized terror and individually
motivated acts of violence. The bulk of police maiipower and
resources is utilized here. Reorganization of agencies, pilot models
for testing new plans, or operational methods are mostly focused
on restraining the criminal elements in these a.-eas.
Communist guerrilla activity sporadically springs up in some
rural area.;, especially in the Zacapa zone and along the transportation routes from Puerto Barrios to the capital. Army pressure
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and influence in the countryside restrict its magnitude there, however, and the guerril'!as find better concealment, an easier life, and
more lucrative targets in the cities. Opposirg them are several
groups of rightists which, while identifying themselves with
patriotism and anti-communism, use terrorist tactics similar to
those of the leftist extremists. Journalists have estimated that
there have been between 4,000 and 6,000 killings over R period of
several years. As a result of the continuing terror and the inability
of the police to control it, the public faith in the regularly constituted forces has been shaken.
Law of Public Order
The Constitution makes provision for suspending basic freedoms
guaranteed in it whenever the Chief of State determines that a
serious disturbance of the peace or public calamity threatens. When
such a situation develops, the President of the Republic issues a
decree invoking the Law of Public Order (Ley de Orden Pdblico)
and specifying its justification, the particular guarantees suspended, the areas affected, and the length of time it shall last. At
the end of the maximum period of 30 days it may be renewed
indefinitely.
The Law of Public Order may be invoked in any one of four
progressive stages of severity: state of prevention, state of alarm,
state of public calamity, and a stage of siege or war. It hai been
common practice in the past for the Chief Executive to pass over
the three lesser degrees of emergency whenever the situation became serious (see Political Dynamics and Values, ch. 6).
Types and Rates of Crime
Statistical records of law enforcement and the administration
of justice lack comprehensiveness, accuracy, and uniformity, partly
because of liversity and multiplicity in recording and reporting
among the various responsible agencies. The overall rate for all
types of offenses recorded during a period of several years ranged
from 26 to 32.3 per 1,000 inhabitants in G:}uatemala City. Well
over half of all offenses were crimes against public order; about
35 percent constituted crimes against the person; and offenses
involving property amounted to only about 6 percent.
Single men in the age groiqp 21--30 committed the greatest number of major crimes, whereas married persons were mostly arrested for cases relating to property, such as theft. Crime is cancentrated in the months of August, December, and October
respectively, when religious and national celebrations take place.
Payday for laborers is normally on Saturday, while that of the
middle class generally falls during the middle and end of the
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month. These c'oincide with days of maximum consumption of
liquor and the higheet incidence of crime. Attacks against police
and Government authorities in recent years have been proportionally greater than those against the general public and have led
to a buildup of police forces.
Police Forces
The primary function of protecting life and property and the
preservation of peace in the community is vested in thL National
Police Force of Guatemala, functioning under the Minister of Government. The Judicial Police (distinct from the investigative force
of the judiciary), a r'parate entity within the same Ministry,
performs a police intelligence and investigative role. The Border
Patrol has as its chief responsibility the collection of tariffs, taxes,
and other revenup due the Government. Notwithstanding its Treasury Department function, this police element was transferred in
1967 to the Ministry of Government to attain maximum acrossthe-board law enforcement.
All three of these agencies have nationwide jurisdiction and
responsibility; yet, the Border Patrol is the only one of the three
with the majority of its personnel assigned to tasks outside the
capital area. Largely by default, the Armed Forces have moved
into the rural areas to deal directly with the internal security
problems, including civilian law enforcement. A special unit of the
Army, celled the Mobile Military Police (Policia Militar Ambulante), has been formed recently to combat rural ilsurgency and
banditry where civilian police protecticn was !hck'ng.These troops
are now deployed in small detachments in numerous uatlying
communities.
Some 6,200 small communities of 200 or more people have no
paid pclice. The local mayor (alcalde), usually the Justice of the
Peace in addition to his administrative functions, selects one or
more individuals from the community to serve for 1 or 2 years as
local constabularies, frequently without pay. These are not recognized as having formal police status by the Government, but are
respected as the "lawmen" locally. Over 4,000 of these localities
are organized farms constituting a form of company town work
fcrce. Some develop fairly sizable security units of their own,
making governmental control largely unnecessary from the viewpoint of the farmowner.
Effctlivencia

The Government has substantially increased its financial support
of the civilian police agencies in the late 1960's. This has permitted
the purehase of additional vehicles, equipment, and iniforms. More
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'than 2,000 men have been added to the 'ýrarious forces. Plans are
nearing realization for a Police Acade..ay which will provide a wide
range of courses for all police agencies on a regular basis.

Major improvements in administration aind operations have also
been instituted. An integrated Central Complaint Division, a concept completely new to police forces in Guatemala, has recently
been inaugurated. Reports of crimes and other incidents brought
to the vtfention of any law enforcement a~gency will be centralized
in one place on standard fru-nis for permanent written recc-.d. A
central crime laboratory is expected to eliminate much duplication
and faCilitate court; actions.
The adoption of a n~ew fingerprint system is providinpy a better
and more uniform procedure. A medel p~recinct apprcetch, proven
effective in reduchig crim-.e in one test location, is being e-xpanded,
to include all of the capital. A rural pilot project involving a Pilot
Model Department and a Rural M-tbile Patrol is planyted for implementation in the Department of Escuintla. Procedures are being
de,!eloped for the more efficient use of communications eqp,;kmerit
cnd facilities, iiiciudirng coordination with other agencies.
Considerable erniphamis has been placed or, iricreusirg police
effectiveness t~rough tfaining. Some senior grade personiiel and
limited number"ý irn !'dddie supervisory positions attend p;1lice
courses in ot'Iler coun~'Xies. TLhe great majority have enrolled in the
Liternational Poli~ce Academ~y, Washir Tton, D.C., while lesser
nvimbers have S-i tdied in Panama, Puerto Rico, and El Salvador.
The effectiveness of this training is cumulative since many of the
trained personnel return to instruct other~.,,,
The National Pol.ice

I

The Director Gener,x. J the National Police, generally a senior
active duty officer on ioan from thc- Detense Department, reports
directly to th~e Ministry o f "Government on al! operational and
administrative matters. This type of assignment p1 'ovi.%iVý or close
lia-.son and a personal link between the Armed Forces and the
police, accounting, in part, for the minfitary aspects of the latter.
'Tlhe police ccrnmard structure is cco~pposed of a small 8taff in
charge (if operational &iivisions *it the central heau'quart-ers; and
the fivta .egional zines. Authority and control are so highly centralized ftat most routine operational and administrative matters
tire refer red to the Director.
The Nationai Poi,ýcp Force in late 1968, numbering ov;er, N,000
mnei, had q'1out two-thirds o'f its strength allocated to the national
capital. The rcrnain~ler %vere deployed largely in the 21 other de1partment capitals undler four' zonal t'omTmandS, sirnilar to the
mnilitcary I'egionII! areas. The remaininig outlying police elements
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were assigned to departmental stations and substations in fewer
than 100 other population centers (municipios or aldeas). There
were, however, 14 mobile detachments which could be readily dispatched to trouble spots.
The majou' uniformed operational elements under central control in the capital and environs were the precinct enclave, a variety
of patrol units (foot, motorcycle, jeep, and patrol car) and a Traffic
Department, with the combined functions of Traffic Division and
Department of Motor Vehicles. Responsibility for accident investigation rests with still another section of the uniformed police
division.
For a period of almost a year, in 1964-65, 6he National Police
agency operated without a criminal investigation or detective unit
when that entire element was transferred to the Judicial Police.
Subsequently, a new Director General took steps to reestablish the
Investigative Division with a group of graduates from the International Police Academy. Complete coverage in criminal investigation was then restored in -rimes of homicide, assault, robbery,
fraud, and sex offenses.
The Division of Administration and Services incorporates all
the personnel and logistic support elements, such as maintenance
of buildings, vehicles, and supplies; the communications network;
licensing, detention centers, and related areas. A modern criminal
laboratory, with mobile units and radio equipment contributed by
the United States Agency for International Development program,
has materially increased the capability for law enforcement.
A few other agencies in the police structure come directly under
the Chief of Police. An internal investigation section handles
striztly police problems. The Police Academy is a small instructional urit which, periodically, offers short training courses covering a wide range of police activities.
The Judicial Police

The Judicial Police agency is the principal intelligence and investigative element of the civilian law enforcement establishrment
for public offenses. it has a personnel complement of about 450,
all of whom are stationeci in Guatemala City, with only occasiional
assignments in the prv ncial areas. The members are more highly
skilled and better paid than other police. The three operationa!
divisions, in order of size, are the Inte, nai Division, the Transient
Division, and the International Division. These titles ,.re somewhat indicative of the ,'general areas of their juri.sdiction. Details
concerning 'heir authority and responsibility are not available.
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Border Patrol
The Guatemalan Border Patrol (Guardia de Hacienda) was
initially established in 1954 as a semimilitary law enforcement
body, uniformed and armed, to operate under direction of the
Minister of the Treasury. The Chief and his staff have offices at
central headquarters in Guatemala City. In the past regulations
provided for a govern~ng council of four or more Treasury officials
to act in a supervisory capacity in order to assure proper implementation of Ministry directives. This council continues to faeet
periodically but on a merely coordinating or advisory basis, now
that operational control of the patrol has passed to the Minister
of Government.
Patrol units of varying strength are assigned to each of the 22
departmental capitals and to most border or coastal departments;
one or more additional units are located at strategic sites. Departmental chiefs are subject to the intermediate zonal command of the
National Police organization but may also report directly to the
patrol hierarchy. Nearly two-thirds of the 1,165 members of the
Border Patrol are assigned to field units or border detachments.
The patrol has a wide range Gf prescribed duties, mostly relating to customs and revenue enforcement. It prevents smuggiing
into the country, apprehends violators, and seizes contraband;
enforces immigration. emigration, and passport laws; prevents
illegal manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages; mounts guard
at such places as ports of entry, customs warehouses, and authorized distilleries; enforces tariff laws and prevents theft, enforces
laws against counterfeiting and narcotics, controls exports, and
performs other duties.
Patrol members, in addition, have been charged with remaining
alert to any indication of subversive activity. They are expected to
detect the entry, exit, internal movement, or other activity of
domestic or alien subversive elements. They are directed to enforce
all laws relating to peace and public order, as well as to act as
auxiliary to the military, in case of national emergency. Under the
conditions of instability existing during 1968, the latter responsibilities demanded more of their time and effort than their primary
functionis. The training and experience gained in locting and
raiding illegal stills proved most valuable in ferreting out guerrilla
arms caches.
While the capability ef the patrol may be best utilized for countersubversion in the countryside, it is lacking in equipment and
personnel stabilitv. The dispersed location of posts vnd facilities.
combin,-d with the stress on patrolling border' areas, conflicts with
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the added organizational requirements of the countersubversion
tasks. The basic law provides that the Border Patrol be a mobile
organization, but transportation and communication are inadequate except at higher headquarters. Most members can read and
write because of a grade school educational requirement that is,
nevertheless, waived on occasion.
Administration of Justice
The judicial branch is organized along the typical RomanNapoleonic-Spanish systems of laws. Law is codified. Cases and
arguments are reduced to writing in great detail. There are no
juries.

In principle, the courts are separated from executive authority
and are able to function free of political influence. Nevertheless,
some subservience to Congress derives from congressional authority to appoint, replace, or remove-under certain circumstances-senior members of the j u ticiary.
The Code of Criminal Procedure establishes the principal precepts governing the organization and functioning of the judicial
system. This code includes jurisdiction of courts, special proceedings for crimes and misdemeanors, extraditions, appeals, and execution of judgments. The code in effect during late 1968 had been
very recently adopted from a commission study initiated in 1961
and, at that time, was the first major revision since Guatemalan
law was codified in 1898. Many provisions of the latter were found
to be at variance with constitutional guarantees and the Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed by the General Assembly of the
United Nations in 1948. Most basic rights of the individual are
guaranteed by the Constitution. Provision is made for compulsory
public trials except when public morals or exceptional exigencies
require otherwise. During national emergencies, such as the state
of siege which existed during much of 1968, the civil courts do not
function, and all trials are held in military courts.
The Court System

The judiciary is composed of the Supreme Court of Justice,
various courts subordinate to it, and five special courts (military
courts are outside this jurisdiction). Below the Supreme Court
are the Court of Appeals and Court of general and limited jurisdiction of first instance.
The Supreme Court of Justice is responsible for the adminis t ra-.
tion ol justice throughout the Republic. its responsibilities allio
include final determination of the validity of election fraud claimr.
The Chief J ustice, in addition, functions as president oi the Guate
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malan judiciary, in which capacity he is charged with the discipline
and internal administration of the entire court system.
All members of the Supreme Court-which must have at least
seven mewbers--and the justices of the Court of Appeals and of
certain special courts are elected by Congress for a 4-year term.
A judge elected to two successive terms automatically receives life
tenure in that post, retiring at age 70 with a pension. The Supreme
Court appoints and may transfer or remove from office all judges
who are not elected. Specific prerequisites and professional qualifications for all these positions are embodied in the Constitution.
The lowest court in the judicial system is the court of limited
jurisdiction, or Justice of the Peace, charged with hearing cases
of misdemeanor. There are about 333 of these throughout the
country at the township, or municipio, level. Usually, the Justices
of the Peace are the mayors in the rural communities. Legal training is not a prerequisite for these appointments but is recognized
as desirable. In the capital most of the Justices of the Peace are
fifth-year law students.
The proceedings in rural areas are on a more personal or
informal basis than in the cities. Fines collected or work exacted
in lieu thereof are vitally important to the maintenance of local
government.
Criminal cases, as a rule, are tried by courts of general jurisdiction. The proceedings of these courts are divided into three
stages or functional areas for the develpment of a criminal trial.
The first stage is that of pretrial investigation, extending from the
time a complaint is made until the record of che case is sent to court
for trial.
The second stage consists of a 30-day period for the taking of
proof to substantiate, supplement, or contradict proof obtained in
the pretrial investigation. After this, the trial (vista) is "onducted
before the court who hears witnesses, experts, the accused, as well
as prosecution and defense lawyers, and decides the case on the
basis of all evidence introduced in all three stages. In effect, the
code of procedure appears to be a more or less continuous progression of investigation, intermediate stage, and final hearing, all
blended together. Within 15 days 2fter the trial is completed the
court mu' impose the sentence. The execution of sentence comes
under the jurisdiction of the judge of execution, who constitutes
the final division of the triai courts of limited jurisdiction. Despite
efforts to speed up the administration of criminal justice, it has
been relatively common for an accused to be detained from 6 to
8 months before the date of the final hearing.
Crimes and civil cases exceeding claims of Q500 in value receive
their initial formal hearings in the courts of general jurisdiction
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of first instance. There are nine of these in the capital and at least
one in each of the other departments. These jvdges, by constitutional mandate, must be lawyers and, very often, are recently
graduated lawyers being sent to outlying areas to gain judicial
experience, operating their courts usually without benefit of
district attorneys or solicitors. Although they exercise primarily
original jurisdiction, they may also hear appeals arising from cases
handled in inferior courts.
The various chambers of the Court of Appeals constitute the
next level above the Courts of First Instance. There are six of
these chambers, each composed of three judges, a solicitor, and an
attorney. The attorney (procurador), who represents the interests
of society, defends the criminally accused persons, should such
action be necessary. He also uses his office for the adequate presentation of charges. The solicitor (fiscal) renders opinions on law
and procedure when so requested.
Since, under the Guatemalan judicial system, there may b. no
more than two trials in any one case, the Supreme Court of Justice
generally may hear only cases of cassation and amparo (similar
to habeas corpus-see Glossary). In a few exceptional cases it may
sit as the superior court in the event the Court of Appeals has acted
as a Court of First Instance.
The Court of Amparo, one of the five special courts having particular jurisdiction, ii especially noteworthy. It adjudicates requests from a private citizen or corporation that any branch of
Government or a court restrain from continuing an action which
threatens the political rights or constitutional guarantees of that
person or corporation against whom the action is directed.
Criminal Procedures

The police are authorize'd to arrest without a warrant for all
major crimes, if based on reasonable cause, and for lesser criminal
offense attempted or committed in their presence. There is no
territorial or geographic limitation on a police officer's power to
arrest; he lawfully functions as a peace officer throughout the
Republic. By constitutional provision, the domicile may be entered
by police for search only with the permission of the owner or
tenant, or by court order-even then not before 6 a.m. or after
6 p.m. This prohibition is not applicable, however, to business
establishments, places of entertainment, or public buildings. Property illegally seized may not be introduced as evidence.
An accused must be taken before a magistrate within 48 hours
afttr arrest, or the arresting officer may be held personally liable.
To detain the person longer, a formal complaint must be reiauered.
A period of preventive detention, not to exceed 5 days, is then
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permitted prior to formal indictment or release. The writ of habeas
corpus is effective and honored.
The Constitution stipulates certain safeguards. No one is obliged
to testify against himself, a spouse, or a close relative (defined as
parent, child, or sibling). An accused may have a defense counsel,
who may have access to him at any convenient hour. Local interpretation, however, usually defines convenient hour as normal visiting hours. At the time of formal arraignment he is given the name
of his accuser and the nature of the punishable offense he is alleged
to have committed.
Penalties
The Penal Code, one of the several codified substantive laws of
the country, defines in detail the various punishable offenses and
assesses penalties. In some instances an upper and lower limit is
set on the period of confinement or on the amount of the fine,
allowing the judge or justice latitude in sentencing. In others,
notably the Customs Code, the law establishes an inflexible sentence depending or. the value of tax avoided. For minor offenses,
fines may be converted into days of wo:k on a fixed rate basis.
This is a common practice in the remote Indian communities which
are on a subsistence economy.
Capital punishment is authorized for murder and treason. A
judge may convert a sentence with an applicable penalty of not
greater than 6 months in prison to preventive imprisonment. This
is carried out in the home of the accused. It is intended for persons
reputed to be honest and for the sick or infirm. A pregnant woman
or mother of a child no older than 6 months may be sentenced thus
even though the crime has a penalty greater than 6 months.
Penal System

The overall direction and coordination of detention facilities,
rehabilitation, and parole is the responsibility of the Director of
Prisons, under the Ministry of Government. Three major penitentiaries for men are located on the outskirts of Guatemala City
and in the Departments of Quezaltenango and Escuintla. The
major penitentiary for women is Santa Teresa in the capital. In
addition, there are 19 prisons for men and 20 for women in the
ether departments of the Republic. The largest prison was designed
for 1,800 inmates but has held, at times, a,. many as 2,500. The
average number of prisoners under sentence at any one time in
the entire prison system is about 5,000. in aodition, there is a central house of correction for juvenile delin,,u.nts. The majority of
juvenile cases deal with robbery and theft
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Local jails come under the jurisdiction of the police or the
Justice of the Peace in towns and larger villages. Outlyirg Indian
communities and many of the plantations maintain their own small
jails, which are also used for those arrested by public authorities
for local infractions of the law while awaiting trial or a judgment
from higher up. Until an accused is finally sentenced he may not be
held in the same prison cell with those serving a sentence for
crimes.
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GLOSSARY
caguardiente-Liquormade. from distilled su~garcane juice.

AID-United States Agency for Internatie..onal Development.
alealde-Mayor. Also, in Indian society, a high official of a religious
brotherhood.
aldea-Haralet or small village.
arnparo-Similar to habeas corpus. It is an order of restraint
against imprisonment or an administrative act which infringes
on one's rights.
audiencia-Administrative and judicial body and, by extension,
territorial division, of the Spanish colonial system.
A VIA TECA-Empresa Guatemalteca de. Aviaci6n (Guatemalan

Aviation Company). The national airline, a semiautonomous

agency under the Ministry of Economy.
bachillerato-Diploma acquired after 5 years of schoollng at
seconda.ry level, including 2 years of libe~ral arts.
caballeria-Land measure, equivalent to 111.5 acres. In coluilial
times it referred to the amount ol land given to a horseman
(caballero).
c-7becera-Capitalof a department or municipio.

CACM-Oentral American Common Market. Composed of Guutemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica. A
regional economic organization designed to have a unified customs tariff and free mnovement of goods among member states.
earn pesino--A rural dweller who earns hi~s 'livelihood through
manual labor in an ag'ricult-,r.-l or rpaitor~tl 2,r.dea,,or.
cant6n-A territorial subtiiv~sion rcughly aquJIv~leno, to a country,
if rural, or a ward, if urban.
CARE-Cooperative for American ReliW E;Yerywhere.
easerio-Rural community too smrall to be conside~red an aldea.
Often only a collection of scattered dwellings.

caud~!l-Forceful leader or &trongimir., H2 rules or controls princir']1 ! by force of personality without necssearily baving re
course to rules, laws, or other institutioiaal means of' cottrol. He
oxten deniards total persional loyalty, above legal or moral consideration, from those he leads.
ceittavo-One one-hundi edth of a quetzal. q.v.
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CGT-Confederaci6n Guatemaltcca de Trabajadores (Confederation of Guatemalan Workers), a major confederation which
included both manual and white-collar workers with Marxist
leanings. Jt was formed in 1944 and abolished in 1954, when it
was under Communist domination.
CHN-Cr6dito Hipotecario Nacional (National Mortgage Credit
Bank), the largest bank in Guatemala, originally established in
1929.
ciudad-City.
cofradia-A religious brotherhood. Yn ladino society, a social organization composed of upper-class men. In Indian culture, a religious group of men ir charge o;'- community tradition, with
members chosen for a 1-year term. In some Indian townships,
women form a parallel organization.
colo-no-Agricultural laborer who resides on a plantation permanently and who receives the usufruct of a small plot of land
in addition to wages.
comadr&-.Lit., comother, see compadre.
cornpadrazgo-Lit., godparenthood. A system of ritual kinship
bonds between parents, children, and godparents.
compadre-Lit., cofather; the reciprocal term of address used
between parents and godparents.
costumbres-The traditional pattern of doing things, passed down
from ancestors. Considered the legal and proper mode of activity.
Specifically, customary religious rituals.
criollo-In colonial times, applied to Guatemalari-born persons of
Spanish descent.
DCG-Democracia Cristiana Guatemalteca (Guatemalan Christian Democracy) ; The fourth major political party. A Christian
democratic party formed in 1956 which has slowly been growing stronger and movizig to the left.
encomienda-Fiduciary grant of tribute collection rights over
groups of Indians, conferred by Spanish Crown on individual
colonists who undertook, in return, to maintain order and to
propagate Christianity among their charges.
facultad--A college within a university.
fiesta-.-Feast. It may be a religious celebration held on holy days
or honoring the community p~tron saint, or it may be held to
celebrate important agricultural, civic, or family events, such
as Independence, baptism, or inarriage.
finca-Farm or estate of varying site, but not one that contains
merely a subsistence plot.
finquero--Owner or operator of a finca.
FYDEP-Empresa Nacional de Fomento y Desarrollo Economico
de el Petdn (National Enterprise for Economic Development of
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El Fet6n). A dependency of the Ministry of Economy which is
in charge of all economic development of the El Pet6n Department.
huipil--A usually sleeveless blouse made from one or more
rectangular pieces of cloth and worn predominantly by Indian
women.
indigena-Indiano Considered a more polite or less derogatory
form.
INFOP-Instituto de Fomento de la Producci6n (Institute for
Development of Production). An autonomous Government entity
which engages in many economic activities designed to increase
proauction. Most active in the field of agriculture.
INTA-Instituto Nacional de Transformnaci6n Agraria (National
Institute for Agrarian Transformation). Major organ for
carrying out the agrarian reform program. Under the Ministry
of Agriculture.
intendente-Administrator e•f a district in colonial times.
IRCA--International Railways of Central America. The main
railroad which operates in both Guatemala and El Salvador.
ladino-First applied in colonial times to acculturated Indians and
individuals of mixed heritage who lived in the Spanish settlements, accepting their language and many Hispanic customs.
Later extended to all groups who did not espouse an Indian
style of life. According to 1964 Official Census, term applied to
anyone who was not a cultural Indian, which includes persons
of European and Asiatic heritage as well as acculturated
Indi.ns. Label is resented by members of the upper class who
prefer to use if. synonymously with mestizo (mixed white and
Indian ancestry).
machismo-Lit., maleness. It is applied to a complex of values
regarding masculinity and the ideal male personality. Taken
from macho, the man who seems the epitome of such qualities.
mestizo, -za--A person of mixed Indian-white ancestry.
metate-Stone on which corn is ground.
milpa-A small plot of land used for growing corn, sometimes
interplanted with beans and squash.
MLN-Movimiento de Liberacion Nacional (National Liberation
Movement). A major political party, formed in 1958, which is
militantly anti-Communist.
MNR-Movimiento Nacional Reformista (0ational Reformist
Movement). A minor political party formed by a group of antiCommunist organizations.
rnozo--Lit., a servant or one who works with his hands. Usually
applied to Indians by Winos.
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municipio-Political subdivision of a department. Similar to a
township in the Uaiited States.
padrino-The ceremonial kinship name given to godparentz by
their godchildren.
pdramo-High-altitude grasslands.
patr6n-Master or protector, benefactor or sponsor; traditionally
an employer or social superior who forims long-term paternalistic tie- with someone of lower status, in theory rewarding
deference and loyalty with protection and an active personal
interest.
peninaulareas-Spanish-born persons who lived in the colony,
occupying the highest offices and comprising the upper class.
personoli~smo-A complex of values stressing personal status and
interpersonal trust over ideolbgy and institutions.
PGT-Partido Guatemalteco de Trabajo (Guatemalan Labor
Party). The Communist Party of Guatemala. Has operated
clandestinely since 1954, when it was proscribed.
PID-Partido Institucional Democratico (Institutional Democratic Party). A conservative political party .formed in 1965.
By 1968 it was one of the major parties.
PR-Partido Revolucionario (Revolutionary Party). Major political party. Won national elections in 1966. Founded in 1957 by
Mario Mendez Montenegro. Considered to be zroderately left
of center.
prin•ipal--Prominent leader in the Indian communities who, in
most townships, has risen to his position by serving in all offices
of the religious brotherhoods. Prior to 1945 he was the official
Indian representative in the municipal corporation, usually informally selected by the Indians and approved by the ladino
officials.
PSG--Partido Social Guatemaiteco (Guatemalan Social Party).
A minor political party organized in 1965 by DCG dissidents.
Žueblo-Village.
quetza2--Unit of currency, equivalent to one U.S. dollar. Also the
national bird of Guatemala.
8impatia-A complex of emotions characterized by fellow feeling,
congeniality, and a type of empathy.
sindicato-The smallest unit of labor organization.
tierra caliente-Lit., hot country. Land between sea level and
"approximately 2,500 feet, where daytime temperatures average
85 to 900 F., nighttime temperatures average 70 to 75°F.
tierra fra-Lit., cold country. Land above 5,500 feet in altitude,
where daytime temperatures average between 75 and 800 F.,
nighttime terrp-rtures average 50 to
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tierr tempklad-Lit., temperate country. Land between 2,500
ard 5,500 feet above sea levbl, where daytime temperatures
average 75 to 80° F., nighttime temperatures average 60 to
700 F.
UFCO-United Fruit Company. Major banana grower and exporter.
URD-Unidad Revoluw ,i:-,
Democratica (Revolutionary Democratic Unity). A proscribed political party which was formed in
1958 by Partidn Revolucionario dissidents.
viUa--Small town, larger than pueblo.
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INDEX
abaca: 46
Abularach, Rodelfo: 21"7
Achi language: 91 (table 3)
Agency for International Development
(AID) : 70, 198, 259, 311, 822
agrarian reform (see also reiettlement programs): 35, 36, i77, 272;
institutes, 57, 58, 151, 226, 275;
laws, 67, 273, 274, 275
Agricultural Markets, Association for
the Development of: 223
agriculture (see also crops, landownership): 82, 267-88; banking and
credit, 151, 265; irrigation, 43; labor
force, 296-99; prohibited crops, 20;
religious rites, 129; research, 266
Agriculture, Ministry of: 150-51
Agua (volcano): 15, 44
Agua Escondida: 87
aguardiente: 85, 279
Aguilar de Le6n, Juan de Dios: 172
air transport: figure 1, 50, 151, 156,
246, 261
aircraft, military: 312, 318
alcoholism: 61, 319-20
Alliance for Progress: 196, 260
Alta Verapaz (department) : figure 1
(No. 4), 52; agriculture, 280; forestry, 286; government cattle ranch,
285; languages, 91 (table 3ý. literacy, 192; oil, 294; schools, 194
(table 6) ; settlements, 276
Alvarado, Pedro da: 7, 13, 307
Amatique Bay: 46
Amatitl14,Lake: 42,, 300
ancesmrs,
32

Arawaklan tribe: 90
Arbens, Jacob,: 32, 88, 34-86, 201, 308
Ar;.e, Jos6: 25
architecture and art: 208-11, 214-16
Ar6valo, Juan Jos6: 32-34, 37, 66, 137,
170, 176, 184
Argentina: 317
Army: 29, 163, 308-18; Civic Action
Service, 57, 310-12; schooling, 191;
voting rights, 147, 169
arroba: 245
Asociaci6n de Productores de Aceites
Esenciales (APAE): 266, 282
Asociaci6n Nacional de Caf6 (ANACAF') : 223, 254, 278
associations and institutes concerned
with: agrarian reform, 57, 58, 151,
226, 276; agricultural markets, 223;
business, 245; coffee, 223, 254, 278;
electrification, 226, 252; essential
oils, 266, 282; housing, 57; Indian
affairs, 153, 226; municipal development, 67, 155; nutrition, 61; production development, 33, 155, 222,
234, 238, 265; wheat growers, 223
Asturias, Miguel Angel: 217
Atitecos (tribe) : 80
Atitlfn: lake, 41 (figure 2), 45, 284;
volcano, 45
atole: 60
Augustiniana: 115
Austria: 295
Aataientic Democratic Party (PAD):
167,168
Aztec languages: 90
Azul River: 41 (figure 2), 48

Anti-CommuniaL Unification Party
(PUA): 33
Antigua Guatemala: figure I (No. 3),
15, 19, 55, 120, 284; architecture,
211
Antillean language: 88
Aquacatecs language: 91 (table ?a)
Arana, Frantcisco Javier: 32. 33

backstrap loom: 78
Bacon party: 23
Baja Verapax (department): figure 1
(No. 5), 52; language, 91 (table 3) ;
literacy, 192; schools, 194 (table 6)
balance of payments: 258
bananas: 46, 231, 254, 280-81
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Banco Nacional Agrario (BNA) : See
National Agrarian Bank
Bank of G' -Atemala: 232, 286, 241
banks: 30, 155, 283, 236-39, 240; agricultural credit, 284, 288, 254, 265,
274
baptism: 128
Barcena: tchool of agriculture, 266
Barrillas, Manual Lisandro: 144
Barrios, Grrado: 26
Barrios, JoM Reins: 29, 144
Barrios, Justo Rufino: See Ruflno
Barrios, Justo
Batres Montifar, Jos4: 213
beans: 20, 281
Belie: figure 1, 39; border dispute,
26, 51, i74, 182-85, 309; river, 41
(figure 2), 48
Benedictines: 120
bentonite: 294
Bergafio y Villegas, Simon: 213
birds: 48, 178, 215
Black Caribs: 54, 64, 74, 77, 88
Boca Chica: 277
Bonampak murals: 210
border disputes (see also Belize):
179-81,186,309,310
Border Patrol: 320, 323
boundaries: figure 1, 50
Britirh Honduras: See Belize
budget, national: 153, 223
burial cerc..vnies: 128-29, 131
Bustamentt, Jos6 de: 23
cacao: 20, 23
Cacos party: 23
Cakchiqul nation: 13, 14, 210; language, 90, 91 (table 3), 201
calendarý: 11, 62, 121, 124, 126
exracol: 215
'JARE: 196, 259
Carib languages: 90,91 (table 3)
Carera, Rafael: 25. 26, 117, !43, 178,
180-81,308
cartography, directorate of: 151
Casariego, Mario: 119
Casius y Torres, Ramon: 116
cassava: 61
Castillo" Jesfis, 216; Ricardo, 216
Castillo Armas, Carlos: 36, 66, 187,
16, 303
Catafia, Quirio: 211
Catholic
-nan
Catholic Churm'
Churc,
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Catholic Relief Services: 119
cattle: 20,48, 254, 284
cddaul hipotecarias: 238
Ceiba tree: 48
censor.hip: 81, 204, 205, 212
Central American Bank for Economic
Integration (CABEI) -258
Central American Chamber of Commerce: 245
Central American Check: 258
Central American Common Market
(CACM) : 8, 229, 256-58, 265, 290
Central American Defense, Permanent
Commission of the Council for
(COPECODECA): 810
Central American Mission (mect):
134, 135
Central American states, union of: future, 146; past, 22, 24, 25, 28, 30, 50,
116, 143, 307
Central American Universities, Superior Council of (CSUCA): 198-99
Central American Workers, Confederation of: 30
Ceremony of Eight Monkeys: 62
Cerna, Picente: 27
Chac6n, Lizaro: 30, 56, 65, 145
Chamelco: 84
Champerico: 50, 250
Chavez, Juan de: 211
Chiapas: 15, 24, 181
Chichicastenango: 54, 79, 80, 82
chicle latex: 48, 286
Chiiam Balam, Books of: 210
children: 98, 99, 106; clothing, 60;
crime, 147, 327; diet, 61; education,
195; godperents, 105; illegitimacy,
97; labor, 17, 154, 295; orphans, 71,
98, 154
Chimaltenango (department, town):
figure 1 (No. 15), 52; language, 91
(table 3); literacy, 192; schools, 194
(table 6)
chinchines: 215
Chinese population: 76
Chinuautla: 6, 83
Chiquimula (department, town), figtire 1 (No. 22), 52; agriculture, 281;
family eystem, 98; ladinos, 87; language, 91 (table 3); literacy, 192;
religion, 126; schools, 194 (table 6)
Chiquimulilla Canal: 43
chirimiLa: 214,215
C'hixoy River: 251

Chorti language: 78, 91 (table 3)
Chuj language: 91 (table 8)
citizenship: 144, 147; card, 169
Ciudad Vieja: 44
civil registry: 152
civil rights: 144, 147-48
civil service: 15ý, 306
cllnete: 39, 40, 41, 43, 269
clothing and dress: 59-60: 79, 86; military uniforms, 317
coat of arms: 178
Cobin: figure 1 (No. 4), 269, 27'o; industry, 292, 293
cochineal: 253
coffee growing: 27, 43, 272, 27d-79,
297
coffee industry: asiociations, 223, 254,
278; exports, 253, 278, 290; role of
government, 1'23
co/radias: See religious brotherhoods
colonos: 273
Comisi6n Permanente Consejos de Defensa Centroamericana: See Central American Defense, Permanent
Commission of the Council for
commercial code: 242-43
common market: See Central American Common Market
Communications and Public Works,
Ministry of: 57, 151, 226
communism (see also Artwcnz, Jacobo;
Communist Party of Guatemala):
2, 147, 172, 204; anti-Communist organizations, 165, 168, 173; Catholic
Church and, 118; guerrillas, 173,
309, 314, 318; labor unions, 302, 303
Communist Party of Guatemala (see
also Guatemalan Labor Party): 33,
34, 168
compadrazgo system: 104-6
Confederaci6n de Trabajadores de
Guatemala (CONTRAGUA): 303
Confederaci6n de Trabajadores de
Guatemaia (CTG): 34
Confederaci6n General de Trabajadores de Guatemala (CCTG) : 303
Confederaci6n Guatemalteca de Trabajadores (CGT) : 302
confederations of workers: See lkbor
unions
Congress: 186-"8, 170
Constitution (1965): 37, 146; judicial
system, 324, 327; labor provisin,h
301; military, 3(h, 314; ministries,

150-56; Roman Catholic Church
and, 119
Constitutional
documents:
142;
(1811), 23, (1824), 24, 143; (1851),
26, 143; (1879), 27, 117, 143, 144,
145; (1945), 32, 118, 145, 274;
(1956), 3e; (196*), 146
Constitutional Law of the Republic of
Guatemala (!819): 143
Constitutive Act of the iRpubiic of
Guatemala (1851): 140
Cooperative for American Relief
Everywhere: See CA VE
cooperatives: 273
corbbled arch: 209
Cordova, Matias de: 213
corn: 20, 60, 78, 179-80
cortes: 23
cost of living: 242
Costa Rica: 15, 24, 257
cotton: 20, 254, 278
Council of State: 150, 157
courts: 158-59, 324; military, 318
credit: 151, 234, 235, 237, 265, 274, 285
Cr6dito Hipotecaiio Nacional (CHN):
236, 238, 265
crime and prisons: 153; 319
crioUos: 16, 17
crops (see al.so specific cropz): 20, 28,
43, 46, 47, 48, 83, 88, 269, 276-82
triss (symbol): 123
cuadrilleros: 297
Cuba: 37
Cubulco: 79
Cuilapa: 3gure 1 (No. 6)
currency: 240
dances, Indian: 214
Delgado, Josi Matfas: 116
departmezts: capitals, figure 1; demography, 51, 52; languages, 91
(table 3); literacy rate, 192; local
government, 160; primary schools,
194 (table 6)
'iarie de Centro Arierica: 204, 206
diatomite: 294
!Maz del Castillo, Bernal: 21, 212
DIaz Ord*&, Gustavo: 182
diet: 60-42, 281; Black Caribs, 61, 88
diupases (see also public health and
sanitation): 13-14, 40, 48, 57, 6869; traditional beliefs, 63-46
divination: 126
divorce: 97, 117, 119

Dominicans; 19, 115, 116-17
Dresden Codex: 210
Du'!.- River: 41 (figure 2), 47, 251
"each one teach one": 193
earthquakes: 19, 44

192; manufacturing, 289; schools,
194 (table 6)
Esquipulas, Black Christ of: 211
essential oils: 266, 282
Estrada Cabrera, Manuel: 29,144
Eatudian&e, El: 2015
Evangelical Presbyterian Church:
184, 135
EXMIBAL: See Isabal Mining Exploration and Exploitation Comnpalsy
Export-Import Bank (U.S.): 260
exports (a'e also foreign trade, imports, taxes) : 20, 221, 263; bananas,
254, 281; beef, 284; coffee, 253, 278;
cotton, 254; essential oils, 282; foreat products, 286; shrimp, 287;
sugar, 251, 279
extradition: 147

Eastern Europe: 256
economic aid: 259-61
economic planning council: 221
Economic Society of Friends of the
Country: 23
economic specialties: 4, 80, 82
Economy, Ministry of: 151
e&l"cation: I'77, 190-99, 300; agricultural, 266; Catholic schools, 19, 116,
118, 119; literacy trai'iing, 311, 316;
medical, 70, 199; military, 315, 316
Education, Ministry of: 152, 196, 226,
311
Eisenhower, Dwight D.: 36
El COuneron: 103-4
fan' go: 245
El Pet~n kdepartment): hgur3 1 (No. fedcrations of workers: See labor
1), 47, 51, 52, 54; development of,
unions
275, 294; FYDEP, 152, 223, 276;
ermin Ayainena, Juan: 22
language, 91 (table 3); literacy, fiestas and festivaji (see also 1o,!days) : 62, 84-85
192; schools, 194 (table 6)
El Progreso (department, town'*: fij- Filisola, Vincente: 24
u a 1 (No. 18), 52; literacy, 192; Finance, Ministry of: 153, 156, 224
Financiers, Industrial y Agropecuaria
schools, 194 (table 6)
(FIASA): 240
El Quichi (department): figure 1
(No. 8), 52; agriculture, 280, 286; fishing: 287
doctors, 70; landownership, 272; Flores: Iguie 1 (No. 1), 48
languages, 91 (table 3); literacy, Flota Mercainte Gman Centroameri192; oil, 294; schools, 194 (table 6)
cana (FLOMERCA): 250
El Salvador: 15, 24; boundary dif- forced labor systems: 17, 27, 29, 31
pute, 51, 180; common marketh, 257 foieign affairs (see also border diselections: 3, 32, 36, 87, 145, 155, 167;
pu t es; MWin, John Gordon; Mexico;
(1965) Constitution, 147, 168-72
Organization of American States;
electricity (see also Guamtemala Electreaties; United Nations): 149, 1b-.,,
tric Company): 44, 58, _15C. 251,1
ý.,6-87
294-95
f(-rr ign exchange: 241
emnpricos: 19S
fto ign trade (aqe also exports, i-m.
employment: See labor; unernpl. y-U).'ts 241, 246, 252-59" under
ment anI underemployment
,)olonial rule., 17, 20
Empresa Elictrica de Guatemla: See foreigners: 231, 165, 242; rights of,
Guatemala Electric Company
144,145, 14., 259
ewcomienda grants: 17
forestry; 48, 266, 285-87
English language: 91, 201, 206
VXrtuny, Josh Manuel.: 34
Escuela Claridad: 34
i France: 178, 261, 317
Escuintla (department, touwn): figure Franciscans: 19, 115, 11%
1 (No. 12). 52, 55; agriculture, 278, Franklin V. Roosevelt Highway: 247
279, 280, 284; cattle, 284; infant freedom of asuociation: 146
mortality, 67; landownership, 273; freedom of religion: 118, 147
langua~ez, 91 (table 3) ; literacy. •'rench languate: 91
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Frente Popular Libertador: See Popu- Guatemalan Autonomous Labor Fedlar Liberation Front (FPL)
eration (FLAG): 303
fruit crnp 9RqR4
Guatomalan
Aviation
Company
k'uego (volcano): 15, 44
(AVIATECA): 156, 246
Fundamental Charter of Government Guatemalan Christian
DeYmocracy
(1964): 146
(DCG): 36, 167
Guatemalan Labor Party (PGT):
36, 168
Galeotti Torres, Rodolfo: 216
Rural Development ProGuatematan
G6lvez, Mariano: 25, 191
58
gram:
Gilvez Suirez, Alfredo: 216
Guatemalan Social Party (PSG): 168,
Garavito, Humberto: 216
178
Garcia Granados, Miguel: 27, 308
Workers C-nfederatlons:
Guatemalan
111
regular:
gente
30,8
302,
341
confiscated,
farIms
186;
28,
Germanu:
Guatemalteco, El: 207
31, 272, 277; language; 201
godparenthood: See eompadrazgo *ys- Guija, Lake: 41 (figure 2), 175
tem
Gon'Alez, Luis Arturo: 36
habeas cot-pus: 147
Gonzalcz Goyri, Roberto: 217
handicrafts: 80
Goodman-Martinez-Thompson calen- health services: folk healers, 64-65;
dar: 11
modern medic-ine, 69-70
Government (see also ministries) : Hidalgo, Miguel: 23
finance, 223-233; role in agricul- history (see also chapter 2): armed
ture, 265; role in development, 22i;
forces, 307; literature and art, 208,
structure, 16, 148
212; religion, 115-20
Government, Ministry cf: 320, 32i
holidays (see also fiestas 8 nd festiGrdfco, El: 206
vals) : 178-79, 319
Grajeda hiena, Guillermo: 217
Hondo River: 46
Granados, Miguel Garc~a: See Garrs ITvuduras 15, 24, 26, 28; ý -undary
Granados, Miguel
dispute, 50-61; common market, 257
Hora, La: 204, 206, 207
Grande River: 41 (figure 2)
Great Britain (see also Belize) : 255 horse: -0, 285
Gross National Product: 219, 288, 290, hospitals: 154
housing: 55-58, 80, 155
2i3
Huehuetenango (department, town):
G,4•. I-1
fig-are 1 (No. 9), 52; agriculture,
Guamweral. Bar Association: 145
272;492;
languages,
280;(table
landownership,
Guatenmsa City: 1, 44, i09, 160, 224;
9i
3) ; 1~teracy,
schools,
6)
(table
1
bus
55;
airport, 60; architecture,
19(able 6)
service, 248; crime, 315); health
5 79
services, 70; industry, 289; radio
stations, 202-3; schools, 196, 198; IgIesia Evangplica: 135
stores and markets, 243, 244: television, 200, 207 203 (table 9)
immigration: 16, 28, 76
Guý.fr zala Department ( "o al" impacto: 2 ,
2,
Guatemala City) : figure 1 (No. 47),
52; agriculture, 284; Adwation, 194
(table 6); liugnages, 91 (table 3) ;
literacy, 192; oca;l security, 1
Guatemala Electric Company: 35. 231,
252
Guattemala Gairette: 23
(uaternals Union Federation (FSG):
302

ImI r-al, El: 204, 206
imports (see also exports) : 3, 229, 263
I iNCAP: Sce Institute of Nutrition of
Central America and Panama
Incaparinal
61
in -orne: 4,220, 228,2 30
Indians (see also for-,ed labor ,ystems,
Maya Empire, migratory labor, religious b:otherhocdAs, shamanb, va-
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grancy law, witchcraft): 153, 161,
266, 271, 314; childhood, 107-9;
clothing, 59; education, 09, 191, 195;
family and kinship, 98-106; festivals, 62-63, 214; literacy, 89-90,'
192; living conditions, 39, 56; markets, 244; marriage, 95-97; medical
beliefs, 64; population, 52, 67, 76;
religion, 120-35; settlement patterns, 55; social and poiit'cal values,
26, 113, 139-40, 162-63, 174, 17a
indigo: 20, 22syatem,
Industrial Bank: 237. 238
Industrial cenk: 288, 289
industrial census: 288, 289
industrial development (see also Production Development Institute):
152,240,291
industry (see also labor) : 28, 288-95
Institute of Nutrition of Central
America and Panama (INCAP) : 61

Izabal (department) : figure 1 (No.
7), 52; agriculture, 280, 281; forestry, 286; language, 91. (table 3);
literacy, 192; oil, 294; schools, 194
(table 6)
Izabal, Lake: 41 (figure 2), 47
Izabal Mining Exploration and Exploitation Company (EXMIBAL):
293
Iztapa: 251

Institutional
Democratic
Party
(PID) : 166, 172
Instituto de Femento de Hipotecas
Aseguradhs (FHA): 240
Instituto de Fomento Municipal: See
Municipal Development Institute
Instituto Nacional de Eiectrificaci6n
(INDE): 22•, 252
Instituto Nacional de Transformaci6n
Agraria (INTA) : 151, 226, 275, 276
insurance companies: 239
Inter-American Highway: 49, 247

Jutiapa (department, town): figure 1
(No. 20), 52; agriculture
s, 281;
literacy, 592, 311; schools, 194

--as: 35
Inter-American Development Bank:
57, 259, 260
Inter-American Regional Organization of Workers (ORIT) : 303
interna! security (ses also Communism): 313, 320
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development: See World Bank
International Monetary Fund (IMF):
236, 259. r,60
International Nickel Company: 47
International Police Academy, Washington, P.C.: 321
International Railways oA Central
America: '29, 35
tnter-Ocean Highway: 49, 247
!risarri, Antonio Josi de: 2i3
irrigation- 270
Iturbiade, Augustin: 24
Ixil language: 91 (table 3)

LL Miquina settlement project: 53
!abor (see also forced labor systems,
labor unions, migratory l.br, vagrsncy law) : 154, 295-300
Labor and Social Security, Ministry
of: 154
Labor Code: 33, 300, 301
labor unions: 30, 301-3; governmert
supervision, 15-1; political activit'e112, 113, 164
ladinos (see also compadrazgo system) : 1, 6, 18, 40, 5V, 55, 67. 76, 77,
296; clothing, 59; literacy, 192;
marriage, 95-97; medical beliefs,
64; military service, 315; rmdio
audience, 290; religion, 130-35; social structure, .91,103,10, 109-13;
social values, 135-38
lakes: 41 (figure 2), 46, 47.48
Land Office: 153
Landa, Diego do: 11z 212

104; Ian3)
guage, 91 (table
Jacaltsnango: 62
Jalapa (department, town) : figure 1
(No. 19), 52: literacy, 192; schools,
194 (table 6)
Japan: 255, 256, 259
Jesuits: 259, 27, 1172 190
Jurun-Marinala power plant: 295
judicial system: 147, 158-59, 324-26

Kanjobal language: 91 (table 3)
Keith, Minor: 29
Kelchi language: 90, 91 (table 3)
Kingdom of Guatemalp: 15
kinship system (see also social structure) : 96-98,103-6
Kukulcni: 12, 13

Anter-American Conference in Cars'- La Atlantida Transport: 156

.
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Landivar, Rafael: 213
Mdndez Montenegro, Julio Cdsar: 2,
landownership (see alro agrarian re37, 172-73, 185, 224
form) : 82, 109, 189, 271-78; idle Mdndez Montenegro, Mario: 87, 166
land tax, 281
Mercedarians: 19, 115
languag's: 51, 89-91,201,205
merchant marine: 156, 178, M29, ; 51.
las Casas, Bartolom6 de: 18, 212
Mbida, Carlos: 216,
Latin American Confederation of Merlo, Tomas de: 211
Christian Unions (CLASC): 308
Mexico: 12, 24, 51, 175, 181-82, 107.
Law of Public Order: 34, 205, 819
210, 317
libel laws: 205
Michatoya River: 41 (figure 2), 45
libraries: 153
migratory labor: 56, 81, 112, 297;
life expectancy: 39, 68
Black Caribs, 88; Indians, 86
literacy rate: 192-93
military aircraft; 312, 818
literature: 21, 210, 212-13, 217
milk plant: 151
livestock: 20. 151, 284-85
It.illa y Vidaurre, Joad: 213
Livingston: 46, 250
.milpa:82
Loas: 85
minerals and mining (see also petroLos Altos: 25
leum) : 45, 47, 151, 293-95
Los Esclavos River: 41 (figure 2), 295 ministries
(see also individual
lottery, national: 154
names): 150-56
Mixe languages: 90
Madre Vieja River: 41 (figure 2)
Momostenango: 62, 63, 80
malaria: 48, 66, 68
Main (Indian nation) : 13, 90, 91 .none3 economy: 81, 220
Montafias del Mico: 41 (figure 2), 45
(table 3)
Monteforte Toledn, Mario: 218
manufacturing: 288-93
Monttfar, Antonio de: 211
manzana: 245. 271
Montdfar y Rivera Maestre, Lorenzo:
Mariano Gfilvez University: 199
213
marimba: 212, 214
Mopan Maya language: 91 (table 3)
markets a. fairs: 55, 63, 81, 244
marriage: 28, 95-97, 99, 108, 117, 128, Morazin, Francisco: 25, 116, 307
mortgages: 236, 238, 240, 265
131
Motagua River: 41 (figure 2), 46, 251
Marroquin, Francisco: 19
motion pictures: 201
Marroquin, Rojas, Clemente: 172
motor vehicles: 49, 248
Martinez, Arturo: 217
mountains: 41 (figure 2), 45
Marure, Alejandro: 213
Movemiento Democritico Nacional:
Mdaryknoll Fathers: 58, 119, 194
See National Democratic Movement
Matias de GhLlvez: 46, 50, 249; Port
mules: 20, 285
Authority, 156
Maya Empire (see also Indians, Mare, Municipal Development Institute (INQuiche Indian nation, Rabinal): art
FOM): 57, 155
and architecture, 208-210; culture 'mumicipiGs (see a-lso townships): 51,
and religion, 10, 11, 120-35, 139;
52,54
languages, 4, 90
museums: 152
Mayu-Quiche people: 13, 14, 210, 307 music: 212, 214-15; radio, 201, 216
Mazatenango: figure 1 (No. 2), 289
medical education. 70, 199
Mein, John Gordon: 2, 173
nagual: 125
men and women (see also children, Nahual: 80
marriage, women): Carib lan- Nahualate River: 41 (figure 2), 43
guages, 90; clothing, 59-60, 79; fies- National Agrarian Bank: 234, 238,
254, 265, 274
tas, 85; labor force, 295; life expectancy, 68; market clay, 81; popula-! national anthem: 178
tion, 75; religiocR activities, 130; National Con~federation of Peasants
role in family, 6, i01-3
(CNCG): 303

i
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National Defense, Ministry of: 151, Partido de Renovaci6i, NaciuIml: See
226, 309
Movement
Natiora'& Democratic
(MDN): 36, 87,166
National Enterprise for the Economic
Development of El Petdn (FYDEP): 152, 223, 276
national flag: 178
National Housing Institute: 57
National Indian Institute: 158
Movement
Liberation
National
(MLri) :166, 171, 172
Movement
Reformist
National
(MNR) : 168
National Renovation Party (PRN):
33
National Trade Union Council: 303
nationalism: 174, 177, 178
Navy: 312, 318
Nebaj: 84
Negroes: 76-77
newspapers: 23, 204-6
Nicaragua: 15, 24, 201, 257

National Renovation Party
Partido Social Guatemalteco: See
Guatemalan Social Party
Partido Uniflcaci6n Anticomunista:
See Anti-Communist Unification
0
Party
Pasi6n River: 41 (figure 2;, 48, 251
patron saints: 62-68, 84, 86, 128
patron system: I12, 138
Paz, Alonso de: 211
Paz River: 41 (figure 2)
Pedro River: 41 (figure 2)
Perales, Juan: 211
Peralta Azurdia, Enrique: 37, 146,
164, 170-71
pest and disease control of crops: 278,
280-81, 283
Pethn ItzA, Lake: 41 (figure 2), 48
petroleum: 48, 231, 255, 292, 293, 294
physical features: 41 (figure 2)
physicians and doctors (see also shamans) : 63, 64, 70

pigs: 20, 285
Pipil language: 90
pirates: 17, 20, 47
Pocomans language: 91 (tabit 3)
Poconchi language: 91 (table 3)
police: 153, 314, 320, 321, 322
political parties (see also Communism,
labor unions): early period, 23, 2425, 29, 33; recent elections, 36-37,
142, 147, 165-68, 170-74
obelisks: 12
Political Statute (1954): 146
Oc6s: 50, 250
Polochic: River, 41 (figure 2), 47,
Octubre: 204
251; Valley, 283
orchids: 48, 49
Ponce, Juan Frederico: 32, 145
Orellana, Jos6 Maria: 30, 56, 191
Organization of American States Ponciano Samayoa, Miguel Angel: 172
Popol Vuh: 21, 90, 210
(OAS): 182, 187,310
Organization of Central American Popular Liberation Front (FPL): 33
population (see also vital statistics):
States (ODECA) : 179
10, 44, 52, 54, 74-76, 296
Ortiz Passarelli, Miguel: 36-38

nickel: 47, 254, 293
Nuclear Energy Commission: 152
Nuestra Sefiora de la Merced chureh:
211
Nuestro Diario: 204
Neuva Concepci6n settlement project:
58
nursing school: 199

Pacaya (volcano) : 45, 71
Pacific Coast Highway: 49, 247
Ppn American tioalth Organization:
68
Pan-American Highway: 247
Panajachel, 79, 80
Panama: 259, 3.!
panda: 279
Paniagua, r.aul: 216
pdramo: 44, 269
Partido Acci6n Revolucionaria: See
Revolutionary Action Party
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ports and harbors: figure 1, 46, 49, 50,
156, 249-51
post office: 151
potatoes: 61, 269
poultry: 151, 285
Prensa Libre: 204, 206
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions: 132
President: 71, 148-49, 157, 158, 29S;
Army commander, 309, 313, 317;
nomination: 170; patrdn relationship, 138

Production Development Institute
(INFOP): 33, 155, 222, 284, 288,
265
Protestants: 125, 132-35, 164
Provincias Unidas del Centro de
America: See Central American
states, union of
public administration center: 300
public health and sanitation (see also
health services; Public Health and
Social Assistance, Ministry of): 5658, 65-69
Public Health and Social Assistance,
Ministry of: 57, 66, 67, 71, 154
Public Ministry: 165
public schools: 27, 191, 198, 197
publications (see also newspapers):
153, 207
Puerto Barrios: figure 1 (No. 7), 46,
50, 249
Pupuluca language: 90
quetzal: bird, 48, 178; money, 240
Quetzalcbat4l: 12

Remington rifles: 178
repatimiento: 17
resettlement programs: 40, 58, 112,
265, 275
Retalhuleu (department, town); figure 1 (No. 13), 52; agriculture, 278,
278, 281; literacy, 192; manufacturing, 289; schools, 194 (table 6)
Revolutionary Action Party (PAR):
33
Revolutionary
Democratic
Unity
(URD) : 167
Revolutionary Party (PR): 37, 166,
171,172
rice: 88, 281
rivers (see also names of specific
rivors) : 41 (figure 2), 44
roads and highways: figure 1, 4), 156,
247, 311
Rockefeller Fouandation. 65
Roman Catholic Church (see also
names of religious orders) ; 7, 18,
19, 27, 115, 116-35; church art, 211;

Quezaltenango (department, town):
figure 1 (No. 16), 52; agriculture,
276, 281, 282; capital city, 44, 53, 55,
289; industry, 80; language, 91
(table 3) ; literacy, 192; schools, 194
(table 6)
Quich6 Indian nation (see also MayaQuich6 people): 13; language, 90,
91 (table 3), 201
quintal: 245

activities, 119; eduracontemporary
tion anld, 22, 194; politics and, 163;
tiri
ard, 22, 194

Rossell y Arellano, Manano: 118
Royal and Pontifical University of
San Carlos Borromeo: See San Carlos University
rubber: 223, 283, 292
Rufino Barrios, Justo: 7, 27-28, 143,
308; agriculture, 253, 273, 277;
Church and, 117; established
Rabinal (Indian nation) : 13, 18-19
schools, 191; Protestants and, 132
radio: 79, 86, 190, 200-201
rural areas (see alse urban areas) •
Rafael Landivar University: 119, 199
class structure, 109, 161; family
health seraices, 70;
100;
s tructure,
railroads: figure 1, 28, 49, 248-49;
United Fruit Company and, 29, 248
home economics education, 152;
Railway Workers Union for Action
hc,,sing, 55-58; illiteracy rate, 192;
and Betterment (SAMF) : 302, 303
population, 75; primary schools,
rainfall: 42, 46
194, 195; roads, 49, 24"; settlement
Recinos, Elrain: 217
patters, 53
Recollet friars: 117
Regional Federation of Worker&
p
Sacatep~quez (department): figure 1
jFRT): 30, 302
(No. 3), 51, 52, 173; language, 91
Regional Labor Federation (FORG):
(table 3), literacy, 192; schools, 194
303
table 6)
Reina Zorne: 269
figure I (No. 5), 269
SalamA:
ProtEmpire,
religion (see also Maya
estants, Roman Ca.holic Church): Salazar, Jos6 Luiz Crus: 167, 168
Salinas River: 41 (figure 2', 47
5, 7, 10k, 115, 147
relpiious brotherhoods: 83, 113, 116, SamalA River: 41 (figure 2), 44
126, 1.0
San Antonio Huista: 82
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San Carlos University: 19, 155, 157,
190-92, 197, 198, 224; agrculture,
266; journalism, 205; medicine, 70
San Francisco: 80
San JosZ: 49, 250
San Juan Ixchoy: 60
San Luis Jilotepeque: 84, 110
San Marcos (department, town): figure 1 (No. 10), 52; agriculture, 276,
280, 281, 282; language, 91 (table
3) ; literacy, 192; schools, 194 (table
6)
San Pedro: river, 48; volcano, 45, 80
sanitation: See public health and sanitation
Santa Cruz del Quicht: figure 1 (No.
8)
Santa Rosa (department) : figure 1
(No. 6), 52; agriculture, 281, 284;
literacy, 192; schools, 194 (table Z)
Santiago Atitlin: 79, 80
Santiago de los Caballeros (see also
Antigua Guatemala) : 15
Sarstdn River: 41 (figure 2), 47, 251
savings and thrift: 235, 237, 239, 3.,
schools: See education
Sebol settlement project, 275
Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano
de Crcdito Agricola Supervisado
(SCICAS): 151, 265
Servicio de Fomento de la Economia
Indigena (SFEI): 266
sewing machines: 79
shamans: 65, 96, 114, 124, 126
sheep: 269, 285
shrines, Roman Catholic: 120
Sierra de Santa Cruz: 41 (figrure 2),
46
Sierra Madre: 41 (figure 2)
Sindicato de Trabajadores Educaciones
de Guatemala (STEG): 302
sindicos : 160
smallpox: 31-14
smallpox:3-14
smuggling: 154
social security: 154, 155; Institute, 71,
224,300
social structure (see also kinship systern) : 6, 11, 17-18, 22, 10945, 13739, 161-62; elite, 2, 109, 162; feuds,
103; middle class, 111, 162, 172
Soconusco tribe: 14, 181
Sololi (department, town) : figure I
(No. 14), 52, 67; landownership,
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272; language, 91 (table 8); literacy, 192; schools, 194 (table 6)
Spain: 15-16, 186, 256
Spanish language: 82, 205
Spinden and Makemson calendar: 11
spirits: See witchcraft
sports; 206
Standard Fruit Company: 281
state of siege: 173, 319
student organizations: 164
Suchiate River: 41 (figure 2)
Suchitepdquex (department) : figure 1
(No. 2), 52; agriculture, 276, 280,
281, 283, 284; cattle industry, 284;
landownership, 272, 273; language,
91 (table 3); literacy, 192; schools,
194 (table 6)
sugar: 254, 279
sulfur springs. 45
Supreme Court: 157
Tacanli (volcano): 44
Tajumulco (volcanc): 44
tambor: 214
tariffs: 229, 256, 257
taxes: 153, 221, 222, 226-32; exports,
229, 286; industrial development,
291,293
teachers: 194 (table 6), 195, 197, 302
Tecpin: 82
Tectiamburro (volcano): 293
Tecin Umin: chief: 7, 14, 214, 307;
town, 248
telecommunications: 151, 251
television: 200, 207, 208 (table 9)
textiles: 60, 292
Tikal: 209
Tiquisate: 278
tobacco: 20, 230, 283
Todos Santos CuchumatAn: 60
Tolimln (volcano): 45
tonelada: 245
Toriello, Jorge: 32
tortuga: 215
Totonicapin (department, town): figure 1 (No. 11), 52, 62, 67; landownership, 272; literacy, 192; manufacturing, 80, 289, 292; schools,
194 (table 6)
tourism: 155, 269
townships (See also economic specialties, mutieipios): 115, 160, 170;
patron saints, 62, 123; social groups,
78

trade (see also foreign trade): domestic, 242-46
trade publications: 207
trade unions: See labor unions
transportation (see also air transport,
roads and highways, water transport) : figure 1,246-51
treaties (see also border disputes): 26,
167, 183, 187, 257, 810
trees and tVr'ber: See forestry
TribunaPopular: 204
Tzolkin calendar: 62
tzute: 59
Tzutuhil nation: 13, 14; language, 91
(table 3)

Valle de las Vacas: 46
Valley of Guatemala, University of
the: 199
Vanguardia Democrfitica: 84
vara: 245
Visquez, Dagoberto: 217
vegetable crop: 284
Vela, David: 206
Venezviela: 259, 812
Verap.,z (see also Alta Verapaz, Baja
Ver.az) : 19
veterinary medicine: 199
Vice President: 149-50, 157, 170
Villagran Kramer, Francisco: 167
vital statistics: 52. 67-68, 75, 15142
volcanoes: 15, 44, 45, 71
U actJog;0,4
209
Volunteer Corps of Firemen: 231, 232
Ubico, Jorge: 30, 87, 145, 164, 177, 274, voting rights:-,ee elections
308
unenplyinent and underemployment: wages and salaries: 207-99, 317
Walker, William: 26
297
Unidad Revolucionaria Democritica: water, potable: 57, 154, 156, 226
See Revolutionary Democratic Unity water transport: (see also merchant
marine, ports and harbors): 560,
Unionist Par'y: 162
249-51
Parties
United Front of Arevalist
Webster, Bethuel M.: 185
(FUPA): 33
United Fruit Company: 30, 31, 35, weights and measures, system of: 245
175; banana farms, 280; railroads, welfare (see also social security): 71.
WVst Germany: 255, 256, 259, 261
29, 248
wheat: 223, 232
324
261,
187,
68,
62,
Nations:
United
wildlife: 48, 215
America:
Central
of
United Provinces
See Central American states, union witchcraft, 64, 114, 124-25, 127, 132
women (see also children, marriage,
of
men and women): education, 198;
United States: aid, 58, 259; diplolabor, 17, 154, 296; penalty for
matic relations, 175, 179, 187; mecrime, 147, 327; religion, 34, 101,
182;
military
180,
diation efforts,
114; social security, 71; voting, 164assistance, 173, 313; trade, 31, 255
universities (see also San Carlos Unir5
versity): 198-99
workers confederations: See labor
unions
University Students Association
Federation for the Legal
Workers
(AEU): 164
urban area (see also rural areas):
Protection of Labor (FOG): 302
class structure, 109-13, 161; crime, Workers Recreation Institute: 300
318; family structure, 100; health World Bank: 222, 259, 260, 261
services, 69; housing, 55-58; illiter- World Health Organization: 66
acy rate, 192; political values, 175; Xelajfi: 55
primary schools, 194, t95; religion, Ydigoras Fuentes, Miguel: 37, 163,
130; settlement patterns, 53
230
Uspantecs language: 91 (table 3)
Year Bearer's Ceremony: 62
Usumacinta River: 41 (figure 2), 47, Yucatin: 12-13
48, 251
Zacapa (department, town) : figure 1
vacant towns: 54
(No. 21), 52; literacy, 192; schools,
vagrancy law: 27, 31, 301
194 (table 6)
Valle de la Ermita: 44
1 u: 215
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